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1 Introduction

Modern societies rely on a virtually unlimited and reliable energy supply. The
energy consumption is directly related to the standard of living. In a reference
scenario [1], the IEA predicts a worldwide increased primary energy demand by
almost 50% for 2030. The strong economic growth in China and India only will
account for half of this increase. The present world energy supply relies to more
than 80% on burning of fossil fuels, and based on current trends the energy-
related emission of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases will lead to an
increase of the average global temperature of 6 ◦C in the long run. According
to the 2007 IPCC report [2], even the harshest scenario leading to a long term
mitigation of climate change effects (requiring a 50–80% reduction of the CO2

emission in 2030 compared to 2000) still predicts a global mean temperature
increase of 2.0–2.4 ◦C. Although resources for oil, gas and coal are sufficient for
the next decades or even centuries, their availability is limited, as it is for fuels
for nuclear fission power plants. Fast breeder fission technologies, moreover,
are not likely to be acceptable, since waste disposal, safety and proliferation
issues are unsolved. Renewable energy sources (solar, geothermal, tidal, wind,
biomass etc.) are hardly an alternative to replace the bulk majority fossil sources,
due to limited continuous availability and lack of energy storage technologies
[3]. The only new sustainable energy source which is able to secure long-term
energy supply while avoiding any greenhouse gas emission is nuclear fusion.

1.1 Nuclear fusion

In a nuclear fusion power plant the same physical processes as in the sun are
used to generate energy: the fusion of light nuclei. For a reactor, the reaction
between deuterium (2H, D) and tritium (3H, T) is most suitable, since it has
a maximum cross-section at lowest temperatures: given a sufficient particle
density (approximately 1020 m−3), a temperature of approximately 108 K is
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1. Introduction

necessary to efficiently use the reaction:

D + T −−→ 4He + n + 17.6 MeV

At such temperatures, hydrogen is fully ionized and forms a plasma. Since the
plasma particles are electrically charged, a confinement by magnetic fields is
possible. The reaction products n and 4He carry the energy from the fusion
reaction. The alpha particles are confined within the magnetic field and sustain
the plasma temperature after ignition. The neutrons transport their energy
(14.1 MeV) into the blanket, where it is collected by heat exchangers. Also
in the blanket neutrons generate the tritium fuel from lithium, since tritium
is an isotope with a short half-life of 12.3 years and therefore is not naturally
abundant. The tritium breeding reactions are:

6Li + n −−→ 4He + T + 4.8 MeV

and
7Li + n −−→ 4He + T + n− 2.5 MeV

Therefore, the fusion reaction is based on deuterium and lithium as fuel el-
ements. Deuterium has a natural abundance of 0.0145% and can easily be
extracted from water. Lithium occurs in the lithosphere with an average con-
centration of 50 ppm and can be extracted from abundant minerals. Total
resources of both fuel elements for nuclear fusion are therefore essentially un-
limited and widely distributed around the globe. The D–T fusion is not a chain
reaction and each deviation of one of the required parameters to sustain the
reaction terminates it. Nuclear fusion is an intrinsically safe energy source
without the risk of a runaway process. During operation, components of a
fusion reactor will be activated by the energetic neutrons. By carefully selecting
the materials and components used for construction of the reactor vessel, the
structural materials and components, the radioactive inventory can be limited
to isotopes with short half-lifes. Thus, the activity of the components drops to
levels which allow recycling within the first 100 years [4].

The magnetic confinement of the hot plasma is technically realized by two
concepts, both based on a toroidal geometry. In a stellarator [5], the mag-
netic fields confining the plasma are produced by magnetic field coils arranged
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1.2. Plasma-wall interactions and “mixed materials”

around the torus only. The magnetic configuration can be maintained in steady
state, however, at the cost of a complex external coil system. The most advanced
modular stellarator is currently under construction at the Max-Planck-Institut
für Plasmaphysik in Greifswald. The second concept, which is realized in most
magnetic confinement fusion experiments around the world, is the tokamak [6].
The magnetic field confining the plasma is composed of a toroidal component,
created by external magnetic field coils, and a poloidal component which is
generated by a current induced in the plasma torus itself. As a consequence, a
tokamak can only operate in a pulsed mode without auxiliary facilities which
permanently sustain a toroidal current in the plasma. Nevertheless, the toka-
maks TFTR (Tritium Fusion Test Experiment, USA) and JET (Joint European
Torus, EU), the largest fusion device built up to now, demonstrated the produc-
tion of substantial fusion power [7]. In 1997, JET achieved a fusion power of
16 MW, 65% of the power necessary for the external plasma heating (fusion gain
Q factor of 0.65). To optimize energy confinement and to improve the fusion
gain, a device with larger dimensions is necessary.

The next step in magnetic confinement fusion is the large-scale fusion exper-
iment ITER, built jointly in a partnership between Europe, Japan, Russia, South
Korea, China, India, and the USA. The contracts were signed in 2005, since 2007
the construction is going on at Cadarache in southern France. The objective
of ITER is “to demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility of fusion
energy for peaceful purposes”. The goal for ITER is to operate with a high
fusion gain of Q ≈ 10, which means that the majority of the heating power will
be provided by the alpha particles created in the D–T reaction [8, 9].

1.2 Plasma-wall interactions and “mixed materials”

The confinement of energy and particles in a magnetic confinement fusion de-
vice is necessarily limited, since it is the aim to convert the released energy
into electricity and the continuous reaction requires the alpha particles to be
removed from the plasma. Also any impurities need to be removed from the
plasma, because they dilute the fuel and cool the plasma by radiative losses.
Therefore, the interactions between the plasma and the first wall of the vacuum
vessel influence both, the properties of the materials at the first wall, and the
properties of the plasma from the outermost regions to the plasma core. Energy
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1. Introduction

deposited from the plasma drives an number of processes at the wall. Material
is eroded by physical sputtering or, in off-normal events, by sublimation or
melting. In the case of multi-element first wall components, energy deposited
from the plasma can also initiate chemical reactions. Eroded material from
the wall is ionized when entering the plasma and subsequently transported
along the field lines. Finally, after re-deposition, the elemental distribution at
the first wall is altered by this material transport and deposition. Plasma con-
stituents, among them impurities and helium, and in particular the hydrogen
isotopes, are implanted into the first wall materials. During collision cascades,
defect sites are created which act as traps for the implanted species. In case of
temperature excursions leading to elevated wall temperatures, diffusion of the
hydrogen isotopes can take place, leading both to a re-emission and a diffusion
of implanted species deep into the bulk of the wall materials. This process is
of particular importance with respect to safety issues, since implanted tritium
accumulates in the wall materials and can even diffuse into structural materials
or into the cooling media. The precise knowledge of the radioactive inventory
of a fusion device is of importance for radiation protection licensing. Therefore,
all physical and chemical processes which can influence the hydrogen isotope
inventory of first wall materials, must be known in order to predict the dynamic
hydrogen inventory during operation of a fusion device.

In current fusion experiments, a number of first wall materials and condition-
ing procedures are used [10]. With the use of light, low Z elements like carbon,
boron layers, or beryllium, a low effective Z of the plasma could be achieved,
minimizing the radiative losses. The advantages of graphites as first wall mate-
rials, however, like no melting in case of high heat loads, are neutralized by its
hydrogen chemistry. These chemical reactions between hydrogen and carbon
not only open chemical erosion channels even at very low particle impact en-
ergies, but also lead to the formation of hydrogen-(tritium-)containing radicals
which can deposit in remote areas or gaps where a retrieval of the tritium inven-
tory is impossible [11]. Beryllium not only is a low Z material, but reduces also
oxygen concentrations in the plasma due to its reactivity. As a metal is exhibits
advantages compared to graphites with respect to thermal conductivity and hy-
drogen chemistry. In particular in JET beryllium has been extensively used and
immediately showed the beneficial behavior of strong oxygen gettering [12].
With increasing control of the kinetic energy (i.e. cooling the edge plasma) of
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1.2. Plasma-wall interactions and “mixed materials”

the large flux of particles reaching the wall materials, in particular in the diver-
tor region of a tokamak, high Z elements like tungsten became favorable as wall
materials. These elements exhibit a high threshold energy for sputtering, and
eroded from the surface they are promptly redeposited close to their origin due
to quick ionization and small gyroradii. The feasibility of operating a modern
tokamak with a high Z material like tungsten has been demonstrated in ASDEX
Upgrade, which has continuously been converted to a full-W machine without
performance degradation [13,14]. The research in plasma-wall interactions over
many years finally lead to the choice of beryllium, carbon, and tungsten as the
plasma-facing materials for the next-step fusion device ITER [8,9]. This decision
is also kept after the ITER design review, which was initiated in 2006 after the
decision to build ITER. Beryllium is the material of choice for the cladding of
the first wall of the main chamber of ITER. This comprises a total surface area
of ≈ 690 m2. Carbon (as a fiber-reinforced, CFC, material) is the choice for the
divertor strike points (≈ 55 m2). Due to the problems of tritium co-deposition
in hydrocarbon layers [15], a replacement of the carbon materials at the strike
points by tungsten is under discussion, before the ITER operation enters the
D–T phase. Tungsten is the design material for all other divertor surfaces with
a total surface area of ≈ 140 m2 [10].

If multiple materials are used as plasma-facing surfaces in a fusion vessel, dur-
ing plasma operation erosion, transport, and re-deposition will lead to surface
layers of one material on the other, or more general: to the formation of multi-
component surfaces (“mixed materials”). Thermally and ion-driven processes
(diffusion, reaction, ion beam mixing) initiate the formation of mixtures and/or
compounds of the available elements. In addition, plasma impurities (e.g. oxy-
gen from oxidized surfaces or leaks, nitrogen from seeding of the plasma edge)
and the hydrogen isotopes from the fuel can additionally take part in surface
chemical processes. Long before the deliberate application of multiple elements
in fusion devices (like e.g. the application of Be together with carbon in JET [16],
the initial tungsten campaign in ASDEX Upgrade [17], the JET ITER-like wall
program [18, 19], or the planned application of Be, C and W in ITER [8, 9]), it
became clear that the deposits at the first wall of fusion devices are composed
of a number of elements, which are eroded at some locations within the vessel
and re-deposited at different sites. Both deposition and preferential sputtering
processes contribute to the final composition, which was hardly to be predicted
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1. Introduction

(see e.g. [20–26]). After the application of beryllium as a wall material in JET,
the formation of compounds between beryllium and the carbon from graphite
tiles was identified as a major process which strongly influences the retention of
hydrogen isotopes [27, 28]. In laboratory experiments, the sputtering of multi-
component surfaces [29] and their formation and erosion properties, as well as
their influence on the inventory of hydrogen was investigated [30–39]. How-
ever, the results for hydrogen retention in mixed materials or the formation
criteria for compound surface layers were in some cases controversial. This is
due to the fact that in some cases the vacuum conditions in the experiments were
insufficient to prevent oxidative reactions, in particular for experiments involv-
ing beryllium. The experimental conditions were not sufficiently well-defined
and the results could not be reproduced in different groups. The modeling of
mixed materials formation and erosion, based on the exposure of samples to
plasma conditions with multiple species (e.g. in the PISCES-B device [40, 41]),
was in the first years limited to purely kinematic interactions between imping-
ing species and the surfaces [42–46]. Nevertheless, the PISCES-B device is one
of the few experiments which are able to study multi-component surface effects
applying a plasma impinging at surfaces, in particular involving beryllium as
one of the species [40,47–58]. A number of material systems and exposure con-
ditions can be studied under conditions which are relevant to the ITER divertor.
Only in recent years another experiment which is capable of simulating surface
loads with particles and energy similar to the ITER divertor conditions is under
construction: the Magnum-PSI experiment [59].

Despite the fact that these plasma simulators are uniquely suited for simula-
tions of ITER divertor loading conditions, they are less adequate to determine
single physical parameters, simply due to the complexity of the plasma-surface
interaction processes occurring simultaneously. Throughout the inner surface
of a fusion device, the environmental conditions at the first wall vary consider-
ably at different locations1, due to different functionalities of the first wall, e.g.

1For ITER, under normal operation conditions the first wall temperatures in the main chamber
are expected to vary between 450 and up to 600 K, whereas the surface temperatures in the
divertor are expected between 450 and up to 1300 K [60]. Under certain conditions, the
surface temperatures can even exceed these values significantly. Particle energies of species
impinging at the first wall range between a few eV into the keV regime, again depending on
the location within the vessel. Also the particle fluxes arriving at different parts of the first
wall range from 1019 − 1020 m−2 s−1 in the Be-covered main chamber, and up to 1024 m−2 s−1 at
the divertor strike points [10].
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1.2. Plasma-wall interactions and “mixed materials”

in the divertor, at the main chamber wall, or at start-up limiters. It is therefore
necessary to determine the fundamental properties governing the processes at
the first wall. Only a modeling approach based on these data allows predic-
tions for a complex machine. If the material formation, erosion and hydrogen
inventory processes are to be simulated, facilitating predictions for the material
behavior in ITER for the very different conditions at the first wall locations,
it is necessary to reduce the experimental parameter space to few variables.
In singling out specific processes in one study, it is possible to determine the
parameters which govern temperature or ion-driven processes. By determin-
ing the behavior of materials under well-defined conditions, predictions are
possible for more complex scenarios.

In this work, fundamental reaction and diffusion processes are studied for
materials which are of importance for current and future fusion experiments. In
well-defined experiments, the processes driven by temperature or by ion bom-
bardment are observed by qualitative and quantitative techniques. In section
2, the new experimental setups are summarized which were necessary for the
specific measurements. Section 3 describes surface reactions in binary carbon–
metal systems. In particular, the reactions of carbon layers with the metals
beryllium, tungsten, iron, nickel, silicon, and gold for reference purposes, are
described for thermally induced reactions. Moreover, for specific systems also
compound formation and erosion processes, induced by noble gas ions or re-
active species, are summarized. Section 4 describes experiments which aim at
surface reactions induced by atomic oxygen on beryllium, tungsten, and gold.
The formation of binary alloys in the Be–W system is discussed in section 5.
The topic of surface and interface reactions in ternary systems is treated in sec-
tion 6, both for thermally induced processes and for reactive molecules as ionic
species. Finally, in section 7 fundamental studies on the hydrogen retention in
and release from beryllium are described. The original publications are listed
and attached on pages 103 ff. and are denoted in the references throughout the
text by ⊗.
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2 Experimental approach

The investigation of the influence of surface compound layers on the hydro-
gen inventory of materials requires experimental conditions in which suitable
samples can be produced, characterized, implanted and analyzed under well-
controlled environments. Sample preparation involves in a first step the re-
moval of impurity species from the surface and surface-near bulk and a suffi-
ciently good vacuum to keep the prepared surfaces in a controlled state for the
time of an experiment. The topic of mixed wall materials involves in particular
beryllium and carbon. Beryllium is highly reactive (in particular with oxygen
and water), and carbon is a ubiquitous contamination. Controlled surface sci-
ence experiments therefore require base pressures in the low 10−10, better in
the low 10−11 hPa regime. Furthermore, the performed dedicated experiments
involve sample preparation steps where species are deposited from the vapor
phase, implanted as energetic ions, or, in the case of oxygen, deposited as atomic
species (see section 2.2 for a description of a source for atomic oxygen). Some of
the experiments involving tungsten surfaces included temperature treatments
of the prepared samples ranging from 300 K to 1700 K.

The various applied analytical techniques aim at both qualitative and quanti-
tative assessments of the species present at the surface or at surface-near inter-
faces, as well as of species desorbing from the samples in the case of hydrogen in-
ventory studies. For chemical state analysis, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), is the technique of choice. This method allows for chemical analysis
of the surface and surface-near depths both qualitatively (resolving elements
and their chemical states) and quantitatively (taking into account models for
the depth distribution). XPS is used both in laboratory experiments and with
synchrotron radiation. Laboratory experiments employ non-monochromatic
sources (Al and Mg anodes), and monochromatic Al Kα radiation. The lat-
ter provides an overall resolution of the spectrometer system of 0.29 eV [61].
XPS measurements carried out with synchrotron radiation not only enable high
resolution spectroscopy, but are especially useful for gaining chemical informa-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the UHV experiment Artoss, dedicated
to studies of the influence of multi-component surface layers on the
hydrogen inventory in materials.

tion with tunable information depth. To make use of these specific advantages,
experiments at the synchrotron facility HZB-BESSY II in Berlin are performed
using a specifically designed sample preparation setup, described in section 2.3.

Experiments aiming at the inventory of hydrogen isotopes require specific
analysis techniques for these species. In particular, nuclear reaction analysis
(NRA) and temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) are useful for this pur-
pose. Since NRA and other high-energy ion beam analysis techniques require
an accelerator, a new UHV setup has been constructed which combines very
low vacuum conditions (base pressure in the low 10−11 hPa regime), X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy, and low-energy ion sources (eV to keV) for sample
preparation and hydrogen implantation, with the availability of high-energy
ions (MeV) from a 3 MV tandem accelerator. This setup is described in the
following section 2.1.

2.1 In situ formation and characterization, hydrogen inventory:
The Artoss experiment

The Artoss experiment is dedicated to the preparation and the in situ char-
acterization of multi-component surface layers, and in particular the in situ
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2.1. In situ formation and characterization, hydrogen inventory: The Artoss
experiment

investigation of hydrogen inventories. A schematic view of the apparatus is
shown in Fig. 2.1. The experimental setup is described in detail in [62]⊗. Here,
the characteristic details are given as a list.

• Base pressure ≤ 3 · 10−11 hPa

• Sample temperature between approximately 200 K and 1400 K (liquid
nitrogen cooling and electron beam heating possibilities)

• Transferable sample holder with integrated heater and thermocouple
wiring

• Sample load-lock

• Double cylinder Faraday cup housing the sample, for precise sample
current measurements

• Small aperture Faraday cup for ion beam profile characterization

• Pumping system comprising of turbomolecular pumps, titanium subli-
mator, liquid nitrogen-cooled baffle, ion pump

• Sample preparation:

– Differentially pumped sputtering source (IQ2)

– Mass-separated and differentially pumped ion source (IQ1), with
optional ion optics to decelerate ions down to ≈100 eV

– Evaporator for solid materials, e.g. carbon

– Gas admission via ‘gas shower’

• Analysis techniques:

– X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), using non-monochromatic
Al and Mg Kα radiation

– Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), He I and He II excita-
tion lines

– Ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS) in 135◦ backscattering geometry

– Hemispherical electrostatic energy analyzer (for XPS, UPS, and ISS)
with entrance lens system, allowing for analysis spot sizes down to
70 μm diameter

17



2. Experimental approach
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Figure 2.2: Schematic setup of the microwave discharge O atom source. The
light emission pattern from the NO *

2 de-excitation was measured in
a similar setup by G. Jung [63].

– Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), using a quadrupole
mass spectrometer housed in a differentially pumped stage, in line-
of-sight alignment and a tuning-fork chopper

– Accelerator-based ion beam techniques (RBS, NRA, ERD) with im-
planted silicon barrier detectors at scattering angles of 30◦, 135◦, 105◦,
165◦

2.2 Source for atomic oxygen

In order to study the interaction of oxygen atoms with surfaces, molecular oxy-
gen must be dissociated and enabled to reach the surface. A first setup was
realized by G. Jung in a diploma study [63] in which the formation of atomic
oxygen was demonstrated by light emission from the decay of the metastable
NO *

2, formed in the reaction O +NO −−→ NO *
2. This source was adapted to op-

erate in the UHV preparation chamber of the IPP XPS spectrometer. Essentially,
the aperture separating the discharge cavity from the tube extending into the
UHV chamber had to be optimized in order to provide a sufficient pressure
gradient between the microwave discharge region and the UHV chamber. This
was achieved with a 100 μm orifice in the terminal end of the high-pressure
quartz tube, which connects to the low-pressure tube extending into the UHV
chamber. This orifice diameter allowed a pressure drop by four orders of mag-
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2.3. Depth-resolved chemical analysis: The LAICA setup for in situ sample
preparation at HZB-BESSY II

nitude between the discharge region and the main chamber. During operation
of the atom source, a pressure better than 1 · 10−6 hPa can be maintained on the
UHV side (essentially molecular O2 over a base pressure in the low 10−10 hPa).
In the microwave discharge region a pressure of approx. 10−2 hPa is necessary
to maintain the discharge. During operation, high purity oxygen (99.999%,
Linde) is continuously supplied and differentially pumped. The quartz dis-
charge setup is sealed by a quartz/ceramic/stainless steel adaptor flange. Fig.
2.2 schematically shows the setup, as well as the light emission from the NO *

2

de-excitation, as measured in [63]. In this work, the degree of dissociation has
been determined to be approximately 30%. Quartz is selected as the material for
the discharge region and the guiding tube, since its oxidic surface is expected
to be inert towards adsorption and recombination of oxygen atoms.

2.3 Depth-resolved chemical analysis: The LAICA setup for in situ
sample preparation at HZB-BESSY II

Photoemission measurements using synchrotron radiation enable valence band
and core level spectroscopy with strongly improved energy resolution. More-
over, the tunable primary energy of the exciting photons allows the selection of
the final kinetic energy of the photoelectrons, thereby providing a means for the
investigation of reactive and diffusive processes at the interfaces between layers
in multi-component systems. Since the kinetic energy determines the electron
mean free path in the solid, tuning the photoelectron kinetic energy allows to
select (a) the same information depth for different photoelectron lines from dif-
ferent chemical species and (b) the depth up to which the chemical information
is gained [64–70]. This technique has been successfully applied quantitatively
for the first time in a 3-component C/Be/W layered system in measurements at
the MUSTANG end station at HZB-BESSY II [71]⊗. During these measurements
and in a subsequent approach where samples prepared in our Garching labora-
tory were transported to the SurICat end station at HZB-BESSY II using a UHV
transfer chamber, it became clear that sample preparation at HZB-BESSY II
and in vacuo transfer of the sample into the measurement station without air
contact is a prerequisite for a successful application of depth-resolved chemical
measurements. Moreover, the sample treatment steps (in particular vapor de-
position and annealing procedures) require well-defined environments in case
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2. Experimental approach

Figure 2.3: The preparation and characterization chamber LAICA, installed at
the SurICat end station at the synchrotron HZB-BESSY II.

of beryllium and carbon-containing systems for which the standard equipment
at the HZB-BESSY II end stations is not specialized enough.

In order to enable well-defined experiments with depth-resolved chemical
analysis in multi-component systems, the preparation chamber LAICA has
been designed and constructed. The chamber is equipped to prepare, pre-
characterize and store samples which can then be transferred in vacuo to a
HZB-BESSY II end station. The following list describes the characteristics of the
setup:

• Base pressure ≤ 1 · 10−10 hPa

• Sample transfer system compatible with HZB-BESSY II standard system
(Omicron-type sample holders)

• Sample load-lock

• Parking system for samples prepared before the measurement campaign

20



2.3. Depth-resolved chemical analysis: The LAICA setup for in situ sample
preparation at HZB-BESSY II

• Pumping system to bridge power-less chamber transport from HZB-
BESSY II laboratory the HZB-BESSY II end station (getter pump)

• Sample heating with electron beam heater up to temperatures of 1370 K

• Ion source for sputter cleaning and ion implantation (keV energy range)

• Capability of measuring sample currents and sample temperatures

• Multiple evaporation sources for layer deposition (currently 3 evaporators
possible)

• Characterization of the sample composition and structure, independent
from the end station analytical system:

– Auger electron spectrometer (AES) with cylindrical mirror analyzer
and integral electron gun

– Four-grid low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) system (including
back-up AES option)

• Optional integration of atomic oxygen source

The preparation chamber LAICA has been successfully used in a first exper-
imental campaign at the HZB-BESSY II end station SurICat during May 2009.
Fig. 2.3 shows the preparation chamber, connected to the SurICat end station
at HZB-BESSY II. Preparation of ternary Be/C/W samples and pre-characte-
rization in LAICA, transfer into the SurICat end station, and photoemission
measurements using the tunable synchrotron radiation from the HZB-BESSY II
synchrotron were successfully performed.
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3 Carbon layers on metal

With respect to the investigation of compound formation processes at the sur-
face of first wall materials, the binary carbon-metal systems are of fundamental
interest. Carbon is eroded both by physical and chemical processes in a fu-
sion device. The primary species impinging at the first wall from the plasma
are atomic carbon species due to the dissociation of molecules in the plasma.
Before more complicated processes at the first wall are investigated (like the
influence of compound layers on the hydrogen retention and release), the fun-
damental interaction processes between carbon and metal surfaces leading to
the formation of carbon-based compounds need to be understood. The chemi-
cal and physical interaction of carbon with elemental surfaces is determined by
the energy of the incoming particles and the surface temperature. The possible
reactions comprise chemical phase formation and decomposition, and diffusive
processes which lead to carbon transport from the surface into the bulk.

Chemical interactions of carbon with elemental surfaces pose a difficult ex-
perimental problem due to its ubiquitous occurrence. Therefore, experimental
conditions have to be created and maintained where:

• surfaces can be prepared and kept for several hours free of carbon con-
tamination

• carbon can be introduced in a controlled way, either from the vapor phase
or as (atomic or molecular) ions

• qualitative and quantitative analysis of carbon and its chemical states can
be performed

These requirements are met by performing experiments in UHV, operating
electron beam evaporators with increased high voltages, using ion sources with
mass-selected beams, and finally combining X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
with ion beam analysis techniques like RBS and NRA. Samples are required to
contain low impurity levels, in particular of carbon. Therefore, all experiments
are performed either on single crystals or on high purity polycrystals.
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3. Carbon layers on metal

The interaction of carbon with beryllium and tungsten is of specific interest
due to the application of these elements as first wall materials in ITER. Moreover,
iron and nickel as main components in steels are investigated. These metals
are of distinguished interest, since the carbide formation reaction for Fe and
Ni is endothermic under standard conditions. For comparison, also titanium
and silicon are investigated with respect to their carbide formation and carbon
diffusion properties. Generally, carbides exhibit different types of chemical
bonds in the solid. Beryllium forms an ionic carbide which consists of C 4 –

carbon anions. Carbides from elements with an electronegativity similar to
that of C, like silicon, exhibit a more covalent bonding character. Finally the
transition metal carbides W, Ti, Fe, Ni are metallic compounds where the carbon
is incorporated into the metal lattice at interstitial positions. These positions are
predominantly octahedral sites in the metal lattice. This arrangement requires
the metal atom radius to be larger than 0.135 nm [72]. In some cases, the carbide
exhibits the same metal packing as in the pure metal, in other cases the carbide
metal atom lattice is produced by small rearrangements. As a first example for
an intercalation carbide (metallic carbide), titanium carbide exhibits the same
hcp structure as metallic Ti. In such a structure, the number of octahedral
sites is identical to the number of metal atoms. A sequential occupation of these
octahedral sites in the Ti lattice forms the titanium subcarbides. In the literature,
Ti8C5 [73,74] and Ti6C5 [75] are described. In neutron scattering measurements,
superlattice lines are found in Ti–C annealing experiments between 1373 and
2273 K [76]. Due to the fact that no distortions in the Ti lattice are necessary
to form polytypes, they can easily be formed by mechanical treatments [77].
If all octahedral sites in the lattice are occupied by carbon atoms, the titanium
monocarbide, TiC, is formed, which exhibits NaCl structure [78]. The exact
1:1 stoichiometry is not reached in TiC, the maximum stoichiometry is TiC0.95

[61, 79]. As a consequence, a TiC crystal always contains vacancies due to
missing C atoms in octahedral sites [80]. Tungsten, as a second example for
an intercalation carbide, has a bcc structure in the metallic phase. During
carbide formation, the octahedral sites are occupied by carbon atoms. Due to
the distortions in the metal lattice, the tungsten lattice transforms into a hcp
structure, when the W2C stoichiometry is reached and every second octahedral
site is occupied by C [81]. According to the prototype structure CdI2, empty
and occupied octahedral sites are arranged in alternating layers. The tungsten
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monocarbide WC forms a special structure, the WC type [82]. The metal atoms
are arranged in a hexagonal primitive lattice in which the tungsten atoms form
trigonal prisms. The carbon atoms are located in the center of these prisms [83].
Both the Ti and W intercalation compounds are solids with high hardness and
melting temperatures due to their structures.

In general, the interaction of elemental carbon with substrates at different
temperatures is of concern, since the wall temperature in a fusion device can
range from approximately room temperature to well above 1000 K during op-
eration. In specific locations where the particle and energy fluxes ar very high,
the surface temperature may even exceed these values. Therefore, the inter-
actions of carbon with metals as a function of the substrate temperature are
of primary interest. The results of these investigations are summarized in the
following section (chapter 3.1). Reactions between carbon and substrates can
also be stimulated by the kinetic energy of particles escaping the plasma and
reaching the first wall. These reactions stimulated by ion irradiation of car-
bon/metal systems, or by implantation of carbon-containing species into the
elemental substrates, are addressed in chapter 3.2.

The investigations on binary carbon-metal systems, both for thermally and
ion-induced reactions, are summarized with respect to certain aspects and ma-
terials in [84]⊗, [85]⊗, [86]⊗, [87]⊗.

3.1 Thermally induced reactions

Carbon layers on Au In contrast to most other metals, gold is inert with
respect to carbon diffusion and carbide formation [79]. Therefore, Au substrates
are used to study the XPS signals of carbon films deposited by vapor deposition
on the substrate at 300 K, and the changes in the carbon layers during annealing.
Thus, the elementary carbon states within the C 1s BE region are accessible. The
C 1s signal of vapor-deposited carbon shows two peaks which can be assigned to
graphitic carbon with a BE of 284.2 eV, and an additional peak at 285.1 eV [88]⊗.
This signal at higher BE is assigned to graphite in a ‘disordered’ state due to the
observation that the intensity of this peak decreases upon annealing [89]⊗. The
disordered graphite is comparable to ‘non-perfect’ sp2 carbon and the decrease
of that intensity during annealing is ascribed to a rearrangement into ordered
(sp2) graphite. The implantation of inert ions, e.g. argon, restores the intensity
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at higher BE. A similar broadening at this BE is observed after implantation
of Ar+ at 1 keV into highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) [90]⊗. This
precise analysis of the C 1s peak is only possible using the monochromatic
Al Kα radiation, because a broader primary excitation energy, e.g. using a non-
monochromatic Mg or Al Kα source, obscures the shoulder in the C 1s peak at
the high-BE energy side. Peak fitting of the two C 1s peaks using Gauss-Lorentz
functions in the software MultiPak [91], gives access to these two peaks. For
further analysis of the C 1s signals in the different reactive carbon/metal systems,
the knowledge of the exact peak positions of the elemental carbon peaks is
indispensable.

Carbon layers on Fe and Ni The carbides of Fe and Ni are examples for
transition metal carbides with endothermic standard enthalpies of formation.
In the experiments described in [88]⊗ the carbon is deposited from the vapor
phase on Fe(100) and Ni(111) surfaces at 300 K. The chemical composition is
analyzed by XPS at temperatures between 300 K and close to 1000 K, allowing
to study the C/metal interface chemistry as a function of carbon coverage and
annealing temperature. Although the enthalpies of formation for Ni3C and
Fe3C are positive, a small carbide intensity is observed in the C 1s signals
after depositing sub-monolayer carbon amounts on the Fe and Ni substrates at
300 K. The respective binding energies are 283.5 eV for Ni3C and 283.4 eV for
Fe3C. These values are in agreement with literature data [92–95] and confirm the
formation of the carbides by depositing elemental carbon films on the substrates
at room temperature. Angle-resolved XPS measurements confirm that at higher
C coverage the carbide remains located at the interface between the substrate
and the carbon film. Additionally deposited carbon remains in the elemental
state and shows both the graphitic and the ‘disordered graphitic’ peaks.

For thin carbon films (< 1 nm) both on Fe and Ni a partial decomposition of
the carbide formed initially at 300 K is observed upon annealing. A minimum
in the carbide intensity is reached around 550 K. For thicker carbon deposits, the
interfacial carbide is obscured by the overlayers due to the surface sensitivity of
XPS. The carbide peak in the C 1s region decreases, whereas the overall carbon
intensity is almost constant. This is in agreement with the endothermic nature
of the carbides. At higher temperatures, carbon diffusion into the bulk sets in,
combined with reaction of the remaining carbon in the XPS information depth
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to carbides. This leads to a decreasing C 1s signal intensity, until the carbon is
almost completely lost into the bulk.

The thermal behavior of carbon films on nickel substrates with different
surface orientation is compared for Ni(1 1 1) and Ni(1 0 0) after deposition at
300 K [96]⊗. The growth mode of carbon films on Ni is analyzed by examining
the inelastic background at the low kinetic energy side of the Ni 3p line for
a series of carbon layer thicknesses according to Tougaard’s model [97–99].
From the comparison of measured and simulated spectra, a layer growth up
to ∼ 1.3 nm thickness, followed by an island growth mode, can be concluded.
A pure island growth mode can be excluded. The formation of an interfacial
carbide layer at 300 K upon C deposition is identical on both Ni surfaces. The
maximum carbide fraction in the C 1s peak (extrapolated to zero coverage) is
65%. At a C layer thickness of 1 nm, still 45% of the C 1s intensity is in the carbidic
peak. With increasing carbon deposition, the carbide peak shows a binding
energy shift. The peak position is close to the bulk BE value at 283.45 eV in the
sub-monolayer regime, and decreases in BE up to a C layer thickness of∼ 1.5 ML.
Above this coverage, a continuous BE shift to higher values is observed,until the
bulk value for Ni3C of 283.50–283.55 eV is reached at 4 ML. At low C coverages, a
surface reconstruction (‘clock reconstruction’) is described in the literature both
for Ni(1 0 0) and Ni(1 1 1) surfaces [100–102]. In all these experiments, the carbon
was deposited by hydrocarbon deposition, whereas we deposit C from the
vapor phase. We ascribe the observed BE shift to such a surface reconstruction.
The increase of the carbide BE between 1.5 and 4 ML is explained by a cluster
size effect. The initially formed carbide clusters are embedded and finally
covered by a graphite matrix. With increasing temperature, even after the onset
of carbon diffusion into the nickel bulk, no additional carbide is formed on both
Ni surfaces. For small C coverages, even the Ni3C decomposition is observed.
This behavior agrees well with the metastable, endothermic nature of Ni3C
and is different from the exothermic carbides described below. The detection
of carbide intensity after annealing to temperatures where carbon diffusion
definitively plays a role is due to carbon segregation back to the surface after
cooling down to 300 K. This process was actually used for carbon enrichment
experiments [103] and also observed by [104, 105].

The elemental steps of the processes during annealing of carbon films on
Ni(1 1 1), Ni(1 0 0), and Fe(1 1 0) are quantitatively analyzed by XPS and kinetic
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data are determined [106]⊗. Moreover, the resulting experimental activation
barriers for elementary reaction steps during the carbon-metal reactions (car-
bon subsurface diffusion, carbide formation, and graphite ordering) are com-
pared to DFT simulations, which in addition allow insight into details of the
carbon diffusion mechanism during subsurface diffusion. The results allow a
quantitative description of the thermally induced processes on the investigated
surfaces. Experimentally, the kinetic parameters are determined from measure-
ments where the C/metal systems are held at different elevated temperatures
for several hours. In contrast to the measurements described above for the
determination of the chemical phases formed during the C–metal reactions
( [88]⊗, [96]⊗), the XPS spectra are measured while the samples are at elevated
temperatures. The high resolution measurements allow the deconvolution of
the C 1s signals by peak fitting (Gauss-Lorentz line shapes, Shirley-type back-
ground) and thus the determination of the kinetic parameters for the occurring
reactions.

The onset of carbon diffusion into the bulk (and therefore out of the analysis
depth of XPS) is different for Ni and Fe. The respective onset temperatures
correlate with the tendency of the activation barriers for bulk C diffusion in
Ni and Fe: 1.5 and 0.8 eV, respectively [107, 108]. Furthermore, the trend in
the onset temperatures reflects the surface atom densities, which is smaller
for Ni(1 0 0) than for Ni(1 1 1). Consequently, the onset temperatures for the
three investigated surfaces Fe(1 1 0), Ni(1 0 0), and Ni(1 1 1) are: 620, 650, and
770 K, respectively. From the experiments where the C films on metals are
annealed to increasing temperatures and the chemical composition is analyzed
by XPS spectra at 300 K, the temperature regimes for the different elementary
reaction steps are identified for the three surfaces. As an example, for Ni(1 1 1),
reaction (I), the decomposition of the initially formed carbide, leading to an
increase in the elemental carbon, is observed up to 570 K. Reaction (II), the
ordering within the elemental carbon (leading to a decrease of the disordered
graphitic component), is observed up to 670 K. At this temperature, reaction
(III), carbon subsurface diffusion, sets in and leads to a loss of intensity in all
components of the C 1s signal. Parallel to reaction (III), carbide formation leads
to an additional decrease in the elemental carbon intensity and an increase of
the carbide intensity. After pronounced carbon diffusion, finally reaction (IV),
carbon segregation while cooling down to 300 K, leads to an increase in the total
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C 1s intensity and to an increase of the carbide signal.

In long-time annealing experiments it is possible to extract kinetic parameters
from a set of differential equations which take into account the dependence of
the changes of the respective carbon intensities on these elementary reactions.
Reaction (I) can be neglected, because all experiments are carried out above
570 K, where the carbide decomposition is already finished. Furthermore,
reaction (IV) plays no role while the samples are held at elevated temperatures.

In order to gain insight in the elementary steps for carbon subsurface diffu-
sion, and to confirm the models by comparing experiments to simulations, DFT
calculations are performed for the three investigated surfaces. In all cases, the C
subsurface diffusion from an adsorbed site above the surface to a site within the
substrate proceeds via out-of-plane processes. For Ni(1 1 1), during diffusion
carbon pulls one of the neighboring Ni atoms out of the surface plane by almost
0.7 Å. Through this open hole, the C atom migrates to an octahedral subsurface
site. The calculated energy barrier for this process of 1.92 eV compares well
with the barrier form the experiment of 1.9 eV. After C migration into the sub-
surface position, the Ni re-assumes its equilibrium position within the surface
layer. A very similar process results from the DFT calculations for the Fe(1 1 0)
surface. For Ni(1 0 0), where the vertical diffusion is not directly possible due
to a second Ni atom below the surface atom, the subsurface diffusion proceeds
via a horizontal diffusion step, in which again a Ni atoms is pushed out of the
surface plane by 1.1 Å. This is followed by a vertical C diffusion step into a
bipyramidal subsurface site. Again, the DFT energy barrier of 1.45 eV for this
process is in very good agreement with the 1.4 eV, determined experimentally.
Finally, the kinetic parameters determined by this procedure for the elementary
reactions can be combined to model the temperature dependent development
of the carbon films on the investigated substrates. This simulation reproduces
the temperature-induced ordering and diffusion processes quantitatively, con-
firming the developed model and the respective kinetic parameters.

Carbon layers on W The interaction of carbon films with tungsten surfaces is
investigated in detail both for polycrystalline W [89]⊗, [85]⊗ and W(1 1 1) [84]⊗

surfaces. After C deposition from the vapor phase on the W substrates, a WC
layer develops at the interface. With continued C deposition, this interfacial
carbide is covered by elemental C (both graphitic C and disordered graphitic C),
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no additional carbide is formed at 300 K. As a function of annealing temperature,
four different regions can be identified. During phase (I), no additional carbide
is formed and only the transition of disordered graphitic C into graphitic C is
observed, the peak intensity of disordered C (at 284.5 eV in [89]⊗) decreases with
annealing temperature. In phase (II), the diffusion of carbon into the W substrate
starts. This phase starts on W(1 1 1) around 1000 K, whereas on polycrystalline
W the onset is approximately 100 K lower. During phase (II), also the formation
of tungsten subcarbide, W2C, starts. The C 1s binding energy for this compound
(and also for WC) is determined in separate experiments in which 100 nm
tungsten on graphite are annealed to 1070 K and 1370 K. XRD measurements
confirm the formation of W2C and WC at the respective temperatures. In
subsequent XPS measurements, the binding energies for W2C and WC are
determined to 283.6 and 283.1 eV, respectively. The corresponding W 4 f7/2

binding energies are 31.8 and 32.2 eV. With these binding energies, a chemical
phase analysis of the C 1s signal by peak fitting allows the precise quantitative
composition analysis. Phase (III) in the temperature diagram is characterized by
a constant C amount within the XPS analysis depth. W2C dominates, although
the concentration of WC is slightly increased compared to the phases (I) and
(II). In case of polycrystalline W, phase (II) extends approximately between
1000 and 1250 K, whereas on W(1 1 1) the stability phase of W2C extends up to
1470 K. In phase (IV) at the highest temperatures carbon diffusion into tungsten
accelerates again and finally only ≈ 10% of the surface within the XPS analysis
depth consists of carbon. W2C decreases and WC becomes the dominating
carbide compound at highest temperatures.

Like in the case of the Fe and Ni substrates, the kinetic parameters are de-
termined at several annealing temperatures for carbon on Wpoly and W(1 1 1)
substrates for the formation reaction of W2C. Grain boundary diffusion influ-
ences the activation energy for the subcarbide formation on these substrates:
Whereas the activation energy for the W2C formation on Wpoly is 0.8 eV, the cor-
responding value for W(1 1 1) is 1.1 eV. Qualitatively, the influence of the grain
boundaries is also visible in the carbon amounts during the phase (III). On the
polycrystalline substrate, phase (III) not only exists in a smaller temperature
range than on W(1 1 1), but also the amount of carbon is not constant over the
whole phase (III) duration.
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Carbon layers on Be The initial stages of carbide formation on beryllium
and carbon diffusion into the substrate have been investigated in well-defined
experiments under UHV conditions with carbon films deposited on Be single
crystals [109]⊗, [110]⊗, [84]⊗. The interaction of Be with carbon from ionic species
is summarized below in section 3.2. Due to the high reactivity of beryllium,
impurities can be avoided only by in situ preparation and characterization under
UHV conditions. Single crystals as substrate avoid intrinsic contaminations
from the substrate. The concentration-dependent diffusion coefficient of Be in
graphite and the influence of oxygen at the interface was studied in a combined
XPS and RBS depth profile analysis [111]⊗. Although earlier work is available on
the C–Be interaction [33–36, 112–114], the system was studied for the first time
without any additionally present contaminations (in most cases oxygen or BeO
is present in considerable amounts, even exceeding the amount of measured
beryllium carbide).

Also in the C–Be system, carbon films deposited at the Be substrate at 300 K
form Be2C for small coverages. The C 1s binding energy for C submonolayers
is 282.0 eV and reaches the bulk equilibrium value of 282.55 eV after a Be
coverage of 1.5 · 1016 cm−2. Be2C has a Be 1s binding energy of 112.85 eV.
Additional carbon is deposited in elemental form. At a total carbon coverage
of 9 · 1015 cm−2 the intensities of carbidic end elemental carbon balance in XPS
spectra. The Be2C formed at the interface at 300 K amounts to a maximum
carbon coverage of 6 · 1015 cm−2, therefore more than one monolayer of Be2C
is formed during the 300 K deposition. There are indications that the carbide
layer growth is not a true layer-by-layer mode.

Annealing of carbon films on beryllium leads to the formation of additional
Be2C. Already at 473 K, the carbide intensities increase. Depending on the C
layer thickness, the carbidization is complete at 673 or 773 K. Up to this temper-
ature, the annealing temperature determines the total amount of Be2C formed.
The Be2C layers formed on top of the Be substrates are stable at elevated tem-
perature, no dissolution of carbon in the Be bulk is observed. The surface
stoichiometry after annealing above 773 K corresponds to the Be2C stoichiom-
etry. The concentration-dependent diffusion coefficient for Be–C interdiffusion
is influenced by a BeO layer at the interface. The interfacial oxide increases
the Be–C interdiffusion coefficient approximately by a factor of 2. At low Be
concentrations, it is in the order of 1 · 10−20 m2 s−1, and 5 · 10−20 m2 s−1 with
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an oxide interface layer. Therefore, an intuitively expected diffusion barrier
function of an oxide layer at the C–Be interface is not observed.

Carbon layers on Ti and Si The temperature-dependent reaction and diffu-
sion processes of carbon films on Ti and Si surfaces are studied both since Ti and
Si are used in current fusion devices, and as a reference in comparison to the
materials above [90]⊗, [84]⊗. Similar to the other metals observed so far, carbon
films on titanium show already after deposition at 300 K a well-separated peak
of carbide besides the elemental carbon signals. The peak is located at a binding
energy of 281.7 eV. The carbide is also detected in the Ti 2p3/2 signal with a bind-
ing energy of 454.6 eV, at 300 K only as a shoulder and as a separate peak after
annealing. Upon annealing, the carbide amount increases and above 570 K
the total carbon intensity drops. This is similar to the behavior on the other
transition metals discussed above. However, in contrast to tungsten, which
also forms carbides in an exothermal reaction, the intensity continuously drops
with annealing temperature and no plateau is observed for the range in which
subcarbides are present. This additional signal in the C 1s region is observed
above an annealing temperature of 570 K, when an additional peak at 282.4 eV
is necessary to reproduce the measured data by peak fitting procedures. As
discussed above, this peak is attributed to titanium subcarbides. In the Ti 2p3/2

signal, the subcarbides cannot be detected due to the close proximity of the
metallic and carbidic signals.

Finally, the reactions of carbon films on Si substrates are investigated by
depositing monolayer to nm thick carbon films and annealing. After 300 K
deposition, also on Si a peak at lower binding energies in the C 1s region at
282.8 eV can be detected besides the elemental carbon signals. In the substrate
Si 2p signal, this carbide cannot be detected, because the Si 2p doublet is not
resolved in the XPS spectra. Small additional carbide amounts are formed
already on annealing to 770 K, whereas the appreciable additional carbide is
formed after 970 K annealing and above. At this temperature, a noticeable
decrease in the carbon intensity is observed. For thin (0.3 nm) carbon layers,
the carbide peak in the Si 2p signal is detected at 101.3 eV. Already after 1270 K
annealing, the Si:C intensities reach a close to 1:1 ratio. It changes only very
little during further annealing steps up to 1683 K.

This stability of the formed carbide layer on Si is comparable to the behavior
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Figure 3.1: Changes in the C 1s intensity during annealing of thin C films on
various substrates. The initial C 1s intensities are normalized to
100%.

of carbide layers on beryllium and different to the carbon dissolution observed
on the transition metals. In Fig. 3.1 the total C 1s intensities of carbon films
in the nm thickness range on various substrates are compared after annealing.
The layers are thin enough to initially detect all carbon by XPS. As a com-
parison with an unreactive substrate, a carbon film on polycrystalline gold is
shown. Two processes dominate the interactions of elemental carbon films on
substrates: carbide formation and carbon diffusion into the bulk. Besides them,
the ordering of disordered graphitic carbon into graphite is observed. Before
carbon diffusion sets in, carbide is only present at the interface between carbon
layer and the substrate. This interfacial carbide exists even if the carbide forma-
tion reaction is endothermic, as in the cases of Fe and Ni. In the cases of Be and
Si, the carbon intensity decrease stops after compound formation. This can be
understood by the ionic and covalent bond character of the respective carbides.
These bonds make an extended bulk diffusion of the carbon atoms impossible,
since either the electrostatic forces between the lattice constituents have to be
overcome or the direct covalent bonds have to be broken. This is different
to the metallic carbides where the carbon atoms are located in different sites
within the metal lattice. Depending on the stoichiometry, equivalent sites are
unoccupied and no direct bonds have to be broken for carbon migrating from
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site to site. In Ti, the octahedral sites within the metal lattice are large enough
in order to incorporate carbon. Therefore, it is not necessary to rearrange the
metal lattice during carbide formation. This can explain why in the case of Ti
no plateau is visible in the temperature range where carbides are present and
that carbon is (almost) completely lost from the surface by bulk diffusion. In
the case of Ni, Fe, and W, a rearrangement of the metal lattice is necessary upon
carbide formation, creating a new phase, although the overall bond character is
still metallic. Strong bulk diffusion is also observed. However, in particular in
the case of W(1 1 1), the carbide phases show a constant carbon concentration
during an extended temperature window.

3.2 Ion-induced reactions

As an alternative to temperature, energy stimulating solid state reactions can
be provided to the system by bombardment with kinetic particles. The kinetic
energy can be provided by ions which are chemically inert (noble gas ions like
He or Ar), and with ions which both provide their kinetic energy to the system
and can themselves react with the target elements. The latter is investigated for
deuterium ions (chemical reactions with carbon, both as a surface layer or as
substrate) and carbon-containing ionic species (C+, CO+). Surface chemistry
induced by inert ions is investigated for C–Ti systems both for C layers on Ti
and vice versa by Ar+ and He+ bombardment at several ion energies [115]⊗.
The Ar+ bombardment of C layers on titanium is further compared to C layers
on tungsten [87]⊗. The evolution of the surface chemistry of C films on Ti by
bombardment with D+ is investigated by XPS and compared to D + bombard-
ment of HOPG [116]⊗. Erosion of thin carbon layers by D + at 300 K as a function
of the substrate atomic number is studied for the substrate metals Be, Ti, and
Ta [117]⊗. Finally, the reactive processes of C-containing ions with beryllium
are studied by C + and CO+ implantation ( [118]⊗ and [119]⊗).

The influence of ion implantation and sputtering on the chemistry of Ti/C and
C/Ti layer systems is demonstrated by XPS measurements during the deposi-
tion of the respective layer, and after several ion implantation fluences [115]⊗.
Deposition of Ti on a pyrolytic graphite surface at 300 K leads to the formation of
a carbide layer at the interface, similar to the reaction when carbon is deposited
on Ti. Increased Ti layer thicknesses obscure the TiC peak. A similar interface
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reaction has also been observed on diamond [120]. At a Ti layer thickness of
18 nm on pyrolytic graphite, still a small C 1s signal can be detected, which is
assigned to carbon species in the first layer. This film is bombarded with Ar + at
1 keV, sputtering the Ti film. Already after a small Ar + fluence of 1 · 1016 cm−2, a
small carbide peak is detected, which is caused by the ion beam. At the interface,
a maximum carbide fraction of 23 at% carbide and 32 at% graphite are detected.
Further Ar+ implantation leads to a broadening of the interface due to ion beam
mixing and a continuous sputtering of the Ti film. The Ti film, which during
the deposition didn’t show any carbide except at the Ti–C interface, developed
carbidic carbon concentration during the sputter depth profiling. The ion en-
ergy influences the amount of carbide formed during the sputtering process.
For Ar+ with 4 keV, the maximum carbide fraction at the interface is 40 at%
and only approx. 10 at% elemental carbon. The influence of the ion species on
the carbide formation is compared for He+ and Ar+ between 500 eV and 4 keV
primary energies. For He +, mean penetration depths are larger, therefore the
energy deposited at the interface per incoming ion is lower. However, sputter-
ing yields are lower for He + compared to Ar+, therefore higher fluences are
needed for the same erosion. Thus, the energy deposited in the surface layer
by nuclear stopping by the two ionic species during sputtering is equal. Since
no difference in the carbide/total carbon ratios are observed between He + and
Ar+, it can be concluded that the carbide formation due to ion beam mixing is
dominated by the nuclear energy loss. Electronic energy loss mechanisms do
not play a significant role.

The ion beam influence is also studied in a similar way for carbon deposited
on titanium at 300 K. As described above, TiC is formed at the interface. For
small coverages, intensity at the TiC binding energy at 281.7 eV is measured.
In addition, signal intensity in between the TiC and the elemental C peaks
demonstrates that also Ti subcarbides are formed to a small extend. After
deposition of 3.7 nm C on Ti, the C 1s signal is dominated by elemental carbon,
TiC is still visible as a small peak. Already after an Ar+ fluence of 5 · 1015 cm−2,
the TiC peak dominates the C 1s spectrum. Clearly, a second carbide peak
develops at 282.4 eV, which is assigned to subcarbides. With increasing Ar +

fluence, all carbon is converted into TiC and only one peak remains in the C 1s

spectrum at the TiC binding energy position. A similar energy-dependent effect
as for the Ti/C measurements is observed with 4 keV Ar +. Although ion beam
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mixing usually leads to a disordered interface and peaks widths wider than
for well-ordered systems, the C 1s carbide line width after carbide formation
is very small with a FWHM of 0.6 eV. In a similar experiment with C layers
on tungsten, much wider carbide line widths are observed. This is attributed
to the locally released reaction enthalpy during carbide formation. In the case
of TiC, this enthalpy is 1.87 eV per molecule, whereas for W2C and WC is is
0.23 eV and 0.40 eV, respectively [121]. This locally dissipated energy can lead
to an ordering in the solid, counterbalancing the disorder introduced by the ion
bombardment.

In a next series of experiments, the ion species is changed from inert noble
gas ions to reactive species. Deuterium is selected as an element which not
only causes a collision cascade like He+ or Ar+, but in addition can undergo
chemical reactions with carbon [86]⊗, [87]⊗, [116]⊗. Since the changes in the
C 1s XPS spectra cannot be resolved unambiguously by peak fitting around the
elemental peak, the changes in the spectra with increased implantation fluences
are followed by difference spectra between the respective treatment step and the
initial spectrum. Thus, even small changes in intensities are visible. Deuterium
implantation series into carbon layers on titanium are compared to deuterium as
well as Ar+ implantation into HOPG under identical experimental conditions.
For both D+ and Ar+ implantation into HOPG, three peaks in the difference
spectra are observed. While for Ar + the respective binding energy positions
are constant during the fluence series, for D + only the peaks at 284.2 eV and
the weak feature at 284.9 eV stay at constant binding energies. A third peak
appears for low fluences at 283.9 eV and shifts during the implantation to
283.7 eV. After a final annealing step, intensity at this binding energy increases,
but remains at the same position. Also For D + bombardment of C layers on
titanium, a shift in the elemental C 1s peak is observed at low D+ fluences.
In addition to the elemental carbon signal, the peak associated with TiC at
the carbon/metal interface is measured. This peak is fixed in binding energy
during the D+ bombardment. Compared to the changes at the high binding
energy side of the elemental signal (above 285 eV) on HOPG, no changes in
intensity are observed here for the C films. During D + bombardment, the
elemental carbon is continuously converted into carbidic C, while also erosion
of carbon takes place. The carbon coverage shows an exponential decay until all
elemental carbon disappears from the C 1s binding energy region. Above this
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fluence (which varies with the initial carbon layer thickness) the carbon intensity
decreases at a linear rate. The linear decrease is compatible with sputtering
yields calculated by the TRIDYN/SDTRIM.SP Monte Carlo codes [122–124].
The higher exponential erosion rate can be interpreted by an erosion mechanism
which involves the whole carbon layer simultaneously and can be interpreted
with a chemical erosion mechanism, similar to the ion-induced desorption of
an adsorbed monolayer [125]. This exponential decrease of the carbon amount
is not observed if inert Ar + ions are used as projectiles. In this case, a linear
decrease of the carbon layer thickness is observed, as expected for a purely
physical sputtering process.

Kinematic ion-solid interactions, respectively the collision cascades, are de-
termined by the atomic mass of the atoms in the solid. The enhanced erosion of
carbon films on titanium is compared to substrates with clearly higher (tanta-
lum) and a lower (beryllium) atomic masses [117]⊗. Three mechanisms attribute
to the reduction of the elemental XPS carbon signal during D + bombardment.
Ion beam mixing was shown to increase the carbide fraction in the C 1s signal by
mixing carbon and metal atoms. Physical sputtering leads to erosion of surface
atoms by kinematic processes which transfer sufficient energy and momentum
to surface atoms that they can overcome the surface binding energy. These
two processes can be simulated by Monte Carlo codes based on the binary colli-
sion approximation, like TRIDYN/SDTRIM.SP. A third mechanism reducing the
elemental carbon layer thickness is a chemical erosion process. Therefore, devi-
ations between TRIDYN simulations and experimental data can be attributed
to chemical erosion processes. The analysis of the D + implantation experiments
on carbon layers on Be, Ti, and Ta allows a detailed characterization of the im-
portance of these three erosion processes as a function of the substrate atomic
mass. Ion beam mixing increases from Ta to Be due to the differences in the
kinematic collision cascades. Additional carbide formed by ion beam mixing
leads to a maximum carbide layer thickness on Ta in the order of one monolayer,
whereas in Be this thickness exceeds 5 monolayers. Differences in the chemical
erosion of carbon films on the three substrates are influenced by the number of
deuterium atoms stopped within the carbon layer. Enhanced carbon erosion by
chemical sputtering processes is only observed on Ta and Ti. For Be, this is not
the case, because the amount of D stopped within the C layer is not enhanced,
and also because forward scattering of carbon into beryllium is very prominent
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3. Carbon layers on metal
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Figure 3.2: Processes during C + implantation in Be at 300 K and annealing. The
implantation leads to Be2C formation and buildup of an elemental
carbon layer for extended fluences. Annealing of this C layer on Be
leads to the formation of a Be2C surface layer.

for this light substrate.
In a series of experiments, the implantation of carbon-containing ions into

beryllium surfaces is studied as an example for reactive systems where one of
the reaction components is introduced as ionic species instead of by evaporation
and subsequent annealing [87]⊗, [118]⊗, [119]⊗. In contrast to 300 K deposition
experiments, ions carry kinetic energy which leads to deposition of the ionic
species not at the surface, but (depending on the kinetic energy) in surface-
near bulk positions. Moreover, the excess kinetic energy can trigger chemical
reactions and initiate compound formation at temperatures much lower than
required for reactions of vapor-deposited layers at surfaces. The kinematic in-
teractions of energetic particles with solids can be simulated with Monte Carlo
codes like TRIDYN/SDTRIM.SP, as described already above. Chemical phase
formations are not included in this simulation, therefore deviations between
simulation and experiment can be attributed to reactive processes. The exper-
iments are carried out by preparing C + and CO+ from CO or CO2 gas in an
electron impact ion source and selecting the respective ionic species by their
mass in a bending magnet. The experiments involving CO + are described in
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3.2. Ion-induced reactions

section 6, here the binary system C +→ Be is summarized. The C+ implantation
is performed with ion energies of 3 and 5 keV. The C + implantation leads to
carbon accumulation in the beryllium substrate. The carbon amounts measured
by RBS are well reproduced by kinematic simulations. Initially, C is deposited
at a depth of 20 nm for 5 keV C+. XPS can therefore detect carbon only above a
C fluence of approximately 9 · 1016 cm−2. All carbon detected up to a C fluence
of 4.2 · 1017 cm−2 is in the carbidic state. Above this fluence, the elemental car-
bon inventory increases. Since the self sputtering yield under the experimental
conditions (angle of incidence, implantation energy) is below unity, carbon ac-
cumulates further in the sample. As predicted by the TRIDYN simulations, a
carbon layer builds up continuously during the C + implantation. XPS reveals
that finally elemental carbon is the only species in this carbon layer. The Be2C
formed during ion impact at 300 K is restricted to a layer at the former Be sur-
face. This carbon layer, however, can be converted completely into Be2C upon
annealing, as was described in section 3.1 for C films deposited from the vapor
phase on Be. The processes are summarized in the schematic diagram shown in
Fig. 3.2. The C+ implantation into beryllium can be simulated well by TRIDYN,
because in this binary system, no volatile species are formed. Moreover, also
bulk diffusion of C into Be plays no dominant role after completion of a Be2C
layer after annealing. This is different to the ternary Be–C–O system, studied
by CO+ implantation into Be, as described in section 6. There, already at 300 K
implantation, a deposition-erosion equilibrium is established which limits the
C and O inventory in the Be substrate, leading already at 300 K to a continuous
erosion of the material.
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3. Carbon layers on metal
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4 Atomic oxygen

Due to the high energies of the particles in a fusion plasma, impurity gas
molecules are dissociated and reach the wall surfaces as atomic species. Their
kinetic energies strongly depend on their origin within the plasma and the posi-
tion of neutralization. For impurity atoms like oxygen the plasma edge acts as a
source. Therefore, low kinetic energies of impurity species are of importance, in
addition to particles with keV energies. These low energies occur in particular
in regions of high plasma densities like the divertor. For oxygen atoms, their
interaction with first wall materials is therefore an important reaction path. For
the oxygen surface reactions, a strong difference in reactivity between molecu-
lar and atomic species can be expected. Other application fields where atomic
oxygen is of importance are space vehicles operating in low-Earth-orbits (LEO)
between 200 and 900 km altitude (this is the operational range for the NASA
space shuttles, the International Space Station operates at an altitude of approx.
350 km). Here, the atmosphere consists predominantly of oxygen atoms and
nitrogen molecules and their interaction with the surface of space vehicles acts
as a source of erosion during space missions. Depending on the velocity of the
space vehicle, the oxygen atoms impinge at the surface with energies up to a
few eV with fluxes between 1014 to 1015 cm−2 s−1 [126].

The investigations described in [127]⊗ comprise the first attempt to study the
interaction of oxygen atoms with the first wall materials beryllium and tungsten.
For the confirmation of oxygen atom production from the microwave discharge,
a clean polycrystalline gold surface is used. Molecular oxygen adsorbs at room
temperature only if surface impurities like Ca or Si are present [128, 129]. On a
clean gold surface, oxygen can only adsorb as atomic species [130]. The sticking
coefficient for atomic oxygen on gold is determined from the dissociation de-
gree, the measured pressures and the temperatures. Kinetic gas theory yields
the number of impinging atoms on the surface and the oxygen coverage is de-
termined from the attenuation of the XPS Au 4 f signal intensity. The value for
the initial sticking coefficient is 5 · 10−3. A surprising result from the adsorption
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4. Atomic oxygen
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Figure 4.1: XPS spectra in the O 1s and Be 1s regions for clean beryllium and
oxidation experiments with molecular and atomic oxygen, and cor-
responding intensity ratios.

experiments on gold was the observation that the oxygen atoms adsorbed also
on the Au surface in a geometry where it pointed away from the quartz tube.
The oxygen atoms have to undergo several collisions with the chamber walls
before they can hit the sample surface. This supports the observation of low
oxygen atom sticking coefficients qualitatively. Adsorption from other oxygen
containing species could be excluded.

The beryllium surface reacts both with atomic and molecular oxygen at room
temperature. However, the reactivity of the atomic species is much higher. In
Fig. 4.1 the O 1s and Be 1s photoelectron peaks are compared for the various
exposure conditions. In the O 1s region, the raw data are plotted after the ex-
posures. The O 1s peak after the exposure to molecular oxygen has the smallest
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FWHM for all conditions. After exposure to atomic oxygen and also after air-
exposure of beryllium, the O 1s signals are broader. Using two Gauss-Lorentz
peaks at 531.7 and 532.7 eV and deconvoluting the data, the respective widths
are 1.88 and 2.54 eV. In Fig. 4.1, the peaks are labeled as BeO and “Oads”. The
small insert shows the intensity ratios of these deconvolution signals for the
experimental conditions. Oxidation of the surface by molecular oxygen (mi-
crowave discharge off) results in the narrow O 1s peak at the BeO position.
Dosing Oat for only 3 min results in a more intense O 1s peak which can be
deconvoluted already in two contributions. An increase of oxidation time to
33 min leads to an only slight increase of overall O 1s intensity. The “Oads” to
BeO peak ration is similar to that of the air oxide. From these experiments, the
two peaks are interpreted as originating from the BeO and an additional species
adsorbed at the surface, labeled “Oads”. The strongly enhanced oxidation rate
of Oat compared to O2 is also visible in the Be 1s region, also shown in Fig. 4.1.
The spectra are normalized to the metallic Be 1s peak. Molecular oxygen dosed
for 34 min leads to a BeO/Be intensity ratio of approx. 1/3, whereas only 3 min
Oat increases it to approx. 1/2. An Oat exposure of 33 min only increases this
ratio to 0.6, demonstrating a decrease in the oxidation rate with increasing
oxide layer thickness. This is in agreement with the results from the Shamir
group [131–138] who also find fast oxidation rates for the first 2–3 ML only. Ad-
sorption of water and BeO formation has been studied by DFT [139]. Enhanced
oxidation of beryllium has also been observed under simultaneous deuterium
ion bombardment with oxygen background gas [140,141]. Beryllium oxidation
under water vapor exposure was studied in several papers, aiming at fusion
applications [142–150].

The experiments with tungsten surfaces are carried out at 100 nm films de-
posited on Si substrates. Before exposure to atomic or molecular oxygen, the
surfaces are sputter cleaned and free of oxygen, as demonstrated by XPS mea-
surements. As shown in [127]⊗, the exposure of the cleaned W surfaces to
both Oat and O2 at room temperature leads not to a re-appearance of tungsten
oxide signals in the W 4 f binding energy region. However, since the measure-
ments at the W surfaces are performed with monochromatic Al Kα radiation, a
broadening of the W 4 f7/2 peak by 0.1 eV is detected, see Fig. 4.2. This broad-
ening occurs both for Oat and O2 dosing and is attributed to the formation of
a W–O surface oxide, as observed already for O2 chemisorption on several W
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4. Atomic oxygen
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Figure 4.2: XPS spectra in the W 4 f region for clean tungsten (red) and after
exposure to molecular (green) and atomic (blue) oxygen.

surfaces [151–157].
In summary, both beryllium and tungsten surfaces react with atomic oxygen

at room temperature. However, the two metals react very differently. Beryl-
lium oxidizes readily with O2 and Oat and the initial reaction rate for Oat is
more than an order of magnitude higher than for the molecular species. For
tungsten, no oxide layer formation is observed. Oxygen only chemisorbs in
the first monolayer and forms a monolayer surface oxide. No difference in the
chemisorption behavior between Oat and O2 can be detected on polycrystalline
tungsten films.
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5 Beryllium–tungsten alloy formation

The surface chemical and physical interactions between beryllium and tungsten
are of importance for the performance of the ITER first wall due to anticipated
different properties of the formed alloys compared to the pure substances.
In the literature, the binary phase diagram of the Be–W system is available,
predicting the formation of several alloy phases. Fig. 5.1 shows the bulk phase
diagram, adapted from [79], where the three alloy phases Be2W, Be12W, and
Be22W are visible. All three compositions show small phase widths and are
ordered alloys. If the formation of the intermetallic Be–W compounds occurs
during the operation of ITER, the consequence for tungsten parts is a strong
reduction of the melting point, depending on the final composition. Early
studies of the Be–W system showed the alloy formation from powder precursors
[158–160]. The few existing surface science experiments in the Be–W system
deal with work function measurements of Be on tungsten [161–163]. Further
publications addressed mainly the surface structure of Be adsorbed on tungsten
single crystals and desorption processes. Auger electron spectroscopy was
used, with the focus on structural properties. Alloy formation as a possible
surface process was discussed merely for the highest coverages investigated on
the W(211) surface (8 ML) [164, 165].

In several series of experiments [166]⊗, [167]⊗, [168]⊗, [169]⊗ and theoretical
approaches [170, 171], Be–W interactions were studied. Both, Be on W, and the
reverse system W on Be, were studied by layer deposition and subsequent step-
wise annealing. Be is deposited in situ from the vapor phase with thicknesses
up to a few nm on clean polycrystalline W substrates and sequentially annealed
up to 1070 K and investigated by XPS [166]⊗, [167]⊗ and in collaborations with
the Doerner group at UCSD [172]. In collaborative activities, the formation of
alloys in the Be–W system was also studied by DFT ab initio calculations and
compared to experimental results [170, 171].

Due to the increased importance of possible surface alloy formations and their
consequences on the reduction of the melting point of tungsten parts at the first
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5. Beryllium–tungsten alloy formation
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Figure 5.1: Binary phase diagram in the Be–W system, adapted from [79].

wall of ITER, the first dedicated study on the surface alloy focused on Be layers
deposited on polycrystalline tungsten substrates at 300 K [166]⊗. Deposition
of Be from the vapor phase is critical and a contamination of the vacuum
system must be avoided in order not to release BeO dust to the environment
after opening the vacuum chambers. Moreover, since Be is very reactive, a
very good UHV is necessary. As evaporation material, high-purity (99.999 %)
Be (HEK GmbH) is used. A commercial evaporator (EFM3, Omicron) with a
water-cooled shroud and a closed volume is suitable to produce Be films on a
sample surface area of approx. 10 mm diameter, without contaminating other
chamber parts with deposited Be.

The reverse system, W on polycrystalline Be, is studied by tungsten mag-
netron deposition of a 200 nm layer at 300 K, sequential annealing and XPS up
to 1070 K under UHV conditions, and analysis by RBS after transfer through
air. After the final annealing step, a sputter depth profile with XPS analysis
is performed [168]⊗. Additional structural investigations were performed for
both the Be/W and W/Be systems by X-ray diffraction (XRD) [169]⊗, [173].

The formation of Be–W alloys can be directly observed by XPS, e.g. in the
shift of the Be 1s core level [170]. Both XPS and RBS allow a quantitative
analysis of the reactions and are sensitive to different depths: XPS probes the
first few nm, whereas RBS probes several 100 nm to a few μm, depending on
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the used projectile particle and primary energy. Together with sputtering of the
surface by argon ions, XPS enables a chemically resolved depth profiling of the
surface. Using these techniques, the behavior of the Be-W system in the different
experimental approaches was studied. For the case of thin Be layers deposited
on tungsten at 300 K, a surface alloying restricted to the interface monolayers
is observed. Additionally deposited Be is in the metallic state. This interface
alloy formation is visible in both the core level shift of the Be 1s and of the W 4 f
lines. Also the shape of the valence band spectra changes in a characteristic
way with alloy formation and exhibits a small intensity shift towards the Fermi
edge [167]⊗. Above 670 K, the alloy peak fractions increase, indicating the
formation of additional alloy phase. The stoichiometry Be2W for the alloy is
determined from the alloy fractions in the Be 1s and the W 4 f intensities. At
the same time, the overall Be intensity decreases with increasing annealing
temperature. The diffusion of Be beyond the surface alloy layer deeper into the
W substrate is excluded according to sputter depth profiles after the annealing
experiments. No Be intensity is detected beyond a depth determined by the ion-
beam induced mixing. The Be sputtering depth profile is confirmed by a Monte
Carlo simulation using TRIDYN. Long-term (∼ 3 h) annealing experiments of
thin Be layers with different initial thicknesses show that, regardless of the
initial Be thickness, the final alloy layer always has an equivalent Be thickness
of ∼ 1.2 nm. Moreover, the loss of the excess Be takes place already during the
temperature ramp-up. Only small additional increases in alloy amounts are
observed during the annealing at constant temperature [166]⊗, [168]⊗. From
this observation, together with the sputter depth profiles, it is concluded that
the Be2W alloy formation competes with Be sublimation from the surface. The
Be2W alloying reaction cannot act as an efficient driving force for keeping the
Be in the solid phase.

In the reverse system, W deposited on Be, the formation of a Be–W alloy
starts only above 970 K, as determined from RBS spectra. However, this tech-
nique is not sensitive enough to exclude the possibility of an interface alloy
formation in the order of a monolayer, as observed in the Be/W experiments.
The stoichiometry of the alloy observed at T > 970 K is Be12W. This alloy
also exhibits characteristic core level shifts in the Be 1s and W 4 f lines. The
formation of a stable Be12W alloy layer on the Be substrate from a W layer,
without a typical diffusion tail into he substrate, indicates that the system has
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5. Beryllium–tungsten alloy formation

reached an energetically favorable situation. From the temporal evolution of
the alloy layer thickness a diffusion coefficient of 1.6 · 10−13 cm2 s−1 at 1070 K
is determined [168]⊗. For 1023 and 1123 K, additional diffusion coefficients for
the Be–W interdiffusion are available: 4.3 · 10−15 cm2 s−1 and 5.8 · 10−13 cm2 s−1,
respectively [173].

A third class of experiments involves Be impinging continuously at non-
thermal energies on W surfaces, as a seeded impurity in a deuterium plasma.
Non-thermal interactions of Be as a plasma impurity were performed with
polycrystalline W surfaces at elevated temperatures between 1023 and 1260 K
[168]⊗, [173]. The kinetic energy of the Be particles from the plasma is ∼ 60 eV
with an applied bias voltage of −75 V, and ∼ 10 eV without bias voltage. The
composition of the final surface is investigated by AES, XPS, and WDX. If the
kinetic energy of the Be particles is high enough, sputtering of the surface must
be considered. For lower Be energies (∼ 10 eV), the formation of Be alloys
at the surface is observed for temperatures between 1070 and 1150 K [173].
At a temperature of 1260 K, Be is found in depths well above 1 μm with a
concentration of 10%, although the concentration in the deuterium plasma was
below 0.5%. As determined by XPS, Be is present both in the metallic and
alloyed states. However, the Be 1s core level shift allows no decision between
Be2W and Be12W. From the experimental conditions, also the question whether
the Be is transported into these depths by diffusion or whether a compound
surface layer has been deposited by the plasma-surface interaction processes,
cannot be decided. Nevertheless, Be is accumulated to a 10% level in the sample
from a minor plasma impurity [168]⊗.

As a consequence for the operation of ITER with Be in the main chamber and
W in the divertor region, only a very thin nm layer of Be2W alloy is expected to
form during operation. According to the divertor principle, material transport
occurs mainly from the main chamber to the divertor and not opposite. There-
fore, the formation of W layers on the Be main chamber walls is improbable,
whereas Be transport into the divertor is possible. Below ≈ 1000 K, Be is de-
posited and forms a metallic layer. At higher temperatures, Be both sublimates
and forms the 1–2 nm Be2W layer, which can be safely assumed not to change
the overall physical properties of the tungsten divertor surface, since no bulk
alloy formation is expected under these conditions. However, if a Be deposition
on tungsten occurs at high surface temperatures for extended times, an alloying
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can be expected.
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6 Ternary surface reactions

The next step towards the understanding of surface reactions under the complex
situation at the first wall of a fusion device with multiple first wall materials
is the extension of the investigations to ternary systems. This comprises also
surface reactions involving plasma impurities like oxygen. In this chapter, how-
ever, hydrogen as a reactive component is not considered. When the number of
reactants is increased to three, not only can additional chemical reactions occur,
but also new chemical phases can be formed. In cases where volatile species are
produced, the erosion behavior of the mixed material at the first wall is changed
dramatically, as is shown in the experiments where CO + ions are implanted into
beryllium. Overall, the complexity of the systems under investigation increases
by addressing a third chemical component. The systems Be–C–O [118]⊗, [119]⊗,
C–O–W [174]⊗, Be–C–W [71]⊗, and Be–O–W [175] were addressed in several
series of experiments.

The ternary system Be–C–O is investigated in experiments where the C and
O species are implanted into Be substrates at 300 K by CO + ions at primary
energies of 3, 5, and 12 keV. Implantation of CO + simulates the simultaneous
implantation of C and O, since the molecular ion dissociates readily upon impact
at the Be surface. The implantation of CO+ can be compared to the implantation
of C+ described in section 3.2, since the difference is the increased number of
components only. Polycrystalline Be substrates are implanted by CO + at all
three different energies and the surface composition is analyzed with RBS as
a function of the implantation fluence [118]⊗. The overall weight loss due to
erosion processes is measured on polycrystalline beryllium for doses up to 0.9 C.
Finally, the surface chemical states are characterized using XPS for 3 keV CO +

implantations in single crystalline Be [119]⊗.

The ternary Be–C–O system is characterized by a constant C and O inventory
in the implantation zone after an initial fluence region where all impinging
CO+ are accumulated in the beryllium. The transition from accumulation to
a deposition-erosion equilibrium occurs at CO+ fluences between 1 · 1017 cm−2
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Figure 6.1: Evolution of the surface composition of beryllium at 300 K during
CO+ implantation. The equilibrium is characterized by a continuous
Be erosion and a constant C and O inventory.

and 4 · 1017 cm−2 for primary energies between 3 and 12 keV. At higher flu-
ences, the C and O inventories in the beryllium are constant and their absolute
amounts are correlated to the CO + primary energy: Higher energies result in a
deeper and wider implantation profile and therefore to larger C and O amounts
at equilibrium. The C/O ratio depends on the ion energy and approaches unity
for higher ion energies. This is explained by the vanishing difference in the im-
plantation depth for O and C, calculated by TRIM.SP Monte Carlo calculations.
XPS measurements during the 3 keV CO + implantation experiment show that
beryllium bound in Be2C is only present during this fluence region. This is
detected in both the C 1s and Be 1s regions, whereas the initial implantation
beyond the beryllium surface is proven by the delayed detection of carbon in
the fluence series. During the deposition-erosion equilibrium, all Be in the com-
pound layer zone is bound in BeO, whereas oxygen is also chemically bound
to carbon. This is shown in the XPS C 1s region where intensity at binding
energies in the 286–290 eV range is detected. The majority of the carbon (seen
in the C 1s signal) is present in elementary form. The formation of the Be–C–O
mixed layer is summarized graphically in Fig. 6.1.

The ternary system C–O–W is investigated in experiments where carbon
films are deposited on tungsten oxides of different stoichiometry [174]⊗. During
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annealing steps between 300 K and 1670 K the surface composition is analyzed
by XPS. In contrast to small oxygen contaminations present as adsorbate or in
the background atmosphere (up to 1 · 10−7 hPa O2), under which conditions the
reaction and diffusion behavior is equal to that of pure binary W–C systems (see
section 3.1), interlayers of W(IV) and W(VI) oxides change the reaction behavior
between carbon and tungsten. This is due to the fact that at 300 K oxygen
from the gas phase adsorbs or reacts only to two-dimensional chemisorption or
monolayer oxides [176–178]. Higher oxygen coverages can only be achieved at
elevated temperatures or higher O2 partial pressures [179].

The tungsten oxide layers are produced under atmospheric pressures in a
furnace with different oxygen partial pressures, and are subsequently annealed
in the UHV system. More details are given below in the discussion of the
Be–O–W ternary system. XPS measurements of the W 4 f region demonstrate
that in principle WO2 and WO3 are prepared: The W 4 f7/2 peak positions
correspond with the binding energies for the respective oxides in the literature
[180]. However, due to the annealing steps in UHV and due to the fact that the
metallic tungsten substrates make a quantitative stoichiometry determination
difficult, the resulting surface compositions are WO≈2.1 for the W(VI) oxide and
WO<2 for the W(IV) oxide. On both oxide layers on the tungsten substrates
finally a carbon layer of approx. 1 nm thickness is deposited in UHV.

The W(VI) oxide interlayer is gradually reduced during annealing steps up
to 970 K, visible in the appearance and a shift of a W 4 f doublet. However,
the overall composition of the surface is unchanged. After 1170 K, this changes
significantly: The carbon signal disappears completely in the photoelectron
spectra and the W 4 f7/2 maximum shifts to the position of metallic tungsten
at 31.4 eV. During the annealing steps, no indication for formation of tungsten
carbides is detected. Between 1170 K and 1670 K, the oxygen amount decreases
until a final state is reached which is equivalent to the adsorption state of oxygen
on pure tungsten. A two-stage mechanism proposed by Dean et al. [181, 182]
for the reduction of higher tungsten oxides with C via WO2 and W under the
formation of CO and CO2 is partly able to explain these observations. However,
the loss of oxygen above 1170 K without the presence of carbon needs an
additional explanation. A possible loss path could be the dissolution of oxygen
in the W bulk.

The carbon film on the W(IV) oxide interlayer is prepared similarly. No
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Figure 6.2: Photon energies, related photoelectron kinetic energies, and inelastic
electron mean free path lengths according to the Seah-Dench model
[185] for the depth-resolved XPS measurements carried out at HZB-
BESSY II for the C/Be/W ternary system.

changes are observed in the overall composition, and also the W 4 f doublet at
the W(IV) oxide position at 32.8 eV is unaltered until after the 970 K annealing
step. Similar to the W(VI) oxide layer, the carbon amount decreases after
annealing to 1170 K, probably also due to CO and CO2 formation. However, an
elemental carbon fraction of 6 at.% remains. The following annealing steps up to
1670 K lead to a decrease of the oxygen concentration, but not to a decease of the
remaining carbon. This could be caused by a substitution reaction WO2 −−→WC
which is observed for the WO2 reduction with CO [183, 184]. In the spectra,
all remaining carbon has reacted to WC, indicated by a shift of the C 1s peak
to 282.9 eV. Again also in the W(IV) case the final oxygen amount is similar to
chemisorbed oxygen on tungsten and to the W(VI) case. The oxidation state
of an oxide interlayer between carbon and the tungsten substrate significantly
influences the reactions in this ternary system. No tungsten carbides are formed
if the oxide interlayer is W(VI) oxide, even in a reduced stoichiometry.

The ternary system Be–C–W constitutes the composition determined by the
wall materials foreseen for ITER. A layer system C/Be/W has been selected
for first investigations applying depth-resolved chemical analysis at the syn-
chrotron HZB-BESSY II [71]⊗. The carbon layer is applied as top layer, since in
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situ preparation and sample transfer without air exposure was not possible for
this first measurement series. The sample was prepared at IPP Garching, trans-
ported to HZB-BESSY II Berlin, and measured in the MUSTANG end station at
the RGBL-PGM beam line. Several annealing steps up to 1200 K are applied
and the Be 1s, C 1s, and W 4 f core levels are measured. The photon energy is
selected such that the kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectrons from all three
core levels is identical. The inelastic electron mean free path is a function of the
electron kinetic energy. This means that electrons from all three core levels orig-
inate from the same depth. Four different kinetic energies are selected to cover
four information depths [185–192]. Fig. 6.2 summarizes the necessary photon
energies for the main Be, C, and W core levels for the four selected photoelec-
tron kinetic energies in order to access four different depth intervals with the
respective electron inelastic mean free paths. In order to compare the elemental
intensities from the different measurements and to interpret their respective
changes for the measured depths and annealing steps, the measured intensities
have to be normalized with the respective photoelectron cross section, elec-
tron emission angle, primary photon flux, analyzer transmission, asymmetry
parameter, and the synchrotron ring current at the time of the specific measure-
ment. After this procedure, the relative signal intensities at different depths can
be compared and information on the chemical state in these accessible depth
regions is available.

The analysis of the depth-resolved XPS measurements at the C/Be/W system
demonstrates that already at 300 K Be diffuses through the carbon layer and
forms BeO at the surface with oxygen from the air. Be2C formation starts at the
C/Be interface and the carbide layer expands towards the surface. The Be2C
formation is complete at 850 K. At this temperature, C starts to diffuse into
the the bulk and begins to form W2C. Surface morphology changes (island
formation) are observed above 1050 K, even more pronounced at 1200 K. The
alloy Be2W is formed at the Be/W interface already at 300 K, increases at 530 K
and decreases again at 850 K. Above this temperature, the amount of W2C
increases up to the last annealing step at 1200 K. The processes at the interfaces
and in the bulk of the ternary C/Be/W system during the annealing steps are
consistent with the analysis of the respective binary systems [36,89,110,167]. As
far as it can be concluded from the first depth-resolved XPS measurements, no
new ternary phases in the C–Be–W system are formed during annealing from
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6. Ternary surface reactions

300 to 1200 K. Recently, new measurements in this system were performed with
samples prepared in situ in the LAICA preparation chamber (see chapter 2.3,
p. 19) and transferred into the SurICat end station at HZB-BESSY II without air
contact [193].

Finally, the ternary system Be–O–W has been investigated with respect to
temperature-dependent phase formation [175]. Beryllium films are deposited
on tungsten oxide-covered tungsten substrates. W(VI) and W(IV) oxides were
produced and compared in their reactivity towards beryllium. W(VI) oxide is
produced by oxidation of polished tungsten foils at 773 K for 1 hour in air. Both
XPS and XRD confirm the formation of a WO3 layer. The selective formation
of WO2 is not possible by direct oxidation of tungsten. A usual preparation
procedure for WO2 is the reduction of WO3 in humid hydrogen at temperatures
above 973 K. WO3 is reduced in steps via substoichiometric tungsten oxides
(WO3 −−→WO2.9 −−→WO2.7 −−→WO2 −−→W) [181,182,194–198]. However, it is
difficult to stop the reduction when all higher oxides have been reduced to WO2

and before the formation of metallic W. This can be controlled by monitoring
the water vapor pressure [194]. In this work, we selected a preparation route
via the comproportioning reaction W+2 WO3 −−→ 3 WO2. The WO3 films on W
are produced by oxidation in air at 673 K for 15 min. The furnace is flushed with
pure nitrogen at 1 bar during the reaction to reduce the oxygen partial pressure.
The tungsten foil with the formed oxide film is then annealed in UHV for 10 min
at 523 K in order to desorb adsorbed impurities. XPS analysis of the precursor
film shows only peaks at binding energies of WO3. Subsequently, an annealing
step in UHV at 973 K for 60 min results in an oxide layer on tungsten which,
according to XPS analysis, consists of 42% WO2, 31% WO3-x, 25% WO3 and 2%
W. The XRD measurement is dominated by the peaks of metallic tungsten due
to the thin oxide layer. Additional peaks are attributed to WO2, no diffraction
peaks of other tungsten oxides are present. Although the W(IV) oxide film
still contains higher oxidation states, experiments can be performed with W(IV)
oxide, in particular by comparing the results with experiments carried out using
the pure W(VI) oxide films. With the described preparation techniques, W(VI)
and W(IV) oxide films are available which allow the application of XPS as a tool
to characterize surface chemical reactions. Onto such substrates, beryllium is
evaporated under UHV, annealing and XPS analysis steps are carried out in situ
without additional air transfer.
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Table 6.1: Binding energies of the species detected in the W 4 f7/2 region in the
Be–O–W ternary systems.

binding energy [eV] species
31.3 W metal
31.7 BexWO3 (x=0–1)
32.9 WO2
34.5 WO3-x
35.7 WO3
36.5 BeWO4

The chemical state of the surfaces is investigated by XPS, measuring the core
levels Be 1s, O 1s, and W 4 f , after beryllium deposition at 300 K and subsequent
annealing steps up to 1273 K. Valence band spectra are interpreted using pub-
lished experimental [199–208] and theoretical [209] spectra for tungsten oxides
and sodium tungsten bronzes. After Be deposition, both oxide surfaces show
additional peaks in towards lower binding energies. This is interpreted by the
reduction of tungsten oxides. In addition, the comparison of the W 4 f and
the Be 1s regions shows that new species are formed, since not all observed
peaks can be assigned to oxides or the metals. From the available elements,
the ternary compounds beryllium tungstate BeWO4 and beryllium tungsten
bronze BexWO3 (x = 0–1) are assigned to the new peaks. Both signals are only
detected at samples with Be films and are not present in uncoated oxide films
which are annealed to the same temperatures. Since no information on the
stoichiometry of the beryllium tungsten bronze is available, the stoichiometry
BeWO3 is assumed and used in the quantitative analysis. The binding energies
in Table 6.1 are assigned to the species detected in the W 4 f region and are used
for the analysis of the spectra by peak fitting, allowing for the compound peaks
generally a variation of ±0.1 eV.

The intensities from these species are determined by peak fitting in the W 4 f

BE region. The Be 1s spectra are used for confirmation of the determined
reactions, as well as the spectra in the O 1s region. The results of the quantitative
analysis are plotted in Fig. 6.3 for the W(VI) and W(IV) oxide films. W(VI) oxides
are readily reduced by deposited beryllium at 300 K and also the tungstate and
the tungsten bronze are formed. The red line marks the begin of the ternary
phases in the composition plot.
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Figure 6.3: Composition of the Be-covered W(VI) and W(IV) oxide layers after
annealing to the indicated temperatures, as derived from the anal-
ysis of the W 4 f signals. The red line indicates the formed ternary
compounds.

On the W(VI) oxide, the initially 88.1% WO3 are reduced 19.6% WO3 and
14.8% WO3-x. Furthermore, 7.8% WO2 and 13.0% metallic W are detected.
During annealing at increased temperatures the initially formed BeWO3 fraction
decreases. The BeWO4 fraction increases, has a maximum after 973 K annealing,
and is still present after the 1273 K annealing step. At this temperature, most of
the tungsten within the XPS information depth is present as WO3 and WO3-x.
Only at the lower annealing temperatures, also metallic W and WO2 is detected
in small fractions. After 1273 K, again for WO2 a 7.2% share is measured.

The annealing sequence for a Be-coated W(IV) oxide surface leads to a dif-
ferent reaction sequence. Since the W(IV) oxide film is thinner than the W(VI)
oxide films and also contains W(VI) oxides, metallic tungsten and the ternary
compounds BeWO4 and BeWO3 are present after Be deposition. Other than
the W(VI) oxides, the WO2 does not react with the beryllium and is present
throughout the annealing sequence, up to an annealing temperature of 1173 K.
After the next annealing step at 1273 K, however, the WO2 has completely van-
ished. Metallic W dominates the surface within the XPS analysis depth. This
temperature corresponds to the decomposition temperature of WO 2 [72].

The difference in the reactivities of the W(VI) and W(IV) oxides can be dis-
cussed in terms of different oxide structures and hence different diffusivities
of the beryllium species (Be and BeO) in the oxides. The structure of WO3

and of WO3-x is determined by coordination octahedrons of O in WO6 units.
These units are linked at the corners, forming the oxide. In WO3, tungsten
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is coordinated by corner-sharing octahedrons. By removing oxygen along the
shear planes, the structure of WO3-x is reached. Both structures result in a 3-
dimensional network of channels throughout the whole system [72,194]. Within
this structure, hexagonal channels are formed which extend throughout the
crystallites. The symmetry of this structure determines a three-dimensional
network with orthogonal channels. This network of channels allows the dif-
fusion of Be and BeO through the material. Within the oxide, Be 2+ ions can
diffuse in all three space directions. This picture is supported by the structure
of the tungsten bronze. The Be 2+ ions are incorporated in these channels in
these compounds [72,204,210]. Therefore, the size of the channels is sufficiently
large for Be 2+ ions. The structure of WO2 is of the rutile type [211], channels
like in the WO3 species are absent. Therefore, diffusion of Be within the WO2

is suppressed, an incorporation of Be into the WO2 grains is not possible and a
reaction between WO2 and Be, as in the case of the WO3 species, is impossible.
However, diffusion of Be into the oxide film is observed. It can take place along
the grain boundaries which are visible in AFM pictures of the WO2 film. Fi-
nally, in contrast to the binary system Be–W (see chapter 5), no alloy formation
is observed in the ternary Be–O–W systems. The beryllium films on the WO2

and WO3 films show a different chemistry than the binary Be–W system.

Based on the XPS analysis of the chemical phases formed during the reactions
between the W(VI) and W(IV) oxide films and the beryllium during the anneal-
ing steps, a quantitative model has been developed which describes the possible
and relevant elementary chemical reactions in each step [175]. The quantitative
analysis is based on the intensity changes in the W 4 f signals during the reac-
tion steps. The Be 1s and O 1s signals are used only for consistency checks. All
relevant chemical species can be identified only in the W 4 f signals. In addition,
it is assumed that the reactions take place in a homogeneous layer and therefore
a depth dependence of the W 4 f signal is irrelevant. This is justified, because
the diffusion of the Be 2+ ions is fast in the tungsten oxides, both due to grain
boundary and intra-grain diffusion. Changes in the thickness of the beryllium
layer, in particular during the reaction steps at lower temperatures, can also
be neglected if only the W 4 f signal compositions are used for the quantitative
analysis. For the beryllium reactions on the oxide films, the chemical reactions
can be determined from the single reaction steps. For the chemical processes
W(VI) oxide films, the reactions are shown in the following. In an analog way,
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6. Ternary surface reactions

also the reactions on the W(IV) oxide films are determined [175].

Temperature step 573 K The sum equations at each temperature step are
derived from the difference between this temperature and the preceding tem-
perature step. I.e., the analysis at 573 K is based on the XPS measurements after
the 573 K annealing step, and the difference to the measurements after the 300 K
step.

1.3 W + 16.3 WO3 + 1.2 BeO + 11.1 Be −−→
5.4 WO2 + 9.9 BeWO3 + 2.4 BeWO4

The following single reactions are involved with the given weight factors, de-
termined by solving the reaction equation system:

2 WO3 +W −−→ 3 WO2 ×1.4

WO3 + Be −−→WO2 + BeO ×1.2

WO3 + BeO −−→ BeWO4 ×2.4

WO3 + Be −−→ BeWO3 ×9.9

Temperature step 673 K

2.2 W + 16.6 BeWO3 + 10.9 O2 −−→
1.5 WO2 + 12.3 WO3 + 5.0 BeWO4 + 11.6 BeO

The following single reactions and weight factors are involved:

WO3 + BeO −−→ BeWO4 ×5.0

W + 3
2 O2 −−→WO3 ×1.7

W + 2 WO3 −−→WO2 ×0.5

BeWO3 +
1
2 O2 −−→ BeO +WO3 ×16.6
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Temperature step 773 K

6.8 W + 5.3 WO2 + 18.7 BeWO3 + 22.2 O2 −−→
22.9 WO3 + 7.9 BeWO4 + 10.8 BeO

The following single reactions and weight factors are involved:

WO3 + BeO −−→ BeWO4 ×7.9

W + 3
2 O2 −−→WO3 ×6.8

WO2 +
1
2 O2 −−→WO3 ×5.3

BeWO3 +
1
2 O2 −−→ BeO +WO3 ×18.7

Temperature step 873 K

2.6 W + 11.9 BeWO3 + 1.4 BeWO4 + 9.7 O2 −−→
0.37 WO2 + 15.47 WO3 + 13.3 BeO

The following single reactions and weight factors are involved:

BeWO4 −−→ BeO +WO3 ×1.4

BeWO3 +
1
2 O2 −−→ BeO +WO3 ×11.9

W + 2 WO3 −−→ 3 WO2 ×0.13

W + 3
2 O2 −−→WO3 ×2.5

Temperature step 973 K

5.1 WO2 + 19.8 WO3 + 24.9 BeO + 2.6O2 −−→ 24.9 BeWO4

The following single reactions and weight factors are involved:

WO2 +
1
2 O2 −−→WO3 ×5.1

BeO +WO3 −−→ BeWO4 ×24.9
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Temperature step 1073 K

4.4 WO2 + 6.6 BeWO4 + 2.2 O2 −−→ 11.0 WO3 + 6.6 BeO

The following single reactions and weight factors are involved:

BeWO4 −−→WO3 + BeO ×6.6

WO2 +
1
2 O2 −−→WO3 ×4.4

Temperature step 1173 K

0.2 WO2 + 17.5 BeWO4 + 0.1 O2 −−→ 17.7 WO3 + 17.5 BeO

The same single reactions as in the annealing step at 1073 K are involved with
different weight factors:

BeWO4 −−→WO3 + BeO ×17.5

WO2 +
1
2 O2 −−→WO3 ×0.2

Temperature step 1273 K

5.7 BeWO4 + 1.6 WO3 −−→ 7.3 WO2 + 5.7 BeO + 3.6 O2

The following single reactions and weight factors are involved:

BeWO4 −−→WO3 + BeO ×5.7

WO3 −−→WO2 +
1
2 O2 ×7.3

This detailed reaction analysis demonstrates that the chemical processes in
the ternary Be–O–W systems can be identified by XPS analysis. A chemically
consistent reaction scheme is developed. Although the developed reaction sys-
tems are not unique solutions in a mathematical sense, the consideration of the
processes visible in the Be 1s and survey spectra and the available information
in the literature lead to this solution.
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7 Hydrogen inventory in beryllium

Since beryllium has been selected as a wall material for some existing fusion
devices, and in particular with the decision to use it as the material for the
first wall in the main chamber of ITER, the hydrogen isotope inventory in this
metal (in the following short: hydrogen inventory, if not a specific isotope is
addressed) became a major scientific issue and the topic of numerous studies
[30, 32–34, 49, 212–263]. The influence of neutron-induced defects is addressed
in specific studies. However, since no neutron source with the typical spectrum
from D–T fusion reactions is available, those studies rely on defects created
by fission neutrons [264–294]. The fundamental aspects of beryllium surfaces
[295–331] and their behavior upon hydrogen adsorption [332–340] with respect
to surface structure and reconstruction were studied both experimentally and
by ab initio methods.

Nevertheless, due to its toxic nature (more precisely, the carcinogenic prop-
erty of BeO dust), experimental investigations of the hydrogen inventory in
beryllium received far less attention compared to carbon or tungsten. Numer-
ous investigations focus on hydrogen inventories from post mortem analysis of
Be-containing wall samples from fusion devices, in particular from JET as the
largest fusion device using beryllium at the first wall [12,28,341–351]. Another
experimental device which is able to handle beryllium in a plasma environment
is the linear plasma device PISCES-B at UCSD [40, 41]. Here, it is possible to
study in particular hydrogen inventories in materials exposed to plasmas con-
taining Be as an impurity species, as well as in bulk Be samples after plasma
exposure. Post mortem analysis of samples treated in PISCES-B allows to address
issues of impurity influence on the hydrogen inventory, e.g. [53, 57, 352].

Despite the large number of investigations, the data on hydrogen retention
in beryllium varies strongly for different experiments and in turn also their
interpretation [114, 353]. There are several aspects to why the results and their
interpretation vary so widely. First, the investigated beryllium materials vary
in purity and production technology: High purity single crystals are used as
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well as rolled foils with impurity contents in the percent range. These various
materials exhibit strong differences in bulk structure, porosity, morphology, and
impurity concentration. Second, the experimental conditions of the specific in-
vestigation are in many cases not well defined or not well controlled. Beryllium
is highly reactive towards oxidation and has the tendency to form an oxide
layer even under well-controlled vacuum conditions. This oxide coverage is
in most cases not well defined. In the hydrogen release process the desorp-
tion from the surface is an important step: The surface properties can strongly
influence the release properties of hydrogen from beryllium, and, as a conse-
quence, the specific conditions of the different experiments described in the
literature might result in strong retention property variations. Finally, the mod-
els applied to evaluate experimental data and to interpret the results in terms
of physical and chemical processes also influence the quantitative description
of the hydrogen retention and release processes. Therefore, identification of the
mechanistic details is important for a complete description and prediction of
hydrogen retention and release.

The investigation described below focus on a strict control of the surface com-
position. UHV conditions with pressures in the low 10−11 hPa range are required
to keep the surfaces clean for the time of an experiment. The in situ available
analytical tools comprise the characterization of the surface composition by
XPS, the quantification of the implanted hydrogen species by NRA, and the
quantification of the desorbing species by TPD. The specific influence of surface
morphology and structure is addressed in ex situ investigations. Experimental
results are interpreted taking into account both available parameters from the
experimental literature, and also ab initio DFT calculations [340, 354–358]. The
aim of the investigations is a model description of the atomistic retention and
release mechanisms for hydrogen in beryllium.

The first experiments on deuterium retention and thermal release from clean
metallic surfaces are performed on single crystals with (1 1 2 0) surface orienta-
tion [359]⊗. The surface is cleaned by repeated argon sputtering and heating
cycles, until the residual oxygen coverage is less than 0.2 ML. Due to the low
base pressure of ≤ 3 · 10−11 hPa experiments on a clean Be surface can be car-
ried out for several hours, before a contamination layer of 1 ML is accumulated.
Deuterium is implanted into the clean Be(1 1 2 0) surface using a mass-separated
D+3 ion beam at 3 keV, which corresponds to a kinetic energy of 1 keV per D.
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The TPD spectra are measured using a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) in
line-of-sight geometry to the sample, and heating the sample by electron impact
at different linear temperature ramps. The absolute amounts of retained deu-
terium are determined by NRA using the D(3He, p)4He reaction with 800 keV
3He+ ions [360]. These measurements are also used to calibrate the QMS signal
for quantitative analysis. The retention measurements result in a 78% reten-
tion rate of deuterium in the clean beryllium up to a fluence of 1.5 · 1017 cm−2.
Above a deuterium fluence of approx. 2 · 1017 cm−2 the sample saturates. This
is in good agreement with earlier work, although the surface in those measure-
ments was covered by unknown amounts of BeO [239, 361]. The deuterium
desorbs over a wide temperature range and exhibits two desorption features.
One release stage occurs around 450 K, is fairly sharp and has a double peak
structure. A second desorption stage is observed above 700 K, extends up to
900 K and evidently contains several desorption peaks. Above that tempera-
ture, no deuterium is retained in the sample, as is shown both by subsequent
TPD runs and by NRA. A more detailed analysis is performed in [362]⊗. Al-
though the desorption feature around 450 K occurs at similar temperatures as
the desorption of deuterium adsorbed at a Be(0 0 0 1) surface [334], it is not due
to surface desorption in the case of implanted D. Both the different shape of the
desorption peak and the amount of deuterium desorbing at this temperature
are not compatible with deuterium adsorbed at the surface only, leading to the
interpretation of a “supersaturated” zone.

In desorption experiments of implanted deuterium in Be(1 1 2 0) with clean
and BeO-covered samples [363]⊗ it is discovered that the surface has no rate-
limiting effect. All deuterium retained after 1 keV implantation in BeO-covered
or clean Be(1 1 2 0) is retained in and released from binding states in the bulk
which are not affected by the surface oxide compared to the clean Be surface.
However, increasing deuterium amounts are released at a temperature of 680 K
from the BeO-covered surface. The amount of deuterium released at this tem-
perature depends on the areal density of BeO which hints at deuterium bound
on the BeO surface or within the BeO layer.

Implantation of deuterium at elevated temperatures alters the retention be-
havior. When the sample is implanted at 530 K, the desorption stage around
450 K does not appear in the subsequent TPD measurement. The corresponding
states are not occupied during the implantation due to the elevated substrate
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Figure 7.1: Energy diagram showing the activation energies for D in Be. The
values (1) to (4) are determined from the TPD experiments (shown
as an example at the left side) and modeling. Surface processes are
depicted to the right.

temperature. However, the total amount of retained deuterium is not simply
reduced by the amount bound in the 450 K desorption states at 300 K implan-
tation, but a new desorption peak appears at 570 K. The release peaks above
700 K are not affected by the elevated implantation temperature. Since the
decomposition of BeH2 starts at 570 K [364, 365], it can be concluded that the
endothermic deuteride is formed from the amount which was before bound in
the supersaturated zones. A chemical shift in the XPS Be 1s signal due to the hy-
dride formation, however, as observed in [261], is not observed here, indicating
that the hydride is not present at the sample surface, but beyond the XPS infor-
mation depth. This is consistent with the fact that supersaturation is expected
to occur where the implantation depth profile peaks, i.e. at about 40 nm below
the surface. Despite their endothermic character, beryllium hydride molecules
were formed in in the gas phase and deposited at substrates at 10 K by laser
ablation techniques and subsequentially analyzed by IR spectroscopy [366].

The experimentally observed desorption behavior of implanted deuterium
from beryllium is modeled by two approaches for the low and high tempera-
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ture release stages. According to the interpretation of the high temperature state
as originating from implantation-induced binding states, the hydrogen trans-
port and trapping code TMAP7 [367, 368] is used for this desorption feature.
This code is based on the numerical solution of the diffusion equation, taking
into account flux equilibria as boundary conditions in the modeled system.
Temperature-driven transport, diffusion, surface recombination and trapping
in defects are modeled. The required parameters such as diffusivity [212] and
surface recombination [334] are taken from the literature. The high tempera-
ture desorption stage can be modeled in TMAP7 with two different detrapping
energies. The deuterium profile before the onset of the TPD run is calculated
by the Monte Carlo code SDTrim.SP [123,124] and approximated by a Gaussian
distribution. The simulated desorption flux is adjusted to the experimental des-
orption spectrum by manually adjusting the activation energies for detrapping
of deuterium from the two modeled binding sites. For the different experi-
mental temperature ramps and measured desorption fluxes, good agreement
between TPD spectra and modeling results is found for activation energies of
1.88 eV and 2.05 eV. The desorption stage at low temperatures, however, can-
not be modeled by TMAP7, since modifications of the substrate lattice are not
contained in the computer code. These structural modifications, however, are
the consequence of the supersaturation of Be with deuterium, as is shown in
DFT calculations. Therefore, the low temperature release is modeled by a rate
equation approach [369]. This approach assumes a first order reaction and a
release mechanism involving a single temperature-dependentrate-limiting step
(one activation barrier). Again, the activation energies are manually adjusted
in order to fit the modeled release rates to the experimental spectra, taking
into account the true experimental temperature ramps. The best fit results in
activation energies of 1.25 and 1.33 eV for the two peaks in the low temperature
release stage. This procedure yields reasonable agreement between experiment
and modeling, however, the simulated release peaks are in all cases slightly
too broad when compared to the experimental data. This indicates that the
parameters of the release mechanism are reasonable, but the model is incom-
plete. An improved description should incorporate diffusive processes, both
for the deuterium and for the defects responsible for the trapping. However,
such an approach requires modeling at a more detailed level than the approach
described so far. A suitable tool is a Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) code under
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development, being able to bridge short and long time scales, like trapping
and detrapping of hydrogen in defects and diffusion of hydrogen or vacancy
clusters. Such a KMC approach also requires as an input fundamental param-
eters like energy barriers for vacancy formation, annihilation and diffusion,
accessible in part by experiment and by ab initio DFT calculations. All activa-
tion energies determined from TPD experiments and subsequent modeling are
summarized in the energy diagram shown in Fig. 7.1.

For further clarification of the mechanisms of hydrogen retention in beryl-
lium, and in particular of the influence of structural and morphological as-
pects, experiments are performed comparing implantation and desorption of
deuterium in beryllium single crystals and polycrystals [370]⊗, [371]⊗. By im-
planting deuterium ions with different primary energies into Be(1 1 2 0) and
Bepoly, the depth distributions both of implanted hydrogen and of the traps
generated in the collision cascades, as well as the available sinks for mobile
defects (surface and grain boundaries) are varied. Modeling of the measured
TPD spectra by TMAP7 allows for interpretation and discussion of retention
and release mechanisms. The fluence dependence and retention behavior of
1 keV D+ implantation at 300 K for Be(1 1 2 0) and Bepoly is similar. Below ap-
prox. 1 · 1017 cm−2, only desorption at the high temperature stage is observed.
The desorption at 400–500 K only starts above a threshold deuterium fluence
of approx. 1.2 · 1017 cm−2. This suggests that the proposed retention mecha-
nisms (ion-induced defects as the reason for high temperature desorption with
single vacancies and vacancy clusters as binding sites for hydrogen, and su-
persaturated zones for low temperature desorption) are identical for single
and polycrystalline beryllium. Grain boundaries, as detected by EBSD in the
Bepoly, have no influence on these mechanisms. Moreover, grain boundaries
as additional deep trapping sites for hydrogen can be discarded from these
measurements. There is, however, a difference in the highest deuterium release
temperatures between Be(1 1 2 0) and Bepoly. For the same implantation con-
ditions, the release from the ion-induced traps in Bepoly is complete at 850 K,

whereas from Be(1 1 2 0) it continues until 920 K. Since grain boundaries can
act as annihilation zones for defects, the number of defects is smaller for Bepoly

than for single crystalline materials [372–375]. As vacancies are mobile, their
depth distribution in single crystals may even extend deeper into the crystal
in the absence of annihilation at grain boundaries. Both the number of defects
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and their depth profile is varied in TMAP7 runs and the results support this
interpretation.

A similar shift to higher temperatures of the high temperature desorption
edge is observed for deuterium implantation with increased primary ion en-
ergy, both for Bepoly and Be(1 1 2 0). Again, TMAP7 simulations using implan-
tation profiles for the applied D + ion energies of 1, 2 and 3 keV, calculated by
SDTrim.SP, reproduce the shift of the high temperature edge. The important
result is that the same activation energy for detrapping is used in all energy-
dependent TMAP7 simulations. Therefore, a model assuming the same trap
nature for different implantation energies in polycrystalline and single crys-
talline beryllium is justified. However, the TMAP7 simulation program cannot
take into account alterations in the beryllium structure (amorphization, vacancy
mobility and clustering etc.) during implantation and in particular during an-
nealing. These processes most probably change the nature of the traps during
the TPD run, which intrinsically is an annealing process. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that TMAP7, although being able to reproduce the shift of the leading
edge as a function of trap depth profile (single/polycrystal, implantation en-
ergy), cannot reproduce all features of the TPD spectra. In particular, the shape
of the desorption peaks is not reproduced. The simulated desorption peaks are
generally too broad. Structural and morphological changes, caused by beryl-
lium atom mobility, are observed experimentally. A polycrystalline surface,
which underwent several implantation–desorption cycles, shows differences in
surface morphology on grains of different orientation. These changes are char-
acterized by SEM and EBSD on the same surface area. The damage observed on
grains oriented with the Be(0 0 0 1) parallel to the surface is much higher than
on grains where the basal plane is oriented perpendicular to the surface. This
correlates well with the anisotropy of the activation energy for diffusion of Be
self interstitials, as calculated by DFT: The barrier for diffusion along the basal
planes is roughly a factor of 8 lower than perpendicular to the (0 0 0 1) planes.
Simulating these processes is again a field where KMC models are promis-
ing. Currently, activities are underway to combine the experimental data and
the results from ab initio DFT calculations in a lattice KMC approach to test
the proposed mechanisms for hydrogen trapping and release from beryllium.
First results demonstrate that the width of the desorption peaks is reduced, if
annealing, i.e. annihilation of traps, is included in KMC simulations.
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8 Summary

The work described in this thesis and the original publications is concerned with
the formation and erosion of multi-component surfaces from elements which
are of relevance for fusion first wall materials. In addition, the retention and
release properties of clean and oxide-covered beryllium for hydrogen isotopes
(hydrogen and deuterium) are investigated. The research is motivated by the
decision to use three different wall materials in the next-step fusion experiment
ITER. Beryllium is planned for the main chamber wall, tungsten for the divertor
and baffle, and carbon as a CFC material will, according to the current design,
be used in the divertor strike point areas. In addition to these elements, oxygen
as a plasma impurity is an important reaction component. Moreover, iron
and nickel, the main components of stainless steel, are investigated. Since the
reaction conditions at the first wall of a fusion device strongly differ throughout
the vessel, the parameter space for surface chemistry is quite large. The first
wall will exhibit temperatures from around room temperature up to 1300 K
and more in the divertor. The particle fluxes of the various species incident on
the wall materials vary by several orders of magnitude, and so do their kinetic
energies.

In the presented work, surface chemical and physical processes are studied
in well-defined experiments which allow the detailed study of elementary re-
actions between two or more elements, initiated either by temperature or by
kinetic particle impact. Thus, a description of these processes is possible at a
fundamental level, leading to a detailed understanding with predictive poten-
tial towards the complex system in a real fusion device. In many solid state
surface reactions, the availability of the components is determined by diffusion.
Interdiffusion of components towards the reaction front is the rate-limiting pro-
cess. Therefore, the thermal energy is not so much necessary to overcome an
activation barrier as in the gas or liquid phases, but is necessary to enable inter-
diffusion between the reactants. Implantation of species with sufficient kinetic
energy leads to the stimulation of chemical reactions, and to the formation of
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defects within the collision cascade. These defects then can act as binding sites
(traps) for gaseous species like hydrogen. For the re-emission of implanted
gaseous species bound in traps, thermal energy is required. The trap nature
(mono-, di-vacancies etc.) and the trap depth profile are affected by defect mo-
bilities. In a fusion first wall material, in particular the trapping of hydrogen
isotopes is a most crucial process, since it leads to a hydrogen isotope inven-
tory in the wall. This inventory can be released under thermal excursions and
needs to be known in the case of tritium for the assessment of the radioactive
inventory.

Experimental requirements for the detailed study of single processes of sur-
face chemistry and hydrogen inventories in fusion-related materials require the
preparation and characterization of well-defined surfaces. Ultra-high vacuum
and pure species deposition (both from the gas phase and as ionic species) are
prerequisites. Analysis techniques are necessary which allow the characteri-
zation of elemental compositions and the chemical states of the species at the
surface and up to depths which are relevant in reaction and implantation ex-
periments. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis is required. The tools ad-
dressing these requirements are mainly X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (both
with laboratory sources and with variable photon energies at a synchrotron),
temperature-programmed desorption spectroscopy, ion-beam based spectro-
scopies (low-energy ion scattering, Rutherford backscattering, nuclear reaction
analysis). Sample preparation requires ion beams (for reactive species, mass-
separated ion beams are required) with precise current measurements, and
evaporation sources where monolayer to nm thick layers can be prepared in a
controlled way. Preparation and analysis is required in UHV systems without
the need to transfer the samples through air. The respective experimental facil-
ities which enable well-defined preparation and analysis in situ were designed
and constructed specifically for the described investigations. These in situ tech-
niques are supplemented by a variety of microscopy methods and techniques
for structural characterization (X-ray diffraction, electron back-scatter diffrac-
tion) available in dedicated setups ex situ.

Interactions in binary systems were investigated in a number of binary
carbon–metal combinations, where mostly the metals act as substrates, and
in the W–Be system. The reactions are triggered by thermal energy. By an-
nealing the samples to different temperatures or at a constant temperature for
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extended periods of time, activation energies and reaction constants for surface
processes were determined. Thus, the formation of carbides on tungsten, beryl-
lium, titanium, iron, nickel, and silicon were studied. The carbide phases were
characterized with respect to their stoichiometry, their reactivity at 300 K, their
onset temperature for carbide formation and the carbon diffusion into the bulk.
In the C/Fe and C/Ni systems, the influence of the surface structure on the reac-
tion and diffusion processes was studied in detail, and the experimental results
were compared to ab initio density functional theory calculations. For tungsten
and titanium, the formation of several carbide phases was observed. For all
elements forming metallic carbides, an excessive diffusion and dissolution of
carbon from the surface into the bulk is observed, which strongly reduces the
surface carbon concentration above an element-specific temperature threshold.
For ionic and more covalent carbides (Be2C and SiC), the surface carbide layer
is stable up to very high temperatures. In the Be–W intermetallic system, the
formation of surface alloys of Be2W and Be12W stoichiometry was observed,
depending on the layer/substrate sequence and the availability of constituents.
For Be films on W, a delicate balance between alloy formation and Be sublima-
tion limits the surface alloy to 1–2 nm only. In cooperations, the Be–W system
was investigated by density functional theory calculations. The combination
of experiment and theory leads to a mechanistic understanding of the various
processes.

Surface chemistry can not only be triggered thermally, but also by energetic
ions or reactive species like atomic oxygen. Ions in the keV range deposit their
energy within the first several 10 nm of a surface, thus influencing the pro-
cesses in this depth range. Atomic oxygen with thermal energies adsorbs at
the surface, but an enhanced reactivity compared to molecular O2 is expected.
Experiments with reactive species were carried out with mass-separated beams
of carbon-containing ions (C+ and CO+), implanted into the surface of beryl-
lium. Atomic oxygen was prepared in a microwave discharge, compatible to
the UHV environment. Furthermore, surface reactions between carbon and
tungsten, as well as carbon and titanium, were also studied by triggering them
with the kinetic energy provided by beams of noble gas ions. Finally, deuterium
ion interactions with carbon layers on several metals were investigated, where
both the ion-solid kinematics and C–H chemistry take place and determine
the erosion characteristics of several nm-thick carbon films on Be, Ti, and Ta
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substrates. Molecular carbon ion species trigger carbide and oxide formation
reactions on beryllium within the ion range when implanted at 300 K, which is
observed only at elevated temperatures in the case of vapor-deposited C layers
on Be. The implantation of C+ can, at least for larger fluences, be well explained
by the kinematic interactions, since the ion energies and impact angles results
in a C self-sputtering yield below unity. At 300 K, C layers develop, which
react to carbide upon annealing. However, for CO + implantation at 300 K, a
deposition–erosion equilibrium develops which leads to a constant erosion of
the beryllium substrate without additionally necessary thermal energy. The
interaction of oxygen atoms at 300 K is investigated on tungsten and beryllium.
The formation and sticking behavior of Oat is studied on gold for comparison.
On tungsten, Oat forms surface oxide in the first monolayer, which is identical
to the adsorption of O2. No extended oxide layer formation is observed. On
beryllium, however, Oat show a much higher reactivity compared to O2. More-
over, the O 1s peak suggests several oxygen species at the surface in the case of
Oat exposure.

As shown for CO+ implantation into beryllium, the increase in number of
species available at the surface for reactions complicates possible reactions. This
is in particular the case when volatile products can be formed. Surface reac-
tions in ternary systems were studied by depositing carbon or beryllium on
W(IV) and W(VI) oxide surfaces, prepared on tungsten substrates. In the case
of carbon films, the reactions at elevated temperatures lead to a reduction of
the oxides. However, on the W(VI) oxide surface, the complete loss of carbon is
observed, whereas on W(IV) oxide, a limited carbon concentration remains at
elevated temperatures and forms WC. Also for Be layers on W(IV) and W(VI)
oxides, different surface reactions are observed. In this ternary system, not only
binary reaction products are formed, but also beryllium tungstate and tungsten
bronze. The reactivity, however, can only be attributed to the W(VI) oxide,
the W(IV) oxide is less reactive. The difference was interpreted in terms of the
oxide structures and different diffusivities of the Be species. Ternary systems
demonstrate that an additional species increase the complexity of the possible
processes. In addition to information on the chemical state of the elements in
the surface, diffusion processes can only be addressed in layered systems if a
depth resolution is available. This can be achieved by tuning the photon energy
in photoemission experiments such that for all elements the same depth inter-
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vals are analyzed. Experiments at the synchrotron HZB-BESSY II with samples
transferred from IPP Garching to Berlin in vacuo showed that this chemically
resolved depth profiling can be performed successfully. Due to the reactivity of
Be-containing systems, in particular towards oxidation (requiring well-defined
UHV conditions in all steps of the sample preparation and dedicated evapora-
tors), a new preparation chamber has been constructed and successfully used
at HZB-BESSY II. Future measurements will help to elucidate the importance
of diffusion properties, e.g. the formation of diffusion barriers, during surface
reactions in ternary systems. The depth-resolved chemical analysis promises a
qualitative and even semi-quantitative access to interface reactions in layered
sample geometries.

With the established well-defined experimental conditions it was possible to
investigate for the first time the hydrogen retention and release from beryllium
without surface contamination layers. These experiments not only precisely
quantify the hydrogen retention in beryllium, but also allow an assessment of
the trapping mechanisms. By a quantitative analysis of the desorption spectra,
the activation energies for hydrogen release from beryllium were determined.
Further experiments allowed to address the influence of the beryllium structure
and the anisotropic diffusion properties in the lattice. These studies are also
accompanied with ab initio density functional theory calculations in collabora-
tions. It was clarified that thin oxide coverages up to a few monolayers have
no influence on the release activation energies, which means that the hydrogen
release from beryllium is not rate-limited by surface recombination. With the
experimentally determined activation energies for desorption, a model which
unifies processes on strongly different time scales, like de-trapping and dif-
fusion of both hydrogen and vacancies, can now be attempted using Kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations.
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AES Auger electron spectroscopy
AFM Atomic force microscope

bcc Body-centered cubic
BE (Photoelectron) binding energy

DFT Density functional theory

EBSD Electron back-scatter diffraction
EDX Energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis

FWHM Full-width-at-half-maximum

hcp Hexagonal close-packed
HOPG Highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite

IR Infrared
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ITER International thermonuclear experimental reactor
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RBS Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
RT room temperature, usually 293–300 K

SEM Scanning electron microscopy

TDS Thermal desorption spectroscopy
TPD Temperature-programmed desorption
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WDX Wavelenght-dispersive X-ray microanalysis

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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�?��""�� ;��� � ���������		�� ��������  ��  ��� ����
��?�������	� )��� "�����9� ��	� �	� �������	� ��	 1�
�	��#���� '���� ��;��	���# ��	 ��������	� �"��������"#
B�<<C ;��� ��	���#�� ��� ��� ��	����9��# �� "����1���

'�� ���"�� ��# 1� "������	�� ������� ��� ���"�����
��	������� ��	�"������ �	 ��� ����� ����	���	�� �� ;��� ��
������� �1��� ��� 9������� ����� (	 ��� ��;�� �	� � ��� ��	�
�"������ � 6�����# ��" B�"������ 7�. ��C �� �9����1�� ��
�	�1�� ��� �������	����	 � ��� �	��	���#� ��� "������ "���

�� ' �' <�������� ���� 9��; � ��� ���	 ������ ����1��� '�� ���"�	�	�� ���
���;	 �	 �	� "��	�  �� ��� "��"��� � ����	�������	�

�� ' �' �	���������	� �	 ��� ��	 1��� �	��#��� "��	�� <��;	 ��� ��� ���1��
�#��	��� 6�����# ��"� ��� O�< ��D���	���� "��"�	� ������ ��� ��	 �"�����
��	� �	� ���  ��� ��� ��� 1������ ����������

� "������ #������ ���� "������ #������ $%&

(�$)## * ( +�, #	�-��� #���
�� ./������
� �� #�	�� ��� 0���� �
 �
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�
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����	 �� ;��� �� ��� "��>��� � ��� ��	 1����� '����
"����	�	��# ���	��� �� ���	�� ��������� B����� ���9���
�����# ����	��� "#���#��� ���"����C ��� ����  �� �	���#
����1�����	� <��"��� ��	 1� ������ 1# � >����	� ;���� ��
���	��� �	 ��� ���"�� ������ �� ;��� �� ������ �������
� ��?��� 	������	 �����9��� ;���� �� ���	��� �� ���
��	�"�������

'�� ���"��� ��� ���	��� �	 � ���	� ���1�� ��""��� ;����
���� ��	���	� � >����	�  �� �������	 1��1�����	� �����	��
��	�����  �� ���������"��� B��������������C �	� � ��"�����
��		�����	  �� ���"�� �����	� ���������	��� '�� ;����
�	�� ��	 1� ���	� �����  ��� ��� ���� ���� �� ��� ��	����
��	�"������� '���� ���� >����	� �����	��� �� 1����	
���������"��� ��	 1� ��"����� ;������ 1�����	� ��� 9�����
�	 ��� ���	 ����1��� <��"�� ���"�������� 1��;��	 1���;
+77 � �	� �1�9� @777 � ��� �����# �������1��� '�� �����	�
�#���� �� "����������# ��� �� ����	� ',< ��"�����	�� ��
1��	� ��� ���"�� 1��� �� ��; ���"�������� � ��� � �����"���	
��	�

'�� ���"�� ���	� �� �	�� ��� ���	 9����� ����1�� "�����
������� � ��D���	�����# "��"�� ���� ����� �" �� �����
���"��� ��	 1� ������ �	 "����	� "������	� ;���� ���#
��# ������# 1� �		����� 1� ��� ���	� �� �	�� ��� ���	
����1��� '�� 1��� "������� �	 ��� ���� ���� � ��� ����	���
"��"�	� �� 1���; . � @7=/ ���

�
 ���������� � ������������� ������� ������

<��"��� ��# 1� ����	�� 1# 	�1�� ��� �"������	�  ��� �< + ��
��A ��	 �	������� ���� ����	� ���"�� �		����	�� �	 � 1��#��
���� ��	��� ��#���� �� ;�� "����1�� �� ������ ��� ��#��	
��"����# �� 1���; @7@0 ��=+ 1# &�� �	� G�� ��	 1��1����
��	�� ���������"�	�	� ��� ��� ��#��� ��	 1� �������
������� 9�"��� ��"������	 ;��� ��� �������	 1��� �9�"���
����	 ������ �� ;��� �� 1# ��"��	�����	 � ��	� ;��� �	������
��	��	�  ��� 1���; @77 �A B�"�����	� ��� �������	 �"�����
�#���� �	 �����������	 ����C �� +7 ��A ���	� �< @� ,���	�
��"������	 � ���1�	  ��� � �����"����# BMM�MMMQC ������
��� "������� ���� 	�� ������ . � @7=- ���

'�� ��	 ��"��	�����	 ��"�����	�� �	 1��#����� ������1��
1���; ��"��#�� �(+ B
�	�� 0�.C �� ������ ��� 1���  ��
�� �	� �(� ��	�� �( �� ������ ��� ����� �� ������ 1���
�����	��� ��;�9��� ��� �( �	 ��� �������� ��� ����� ��
�����1�� � �	� ( B1��� �" �� 0QC �	 ��� )� ��� ����
(	 ��� ���"��� 1��� �����	�� � .7 	& ��� �������  �� �
�� 1���� ;������  �� �(� �����	�� �" �� 077 	& ���
"����1��� 6����� 5 ���;� � ��	���� "��� � ��� �� ��"��	��
����	 �"�� � ��� . �� ��"��	�����	� �������� 1# ���		�	�
P�< �	��#��� �"��� �9�� ��� ��"��	�����	 *�	�� '�� ��������
���"� � ��� ��"��	�����	 �"�� ��	 1� �1���9��� '�� ���"�
��	 1� �	���"����� �� � ��	9������	 � � ������	����
�������� ��"��	�����	 �"�� ;��� ��� P�< �	��#��� �"��� '���
�������	� ��	>��� ��� �����	 � ��� ��	 �"����� ��	�  ��
1���  �������	 ;������ ���	� �	 �"������ ����� �� ���
���"�� ��� ���� ,���	� ��	 ��"��	�����	� ��� "������� �	
��� ���	 ����1�� ���#� 1���; + � @7=- ���

�
 ��������

'�� �����" � &%'(<< ����;� �
 ���	 �	��#��� ;��� � 9�����#
� ����	�?��� ;���� ��9� 1��	 �����	 �� �	9�������� 9������
"��"������ � ���������"�	�	� ��� ��� ��#���� &	��#���

��� ��  �� ��	��	������ �	 P���# �	� �����9����� "�����
�������	 �"��������"# BP�<� ��<C �� ;��� �� ��	 1���
����	�?����

������������	 �"��������"# #����� �	 �������	 �	 ���
���"������	 �	� �	 ��� �������� ����� � ��� ��	������	��
� ��� ���������"�	�	� ��� ��� ��#���� 6�� ��� "�����
�������	 ��"�����	�� �	 P���# ������ �	� � �A ������
��� �9����1��� '�� ������� "�����������	� ��� ��������
�	� �	��#��� �	 ��� ������������� �����"������� �	��#��� ;���
�	 ������������� ��K�����	 � @-7R� )��� ��	���	� "��� �	���#
B6&'� >��� �	��#��� ���	�������	C �	� >��� �������	� �����
B6%%C ����� ��� ��"��#���

��	 1��� ����	�?��� ����; ��� �������	����	 � ��"��
"��>��� � ��"������ �	� ��"��	��� ��	�� '���� ����	�?���
#���� �1������ ?��	������ � ��� ���"������	 � ��� ���
��#���� '�� ���	���� ��	 1��� �	��#��� ���� �	 &%'(<<
��  �� �� %����� ��� 1�����������	� B%)<C �� � ��������	�
�	��� � @4.��

H���� P�< �� 9��# ��	����9� �	 ��� ��" ��9���� ��	���#����
��� ��	�� � %)< �� ��	������1�# ���"�� B��9���� ��	���� 	�
�� ���� ��� ��"�	��	� �	 ��	 �"����� �	� "�����# �	���#C�
�� ��� ��;�9��� 	�� "����1�� �� �1���	 �	 �������	 �	 9��#
���	 ��� ��� ��#��� ;���� P�< ��	 ������� '���� ���� P�<
�	� %)< 	�� �	�# ���"����	� ���� ����� �	 �����	���
�	� �������� ����� �	 �������	� 1�� ���� ;��� ���"��� ��
?��	������9� �	��#���� P�< �� ��	����9� �� 9��# ��; ��9������
��;	 �� �����  ������	� � � ��	���#��� �" �� ��9����
��	���#���� 1��� ������� "��9��� ?��	������9� �	 �������	
;��� ������� �������# �	� ���� ��9����� �����	 ����;� � ����
"�����	 � 1��� �������� &� ��� ��� ��#��� ;��� �����	�����
;��� �1�9� ��� �	������� ���	  ��� "��� � ��� "�����������	�
%)< �� ����� �1�� �� "��1� ��� ��#�� �����	��� ;��� �����
�������#� 6����� 0 ���;� � ���"�����	 � 1��� �������
 �� ���1�	 >��� ��"������ �	 1��#������ )���; ��� �	�������
���	  ��� "��� � ��� "�����������	� B��"����� �	 6��� 0
�� ����*�	��� ��	��  �� )� @� �	� � @� "�����������	�C 1���
%)< �	� P�< ������� ����� ;���� 6�� ������� ���1�	 ��#����

�� ' 3' ��	���� "��� � ��� ��"��	�����	 �"�� � ��� . ��A �� ��	 1��1����
��	�� ,��� "��	�� ��� ���		�� P�< ���������	�� ;��� �	 �	��#��� �"�� ��*�
� 7�- ���'�� 	��1��� �	 ��� ��	���� ��	�� �	������ ������9� � @� �	��	�������

"������ #������ $%& � "������ #������ ����
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%)< �� ��� ������ � ������� ��	��  �� P�< 	�� �	�# �	�������
���	  ��� "���� ����� ��� �	 �������	 ��"��� 1�� ���� ���
��#�� ���"�����# �� �������  �� ?��	��>�����	 � ����� ��#����
'�� ���1�	����	 � P�< �	� %)< ��� 1��	 �""���� ��������
 ���# �� ������������ ����� ���1���� �	� ������ ��� ��� ��#���
�	 1��#������ �� ��� ��;�9��� 	�� "����1�� �� ������ �#�����	
;��� ����� ����	�?����

'� ����# ��� �D��� � ����� ��#��� �	 ��� �#�����	 �	9�	�
���# �	 ������ ;��� ����� �������� ��� ��� ��#��� ��� �""���
���� �� ����� ��� �?��""�� ;��� �����  ������ ��� ���
1������ ���������  �� ������� ������ ��������	 B$%,� ��������	�
�	��� 57�C �	� 	������ �������	 �	��#��� B8%&� @5.� �	�
@7.�C �� ;��� �� ��� ��	��� ������ ?�����"��� ���� �"���
�������� BO�<C� '��� O�< ����� �� "����1�� �� �""�#
������� �����"���	 �"��������"# B',<C 1# �����	� ���
���"�� ;��� � ��	���	� ���"������� ������	�� 6�����������
����������	 � �#�����	 ��# 1� �	9���������� '�� �����1��
�	� ���������� "�������� ��	 1� ��������� ;��� � ���""��
�"�����	� �� ����	� @7 G* �	� � ������	 ��"��>��� '���
�����" ;��� ���� �� "����1�� �� ?��	�� # �	� �����	��� ���
1�������	�  ��� ��� ���	��� & ������� �����" ��� 1��	 ����
�� �6& I!���� "��9�����# �� ����# ��� �#�����	 �	9�	���#
�	 ���1�	�1���� ��������� E4�/F�

,�� �� ��� ��; ����� �#�����	 ��		�� 1� �������� 1# %)<
�	��� 1�����������	� ����������� �� ��� ��;�9��� "����1�� ��
������ �������	� �#�����	 �	 ���  ��;��� ��������	� '��
�����" � &%'(<< ����� ��� �	������ �	 $%, ���	��� ��
57� ��������	� �	���� 6�� $%,� ��� ���"�� �� 1��1�����
;��� "��J������� B���� +�/ ��A 0G� �� +0 ��A +-<�C �	 �
�������# ;���� �	����	� �	� ������	� ���J�������� ���
/.� �� ��� ��� ��� 	������ '�� �������� �� �����	�� �� ������
�������	� G �����"�� ;���� ��������� G� ��	� ��� 	�� ���������
'��� ��	 1� �����9�� 1# ��9���	� ��� ���	��� ;��� � ���	  ���
B���� @. �� ����	���� �����C ;���� ��# �	�# 1� "�	������� 1#
��� �������	� G �����"��� '��� �����" ����� �� "����1�� ��

�1���	 ��"�� "��>��� � �#�����	 ;������ 1�������	�
���	����

6�� 8%&� ��� 	������ �������	

�� ��� � �� ���� �	��
� ��

�� ���� �� �������	� ��"�� "��>��� � ��������� �	 � ���"���
'�� �������	 ��� � 1���� ����	�	�� �� �	 �	���# ����	�
407 ��A  �� ��� �	����	� 5G� ��	�� ,�������� ��� ���	���
�� ��������	� �	��� � @5.� �	� @7.�� '�� @5.� �������� ��
��9���� 1# � 7�@ �� ����	���� �����  ��� ���� ���� �	�#
��� ������	���# "����	�  ��� ��� 	������ �������	 ���
��������� ;���� ��� @7.� �������� �� ������� ���� ���� ��
������� 0G� �� � ������; ���� �	���� '�� ����� �	��� � 
��� @7.� �������� �� 5 � @7=5��� H���� ��� ����� ���� @5.�

"����	 �������� ?�����# #����� ?��	������9� �	 �������	
�	 ��� ����	� � ��������� �	 ��� ��� ��� � ��� ���"���
� ��"�� "��>�� � ��� ��������� ��# 1� �1���	�� �������
�	��#��� � ��� 0G� �������� �� @7.� ��� �� ��� ������;�� ����
�	��� �	� ���� � ��	��� "��� ������� ��� ���"�� E-F� ���	� �
-77 ��A 5G� 1���� ��� �������1�� ��"�� �	 ���"���� �� �1���
@.77 �� EMF�

�
 �������� ��������������� ���  � ���  !� �������
���� � ���������

<�  ��� ��� ��"�����	�� �	 &%'(<< ��9� 1��	 "�� ����� �	
)� ��	��� ��#����� ;��� B777@C ����	�����	� '��  �������	 � 
���������"�	�	� ��� ��� ��#��� ��� 1��	 �������  �� ���1�	
9�"��� ��"������	 �	� ��	 1��1�����	� ;��� ��	��
�	������� �� �	� �(� ��	� �� �	������ ��	��	�  ��� 5 ��A
�� @+ ��A� '�� �	��������	 1��;��	 ��	�� ��"������ ���1�	
�	� ��� ��1������ �������� �� ������� 1# ���	� � %)<�
P�< �	� ��<�

A�"������"������ ���1�	 ��#��� �	 1��#����� ;��� ��1J���
�� �		����	� ��"�����	�� �" �� //5 �� '�� ���1���  �����
���	 �� ��� �	��� ��� ;�� �������  �� ��D���	� ���1�	 ��#��
�����	����� 1# P�<� ��< �	� %)<� %������ ��� "����	���
�	 ������ ����;���� E@7F� 6�� 9��# ���	 ���1�	 ����	�� 1���;
5�/ � @7@. � �����L��+ %)< �� �	�1�� �� ������ ���1�	 ;����
P�< ��	 ������# ������ � ���	��� �" �� � ��#�� �����	��� � 
@=5 	�� P�< �	� %)< ����� ?��	������9��#� &1�9�� %)<
�� ���� �� ������� ��� ���1�	 ����	�� �� ��  ��	� ����
��"������ ���1�	 ������ ;��� 1��#����� ��  ��� ���1���
B)�+�C ������# �� ���� ���"�������� '�� ���1��� ��#���
��;�9��� �� ���������� �� ��� �	��� ��� 1��;��	 ���1�	 �	�
1��#������ &� 577 �� ��� ���1���  �������	 �� ������� ��
� ���1�	 ����	� � 4 � @7@. � �����L��+� ;���� ������
�"�	�� �� �1��� 4 ��	���#���� 
����� ����	�� � ���1�	
��� ��"������ �� �����	���# ���1�	 B���"����C� '��  �����
���	 � ��� ���1��� �� ���9���� ���"�������� �� ���	 1���
�	 P�< �	� ��<� 6����� . ���;� 9���	�� 1�	� �"����� � 
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Carbon reaction and diffusion on Ni„111…, Ni„100…, and Fe„110…:
Kinetic parameters from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
and density functional theory analysis
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This paper investigates the reactivity of elemental carbon films deposited from the vapor phase with
Fe and Ni substrates at room temperature. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS� measurements
are presented as a method for evaluating kinetic reaction data. Carbon films are deposited on
different surface orientations representing geometries from a dense atom packing as in fcc �111� to
an open surface structure as in fcc �100�. During annealing experiments several reactions are
observed �carbon subsurface diffusion, carbide formation, carbide decomposition, and graphite
ordering�. These reactions and the respective kinetic parameters are analyzed and quantified by XPS
measurements performed while annealing at elevated temperatures �620–820 K�. The resulting
activation barriers for carbon subsurface diffusion are compared with calculated values using the
density functional theory. The determined kinetic parameters are used to reproduce the thermal
behavior of carbon films on nickel surfaces. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2971177�

I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of diffusion and segregation as well as
the determination of kinetic parameters of carbon in Fe and
Ni are reported in literature by several authors. The resulting
activation barriers differ strongly. Most diffusion barriers
given in the literature are determined as bulk values. A sum-
mary about diffusion barriers and diffusivity of carbon in Fe
and Ni is given in Ref. 1. Diamond and Wert2 analyzed the
carbon diffusion by the anelastic behavior of C dissolved in
Ni and determined an activation barrier of 1.5 eV between
370 and 800 K. Massaro and Petersen3 investigated 14C films
after ethylene decomposition on polycrystalline Ni samples
and determined a smaller diffusion barrier of 0.87 eV be-
tween 620 and 970 K. In a short comment Berry4 confronted
this value with 1.73 eV, determined above 970 K, and sug-
gested one activation barrier applicable at all temperatures.
This assumption is in agreement with density functional
theory �DFT� calculations by Siegel and Hamilton.5 The au-
thors calculated the bulk diffusion barrier for carbon migra-
tion along octahedral sites �1.75 eV� and along octahedral
via tetrahedral sites �1.62 eV�. The latter value seemed to be
more favorable. In addition, they determined different heats
of solution for carbon in paramagnetic and ferromagnetic
nickel �Curie temperature TC=627 K�. Diamond and Wert2

observed in their first measurements a negligible effect of the
magnetic state on the diffusion barrier. The values given
above represent activation barriers for carbon diffusion in
bulk material. Schouten et al.6,7 investigated the carbon dis-
solution through different Ni planes by Auger electron spec-

troscopy �AES� measurements. They determined diffusion
barriers of 1.54 eV �370–770 K� on Ni�110� and 1.21 eV
�474–563 K� on Ni�100�. The carbon films were deposited
by methane decomposition in the given temperature ranges.
On Ni�111� the authors could not deposit carbon films by this
procedure. Sau and Hudson8 deposited carbidic and graphitic
carbon films on Ni�110� by ethylene decomposition at tem-
peratures between 575 K �carbidic carbon films� and 775 K
�graphitic carbon films� and analyzed them by AES measure-
ments. For graphitic carbon films they determined a diffusion
barrier of 3.9 eV above 883 K. At lower temperatures the
dissolution process did not follow a first order reaction and
an activation barrier was not determined. Moreover, they did
not determine a diffusion barrier for the carbidic carbon layer
due to slow carbon dissolution. DFT calculations of carbon
films on different Ni planes are not reported by now. As
mentioned above, the diffusion barriers for carbon dissolu-
tion into Ni through different surface planes were determined
after hydrocarbon decomposition reactions. In this work we
deposit elemental carbon films from the vapor phase while
keeping the substrates at room temperature �RT�. This facili-
tates the analysis of carbon diffusion from the surface to
subsurface positions �initial step for carbon bulk diffusion�
without the need of any additional decomposition reaction.

Carbon diffusion in Fe was reported in the literature by
several authors. Due to the rearrangement of the Fe lattice
from �-Fe �body-centered cubic �bcc�� to �-Fe �face-
centered cubic �fcc�� at temperatures above 1010 K, different
activation barriers are expected.9 Between 500 and 890 K the
diffusion barrier �0.8 eV� follows an Arrhenius behavior,
whereas at higher temperatures the linear dependence is no
longer observed.1 McLellan and Wacz10 summarized thea�Electronic mail: linsmeier@ipp.mpg.de.
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available experimental values for carbon diffusion in �- and
�-Fe. The average diffusion barrier in �-Fe is determined to
0.84 eV. DFT calculations for carbon bulk diffusion in both
lattice structures are in good agreement with these experi-
mental values �0.86 eV for �-Fe�.11 The diffusion barriers
given in literature are again bulk values, whereas this work
focuses on the surface-subsurface diffusion as the elementary
step in C dissolution. Dissolution measurements of carbon
films on different Fe planes and a determination of diffusion
barriers are not reported to our knowledge. Moreover, DFT
calculations considering the Fe surface orientation are not
available in the literature.

Carbon films deposited by thermal hydrocarbon or
carbon monoxide decomposition on Fe and Ni surfaces are
investigated with respect to their use as catalysts �e.g.,
Ref. 12�. A recent review by Hwu et al.13 provided a com-
prehensive overview of the chemical reactions between tran-
sition metal carbide surfaces and a variety of inorganic and
organic molecules. In this work we investigate the interac-
tion of elemental carbon films deposited on Fe and Ni sur-
faces with different surface structures. The formation reac-
tion of the respective carbides �Fe3C and Ni3C� are
endothermic, in contrast to almost all other carbides. We al-
ready studied the thermal behavior of elemental carbon films
on W, Ti, Si, and Be.14–17 These elements form carbides in an
exothermic formation reaction. For Ni3C and Fe3C, however,
the enthalpies of formation are positive, and the formation
reaction is therefore endothermic.18 The respective values of
the carbide formation reactions �free energy of formation and
Gibbs function �Gf

0� are given in Table I. In addition to the
reactivities of Fe and Ni with C, the metal and carbide struc-
tures have to be taken into account in the discussion of mo-
bilities of species during solid state reactions. Si and Be form
carbides with a prominent ionic bond character.19 In agree-
ment with this, we do not observe a dissolution of the carbon
layers into the bulk at high temperatures.14,17 The carbides,
once formed, are stable in their carbon-metal stoichiometries
up to 900 K �Be2C� and 1100 K �SiC�, respectively. All other
substrates investigated up to now and discussed in this work
form metallic �intercalation� carbides with carbon atoms in
different sites within the metal lattices. The Ti lattice with a
hexagonal close packing �hcp� possesses octahedral sites
large enough for carbon atom incorporation. TiC is formed if
all octahedral sites are filled by carbon atoms.20 However,
not all available sites are occupied by carbon atoms and
therefore stoichiometric TiC �Ti:C=1:1� is not observed in
real crystals. The maximum stoichiometric ratio reported in

literature is TiC0.95.
9 A successive filling of octahedral sites

by carbon atoms leads to subcarbides �TixCy, y�x�. Both
species �TiC and subcarbides� are observed in our
experiments.17 Metallic W has a bulk bcc structure. The oc-
tahedral sites within this metal lattice are too small for car-
bon atom incorporation.19 Therefore, the metal lattice rear-
ranges during carbide formation. W2C, tungsten subcarbide,
is observed after W rearrangement into a hcp structure with
carbon atoms in 1

2 of octahedral sites.
20 The tungsten carbide,

WC, is created by a rearrangement of W into a hexagonal
primitive packing with carbon atoms in trigonal prismatic
sites.20 In previous experiments performed in our group, both
carbides are observed.17 W2C is stable between 1100 and
1300 K, whereas WC is formed above 1300 K. Both in Ti
and W binary systems with carbon, the carbide formation
starting with layers on the metals is accompanied by carbon
diffusion. The incorporation of carbon atoms in sites within
the metal lattice requires carbon migration in agreement with
this observation. Moreover, the amount of formed carbide
agrees with the tendency of the Gibbs free energy for the
carbide formation reaction �see Table I�. Furthermore, the
onset in carbon diffusion complies with the tendency of the
respective diffusion barriers �bulk values� for these metals.
Ti �1.3 eV� shows the lowest onset temperature, followed by
W �1.8 eV�.1

In the temperature region investigated in this work, Fe
has a bcc structure ��-Fe�.9 The octahedral sites are again too
small for carbon atom incorporation.19 During carbide for-
mation, the metal lattice has to rearrange into a orthorhombic
structure, in which the carbon atoms occupy trigonal pris-
maticlike sites.20,21 In the case of Ni3C formation, the metal
lattice �fcc� rearranges into a hcp structure �similar to W2C�
with carbon atoms in octahedral sites.20,21 From these struc-
ture data, we expect a similar thermal behavior of carbon
films on W, Ti, Fe, and Ni. The endothermic carbide forma-
tion reactions of Fe3C and Ni3C should lead to different car-
bide amounts after RT deposition and in annealing experi-
ments.

Experimentally, we select x-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy �XPS� analysis using monochromatic Al K� radiation
and carry out carbon deposition with thicknesses from sub-
monolayer to several nanometers. The high surface sensitiv-
ity of XPS with information depths of several nanometers
allows us to perform chemical state analysis from the film
surface, the film-substrate interface, to the first substrate lay-
ers. Therefore, XPS promises a detailed examination of the
surface reaction steps and analysis of the influence of the
surface orientation on them.

II. METHODS

A. Surface preparation and analysis

The measurements are performed in a PHI ESCA 5600
XPS system equipped with an additional preparation cham-
ber. Both vacuum systems are connected via an UHV valve
to allow for sample transfer without air contact. The analysis
chamber has both a standard �Mg and Al K�� and a mono-
chromatic �Al K�, h�=1486.6 eV� x-ray source. It is
equipped with an ion gun �Specs IQE 12/38� and provides a

TABLE I. Free energy of formation at 300 K �Ref. 18� for carbides
described in Refs. 14–17—Fe3C and Ni3C—Refs. 21 and 28.

Carbide �Gf
0 �eV�

TiC −1.87
Be2C −1.19
SiC −0.73
WC −0.40
W2C −0.23
Fe3C +0.21
Ni3C +0.66
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base pressure better than 2�10−8 Pa. Using the monochro-
matic x-ray source a resolution of 0.26 eV is achieved in
XPS spectra. The analysis spot is 0.8 mm in diameter. We
calibrate the binding energy by measuring gold �Au 4f7/2:
84.00 eV�, silver �Ag 3d5/2: 368.3 eV�, and copper �Cu 2p3/2:
932.7 eV� peaks.22 All binding energies given in this paper
are referenced to the Au 4f7/2 peak position.

The preparation chamber �base pressure better than
2�10−8 Pa� contains a commercial evaporation source
�Omicron EFM3� operated with additional power supplies
for carbon deposition. The carbon layers are deposited from
the vapor phase by electron beam evaporation from a
graphite rod �Goodfellow, 99.999%�. During the deposition
procedure the substrates are held at RT �pressure better than
3�10−7 Pa�. A quadrupole mass spectrometer is used for
residual gas analysis.

Carbon films are deposited on Ni and Fe single crystal
substrates. The Ni �1 cm in diameter� and Fe crystals �0.5 cm
in diameter� are used after mirror-finish polishing. We use
the Ni�111�, Ni�100�, and Fe�110� surface orientations as ex-
amples for surface atom densities from dense to open surface
atom packings �surface atom density: Ni�111��Fe�110�
�Ni�100��. The substrates are cleaned by sputtering �3 kV
Ar+� and annealing �970 K� cycles until no impurities are
detected in the XPS spectra. After surface preparation the
carbon films are deposited with film thicknesses up to several
nanometers followed by XPS analysis. The pass energy of
the XPS system is set to 93.90 eV for survey scans and 2.95
eV for high resolution spectra in order to deconvolute com-
ponents in the C 1s binding energy regions. X-ray source
and analyzer entrance axis are arranged at an angle of 90°.
To achieve highest signal intensity with best information rate
originating from the interface region, we orient the sample to
a takeoff angle of 22° with respect to the surface normal.
After the carbon film characterization at RT ��300 K� the
samples are annealed in two experimental procedures �de-
noted as A and B in this paper�. During procedure A, the
samples are annealed in steps of 50–100 K up to 970 K by
holding the sample at each temperature for 30 min. After
cooling down to RT the samples are analyzed again with
survey and high resolution scans. This procedure A allows us
to analyze the chemical phases that are accessed by the re-
spective annealing temperatures. Details are given in a sepa-
rate publication.28 In order to determine kinetic parameters
we use procedure B. In this experimental strategy samples
are held at different elevated temperatures for several hours.
The samples are analyzed while annealing using survey and
high resolution scans �only C 1s signal� alternatingly. The
survey scans are used for thickness �carbon amount� evalua-
tion, while the high resolution scans enable the deconvolu-
tion of the C 1s signals and from this a determination of
kinetic parameters for the occurring reactions. The determi-
nation of carbon film thicknesses uses both the carbon and
substrate signals and is described elsewhere in detail.28 The
C 1s signals are analyzed using a commercial software
package �MULTIPAK �Ref. 23��. For the fit procedure of the
components within the C 1s signal, we apply Gauss–Lorentz
lineshapes and use a Shirley-type background. The metal sig-
nals are not analyzed in detail.

B. DFT calculations

The calculations on carbon diffusion were performed
with SEQQUEST,24,25 a periodic DFT program with localized
basis sets. As exchange-correlation functional we used the
PBE generalized gradient approximation.26 While the core
electrons of each metal atom were replaced by an optimized,
norm-conserving pseudopotential,27 the remaining valence
electrons were treated explicitly with a contracted double
zeta plus polarization basis set of Gaussian functions, which
had been optimized for the atom and solid. Throughout the
studies we used a Brillouin zone sampling of 10�10 k
points for the corresponding 1�1 surface unit cells, which
had been carefully checked for convergence.

All calculations were performed with a six-layer slab,
where the last two layers were fixed to their calculated bulk
crystal structures, while the remaining four layers plus the
carbon atom �except the direction of diffusion� were fully
optimized �to �0.01 eV /Å�. Due to the dipole correction
employed in SEQQUEST, the diffusion was explored on one
side of the slab only. The process itself was studied with a
2�2 surface unit cell, resulting in 0.25 ML coverage, by
successively pushing the carbon atoms into the surface and
reoptimizing the system in each step. Due to the low number
of degrees of freedom, we found this procedure to be more
appropriate than using transition state finding methods.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Carbon films after RT deposition and annealing
experiments, applying procedure A

A detailed characterization of carbon films on Ni�111�,
Ni�100�, and Fe�110�, both after RT deposition and after an-
nealing applying procedure A �including the description of
their interactions with the substrates�, is presented
elsewhere.21,28 Here, we give a brief summary. Although the
Ni3C and Fe3C formation reactions from the elements are
endothermic, a small carbide intensity after RT deposition on
the metal substrates �Fe and Ni� is observed. The RT reac-
tivity is higher on Fe�110� compared to the two Ni substrates,
Ni�111� and Ni�100�, which show similar reactivities. The
carbide intensity is restricted to the carbon-metal interface
and amounts to 1 ML at maximum. Signatures of the carbide
formation are found in the layer �C 1s� and substrate
�Ni 2p3/2, Fe 2p3/2� signals, respectively, as well as the va-
lence band region. The carbide intensity is observed in the
C 1s signal as binding energy shifts of −0.7 eV �Ni3C� and
−0.8 eV �Fe3C�, compared to the graphite peak position at
284.2 eV. Both metal signals, as well as the intensity maxi-
mum in the valence band region, show a small shift toward
higher values ��BE= +0.2 eV�. The C 1s signals are domi-
nated by the elemental signals, besides which a small carbide
peak is observed. This elemental �not reacted� carbon con-
sists of a graphitic and a disordered graphitic fraction. The
latter component is observed at 285.1 eV ��BE= +0.9 eV�.
This peak component is assigned to a disordered graphitic
structure since its intensity increases with ion bombardment
�e.g., Ar+� and decreases during annealing treatments. For a
detailed description we refer to Ref. 17.
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The thermal behavior applying procedure A is illustrated
in Fig. 1. In panel �a� carbon films on all three metal surfaces
investigated in this study are compared. The carbon amounts
are normalized to the value after RT deposition �300 K�. In
Fig. 1�a� the onset of carbon diffusion is visible as a loss of
carbon from the near-surface region into the metal bulk and
therefore out of the XPS information depth �the amount
drops below 94% of the initial value�. On Fe�110� the carbon
diffusion sets in at 620 K, followed by Ni�100� at 670 K and
Ni�111� at 770 K. The onset temperature corresponds to the
tendency of the activation barriers for carbon bulk diffusion
given in literature, as summarized in Table II.1 Furthermore,
the trend in the onset temperature reflects the surface atom
densities in the series �100�� �111� for the two nickel sur-
faces. In Fig. 1�b� the details of the temperature evolution in

the carbon layer thickness and the C 1s details are shown for
a carbon film on Ni�100� with an initial thickness of 1.8 nm.
The evolution of the carbon layer thickness is equivalent to
the normalized curve in Fig. 1�a�. As described above, car-
bidic and elemental carbon species are identified within the
C 1s signal. The latter carbon component consists of the
graphitic and disordered graphitic fractions. The evolution
with annealing temperature of the carbon species in the dif-
ferent chemical environments indicates three regions of dif-
ferent chemical reactions. These temperature regions and the
reactions within are labeled by �I�–�IV�. Reaction �I� de-
scribes the decomposition of carbide, indicated by the car-
bide signal intensity decrease up to 570 K. Since the carbon
layer thickness is unaffected and therefore carbon subsurface
or bulk diffusion can be excluded in this temperature region,
we refer this behavior to a carbide decomposition reaction.
The carbide decomposition is also observed on Fe�110� and
Ni�111� and is explained by the metastable character of the
respective surface carbides, which are created during the car-
bon layer deposition at RT. Parallel to the carbide decompo-
sition reaction �I�, we identify an ordering reaction �II�
within the elemental carbon signals. This reaction is ob-
served on all substrates investigated by now �Au, W, Ti, Si,
Be, Fe, and Ni�.14–16,21 The ordering reaction leads to a de-
crease of the disordered graphitic carbon intensity and is ob-
served until carbon diffusion through the interface into the
bulk substrate �reaction III� sets in. While the total carbon
signal decreases �due to carbon bulk diffusion�, the relative
intensity of the carbide signal increases. We assign this rela-
tive increase to the carbide formation reaction, producing
additional carbide in the surface zone. As mentioned above,
the respective carbides are intercalation compounds with car-
bon atoms in sites within the metal lattice. Therefore, carbon
diffusion is required for carbide formation. The relative in-
crease in carbide signal intensity depends on the substrate
surface. On Fe�110� and Ni�100� we observe after pro-
nounced carbon diffusion only signal intensity originating
from carbidic carbon, while on Ni�111� elemental carbon is
still detected up to 920 K. Above the onset temperature of
the carbon bulk diffusion, the C 1s signal intensity is almost
completely lost. The remaining carbon amounts to less than 1
ML and is explained by carbon segregation �reaction �IV��
while cooling down to RT from the respective annealing
temperature. The remaining C 1s signal after the last anneal-
ing step at 970 K exhibits only carbidic carbon on Fe and
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FIG. 1. Normalized carbon amount of carbon films on Fe�110� ���, Ni�100�
���, and Ni�111� ��� in �a� after annealing steps according to experimental
procedure A �see text�. The carbon diffusion sets in at 620, 670, and 770 K,
respectively. Within a temperature range of 150 K the carbon is almost
completely lost into the metal bulk on all three surfaces. The C 1s signal
composition of a 1.8 nm carbon layer on Ni�100� with increasing annealing
temperature is plotted in �b�. Up to 570 K carbide decomposition �reaction
�I�� is visible. The ordering reaction �reaction �II�� is observed up to 670 K.
The carbon diffusion �reaction �III�� sets in at 670 K, accompanied by car-
bon loss into bulk material and increasing carbide intensity �carbide forma-
tion reaction�. After the pronounced carbon diffusion the remaining carbon
signal is caused by carbon segregation �reaction �IV��.

TABLE II. Activation energies resulting from experimental data �Eexpt� and DFT calculations �EDFT�, as deter-
mined in this work, or given in literature �Elit� for carbon diffusion in the bulk metals �ED�, carbide formation
�EC�, and graphite ordering reactions �EO�. The precision of EO is estimated to 	0.2 eV by calculating the
model with several energies. For all other experimental energy values the statistical uncertainty is given.

Substrate ED
expt �eV� ED

DFT �eV� ED,bulk
lit �eV� ED,bulk

DFT,lit �eV� EC
expt �eV� EO

expt �eV�

Ni�111� 1.9	0.1 1.92 1.5a,b 1.62/1.75c 1.1	0.4 0.9
Ni�100� 1.4	0.1 1.45 1.5a,b 1.62/1.75c 1.3	0.2 0.9
Fe�110� 1.3	0.2 1.44 0.8a 0.86d 1.1	0.2 0.9

aReference 1.
bReference 2.
cReference 5.
dReference 11.
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both Ni surfaces. In all experiments carried out according to
procedure A, the thermal behavior �i.e., the characteristic on-
set temperature for the identified reactions� of the thin carbon
films depends only on the substrate species and surface struc-
ture, and not on the initially deposited carbon layer thickness
�investigated up to several nanometers�.

From the annealing experiments according to procedure
A, we conclude the identification of reactions �I�–�IV�. The
carbide formation reaction and the carbon diffusion take
place in the same temperature regime. Therefore, they can
only barely be discerned in this experimental strategy �pro-
cedure A�. Since we are interested in the respective kinetic
parameters for these reactions, we continue with annealing
experiments according to procedure B.

B. Determination of kinetic parameters, applying
procedure B

Carbon films with initial layer thicknesses of several na-
nometers are deposited on Fe�110�, Ni�100�, and Ni�111�.
These samples are then annealed at several elevated tempera-
tures, which are selected according to the results of proce-
dure A experiments. During the long-term annealing the
samples are analyzed at the respective elevated temperatures
by XPS. As described in Sec. III A, the different reactions
are identified within the changes in the C 1s signals,
whereas the substrate signals �Fe 2p and Ni 2p� provide no
additional information on the change of chemical nature. The
first analysis step is the determination of the carbon layer
thickness after RT deposition, while annealing, and again at
RT after each thermal treatment. It is determined from survey
spectra �acquisition time �5 min�, using both substrate and
layer signal intensities from the same spectrum. We deter-
mine the mean free paths for C 1s �
C

C� and metal photoelec-
trons �
M

C � passing through the carbon layer by using
the empirical fit given in Ref. 29. The respective values
are 
C 1s

C =1.494 nm, 
Fe 2p3/2
C =1.201 nm, and 
Ni 2p3/2

C

=1.082 nm. For a detailed description of the carbon layer
thickness determination, we refer to Ref. 28.

Since the carbon signal decrease depends on the carbon
loss into the bulk, i.e., the carbon diffusion through the film-
bulk interface, we can use the carbon layer thicknesses �de-
termined from survey spectra� for a quantification of this
reaction. The evolution of the carbon layer thickness at el-
evated temperatures provides the kinetic parameter kD for
reaction �III�, which is the carbon subsurface diffusion. The
correlation between dC 1s �total thickness in nanometers� and
kD �in s−1� is given by

−
d�dC 1s�

dt
= kD�T�dC 1s → ln

dC 1s

dC 1s,0
= − kD�T�t . �1�

The respective initial conditions are as follows: dC 1s is the
carbon layer thickness at each time t at temperature T and
dC 1s,0 is the carbon layer thickness at t=0 and temperature
T. Thereby we assume a first order reaction for carbon dif-
fusion. In Fig. 2 the evolution of ln�dC 1s /dC 1s,0� with an-
nealing time is plotted for Ni�111�, Ni�100�, and Fe�110� in
�a�, �b�, and �c�, respectively. For the highest temperatures in
panels �b� and �c� the assumption of a first order reaction is

valid only up to an annealing time of �6000 s. Above, a
deviation from the linear fit is observed. All other values
comply with the linear behavior in the logarithmic plot, jus-
tifying the first order assumption. Under the assumption of
an Arrhenius behavior of kD�T�, we can determine the re-
spective activation barrier for carbon subsurface diffusion
�ED� as given by

kD�T� = k0 exp�− ED

kBT
� . �2�

Here, k0 �in s−1� is the pre-exponential factor, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature �in Kelvin�.
The Arrhenius plots in Fig. 3 show the linear behavior of
ln k�T� with T−1 for Ni�100� and Fe�110�. In the case of
Ni�100� and Fe�110�, we use for the highest temperatures the
data up to 6000 s with a clearly linear relationship between
ln�dC 1s /dC 1s,0� and t �Fig. 2�. For Ni�111� only two mea-
surements are available at 770 and 820 K and are used for
the determination of ED. The resulting experimentally deter-
mined activation barriers ED

expt for all three surfaces are given
in Table II.

During the experiments according to procedure B, alter-
natingly spectra in survey and high resolution modes are
measured. The C 1s spectra in high resolution mode �acqui-
sition time 7–10 min� are measured several times consecu-
tively, followed by one survey spectrum for the determina-
tion of the carbon layer thickness. For the total C 1s signal
intensity we use the time evolution of carbon layer
thicknesses, which result from the kD�T� time dependence
�Eq. �1��. As mentioned above, we deconvolute the C 1s
signal with an elemental �not reacted� and a carbidic carbon
fraction. The elemental carbon consists of graphitic and dis-
ordered graphitic C. We determine the thicknesses of these
fractions within the total C 1s signal under the assumption
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FIG. 2. Determination of kD�T� using the time-dependent evolution of the
carbon layer thickness at different temperatures on Ni�111� in �a�, Ni�100� in
�b�, and Fe�110� in �c�. The decrease of the layer thickness is plotted under
an assumption of a first order reaction �ln�dC 1s /dC 1s,0� vs t�.
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of equally distributed components in the carbon layer and
relate the fraction intensities to the respective thicknesses.

Figure 4 shows a schematic overview of the reactions
identified within annealing procedure A, as described above
in Sec. III A. These reactions are analyzed in detail with
annealing experiments according to procedure B. The deter-

mination of the kinetic parameters for reaction �III� �kD and
ED� are given above. The other reactions are analyzed with
the following assumptions and correlations.

• Decomposition of the initially formed carbide �reaction
�I�� leads to an increase in elemental carbon, in particu-
lar, to an increase of the graphitic component.

• The ordering reaction �II� within the elemental carbon
leads to a decrease in disordered graphitic C.

• Carbon subsurface diffusion �reaction �III�� leads to loss
in signal intensity of all components of the C 1s signal.

• Carbide formation �parallel to reaction �III�� leads to an
additional decrease in the elemental carbon intensity.

• Carbon segregation �reaction �IV�� while cooling down
to RT leads to an increase in total C 1s signal intensity
and to an increase of the carbidic signal.

The last process �reaction �IV�, carbon segregation� can
be neglected because the XPS spectra are measured at el-
evated temperatures and carbon segregation is only observed
while cooling down to RT. Since carbon films are analyzed at
elevated temperatures higher than 570 K, also the carbide
decomposition reaction �I� can be neglected because it occurs
only at temperatures below 570 K. The other reactions �or-
dering reaction and carbide formation� can be analyzed by
XPS measurements using procedure B.

The carbide formation reaction is quantified by analyz-
ing the decrease of elemental carbon and the total C 1s sig-
nal intensities. Since the carbide formation is accompanied
by carbon diffusion, these reactions are correlated as given
by

d�dcarb�
dt

=
d�dC 1s�

dt
−

d�de�
dt

= kC�dC 1s − de� . �3�

Here, dcarb is the thickness of the carbidic fraction, dC 1s is
the total carbon layer thickness, and de is the respective el-
emental carbon layer thickness �all thicknesses are given in
nanometers�. From this equation kC is determined, which de-
scribes the loss of elemental carbon due to carbide forma-
tion. Both thicknesses �dC 1s and de� are additionally affected
by carbon diffusion �kD�. Solving Eq. �3� under consideration
of the carbon layer thickness �Eq. �1�� leads to

de�t� = e�kCt��de,0 + dC 1s,0�− 1 + e−�kC+kD�t�� . �4�

Using the time-dependent evolution of de with the initial
conditions �dC 1s 	t=0=dC 1s,0 and de 	t=0=de,0�, the kC values
at the annealing temperatures T are determined. Figure 5
shows the decrease of normalized de with annealing time t on
Ni�111� in �a�, Ni�100� in �b�, and Fe�110� in �c�. The lines in
the plots result from Eq. �4�, using the determined kC�T� and
kD�T� values. Assuming again an Arrhenius behavior, EC is
determined as described in Eq. �2�. The resulting values are
given in Table II.

Similar to the approach described before, the ordering
reaction is analyzed using the respective interdependent car-
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FIG. 3. Determination of the diffusion barrier �ED� under the assumption of
an Arrhenius behavior for Ni�100� and Fe�110� �see Eq. �2��. The resulting
activation barriers are given in Table II.
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FIG. 4. Illustration of the reactions identified within annealing experiments
according to procedure A �see Fig. 1�, as an example shown for carbon
layers on Ni�111�. The respective kinetic parameters for reactions �II�, or-
dering reaction, and �III�, carbon subsurface diffusion and carbide forma-
tion, are determined by experiments according to annealing procedure B.
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bon fractions and k values. In a first step the evolution of the
disordered graphitic fraction within the elemental carbon sig-
nal ddis is defined, as given by

d�ddis�
dt

=
d�de�

dt
−

d�dg�
dt

= − kO�de − dg� . �5�

The respective parameters are the thicknesses of graphitic
carbon �dg�, total elemental carbon �de�, and kO, the kinetic
parameter for the ordering reaction. Moreover, the correla-
tion between de and dC 1s has to be accounted for. Both the
graphitic carbon and the disordered fraction are affected by
carbon subsurface diffusion �kD� and carbide formation �kC�.
Therefore, the graphitic fraction increases by the ordering
reaction but decreases with carbon diffusion and carbide for-
mation. Solving Eq. �5� by using these conditions leads to

dg�t� = e−�kOt��dg,0 + de,0�− 1 + e�kC+kO�t�

+ dC 1s,0�− e�kC+kO�t + e�−kD+kO�t�� . �6�

The initial conditions are as mentioned above: dC 1s 	t=0
=dC 1s,0, de 	t=0=de,0, and dg 	t=0=dg,0. This equation includes
all kinetic parameters �kD, kC, and kO�. Figure 6 shows the
decrease in graphitic carbon �dg /dg,0� with annealing time t
of carbon films on Ni�111� in �a�, Ni�100� in �b�, and Fe�110�
in �c�. The lines represent the values resulting from Eq. �6�,
which lead, again under an assumption of an Arrhenius be-
havior �Eq. �2��, to the respective EO values. Since the order-
ing reaction is a process within the carbon layer, it should be
independent of the substrate and should give the same EO

values for all substrates. As summarized in Table II, the ac-
tivation barriers are identical within the experimental preci-
sion for the three substrate surfaces, confirming the confine-
ment of the ordering reaction to the carbon layer.

The carbide decomposition reaction and carbon segrega-
tion are not determined by XPS measurements using proce-
dure B. All other reactions are analyzed with the described
assumptions. Section III C presents calculations using the
DFT in order to verify the resulting kinetic parameters.

C. DFT calculations

In order to simulate the process of carbon diffusion from
the surface into the material on the three surfaces of this
work, each study is started with initially optimizing a carbon
adsorbate layer. After this preoptimization the adsorbates are
successively pushed into the surface and the energy is
mapped. Since diffusion into the surface induces certain
strain to the surface atoms, a coverage of 0.25 ML �2�2
surface unit cell� is assumed, giving enough freedom to the
surface atoms. To ensure that the system is �almost� not
constrained by the simultaneous diffusion of the periodic
images, we also performed similar calculations with finite
clusters, finding the same behavior.

First, the diffusion of carbon into Ni surfaces is studied,
which have either �111� or �100� orientation. Starting with
the hexagonal close packed �111� surface plane, where car-
bon preferentially adsorbs on fcc sites and forms three
equivalent C–Ni bonds with a�C−Ni�=1.83 Å, we observe
that during the diffusion carbon pulls one of the nearby Ni
atoms �see Ni1 in Fig. 7� out of the surface plane by almost
0.7 Å. Through the thus opened “hole”, the carbon atom
migrates to octahedral subsurface sites, with an effective en-
ergy barrier of 1.92 eV, which nicely compares to the experi-
mentally determined ED of 1.9 eV. Since the vacant octahe-
dron offers enough space for the carbon, after this out-of-
plane process Ni1 equilibrates back to the surface layer. By
diffusing into the surface the system gains an overall energy
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FIG. 5. Determination of kC�T� using the decrease of elemental carbon at
different temperatures on Ni�111� in �a�, Ni�100� in �b�, and Fe�110� in �c�.
The lines given in the panels are evaluated using Eq. �4�. The resulting
activation barriers �EC� are given in Table II.
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The activation barriers �EO� are given in Table II.
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of 0.29 eV per C atom. In order to further manifest the tran-
sition state, the process and energy barrier are afterward veri-
fied by calculations modeling the reverse diffusion back to
the surface.

Carbon diffusion into the Ni�100� plane was investigated
in an analogous way �see Fig. 8�. In contrast to Ni�111�,
where at the fcc site there is no Ni atom below in the second
layer, in the case of Ni�100� the direct vertical diffusion is
hindered by a second Ni atom below. Consequently, the ver-
tical migration is accompanied by a horizontal diffusion, by
which again one Ni atom �Ni1 in Fig. 8� is pushed out of the
surface layer by 1.1 Å, finally allowing carbon to occupy a
nearby bipyramidal subsurface site. The energetic barrier is
calculated to be 1.45 eV, which is in very good agreement
with the measured value of 1.4 eV. This value is again veri-
fied by checking the reverse process. Since Ni�100� is a rela-

tively open surface compared to Ni�111�, the calculated and
measured diffusion barriers are in much better correspon-
dence to the energetic barrier for bulk diffusion. Similar to
Ni�111� it is found that having carbon in subsurface positions
is 0.31 eV per carbon more stable than adsorbed on the sur-
face.

Finally, the carbon subsurface diffusion step into Fe�110�
is studied and a similar out-of-plane process is discovered, as
already described for Ni�111�. Therefore, only the obtained
diffusion barrier of ED

DFT=1.44 eV is reported. Motivated by
the experiment, further studies will aim at investigating the
carbide formation process.

D. Discussion

The reactions identified within the experimental proce-
dure A are analyzed in detail by annealing carbon films at
elevated temperatures for several hours �procedure B�. The
C 1s signal intensity corresponds to the total carbon layer
thickness. Analyzing the evolution of this intensity with an-
nealing time at different temperatures provides the quantifi-
cation of carbon diffusion into the metal substrate. A first,
more qualitative assumption concerning carbon diffusion
results from the onset temperature in procedure A �see
Sec. III A�. In accordance with the tendency of the respective
literature bulk diffusion values, an earlier onset on Fe�110�
compared to Ni is observed. The two Ni surfaces also differ
in their onset temperature for carbon diffusion. As expected,
the more open surface structure of Ni�100� shows a lower
diffusion onset temperature compared to Ni�111�, represent-
ing the most dense surface atom packing.

As shown in Sec. III B, the determination of the subsur-
face diffusion barriers using procedure B for these three sur-
faces is successful. The decrease of surface carbon amounts
corresponds to a first order reaction and the evolution of
layer thicknesses with annealing time complies with this. In
the case of Ni�100� and Fe�110� we observe a deviation from
a first order reaction kinetics only for the highest temperature
investigated here �720 K�. This observation is explained by
the experimental procedure. We deposit thin films on the
substrate and lose the carbon through diffusion into the bulk.
However, the solubility of carbon atoms in Ni and Fe is
small. This is observed in our experiments as carbon segre-
gation while cooling down to RT, already also known from
literature.9,19 The small solubility of C in Fe and Ni was
already used for surface enrichment experiments and the
measurement of bulk to surface diffusion and segregation,
respectively, applying AES and low-energy electron diffrac-
tion �LEED� analyses.30–33 Furthermore, this behavior indi-
cates a diffusion reaction comprising of multiple elemental
processes that, however, cannot be observed separately in
our experiments. For carbon diffusing from the surface into
the bulk metal �i.e., reaching an interstitial site in the metal
lattice�, in a first step the surface barrier has to be overcome
in order to occupy subsurface positions. These interstitial
positions within the metal lattice are energetically separated
by an energy barrier that describes the diffusion of carbon
atoms within the bulk. A carbon atom in a subsurface �first
“bulk” position below the surface� interstitial site can diffuse
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FIG. 7. Theoretical activation energy ED
DFT as a function of the distance of

carbon to the surface layer for Ni�111� �referenced to the adsorbed system�.
The curve is obtained by overlapping the curves for diffusion into the sur-
face and afterward diffusion back onto the surface. While for the initial
�surface� and final �subsurface� structures an extended system is shown, the
process itself is sketched with figures of various intermediate structures with
a 2�2 unit cell only. The process shown here is comparable to the C
diffusion into Fe�110�. �Lines to guide the eyes.�
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through the lattice if the diffusion barrier energy is available.
In our analysis we do not distinguish between these two
activation barriers and describe the carbon diffusion from the
surface layer into the bulk as one process. The qualitative
justification for this description lies in the argument that the
activation barrier for surface-subsurface diffusion is larger
than for the bulk diffusion. Therefore, if at a given tempera-
ture subsurface diffusion is possible, this is also the case for
the bulk diffusion steps. The results for the energy barriers
for subsurface diffusion from the experimental analysis are
in very good agreement with the values determined by DFT
analysis describing, in particular, the surface-subsurface dif-
fusion step. This supports the assumption that the energy
barrier for subsurface diffusion is larger than the energy bar-
rier for carbon diffusion within the equivalent bulk sites.
Comparing the two nickel surfaces, the activation energies
determined in this work �both experimentally and calculated
by DFT� are larger for the close-packed Ni�111� surface than
for the more open Ni�100� surface. For Ni�100�, subsurface
diffusion and diffusion within the bulk have very similar
values �1.4 eV in our experiment, 1.45 eV in our calculation,
and 1.5 eV in literature2�. For Ni�111�, the subsurface diffu-
sion activation barriers are �both experimentally determined
and from DFT� 1.9 eV, compared to the bulk literature value
of 1.5 eV.2 This demonstrates that the open surface structure
minimizes the additional energy barrier for the subsurface
diffusion. Finally, migration of carbon through a carbide and
a carbon-rich region with proceeding reactions, respectively,
might also influence the activation barriers for diffusion. The
latter point could also cause a deviation from a first order
reaction.

The components within the C 1s signal, which represent
the different carbon phases present, are affected by several
reactions. These reactions are interdependent and the respec-
tive kinetic parameters are determined considering these in-
terdependencies. The carbon diffusion is observed as a de-
crease of the overall C 1s signal intensity. All other
reactions observed during the annealing procedure are ac-
companied by the carbon diffusion and the respective kinetic
parameter, kD, has to be taken into account for the determi-
nation of all other parameters. The changes in the elemental
carbon intensity is, e.g., affected by the carbon diffusion and
by the carbide formation reaction. If carbide formation takes
place, we expect a stronger decrease in the total carbon in-
tensity than if caused exclusively by carbon diffusion. In-
deed, the decrease proceeds faster than reproduced only by
the kinetic parameter kD. This additional decrease is de-
scribed by kC, the kinetic parameter for the carbide formation
reaction. As mentioned above, the carbide structures for both
nickel and iron are different than a pure carbon intercalation
in the metal host lattice. Both metal lattices rearrange for
carbon atom incorporation upon carbide formation. The car-
bon migration into the metal lattices is described by carbon
diffusion �kD�. The carbon incorporation in sites within the
rearranged metal lattice is characterized by carbide formation
�kC�. Since the bulk structure of the carbides is independent
of the surface under investigation, we expect similar EC val-
ues for Ni�111� and Ni�100�. These values �1.1 and 1.3 eV�
agree fairly well within the experimental resolution and con-

firm the assumptions given above. Furthermore, we expect a
similar value for Fe�110� and the Fe3C formation reaction
due to comparable processes within the metal lattice and the
carbide structure. The estimated activation barrier for carbide
formation in Fe �1.1 eV� is identical to the Ni�111� value.
DFT calculations for the carbide formation reaction are not
available by now.

The next process that is quantified is the ordering reac-
tion observed within the elemental carbon signal. As men-
tioned above, the sum intensity decreases due to carbon dif-
fusion. The disordered graphitic fraction decreases further
due to the ordering reaction. The carbide formation reaction
leads to a decrease of both graphitic and disordered graphitic
carbon intensities. Since the ordering reaction is not affected
by the substrate, we expect identical parameters for these
three surfaces. The resulting activation barriers confirm this.
Carbon films on all surfaces investigated here show the same
activation barrier �0.9 eV�. Literature data or calculated val-
ues are not available. The determined kinetic parameters for
the elemental reaction steps can finally be used to model the
temperature dependent development of carbon films on the
investigated substrates. The results of such a model calcula-
tion are shown in Fig. 9. The data points represent the ex-
perimentally determined carbon species applying procedure
A. After each temperature step the sample reaches RT for
surface analysis using XPS survey scans �for film thickness
determination� and high resolution scans of the C 1s core
level. Since each temperature step is reached after a short
ramp-up time and the sample is cooled down to RT without
active cooling, the kinetic values �k�T�� and the annealing
time have to be corrected by a pre-exponential factor c. Its
value, c=3.5, scales the annealing time �t� and k�T�, as
shown by

dx�Ti� = dx�Ti−1�exp−ck�Ti�t. �7�

The lines given in Fig. 9 are the results from a simulation
using the kinetic parameters for the elemental reactions such
as carbon subsurface diffusion �kD�, carbide formation �kC�,
and ordering of disordered carbon �kO�. The simulation re-
produces the temperature-induced ordering and diffusion
processes quantitatively, confirming the model and the re-
spective kinetic parameters developed in this work.
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FIG. 9. Experimental results �data points� and simulation �lines� of the
thermally induced processes for an initially 1.9 nm carbon film on a Ni�111�
surface. The simulation is based on the kinetic parameters for the elemental
reactions determined in this work. The experiment is conducted according to
procedure A.
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IV. SUMMARY

We present XPS measurements of thin carbon films on
Fe�110� and Ni�100� and �111� surfaces for a quantitative
deconvolution of different reactions observed during anneal-
ing experiments. We determine the kinetic parameters for
these reactions, which are interdependent. The substrate ele-
ment as well as the surface structure affect the carbon diffu-
sion and we determine different activation barriers for these
metal surfaces. The calculated values of activation energies
for the elemental reaction steps using the DFT approach are
in very good agreement with our experimental results. Both
experimental and theoretical results confirm the influence of
the surface structure, and the resulting values differ from
bulk data given in literature. Isothermal annealing experi-
ments allow the determination of kinetic parameters for the
observed interdependent reactions �carbide formation and or-
dering reaction�, which facilitate a quantitative description of
the thermally induced reactions of carbon films on the inves-
tigated surfaces.
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a b s t r a c t

Thin carbon films on Ni(111) and Ni(100) and the reactive and diffusive interactions between film and
substrate are investigated using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The carbon films are deposited
from the vapor phase with the substrates at room temperature. After deposition the films contain
mainly elemental carbon. Restricted only to the carbon–nickel interface carbidic carbon is observed. Car-
bon films of various thicknesses between 0.4 and 3.2 nm are investigated after thermal treatments up to
970 K. The C 1s signal intensities are used for chemical analysis, both in a qualitative and quantitative
way. The initially formed carbide partially decomposes between 400 and 570 K. Additional carbide for-
mation sets in again, combined with incipient carbon diffusion, at higher temperatures. Carbon diffusion
into the bulk leads to a decreasing C 1s signal intensity until the carbon is almost completely lost into
the bulk.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The binary system carbon/nickel is studied by various authors
with respect to the application of Ni as a catalyst [1–19]. Eizenberg
et al. [1,2] doped different Ni crystal planes with carbon by holding
the sample in a quartz capsule filled with graphite powder at high
temperatures. The authors reported a decreasing carbon signal with
increasing annealing temperature measured by Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES). Depending on the surface orientation they ob-
served a graphite monolayer condensation in a temperature range
of 100 K until the carbon was completely lost into the bulk. Other
authors prepared carbon films by thermal decomposition of hydro-
carbons or carbon monoxide [3–11,14–16]. Various measurement
techniques and crystal planes, respectively, were used. McCarthy
[3] found a carbide layer after decomposition of ethene on
Ni(100), and measured the thermal behavior with AES and low en-
ergy electron diffraction (LEED). Schouten et al. [4] decomposed
methane on Ni(110) and analyzed the solution of carbon into Ni
using AES. Zdansky et al. deposited carbon by decomposition of eth-
ene followed by CO adsorption on the C precovered Ni(100) surface
[5]. They reported a surface-to-bulk carbide transformation in-
duced by CO adsorption. Rosei et al. measured the structure of gra-
phitic C on Ni(111) by surface extended energy loss fine structure
(SEELFS) [6]. The graphite layer was deposited by thermal decom-
position of CO at 570 K. Steinrück et al. observed the adsorption
and temperature dependent decomposition of hydrocarbons (pro-
pene, methanol) on Ni(100) by fast X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy (XPS) studies [7,8]. Several investigations dealt with a
surface reconstruction called ‘clock reconstruction’, observed on
Ni(100) and Ni(111) measured by scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), LEED and photoemission techniques [9–13]. This recon-
struction was explained by carbide formation. Both crystallo-
graphic orientations show this surface process after C deposition
of 0.2–0.6 ML. Carbon deposited above these coverages leads to
graphite formation. Nakamura et al. observed the growth of carbon
and carbide formation on Ni depending on crystal plane and carbon
source (CO and C2H4) by STM, AES and LEED [14–16]. On the
Ni(977) surface they observed the carbidic C up to a coverage of
1.8 ML. Levenson et al. [17–19] prepared ‘the inverse system’ by
depositing thin Ni films on graphite. They found Ni3C at room tem-
perature followed by carbide decomposition at temperatures below
470 K using XPS and AES. The carbide was completely decomposed
at temperatures above 670 K.

Another topic of interest described in the literature is the obser-
vation of binding energy shifts due to varying cluster sizes. Egel-
hoff et al. [20,21] deposited transition metals (Cu, Ni and Pd) on
carbon substrates and measured the binding energy shift in the
metal valence band regions using ultraviolet photoelectron spec-
troscopy (UPS) and in the core level regions by XPS. The authors re-
ported continuous binding energy shifts with increasing metal
cluster sizes. No shift in the binding energy of the carbon signal
was observed. In particular, no carbide formation on Ni, potentially
visible as binding energy shifts, was observed.

In thiswork carbonfilms are deposited from thevapor phase pro-
duced by an electron beam evaporation source. The film deposition
is performed by holding the substrate at room temperature, any
decomposition reaction of molecular precursors, common to all
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previously conducted studies described in the literature above, is
not necessary. The surface composition and chemistry is
monitored in situ by XPS analysis. Films prepared under these
conditions show a thin carbide layer at the adsorbate–metal
interface and additionally elemental (not reacted) carbon. Such
behavior was observed also on various other substrates [22–26].
Carbon film thicknesses range from the sub-monolayer region up
to several nanometers. The maximum initial film thickness in our
experiments is only limited by the information depth of the applied
analysis method, XPS. Since we are interested in the interfacial
properties between carbon layer and Ni, the maximum film thick-
nesses applied here are in the range of a few nanometers. The depo-
sition of elemental carbon at room temperature allows a detailed
study of processes like growth mode and binding energy shifts
immediately after film deposition. In addition, the dependence of
different processes (carbon diffusion, growth mode, binding energy
shifts) on the substrate temperature andfilm thickness canbe inves-
tigated in detail.

The chosen analysis technique, XPS, provides information on
the near-surface region due to the limited escape depth of the pho-
toelectrons and is a sensitive tool to study chemical reactions. The
binding energies of electrons in the core levels are affected by the
chemical state of the respective element. Therefore, core level
shifts provide both an identification of elements involved in chem-
ical surface reactions and the changes in the chemical binding
states. In addition, binding energy shifts are caused by processes
like cluster size effects or surface rearrangements.

In addition to Ni we investigate carbon films on W, Be, Ti and Si,
as reported earlier [22–25]. The reactivity of carbon films depends
on thermodynamic properties of the respective carbides. In all sub-
strate cases investigated by our group up to now, the reactivity of
carbon films correlates with the thermodynamic properties of the
respective carbides. The enthalpies of formation for carbides of
W, Si, Be, and Ti are all exothermic. However, Ni3C exhibits endo-
thermic behavior at temperatures up to 800 K [27]. The free ener-
gies of formation (Gibbs functions, DG0

f ) for the discussed carbides
are shown in Table 1. Keeping the thermodynamic properties in
mind a comparison of the thermal behavior of these binary sys-
tems is interesting.

In this work we investigate the carbide formation on Ni crystal
planes (111) and (100), and we will compare their chemical reac-
tivity with the other substrates.

2. Experimental

The XPS experimental setup consists of analysis and prepara-
tion chambers connected by a UHV valve with base pressures bet-
ter than 1 � 10�8 Pa. The preparation chamber is equipped with an
Omicron EFM3 electron beam evaporation source and a quadru-
pole mass spectrometer (QMS). The analysis chamber consists of
a PHI 5600 XPS system and an ion gun (Specs IQE 12/38). To
achieve highest resolution monochromatic Al Ka radiation is used.
The hemispherical analyzer is driven at pass energies of 2.95 eV for
high resolution scans and at 93.90 eV for survey scans. The binding

energies are calibrated with respect to the Au 4f7/2 peak at
84.00 eV. The linearity of the binding energy scale is calibrated
using the Cu 2p3/2 (932.7 eV), Ag 3d5/2 (368.3 eV) and Au 4f7/2 lines
[28]. The analyzer entrance lens is set to an analysis spot size of
0.8 mm in diameter.

The polished Ni(111) and Ni(100) crystals (diameter 1 cm) are
cleaned using Ar+ sputtering (3 keV) and annealing (up to 970 K)
cycles until no impurities are observed in the survey spectra. Next
to the respective Ni crystal a gold foil is fixed on the sample holder
for periodic checks of the Au 4f7/2 peak position. Carbon deposition
is performed from a high purity graphite rod (99.999%, Goodfel-
low) with the Ni crystals at room temperature (300 K). During
the carbon deposition the pressure is better than 1 � 10�7 Pa.

3. Data analysis

For the analysis of the XPS signal intensities and peak fitting the
PHI MultiPak [29] software package is used. A Shirley background
is subtracted from the spectra shown in this paper. In the peak fit-
ting procedures for the C 1s signals symmetric Gauss–Lorentz func-
tions are used. For the Ni 2p peaks we do not apply a peak fitting
procedure. Photoelectron intensities are determined by integrating
the spectra and subtraction of a Shirley background. For intensities
of the different contributions to the C 1s signals the integrals of the
fitted functions are used.

The carbon layer thickness is evaluated using an electron atten-
uation length of 1.082 nm (kCNi) for Ni 2p3/2 and 1.494 nm (kCC) for C
1s photoelectrons, calculated with the ‘universal’ Seah–Dench
equation (1), as reported in [30].

kðEF
SÞ ¼

538
E2
S

aþ 0:41a3=2E1=2
S ð1Þ

The parameters are the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons (ES in
eV) and the atom diameter (a in nm). We use a density of 1.8
g/cm3 for the carbon layers [22,31]. From this a thickness of
0.22 nm for 1 ML of carbon is calculated. For the determination of
the layer thickness we use both substrate (IS) and layer intensities
(IC) as well as the sensitivity factors SNi and SC for our XPS system
[32]. The measured intensities INi and IC are usually correlated to
the layer thickness dC by the following equations.

INi ¼ I1Ni exp � dC

kCNi cos h

 !

IC ¼ I1C 1� exp � dC

kCC cos h

 !" #
ð2Þ

Thereby h is the angle between the sample surface normal and the
analyzer. The intensities I1Ni, I

1
C corresponding to the pure metal and

an extended carbon layer are not known for each specific measure-
ment, because the sample is moved for carbon layer deposition
from the analysis to the preparation chamber leading to different
sample positions in front of the analyzer. Moreover, the photon
fluxes differ for separate measurement runs. These uncertainties
in the intensity measurements are avoided by using the ratio of
the substrate (INi) and layer intensities (IC) from the same XPS spec-
trum. The ratio of the sensitivity factors corresponds to the ratio of
the intensities of pure elemental Ni (I1Ni) and carbon (I1C ) samples
(Eq. (3)).

I1Ni
I1C

¼ SNi
SC

ð3Þ

From these equations results the relation between intensities and
carbon layer thickness dC which is given in Eq. (4).

Table 1
Free energy of formation (Gibbs function) at 300 K [27] for carbides described in [22–
25] and Ni3C.

Carbide DG0
f ðeVÞ

TiC �1.87
Be2C �1.19
SiC �0.73
WC �0.40
W2C �0.23
Ni3C +0.66
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ð4Þ
The carbon layer thickness dC is evaluated by numerical analysis of
Eq. (5) using the Mathcad software package.

mdC � ndC � r ¼ 0 ! dC ð5Þ

4. Results

4.1. Carbon films at room temperature

We deposit carbon films from sub-monolayer coverages up to
several nanometers. Performing the film deposition from the vapor
phase at room temperature allows a determination of the growth
mode and a detailed deconvolution of the C 1s signals into chemi-
cal states. The growth mode can be determined either by a deter-
mination of layer and substrate intensity ratios or by a detailed
investigation of the inelastic background at the low kinetic energy
region of a XPS line (Tougaard’s model). The ratio of intensities was
already used for the layer thickness estimation under an assump-
tion of a layer growth mode. Since a direct measurement of the
layer morphology by other analysis techniques than XPS is not
available, we use Tougaard’s model as an independent method
for the determination of the growth mode. In Fig. 1 the Ni 3p signal
region of carbon layers on Ni and calculated survey spectra are
plotted. The calculated spectra are obtained by using the software
package Quases which includes Tougaard’s model [33–35]. This
model describes the influence of the film morphology on the
inelastic background at the lower kinetic electron energy side of
a photoelectron peak. It is sensitively affected by the growth mode.
According to Tougaard’s model, we examine the inelastic back-
ground in the survey scans at the low kinetic energy side of the
Ni 3p peak at 66 eV, since no additional signal intensity from other
elements is observed in this binding energy region. A comparison
of carbon films with increasing thickness indicates a layer growth
mode up to �1.3 nm. For thicker carbon films the examination of
the background region concludes a layer followed by island growth
mode. In particular, the island growth mode can be excluded from

this comparison, since the respective distinct background increase,
as calculated according to Tougaard’s model (uppermost curve in
Fig. 1) is not observed in the measured spectra.

In the following we will focus on the XPS analysis of the carbon
layers after room temperature deposition. For the separation of
chemically different carbon binding states in the C 1s signal we
use peak fitting routines of the MultiPak software package. During
the fit procedure, we use known binding energies of graphitic and
disordered graphitic carbon at 284.2 (FWHM = 1.0 eV) and
285.1 eV (FWHM = 1.4 eV), respectively. These binding energies
are identified by measuring carbon films on Au. In this system,
no reaction or diffusion phenomena are observed up to annealing
temperatures of 1200 K [23]. In the case of carbon films on Ni an
additional peak at 283.5 eV is necessary to reproduce the measured
C 1s spectra in the fit procedure. The peak separation of 0.9 eV be-
tween both graphitic species and the peak position of the graphitic
carbon at 284.2 eV were kept constant during the fitting procedure,
only the third component was allowed to shift in its position. This
third signal component is assigned to the nickel carbide. The bind-
ing energy value is in good agreement with Ni3C data reported in
literature [5,18,36]. The C 1s spectra of two carbon films of differ-
ent thicknesses on Ni(111) and their deconvolution results are
shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2a, the results of a thin film (0.2 nm,
�1 ML) clearly show an additional peak at the lower binding en-
ergy side of the two elemental peaks, indicating the carbide. Larger
amounts of carbon deposited on the Ni surface lead to a smaller
carbide signal. Fig. 2b shows the C 1s region for a total carbon film
thickness of 1.9 nm after RT deposition. The elemental carbon con-
sists of the graphitic modification leading to a photoelectron peak
at 284.2 eV, and a disordered graphitic modification with a signal
at higher binding energy. This peak is visible as a shoulder already
in Fig. 2a of the 1 ML C film and becomes more pronounced for the
greater film thickness (Fig. 2b). A detailed quantification of the C 1s
signal on Ni(111) and Ni(100) using graphitic, disordered gra-
phitic and carbidic carbon, as described above, is shown in Fig. 3.
This figure contains the results from both the Ni(111) (grey sym-
bols) and Ni(100) (black and open symbols). Both substrates exhi-
bit a similar C 1s signal composition with increasing carbon layer
thickness. Neither in the development of the elemental fractions,
nor in the carbide fraction, differences are visible for the two Ni
surfaces.
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Although nickel carbide is an endothermic compound, a nickel
carbide peak is measured directly after depositing C on substrates
at RT. The carbide amount is small and the respective peak inten-
sity at 283.5 eV decreases rapidly on deposition of additional car-
bon. The maximum fraction of carbide in the carbon peak is 65%.
After carbon deposition of 1 ML we identify 45% carbide within
the C 1s signal. Additional deposited carbon is in the elemental
state leading to smaller carbide intensities. The elemental carbon
attenuates the photoelectrons coming from the film–substrate
interface. This observation can be explained by a carbide layer re-
stricted to the interface, increasingly covered by elemental carbon.
As mentioned above, the elemental carbon shows graphitic and
disordered graphitic carbon. The ratio of disordered/graphitic C
starts at 0.3 and reaches 0.6 in maximum after deposition of
�8 ML. As described by Mason in [37] and for measurements of
transition metals on C by Egelhoff et al. [20,21], a continuous bind-
ing energy shift of the respective core levels to lower or higher val-
ues is observed upon increasing deposition. This binding energy
shift was explained by a cluster size effect. Following this interpre-
tation, isolated particles exhibit different peak positions as larger
clusters or completed layers. We also find a binding energy shift
for the carbidic C peak position compared to the graphite fraction
at 284.2 eV. The graphite peak position is constant in the observed
coverage region from sub-monolayer up to 3.2 nm carbon layers.
As already mentioned above, we kept the BE separation between
the graphitic and disordered graphitic C 1s components fixed. Only
the carbidic peak position was allowed to shift in its position. Fig. 4
shows the carbidic and elemental carbon amount and the binding
energy shift of the carbide fraction as a function of the deposited
layer thickness. The BE shift of the carbide peak is observed on both
Ni surfaces. Within the first monolayer the binding energy is close
to the bulk value at 283.45 eV, immediately after additional C
deposition this value decreases (283.30 eV) and reaches the bulk
value (283.55 ± 0.05 eV in average) again after �4 ML. The Ni
2p3/2 peak shows a small change in the position towards higher
binding energy (DBE = 0.2 eV) after sub-monolayer deposition. A
continuous shift like in the C 1s peak region is not observed. Within
the Ni 2p signal we cannot identify an additional component, only
the peak position shifts slightly. Therefore, the substrate signal is

not further analyzed. The valence band region exhibits a similar
peak shift (DBE = 0.2 eV) as the Ni 2p region. A comparison of core
level binding energies measured in our work with values given in
the literature is listed in Table 2.

4.2. Thermally induced processes

In order to investigate possible reaction or diffusion processes
at elevated temperatures, the carbon films are annealed in steps
of 50 or 100 K between room temperature and 970 K. The sample
is kept at each temperature for 30 min. The XPS measurements
are performed after cooling down to room temperature. Parame-
ters which can influence possible reaction and diffusion processes
are the carbon layer thickness, annealing time and Ni surface,
respectively.

The carbon diffusion is analyzed by observing the carbon layer
thickness. To compare the diffusion from surface to the bulk, car-
bon films of similar thicknesses are deposited on the Ni(111)
and Ni(100) surfaces. Fig. 5 shows these two comparable carbon
layers (1.8 and 1.9 nm) on Ni(100) and Ni(111). In addition we
show the thermal evolution of a thin carbon film on Ni(111)
(0.4 nm) and one further carbon layer on Ni(100) (1.5 nm). The
carbon diffusion sets in at 650 K on the more open surface struc-
ture (100) and at 750 K on Ni(111), indicated by the dashed lines
in Fig. 5. The carbon is almost completely lost into the bulk within
a temperature window of 150 K above the onset of surface-to-bulk
diffusion. Compared to other metals, on Ni(111) and Ni(100) a
changed decrease rate of the carbon signal is observed before the
carbon is fully lost into the bulk. This small step in the layer thick-
ness is observed in particular for layers above several monolayers,
and leads to a less strong decrease for thin layers (as shown for the
0.4 nm film on Ni(111)). This thin carbon layer was annealed for
only 20 min at each temperature step. A pronounced carbon diffu-
sion at 750 K is not observed. After the carbon diffusion a residual
carbon layer thickness of less than 1 ML is observed on both Ni sur-
faces. At 970 K the C 1s intensity is almost completely lost on both
Ni surfaces. For the layer thickness estimation we use inelastic
mean free paths for C 1s and Ni 2p photoelectrons passing a graph-
ite layer. During the thermal treatment the carbon layer is modi-
fied and the inelastic mean free path could change due to altered
layer densities and composition (e.g. Ni3C formation). A pure car-
bide layer would change the inelastic mean free paths by a factor
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of 1.6 applying the Seah–Dench equation for inorganic compounds.
However, as we will show in the next section, the carbide intensity
is small and the elemental carbon dominates the C 1s signal up to
high temperatures.

As described above in Section 4.1, the inelastic background in
the spectra is evaluated on the high-BE side of the Ni 3p signal
for determination of the growth mode after room temperature
deposition (see Fig. 1). Comparing the spectra in this BE region
with increasing annealing temperature, island formation during
the annealing experiments can be excluded. Therefore, the carbon
layer thickness determination by assuming a model which is based
on a layer growth mode is justified.

In Fig. 6 the binding energy regions of the C 1s and substrate sig-
nals for a 1.8 nm thick film on Ni(100) (panel a and b) are shown.
In panel (c) the C 1s signals for the 0.4 nm carbon film on Ni(111)
are plotted, together with the fit results for graphitic and carbidic
carbon. Since the disordered fraction is small for very thin films,
this peak is omitted for clarity. Different temperature regions and
signal shifts due to reactions are observed and analyzed in detail
in the following.

The results of the quantitative analysis of the C 1s signals with
increasing temperature by applying the MultiPak peak fitting rou-
tine is shown in Fig. 7. We now focus on a carbon film (1.8 nm,Figs.
5, 6a and b) deposited on Ni(100) for which the changes of the car-
bon chemical states are plotted in Fig. 7a. The fraction of carbidic
carbon shows an initial decrease with increasing annealing tem-
peratures up to �500 K while the total carbon amount at the sur-
face is unchanged. The carbide intensity starts to increase from
this lower intensity level for temperatures above the minimum
around 600 K. At 650 K the carbon diffusion sets in, accompanied

by an increase of the carbide fraction. The carbon is almost com-
pletely lost from the surface (accessible by XPS) into the bulk with-
in a temperature window of 150 K. The C 1s signal shows only
carbide intensity above 870 K, the elemental carbon vanishes com-
pletely. For comparison, the 1.9 nm thick film on Ni(111), shown
in Fig. 7b, exhibits only a small variation in the carbide amount,
still going through a minimum in the temperature range of 400–
570 K. In a similar experiment on Ni(111), starting however with
a thinner carbon layer of 0.4 nm (Figs. 6c, 7b), also a minimum in
the same temperature range is observed. This carbide decomposi-
tion is visible as a loss of carbide intensity whereas the total C 1s
signal intensity is almost constant. Compared to Ni(100), the diffu-
sion sets in at 750 K. The carbon is lost into the bulk at a temper-
ature above 920 K. The C 1s signal exhibits elemental as well as
carbidic carbon still at 920 K. Also the thin carbon film (0.4 nm)
shows an incomplete reaction, visible as elemental and carbidic C
1s signal components at 920 K. At 970 K again only carbidic carbon
is observed for the thin film (see Figs. 6c and 7b).

The carbide decomposition (temperature region where the car-
bide fraction passes through a minimum) is visible in the sub-
strate signal (Fig. 6b). Above RT, the Ni 2p signal shows a
binding energy shift towards the metal value (DBE = �0.2 eV).
The C 1s binding energy region shows no overall shift during the
carbide decomposition reaction (470–670 K) (panels a and c).
Accompanied with the onset of carbon diffusion at 750 K the C
1s signal shifts towards higher binding energy values while the
substrate signal position is not modified. The graphite peak posi-
tion (labeled ‘graph.’ in Fig. 6c) is at 284.6 eV (DBE = 0.4 eV) and
the carbide intensity (labeled ‘carb.’ in Fig. 6c) is determined at
283.9 eV (DBE = 0.3 eV). After the majority of carbon is lost into
the bulk (above 870 K), only a small C 1s peak remains at the car-
bide peak position. The binding energy of 283.0 eV for this peak is
comparable (although somewhat smaller) to the low coverage va-
lue given in Fig. 4. An identical behavior is observed for carbon
films on Ni(111). The substrate signal shifts towards the metal va-
lue with beginning carbide decomposition (carbide minimum re-
gion) and stays constant up to 970 K. In the C 1s signal a shift
towards higher values with the onset of carbon diffusion is mea-
sured. The residual carbide intensity after the annealing steps at
920 K is again observed at lower BE values compared to the bulk
carbide position (Fig. 6c).

On both nickel surfaces an ordering reaction within the elemen-
tal carbon is observed which leads to an increase in graphitic car-
bon (peak at a BE of 284.2 eV), while the disordered fraction
decreases (peak intensity at 285.1 eV). The ratio of disordered
and ordered graphitic C decreases from 0.6 at maximum after room
temperature deposition to 0.2 at minimum, before the carbon is
lost into the bulk. This ordering reaction is also observed in anneal-
ing experiments of carbon films on Au, W, Si, Ti, W, and in case of
HOPG (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite) after ion bombardment
[22–25]. This is visible in Fig. 7 for both Ni surfaces, in particular in
the temperature regime from RT to the onset of carbon diffusion
from the surface into the bulk (650 K on Ni(100), 750 K on
Ni(111)).

Table 2
Peak positions determined in this work (BEexp) compared to literature data (BElit).

C 1s BEexp (eV) BElit (eV) References Ni 2p3/2 BEexp (eV) BElit (eV) References

Graphitic 284.2 284.2 [23] Ni 852.8 852.7 [32]
284.3–284.5 [32] 852.9 [36]

Disordered 285.1 285.2 [23] Ni3C 853.0 853.8 [36]
285.1 [48]

Carbidic 283.5 283.6a [5,18]

a The literature value is shifted with respect to the graphite peak position, measured in our work at 284.2 eV.
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5. Discussion

The first part of this section discusses the information gained on
surface structure and layer growth modes, which is deduced from
the observed binding energies and their respective shifts during
the deposition of carbon on the nickel surfaces. Bäumer et al.
deposited Ni on the basal plane of graphite at low (90 K) and room
temperature (300 K) and characterized the system with LEED and
XPS [38]. The authors report cluster growth at these temperatures.
In our work the inverse system (carbon on Ni) at room temperature
is investigated. An analysis of substrate and layer signals with
increasing carbon layer thicknesses indicate initially a layer growth
mode. In particular, an island growth mode is excluded from a
comparison of the evolution of the inelastic background with
increasing layer thickness. As the simulated spectra show, the is-
land growth mode would appear as a distinct increase of the
inelastic background while a layer growth mode leads to a smooth
background beside the XPS line. For thicker carbon films (> 1.3 nm)
our analysis of survey spectra an initial layer-by-layer growth, fol-
lowed by island growth, is concluded (see Fig. 1). The inelastic
background beside the Ni 3p signal increases only slightly with
increasing layer thickness. However, for detailed and more direct
studies of the growth mode of elemental carbon deposited on nick-
el other UHV techniques like STM are required.

XPS measurements after room temperature deposition with
increasing carbon layer thicknesses show a clearly visible shift in
the carbide binding energy. Two different characteristics are identi-
fied. In the sub-monolayer region the carbide peak is close to the
bulk BE value at 283.45 eV, followed by a decrease in BE. The car-
bide peak position is determined at 283.3 eV atminimum for a layer
thickness of 1.5 ML. Above this coverage the carbide peak shifts
again continuously towards higher values, until the bulk value for
Ni3C of 283.50–283.55 eV is reached at 4 ML. The BE shift detected
at sub-monolayer coverages can be related to the surface recon-
struction (‘clock reconstruction’) described in literature for this cov-
erage regime [9,10,12]. This surface reconstruction is observed for
carbon films both on Ni(111) and Ni(100) between a coverage of

0.2 ML and 0.6 ML. Carbon deposition (by hydrocarbon decomposi-
tion) above this coverage leads to graphite formation in these stud-
ies. Due to the carbide signal position and the carbide amount of
less than 100% in that coverage region we assume a similar surface
reconstruction in our case after carbon deposition from the vapor
phase. However, in all previous investigations of the C/Ni system
by other groups carbonwas never deposited elemental from the va-
por phase and with substrates at RT. The interpretation of a surface
reconstruction is deduced in our case from the shift of the carbide
peaks. The continuous shift from 283.3 eV to again higher BEs
(283.5–283.55 eV) between 1.5 ML and 4 ML is explained by a size
effect, as discussed in [39] (the author gives there an extensive sur-
vey on core level shifts). The carbide peak position is then affected
by the increasing graphitematrix. Based on the interpretation of the
BE shift due to this size effect, this BE shift can be quantitatively
estimated using the thermodynamic approach described by Mår-
tensson et al. [40]. In this model the BE shift is calculated by the
‘Z + 1’ approach. This approach is also known as the equivalent–
core–approximation (ECA) and is used for the determination of sur-
face core level shifts and binding energy shifts in binary compounds
like alloys (see also [39]). In this approach the overall enthalpy can
be written as a sum of the enthalpies of all reaction sequences. This
is also known in literature as the ‘Born–Haber cycle’, which can be
written in terms of the enthalpy of solution (DHSol) for the binary
system Z;Z + 1 (Eq. (6)).

DEB ¼ DHZ!Zþ1
Sol þ DHZþ1!Z

Sol ð6Þ
This equation has to be improved for binary compounds (AxBy)
where A is equivalent to Z and A + 1 represents Z + 1, respectively,
and B is the matrix [40,41]. The BE shift (DEB) is then correlated
to the energies of solution (E(A; B), E(A + 1; B), E(A + 1; A)). The
essential thermodynamic values are determined using the semi-
empirical equation given in [42]. For this equation physical values
like atomic volume and work function as well as empirical scaling
values are essential. It should be noted, that the semi-empirical
equation is only valid for a concentration of 5% A in B at maximum.
Cluster size effects represent this concentration limit and the
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determined values can be used for the estimation of a BE shift
applying the ‘Z + 1’ approach as given in literature. Applying this
‘Z + 1’ approach to our system we expect a BE shift for the carbide
peak position in the C 1s signal of �0.61 eV, compared to the exper-
imentally determined value of �0.89 eV (283.3 eV) in maximum in
the 1–2 ML coverage region. For the Ni 2p signal a binding energy
shift of +0.8 eV is expected from this model. We observe a shift of
+0.2 eV in maximum in our experiments. A continuous BE shift with
increasing carbon layer thickness is not observed. For comparison,
Gibbs et al. measured a BE shift of +0.9 eV for the Ni 2p signal after
Ni implantation in carbon [36], which is within the conditions of the
‘Z + 1’ approach (low concentration of Ni in C). These experiments
and model calculations, however, are not directly comparable to
our measurements due to different concentrations of Ni and C.
The given model values and measurements by Gibbs et al. represent
the ‘low concentration’ range of Ni in C, while our measurements
are performed at the reverse concentration limit (large amount of
Ni). An investigation of core level shifts on binary metal systems

which form random alloys (AxBy) shows a linear dependence on
the stoichiometric ratio of A and B [41]. Therefore, the core level
shift of a binary system (AxBy) can be estimated by an evaluation
of the ‘low concentration’ value (5% A in B and vice versa) applying
the ‘Z + 1’ approach. This value represents the BE shift for element A
and B, respectively, for the binary system in maximum. The second
point is a core level shift of DBE = 0 eV representing the bulk values
for A (100% A) and B (100% B). Under assumption of a linear depen-
dence from the ‘low concentration’ to the ‘100%’ side the core level
shift of AxBy can be determined for the respective x and y values. The
expected BE values according to such a linear interpolation for Ni3C
(25% B in A) are: +0.2 eV for Ni 2p and �0.5 eV for carbide in C 1s.
These values are in good agreement with our experimentally deter-
mined BE shifts of +0.2 eV (Ni 2p) and �0.7 eV (carbidic C 1s). To
summarize these observations, we assume a surface reconstruction
in the carbon sub-monolayer region, followed by a size effect be-
tween 1.5 ML and 4 ML. The additional carbon deposition above
1.5 ML is not leading to a further surface reconstruction and the car-
bide particles are embedded and finally covered by a graphite ma-
trix with a contribution of defects in the graphite lattice.

The second part of the discussion is devoted to reaction and dif-
fusion processes of elemental carbon on nickel, particularly taking
into account the endothermic nature of Ni3C. In the quantitative
XPS analysis of the C 1s signal composition we find a maximum
carbide amount while the first carbon monolayer is deposited.
65% of the C 1s signal intensity corresponds to the carbide.
Although the formation reaction of Ni3C is endothermic, the car-
bide is detected after depositing carbon from the vapor phase on
nickel at room temperature. We deposit carbon films on different
materials (W, Be, Ti and Si) with respect to the thermodynamic
properties of their carbides. On these substrates the corresponding
carbides show exothermic carbide formation reactions. Accord-
ingly, the carbon films exhibit a larger carbide fraction after room
temperature deposition compared to Ni. In the case of carbon films
on Be, for example, we find an increase in carbide intensity while
depositing carbon layers up to 3 ML [22].

In [43] we give a survey about all binary systems measured in
our group by now. A comparison of carbon films on various sub-
strates (Be, Si, W, Ti and Ni) shows a dependence of the thermal
behavior on thermodynamic properties (diffusion and carbide for-
mation processes). The onset temperature of carbon diffusion on
those substrates which show carbides with comparable carbide
structures (intercalation compounds) corresponds to the tendency
of the respective activation barriers for carbon diffusion in the bulk
metals. These values are given in literature [44]. Ni(100) shows the
lowest onset temperature, followed by Ti (1.3 eV), Ni(111) and W
(1.8 eV). The activation barrier for carbon diffusion in bulk Ni is
1.5 eV [44]. The difference between Ni(100) and Ni(111) observed
in this work (Fig. 5) is explained by the more open surface struc-
ture of Ni(100). For a detailed explanation of the reaction and dif-
fusion kinetics we refer to [45]. Another aspect of interest is the
carbide formation reaction and their thermodynamic properties.
The carbides of both Ti and W are formed in an exothermic forma-
tion (DG0

f < 0) reaction, whereas the respective Ni carbide is
formed in an endothermic reaction (DG0

f > 0). Carbon films on Ti
and W show a noticeable carbide formation after annealing exper-
iments at higher temperatures, which agrees with the exothermic
reaction behavior. On Ni, however, we cannot observe a clearly vis-
ible increase in carbide intensity (Fig. 7). With the onset of carbon
diffusion (TDiff is given as a line in Fig. 7) the carbide amount in-
creases only barely. Another difference to the carbides formed in
an exothermic reaction is the temperature window in which a min-
imum in the carbide fraction is observed. The decrease of initially
present carbide is attributed to the metastable character of Ni3C.
With increasing annealing temperature the carbide formed upon
initial C deposition at RT decomposes, leading to an increasing
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Fig. 7. Changes in the components of the C 1s signal with annealing temperature for
carbon films on Ni(100) (a) and on Ni(111) (b). The initially deposited carbon layer
on Ni(100) is 1.8 nm. On Ni(111) the initial carbon layer thickness amounts to
1.9 nm. In addition, the thermal evolution of the carbidic carbon for a 0.4 nm thin
film is shown in (b) by the grey symbols). The temperatures of incipient carbon
diffusion from Fig. 5 are marked by dashed lines. The carbon film on Ni(100) shows
a pronounced minimum in the carbide component (j). For the 1.9 nm film on
Ni(111) only a small minimum in the carbide fraction is visible, whereas the 0.4 nm
thin film clearly shows the carbide decomposition reaction. The graphitic carbon
fraction (h) increases due to rearrangement of disordered (�) into ordered C.
Additional carbide is formed upon incipient carbon diffusion. Above 850 K the
remaining carbon signal on Ni(100) shows only carbide intensity, whereas on
Ni(111) at 920 K the carbide formation is still incomplete.
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intensity of elemental carbon. The carbide decomposition was al-
ready observed by Levenson et al. [17–19]. They reported a begin-
ning decrease in carbide amount at 420 K and a complete
decomposition at 670 K. However, we observe carbide intensity
up to 970 K. Levenson et al. investigated Ni implanted into carbon
substrates. Therefore, small amounts of remaining carbide might
be obscured by the dominating signal of the elemental carbon in
the substrate. Since in our measurements the C 1s signal intensity
is constant in that temperature region, the carbide decomposition
is explained by a surface process and a reconstruction, respectively.

Wenow focus on the BE shifts of the carbon core level peaks. Dur-
ing the peak fits we set the peak separation of graphitic and disor-
dered graphitic carbon within the C 1s signal constant. Only the
carbidic carbon peak is allowed to shift in its position. Firstlywewill
focus on the total C 1s signal, followed by the discussion of the de-
tailed deconvolution. Independent on the surface structure
(Ni(111) andNi(100)) the total C1s signal shifts towardshigher val-
ues while carbon diffusion sets in. In contrast, the valence band and
Ni 2p regions shift to lower BEs already at lower temperatures, with
the onset of carbide decomposition, and show no further change in
peak position during the following thermal treatments. Therefore,
the shifts ofNi 2p, valenceband andC1s regions cannot be explained
by changed experimental properties. In that case, the regionswould
show a position change at the same temperature and, moreover, in
the same direction. TheNi 2p aswell as the valence band region shift
due to the carbide decomposition and the peak energies then corre-
spond with the respective metal values. The changes in the C 1s sig-
nal, however, occur while the carbon is lost into the bulk and after
carbon diffusion. In that temperature region the carbon migrates
into the bulk and the Ni surface and bulk atoms have to rearrange
for carbide formation and carbon diffusion. Consequently, the BE
shifts occurring upon carbon diffusion are attributed to a rearrange-
ment of surface atoms. In addition, there is no evidence for other car-
bon species than elemental and carbidic carbon. Since direct
measurements of the surface atoms (like STM) of our reactive binary
system are not done by nowwe conclude this rearrangement of sur-
face atoms from the already described BE shift for carbon films after
room temperature deposition (‘clock reconstruction’). The carbide
peak position of the residual C 1s signal is at lower values compared
to the Ni3C bulk position. This observation is due to the already de-
scribed size effect (see C deposition onNi at RT) and isolated carbide
particles.

Continuing with the composition of the C 1s signal. Independent
from the substrate (C on Be, Si, W, Ti and Ni) we find elemental car-
bon with a similar ratio of graphitic and disordered graphitic car-
bon. Upon continuing carbon deposition the disordered carbon
fraction increases with carbon layer thickness up to a maximum
ratio of disordered to graphitic C of 0.6. The disordered fraction
is comparable to ‘non-perfect’ sp2 C and the decrease of that inten-
sity during annealing is ascribed to a rearrangement into ordered
(sp2) graphite. In earlier experiments we deposited carbon films
on gold, which is an inert substrate with respect to both carbide
formation and carbon bulk diffusion. Therefore, carbon diffusion
or any other reaction can be excluded. The deposited carbon films
show a clearly visible ordering after thermal treatment. This order-
ing reaction in the deposited carbon films also occurs on reactive
substrates during annealing experiments ([22–25]). The resulting
chemical state of the carbon after the onset of diffusion into the
Ni bulk at temperatures up to 970 K depends on the surface orien-
tation. After deposition of comparable layer thicknesses and equal
annealing times we find elemental as well as carbidic C on Ni(111)
and only carbidic C on Ni(100). This again is due to the more open
surface structure of Ni(100) and the onset of carbon diffusion at
lower temperatures, compared to Ni(111). The detection of car-
bide intensity even after the onset of carbon diffusion and the
decreasing C 1s signal is explained by carbon segregation. The sol-

ubility of carbon in Ni is small, increases with temperature and
amounts to 2.7% in Ni at 1600 K [46,47]. The C 1s signal intensity
during the annealing procedure at 970 K is almost completely lost
due to the higher solubility compared to 300 K. During cooling
down to room temperature, however, the C 1s signal intensity
appears again due to carbon atoms migrating back to the Ni sur-
face. Carbon segregation on Ni was also observed by [7,8] and
was actually applied for carbon enrichment experiments described
in [1].

6. Summary

This paper comprehensively describes for the first time the
interaction of carbon deposited elementally at room temperature
on nickel surfaces, followed by annealing steps up to 970 K. To this,
carbon films of different thicknesses from sub- to several monolay-
ers are deposited on Ni(100) and Ni(111). The carbon–metal reac-
tion and diffusion processes at RT and at elevated temperatures are
compared with other binary C/metal systems. Ni3C, although being
formed in an endothermic reaction, is detected after room temper-
ature deposition of carbon. An analysis of the C 1s signals shows
carbide intensity restricted to the film–substrate interface. The ini-
tially formed carbide decomposes during annealing up to 570 K
(temperature window of minimum carbide intensity), demonstrat-
ing the metastable character of Ni3C. After heating to higher tem-
peratures, carbide intensity is observed, accompanied by carbon
diffusion into the bulk. The onset temperatures of both carbon dif-
fusion from surface into bulk and carbide formation depend on the
surface structure. Ni(100) shows an onset around 650 K, whereas
the diffusion and reaction on Ni(111) set in at 750 K. The different
characteristics in BE shift for the C 1s signal are explained by sur-
face reconstruction in the carbon sub-monolayer region and car-
bon diffusion, respectively. The carbide peak position is detected
close to the carbide bulk value while elemental carbon is deposited
in the sub-monolayer region. This observation is explained by the
‘clock reconstruction’ of the Ni surface, described in the literature.
Deposition of elemental carbon from 1.5 ML up to 4 ML leads to a
continuous carbide peak shift from a distinct BE minimum to the
carbide bulk value. The BE shift in this coverage region is explained
by a cluster size effect. The C 1s signal position shifts again during
annealing experiments. The first BE shift to higher values is mea-
sured when the carbon diffusion is observed, followed by a second
BE shift to lower values when the carbon atoms segregate back to
the surface. While the first BE shift is explained by the diffusion
process where the Ni surface and bulk atoms have to rearrange
for carbon diffusion, the additional BE shift after the final thermal
treatment is explained by the cluster size effect.
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Abstract

Most present fusion devices use carbon at least partially as a first wall material. Due to high particle loads, especially hydrogen iso-
topes from the plasma, wall material is eroded and redeposited at different positions. This leads to the formation of surface layers, which
are themselves subject to erosion. It is known that carbon exhibits chemically enhanced erosion by low energy hydrogen ions or elevated
temperatures. However, room temperature erosion of carbon by keV ions is considered to be governed by a purely kinematic sputtering
process. We found that this is not necessarily the case for carbon surface layers with thicknesses of a few nanometers. To investigate the
basic mechanisms governing the erosion of carbon, carbon layers in the range of several nm thickness are evaporated on clean metal
substrates. The films are irradiated with 1 or 1.3 keV deuterium ions and the surface layer thickness and composition are analysed by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). For our studies we choose carbon films on tantalum, titanium and beryllium to compare
the influence of a wide range of substrate atomic masses. Our experimental data is compared to Monte Carlo calculations using the
SDTRIM code which takes into account kinematic interactions and adjusts the sample composition dynamically. We discuss the results
with respect to the kinematic collision interaction and the ion-induced chemical phase formations.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 68.55.Jk; 79.60.Dp; 79.20.Rf; 82.80.Pv

Keywords: Carbon; Carbide; Thin film; XPS; Erosion; Deuterium

1. Introduction

Mixed material surface layers are formed in fusion
devices with different plasma facing materials. The com-
plexity of the behaviour of those layers with respect to
hydrogen bombardment grows rapidly with each element
introduced into the system. In order to get a better under-
standing of the basic mechanisms that govern the erosion
and substrate-modifying processes, we investigate the ero-
sion of carbon films deposited on titanium, beryllium and
tantalum substrates by keV deuterium ions as models for
ternary systems metal/carbon/deuterium. Both chemical
(by carbon–hydrogen reactions) [1] and physical mecha-

nisms (by collision cascades) [2,3] contribute to the erosion
process of thin carbon films on metals. The kinematic pro-
cess is influenced by substrates of different atomic mass.
XPS is successfully applied for the investigation of the ero-
sion process as it gives quantitative information on the
chemical composition of the surface layers.

2. Experimental

The metallic substrates under investigation are polished
poly-crystalline titanium and tantalum and polished single-
crystalline beryllium disks. The surfaces are cleaned by
3 keV Ar+ sputtering under 45� incidence. Carbon is
deposited up to several nm thickness by a Omicron
EFM-3 UHV evaporator loaded with Goodfellow high
purity carbon rods (99.999%). The carbon film on titanium
is irradiated with a 4 keV D ion beam under 45� incidence
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from a Specs IQ 12/38 ion source without mass selection. It
is assumed that the main species in the ion beam are Dþ

3

ions. The carbon films on tantalum and beryllium are irra-
diated with a monoenergetic and mass separated 3 keV Dþ

3

ion beam (80� bending magnet) under normal incidence.
The energies per deuterium ion are therefore 1 keV for
Ta and Be and 1.33 keV for Ti, respectively. The substrates
are at room temperature during carbon deposition and
deuterium bombardment. Before each fluence step, the
2D Gaussian shaped ion beam profile is scanned using a
Faraday cup with a 0.5 mm opening mounted on the sam-
ple manipulator. The sample centre is placed in the maxi-
mum of the ion beam. Additionally, the beam is scanned
several millimeters over the sample to provide a flattened
and thus more stable beam profile. The applied deuterium
fluence is calculated from the ion current in the Faraday
cup scanning the beam for several minutes before bom-
bardment of the target. XP spectra are recorded after each
fluence step in the irradiation spot centre with a diameter of
the analysis spot of 0.8 mm. All experiments are performed
in situ under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions with a
base pressure better than 10�8 Pa.

3. Results

After deposition of the carbon film, the XP spectra show
a decrease of the metal substrate intensity, while a peak
around 284.5 eV appears. This peak is assigned to C 1s core
level photoelectrons and can be deconvoluted into several
compounds using peak fitting routines provided by the
software Multipak [4]. Details of the fitting procedure are
given in [5]. Three carbon binding energies are necessary
to provide a reasonable fit (Fig. 1). The dominating peak

at a binding energy of 284.2 eV can be assigned to graphitic
carbon. A broadening of the peak at the high binding
energy side indicates a disordered graphitic carbon state
at 285.2 eV which is characteristic for evaporated carbon
and is interpreted as stable point defects in the graphite lat-
tice i.e. carbon with dangling bonds [6]. In the following
these two states are referred to as elemental carbon. At
lower binding energies, a third carbon state can be detected
originating initially from a metal–carbon interface of about
one monolayer thickness with binding energies typical for
metal carbides (282.7 eV for TaC, 281.8 eV for TiC and
282.5 eV for Be2C) [7]. Bombardment of the samples with
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Fig. 1. Deconvolution of the C 1s binding energy region of carbon on
tantalum: graphitic (a) and disordered graphitic (b) states (elemental
carbon) and carbidic state (c).
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Fig. 2. Erosion of carbon layers on (a) tantalum, (b) titanium and (c)
beryllium by keV deuterium ions at room temperature in stages (1) and
(2). Comparison of carbon areal densities from dynamic SDTRIM
calculations with experimental overall carbon and metal carbide areal
densities.
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deuterium ions leads to a decrease of the amount of ele-
mental carbon by three possible mechanisms. These are a
kinetic sputtering process, carbide formation via ion beam
mixing and chemical erosion, which results from the forma-
tion of volatile hydrocarbon species. Two stages can be
recognised in the experimental data (Fig. 2) by different
slopes of the carbon areal density curves. During the first
stage, elemental carbon is removed while the carbide
amount increases. This stage lasts as long as there is ele-
mental carbon left on the surface. At the beginning of the
second stage, elemental carbon is completely removed
and the uncovered carbide layer is sputtered. Directly after
deposition of the carbon films a quantification of the car-
bon amount is possible from XPS data by assuming a lay-
ered structure and comparing substrate and surface layer
intensities. With increasing deuterium fluence, the carbide
formation introduces an error into the quantification, as
the measured substrate intensity is not only attenuated by
elemental carbon, but also by the formed carbide layer with
unknown thickness and different inelastic mean free path
(IMFP) of the photoelectrons compared to the elemental
carbon. To compensate this error, the IMFP of the sample
surface layer containing both elemental carbon and metal
carbide is changed with increasing deuterium fluence. At
the beginning of the first stage, the surface layer is assumed
to be mainly elemental carbon. At the end of the first stage,
the surface layer consists of metal carbide. The change of
the IMFP with deuterium fluence is determined experimen-
tally from the ratio of the deconvoluted XPS peak areas.
This yields the corrected amount of carbon in both chem-
ical states in the surface layer. The areal density of carbide
is calculated from this corrected overall carbon areal
density using again the XPS peak area ratios. The IMFP
values for elemental carbon and carbide are determined
by a semi-empirical formula for inorganic compounds [8]
applying an experimentally determined material density
of 1.8 g/cm3 for the deposited carbon films [9].

4. Discussion

In the following, the contribution of the three possible
mechanisms for carbon erosion during the first phase will
be discussed. Photoelectrons from elemental carbon that
is displaced from the layer into the metal substrate by ion
beam mixing exhibit a shift in their binding energy, as
the chemical surrounding of these carbon atoms changes
from carbon to metal. Elemental carbon that is lost due
to ion beam mixing is hence detected as carbide. Starting
from an initial carbide amount representing about one
monolayer at the carbon/metal interface, the amount
increases before it reaches the surface and is removed by
sputtering. The influence of the substrate on this process
can be seen from the different maximum carbide areal
densities, as shown in Figs. 2(a)–(c). Ion-induced carbide
formation has the smallest contribution on tantalum with
a maximum carbide layer thickness of 1 monolayer and
dominates the loss of elemental carbon on beryllium (>5

monolayers). To determine the contribution of the chemi-
cal erosion, the experimental data is compared to the
remaining carbon amount calculated by SDTRIM [2,3]
(Fig. 2) as a function of fluence. This comparison shows
a deviation between SDTRIM calculations and experimen-
tally determined carbon amounts both for Ti and Ta sub-
strates. This is due to the fact that SDTRIM considers
only kinematic processes and neglects chemical interac-
tions. Therefore we conclude that the difference between
experimental data and simulation can be attributed to a
loss channel by chemical sputtering. Two requirements
have to be met to allow chemical sputtering. First, volatile
species have to be formed by reaction of hydrogen with
carbon dangling bonds. Second, the volatile species have
to escape the sample surface. This implies either carbon
temperatures above 400 K or low ion energies (�eV)
[10,11], both of which are not realized in this experiment.
Nevertheless, deuterium is stopped within the carbon sur-
face layer in an amount which depends on the collision cas-
cades. The deuterium implantation profiles calculated by
SDTRIM for the surface regions of the three samples are
shown in Fig. 3. Most deuterium is stopped in the carbon
layer on tantalum because the collision cascade and the
deuterium implantation profile are shifted towards the sur-
face on substrates with higher atomic masses. The disor-
dered graphitic state observed by XPS provides the
necessary carbon dangling bonds for the initial formation
of hydrocarbon groups. During ion bombardment, addi-
tional dangling bonds (defects in the graphite lattice) are
created in the collision cascade. This is supported by the
observation that the ratio between disordered and graphitic
state is constant for deuterium ion bombardment while the
amount of disordered state is increased by argon bombard-
ment [12]. Because the hydrocarbons are already formed at
the surface or a few monolayers below, a high substrate
temperature is not necessary to allow the escape of volatile

Fig. 3. Deuterium implantation profiles in the near surface region from
SDTRIM calculations for a deuterium fluence of 1016 cm�2. The maxi-
mum amount of deuterium in this comparison is stopped in the carbon
layer on tantalum. This fraction can lead to a chemically enhanced erosion
of carbon.
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species. Thus, the amount of stopped deuterium in the car-
bon layer can contribute as a carbon loss channel allowing
chemical sputtering and explaining quantitatively the mea-
sured enhanced erosion on tantalum (Fig. 2(a)) by forma-
tion of volatile species of an average formal stochiometry
of CD1-2.

As can be seen in Fig. 2(c), there is no deviation between
SDTRIM and experimental data during the first fluence
steps for deuterium bombardment of carbon on beryllium.
The erosion is therefore governed by kinematic processes
only. This is in agreement with the calculations of the deu-
terium implantation profile as only a small amount is
stopped in the carbon layer on Be (Fig. 3). The difference
between the experimentally determined carbon areal den-
sity and the SDTRIM calculation on Be at fluences above
5 · 1017 D cm�2 is caused by loss of carbon due to forward
scattering beyond the XPS detection depth, not observed
on the Ti and Ta samples with higher atomic masses. This
is confirmed by in situ Rutherford backscattering spec-
troscopy (RBS) and angle-resolved XPS (ARXPS). From
5 · 1017 to 1.3 · 1018 D cm�2, RBS shows almost no
decrease of the overall carbon amount, while the XPS mea-
surements suggest 50% carbon loss. ARXPS still shows a
layered structure at 5 · 1017 D cm�2 and a homogeneous
carbon distribution of Be2C stochiometry throughout the
XPS information depth at 1.3 · 1018 D cm�2. This means
that the deeper parts of the carbon depth profile are not
detected in the measurements. The real trends of the XPS
areal densities for the total carbon amount and the carbide
fraction are indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2(c).

In the case of titanium substrate (Fig. 2(b)), the angle of
incidence of the D ions is 45�. This is taken into account in
the SDTRIM calculation. Also, the ion beam is not mass
selected, which results in an unknown mixture of different
possible ion species (D+, Dþ

2 and Dþ
3 ). The main ion species

is assumed to be Dþ
3 , resulting accordingly in a kinetic

energy of 1.3 keV per D and the highest deuterium fluence
of the three possible D ion species. This assumption yields
the smallest deviation between SDTRIM calculation and
experiment. Nevertheless, the difference between measured
and calculated sputter yields (Fig. 2(b)) is greater than
could be explained by stopped deuterium at the end of
the collision cascades or forward scattering of carbon
beyond the detection range. However, chemical sputtering
is also possible for carbon on titanium. In addition to the
deuterium available due to stopping within the carbo layer
range, additional deuterium implanted deeper into the Ti
metal can reach the carbon layer by diffusion from the sub-
strate to the interface. This can provide the deuterium

amount necessary to further increase chemical sputtering.
It is also possible that structural modifications due to tita-
nium hydride formation contribute by increasing one of
the loss channels for carbon. This, however, can apply to
both titanium and tantalum, since both metals can form
hydrides. This hypothesis is subject to further investiga-
tions using tungsten as substrate. Tungsten is of similar
atomic mass as tantalum, also forms intercalations car-
bides, but does not form hydrides.

5. Conclusions

Depending on the substrate atomic mass, ultra-thin
carbon films show different erosion characteristics during
keV deuterium ion bombardment at room temperature.
Contributions to the overall loss of elemental carbon from
the surface are kinematic sputtering, carbide formation by
ion beam mixing and chemical sputtering. The contribution
of ion beam mixing is determined by quantification of the
carbidisation measured by XPS and increases from tanta-
lum to beryllium. By comparing the experimental results
with SDTRIM calculations we deduce a contribution of
chemical sputtering depending on the substrate atomic
mass. Tantalum shows enhanced erosion due to chemical
sputtering caused by stopped deuterium at the end of the
collision cascades in the carbon layer. Carbon erosion on
beryllium is not enhanced and well described by kinematic
sputtering and ion beam mixing processes only. Titanium
shows enhanced erosion which is not quantitatively
explained by mere stopped deuterium and might be influ-
enced by an additional mechanism providing deuterium
to the interface, as enhanced deuterium diffusion.
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Abstract. The deposition of carbon on metals is the unavoidable consequence of the application
of different wall materials in present and future fusion experiments like ITER. Presently used and
prospected materials besides carbon (CFC materials in high heat load areas) are tungsten and beryl-
lium. The simultaneous application of different materials leads to the formation of surface com-
pounds due to the erosion, transport and re-deposition of material during plasma operations. The
formation and erosion processes are governed by widely varying surface temperatures and kinetic
energies as well as the spectrum of impinging particles from the plasma. The knowledge of the
dependence on these parameters is crucial for the understanding and prediction of the compound
formation on wall materials. The formation of surface layers is of great importance, since they not
only determine erosion rates, but also influence the ability of the first wall for hydrogen isotope in-
ventory accumulation and release. Surface compound formation, diffusion and erosion phenomena
are studied under well-controlled ultra-high vacuum conditions using in-situ X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and ion beam analysis techniques available at a 3 MV tandem accelerator. XPS
provides chemical information and allows distinguishing elemental and carbidic phases with high
surface sensitivity. Accelerator-based spectroscopies provide quantitative compositional analysis
and sensitivity for deuterium in the surface layers. Using these techniques, the formation of carbidic
layers on metals is studied from room temperature up to 1700 K. The formation of an interfacial
carbide of several monolayers thickness is not only observed for metals with exothermic carbide
formation enthalpies, but also in the cases of Ni and Fe which form endothermic carbides. Addi-
tional carbon deposited at 300 K remains elemental. Depending on the substrate, carbon diffusion
into the bulk starts at elevated temperatures together with additional carbide formation. Depending
on the bond nature in the carbide (metallic in the transition metal carbides, ionic e.g. in Be2C), the
surface carbide layer is dissolved upon further increased temperatures or remains stable. Carbide
formation can also be initiated by ion bombardment, both of chemically inert noble gas ions or C+

or CO+ ions. In the latter case, a deposition-erosion equilibrium develops which leads to a ternary
surface layer of constant thickness. A chemical erosion channel is also discussed for the enhanced
erosion of thin carbon films on metals by deuterium ions.

INTRODUCTION

Formation and erosion of compound layers at the first wall of fusion devices are a conse-
quence of the application of different materials in fusion devices. Different particle and
energy loads in the various regions of the vessel require first wall materials with physical
and chemical properties able to cope with the specific local conditions. In current and
future fusion devices, the main candidates for wall materials are beryllium, tungsten and
carbon [1]. Other materials like titanium or stainless steel (iron, nickel) are also used in
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Figure 1. Impurity concentrations during ASDEX Upgrade discharges [4] with different plasma densi-
ties (a) and measured (first wall) and calculated (divertor and baffle) impurity particle energies impinging
on the wall materials in ASDEX Upgrade.

current machines. Beryllium is used in JET and foreseen to be used as the material lin-
ing the main plasma chamber. Tungsten is applied in current tokamaks, e.g. in ASDEX
Upgrade [2], and will be used in the ITER divertor, except for the plasma strike zones.
Here, ITER intends to rely on CFC (carbon fiber composite) materials due to the highest
particle and energy fluxes in these areas. For pure materials, a large data base is available
on their physical and chemical properties regarding erosion, hydrogen inventory and an-
ticipated performance in a next-step fusion device [3]. However, the continued erosion
of wall materials, transport along magnetic field lines, and re-deposition of material at
different areas within the vessel will lead to the formation of surface and near-surface
compound layers. These ”mixed materials” are of great interest, since their erosion and
hydrogen retention properties can differ largely from the pure materials due to altered
physical, chemical and adsorption properties.

The light elements carbon and oxygen are of special importance, since these elements
form volatile or gaseous compounds together with the metals used as wall materials.
As a consequence, even small concentrations of these elements lead to wall erosion due
to the recycling behavior. Figure 1a shows plasma impurity concentrations measured
at ASDEX Upgrade, determined spectroscopically for plasma discharges with different
densities [4]. The impurity concentrations for all elements plotted here decrease for in-
creasing plasma density. The increased number of particles due to higher densities is
over-compensated by the smaller particle energies, leading to a smaller erosion at higher
plasma densities. Therefore, impurity concentrations decrease at higher plasma densi-
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ties. The concentrations of both carbon and oxygen lie in the percent range, although
only carbon is used as a wall material. Source of oxygen are oxidized metal surfaces
and the presence of oxygen as impurity demonstrates the recycling behavior. Although
the source for oxygen is limited under operational conditions, oxygen is still present in
the plasma after extended operations. Tungsten is present only in small concentrations
in the 10−5 − 10−4 range, although this material was present in the high-flux region
within the divertor of ASDEX Upgrade during the relevant measurements. In Fig. 1a
also silicon is visible, since during the experimental campaigns when these spectro-
scopic data were acquired experiments with siliconized walls were performed. Silicon,
however, is otherwise not present without this pre-treatment. The energies of the parti-
cles impinging at the wall differ strongly on the position within the vessel. Figure 1b
shows experimental and simulation results of charge exchange (CX) particle energies in
ASDEX Upgrade. These neutrals originate from kinetic ions coming from the plasma
center which get neutralized in collisions with other plasma constituents and therefore
are no longer confined by the magnetic field. The spectrum for the first wall is measured
with a low-energy neutral particle analyzer in the mid-plane of the device. Plotted is a
spectrum for a neutral-beam heated discharge. Absolute numbers differ depending on
heating power, plasma density, hydrogen isotope, etc. [5]. However, it is clear from the
spectrum that particle energies extend from 20 eV (lower detection limit) into the keV
regime. Typical fluxes are in the 1016 cm−2s−1 regime for neutrals, ions play only a
minor role at the outer main wall. This situation may be very different at the inner wall,
as recent results suggest [6]. The data plotted in the panels for the baffle (which is the
entry part from the main chamber into the divertor) and the divertor plates are results
from Monte Carlo simulations. At these positions, no experimental data on the particle
energy distributions are available. The calculations are based on experimental electron
temperatures and consider a Maxwellian energy distribution. They are carried out with
the TRIM.SP code [7, 23] to simulate the particle spectrum at the given energies. At
the baffle, particle energies are in the several 100 eV range for pure deuterium plasmas.
Small amounts of impurities increase the energies easily by some 100 eV, as the calcula-
tion for a 1% C4+ impurity concentration shows. In the baffle, CX neutrals arrive at the
wall with fluxes in the 1017 cm−2s−1 regime, whereas the ion fluxes are already in the
1019 cm−2s−1 range. Finally, at the divertor plates particle energies are below 100 eV for
detached plasmas with electron temperatures of 4 eV. However, both CX neutral and ion
fluxes are in the 1019 cm−2s−1 ranges. These results illustrate the parameter range for
species and particle energies which have to be considered for the formation and erosion
processes of wall materials. Another set of parameters is the wall temperature. It also
depends strongly on the position and the respective energy deposition. It ranges from
room temperature or slightly above to 1000 K and above at positions of heavy energy
impact, for example at limiters.

This paper focuses on the formation and erosion of surface compound layers with
respect to carbon. As outlined above, carbon is a dominating impurity in all fusion
plasmas if carbon is used as one of the first wall materials. This is due to its tendency
to form volatile compounds with hydrogen (hydrocarbons) and oxygen (CO, CO2) and
consequently the high recycling behavior. The Results section is structured in order to
address different parameter sets. First, reaction and diffusion properties are discussed
by analyzing thin elemental carbon films on various substrates at 300 K and at elevated
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temperatures. Second, implantation of carbon species (C+, CO+) into beryllium at keV
energies is investigated. Finally, investigations of interfacial reactions between elemental
carbon layers on metals induced by noble gas ions and the erosion of carbon layers by
D+ ions are shown.

EXPERIMENTAL

The task to determine the fundamental properties of the interaction of potential wall
materials with impurities from the plasma requires very well-defined conditions. Param-
eters like surface composition and sample temperature must be controlled thoroughly.
It is also necessary to have control over the energy and composition of the interacting
species. Therefore, all our experiments are carried out under ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
conditions. Main tools for the characterization of the mixed materials are photoelec-
tron and ion spectroscopies. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) probes core-level
transitions yielding information on the specific element, including its chemical envi-
ronment. Ion spectroscopies are accelerator techniques like Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy (RBS). They provide e.g. quantitative compositional data along with depth
distributions. Our experimental setup ’Artoss‘ [8] combines both surface sensitive tools
and ion beam techniques available through a 3 MV tandem accelerator in one chamber.
Also in situ available are different ion sources for sample bombardment at energies be-
tween 100 eV and 20 keV, gas admission facilities and an electron beam evaporator, used
here to deposit carbon thin films. For high resolution XPS measurements, a second UHV
system (’XPS‘) is available [9], equipped with a monochromatic Al X-ray source and an
ion source for sample preparation. This analysis chamber is connected to a preparation
chamber where thin films can be prepared by electron beam evaporation from several
sources. Annealing of samples is possible in both experimental set-ups.

All data described in this paper are collected under UHV conditions (base pressures
of low 10−9 Pa in ’Artoss‘ and low 10−8 Pa in the ’XPS‘ system). The carbon films
are deposited with an Omicron EFM3 electron beam evaporation source using high-
purity graphite rods (99.999%, Goodfellow). During carbon deposition the pressure is
less than 1×10−7 Pa. Non-monochromatic Mg Kα and monochromatic Al Kα radiation
are used in ’Artoss‘ and ’XPS‘ experiments, respectively. The photoelectron binding
energies (BEs) are measured with hemispherical analyzers (PHI) driven at pass energies
of 2.95 or 23.5 eV for high-resolution spectra and at 93.5 eV for survey scans. The
binding energy scale is calibrated with respect to the Au 4f7/2 peak at 84.0 eV and
for the linearity calibration additionally the Cu 2p3/2 and Ag 3d5/2 peaks are used. Peak
fitting is performed with a commercial software package [10]. A Shirley background and
Gauss-Lorentz fit functions are applied. Quantitative XPS analysis of layer thicknesses
is carried out taking into account both the intensities from layer and substrate. Details
are given elsewhere [22]. The metal samples used here exhibit polished surfaces and
are cleaned in situ by Ar+ sputtering and heating cycles until no contamination can be
detected by XPS. We used polycrystalline samples of Au, Be and Ti, as well as single
crystals of W(111), Be(0001) and Fe(110). Ar+ and D+ are produced from Linde gases
(5.0 purity, D2 ≥ 99.8%) in a non-mass separated ion source (Specs IQE 12/38) in the
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Figure 2. XPS spectra in the C 1s region of thin carbon films (thickness approx. one monolayer and
above) on metal surfaces after deposition at 300 K. The lines indicate the binding energy position of
the indicated carbides. Peaks in the highlighted area represent elemental carbon. The Gibbs energies of
formation (ΔG0

f ) are taken from [11].

’XPS‘ system. C+ and CO+ are produced both from CO (Linde, 3.7) and CO2 (Linde,
4.5) gases and the ions are mass-separated in a 80◦ bending magnet.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Carbon films on metals

The reactivity of several materials with elemental carbon is studied at room temper-
ature (300 K) and elevated temperatures by depositing carbon from the vapor phase
on polished high-purity samples by XPS. Starting from sub-monolayer coverages, the
chemical state of both carbon and metal substrates can be observed with high sensitiv-
ity. At 300 K, all materials investigated so far [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] react with carbon
readily under formation of a surface carbide. Figure 2 shows C 1s XPS spectra of thin
carbon layers (monolayer range) on Ti, W, Fe and Be substrates. All spectra are plot-
ted without background subtraction. Generally, the carbide layer formed during 300 K
deposition is limited to the carbon-substrate interface. Carbon deposited in excess re-
mains in the elemental state. In the cases of Fe, Ti, and also Be substrates shown here
carbon clearly is present both as carbide (BE position indicated by the dashed lines) and
as graphitic carbon. This is intuitively not surprising for the exothermic carbides of Be
and Ti. However, even for the endothermic reaction between Fe and C, Fe3C formation
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Figure 3. Composition of a 3.9 nm C film on W(111) during annealing, determined by XPS from the
C 1s signal (a). W2C and WC formation processes are accompanied by C diffusion into the W bulk (b).

is observed after 300 K deposition. The table given in Fig. 2 shows the Gibbs free en-
ergies of formation of several carbides relevant for fusion materials [11]. Stoichiometric
carbides are observed in all four cases shown here. For Ti, which exhibits the narrowest
carbide peak at 281.8 eV in this series, additional intensity around 282.6 eV is observed.
This indicates the formation of subcarbides like Ti8C5 or Ti6C5 [17, 18]. Since a narrow
photoelectron peak indicates not only exact stoichiometry but also a well-ordered local
atomic environment, the narrow TiC peak demonstrates the formation of stoichiometric,
locally well-ordered TiC besides the substoichiometric phases.

The interaction of carbon films on metallic surfaces at elevated temperatures is illus-
trated with the example of a 3.9 nm carbon film on a W(111) single crystal surface.
The film is deposited at 300 K and heated up to 1670 K in 100 K steps. The sample is
held at the elevated temperatures for 30 min and cooled to 300 K before XPS measure-
ments. A single crystal was chosen in this series to exclude effects from grain boundary
diffusion. Figure 3a shows carbon phase evolution with temperature. The analysis is per-
formed by deconvolution of the C 1s signal into several components. These components
are elemental carbon (which itself is composed of a graphitic and disordered graphitic
part), tungsten subcarbide (W2C) and tungsten carbide (WC) [19]. The behavior over
the whole temperature range can be divided into four phases. Phase 1 shows a constant
carbon amount up to 970 K. The disordered graphitic part in the C 1s signal decreases
while in parallel the ordered graphitic fraction increases. Due to the gentle annealing,
defects created during the carbon deposition can react and the graphitic structural order
is improved. The initially present carbide at the interface (see Fig. 2 for thin C layers) re-
mains unchanged. Around 1000 K, phase 2 is characterized by a beginning diffusion of
carbon into the substrate, accompanied by the formation of a subcarbide phase (W2C).

Phase 3 between 1070 and 1470 K shows a constant carbon amount within the XPS
analysis region and also no changes in the carbide phases. W2C dominates although the
concentration of WC has slightly increased compared to phases 1 and 2. Above 1470 K,
carbon diffusion into the substrate accelerates and finally only approx. 10% of the
surface within the XPS analysis depth consists of carbon. W2C decreases at the cost of
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Figure 4. Comparison of the temperature-dependent reaction and diffusion behavior of carbon films on
several substrates. The initial C 1s intensities are normalized to 100%.

WC, which becomes the dominating carbide compound. The whole process is illustrated
in Fig 3b. These four phases are observed similarly on other substrates. However, not all
metals form well-distinguished carbide phases like it is the case here with tungsten.
E.g. titanium has a broad range of substoichiometric carbide phases with smaller C
fractions than in TiC [20, 17, 18, 21]. A marked difference is observed for metals which
form endothermic carbides: Ni and Fe (see table in Fig. 2). Here, during phase 1 not
only ordering in the elemental carbon is observed. A decrease in the respective carbide
concentration also shows the decomposition of the initially formed carbides due to their
endothermic nature. With two Ni surfaces, the temperature onset for carbon diffusion
into the Ni was examined with respect to the surface orientation. On Ni(110), which is
more open surface, diffusion sets in at 670 K. On the dense Ni(111) surface, however,
no C diffusion is observed below 770 K. This demonstrates that the surface atom density
is a crucial parameter for carbon diffusion in the case of thin surface films [22].

Two processes dominate the interactions of elemental carbon film on substrates: car-
bide formation and carbon diffusion into the bulk. Besides them, the ordering of disor-
dered graphitic carbon into graphite is observed. Before carbon diffusion sets in, carbide
is only present at the interface between carbon layer and substrate. This interfacial car-
bide even exists if the carbide formation reaction is endothermic, as in the cases of
Fe and Ni. Figure 4 compares the carbon-substrate interactions for carbon layers of
a few nm thickness on several elements. The layers are thin enough to detect all car-
bon by XPS. Shown are the total C 1s intensities, normalized to 100% after the carbon
deposition at 300 K. As a comparison with an unreactive substrate, a carbon film on
polycrystalline gold is shown. Au neither forms a carbide, nor is carbon soluble in Au.
The results demonstrate that the initial carbon intensity stays constant up to 88% of the
melting temperature of gold. No carbon loss is observed. This is different for all other
elements examined here which form carbides. In the cases of Be(0001) and Si(100) sub-
strates, a final carbon intensity is reached which reflects approximately the stoichiometry
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Figure 5. RBS spectra (a) and quantitative analysis (b) a of bombardment of a Be substrate by 5 keV C+.
Carbon is accumulated in Be and forms an overlayer. The experiment is well reproduced by a TRIDYN
simulation.

of the respective carbides (Be2C and SiC). Deviations from the stoichiometric ratio of
the compounds are due to different relative substrate sensitivities before and after com-
pound formation because of the exponential escape depths of electrons. No extended
carbon loss into the bulk is observed, the inter-diffusion of substrate and carbon stops
after compound formation. This can be understood with the ionic bond character in these
compounds. The charged nature of the lattice constituents prevents diffusion of carbon
out of the formed compound layer. This is very different in case of the metallic carbides
which form e.g. on Fe, Ti, and W. Here, carbon occupies different sites within the metal
host lattices. Since neither the metal atoms nor carbon carry electrical charges, diffusion
between similar sites is facilitated compared to an ionic solid. In the Fe and W cases,
formed carbide phases stabilize the carbon concentration in certain temperature regimes.
This is not the case for Ti, since here no rearrangements in the metal lattice are neces-
sary upon carbide formation. The influence of grain boundary diffusion can be seen in
the comparison of Fig. 3a and the W curve in Fig. 4. In contrast to the W(111) substrate,
in case of Wpoly more gradual changes between the carbon phases are observed. In the
polycrystalline solid, grain boundary diffusion is a second path besides carbon diffusion
through the metal lattice. The difference of W(111) and Wpoly is also reflected in the
different activation energies for the subcarbide formation process (phase 2 in Fig. 3a).
For C/W(111) the activation barrier for this process is 1.1 eV, whereas for C/Wpoly the
activation energy is reduced to 0.8 eV.

Carbon ion implantation

Interactions of metal surfaces with energetic particles of keV energies which are
present mainly in the main chamber of fusion devices (Fig. 1b), are investigated in ion
implantation experiments. The difference to the interactions described in the last section
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is that such ions carry kinetic energy which leads to the deposition of the respective
species not at the surface, but in deeper areas of the substrate. Moreover, the excess
kinetic energy can trigger chemical reactions and thereby initiate compound formation
at much lower temperatures than necessary for reactions of vapor-deposited layers with
surfaces. Kinetic interactions between keV particles and solid surfaces can be simulated
using Monte Carlo codes like TRIM.SP or TRIDYN [7, 23]. These programs calculate
collisional processes in the target by tracing each particle and all generated secondary
particles in an amorphous solid, calculating energy and momentum transfer according
to binary elastic collisions and electronic stopping processes, until the particles’ kinetic
energies are below a threshold energy. TRIDYN additionally takes into account compo-
sitional changes in the target with respect to the depth from the surface. This is done by
dividing the target in thin layers and dynamically adapting their respective composition.
However, no chemical (e.g. compound formation) and diffusional effects are included
in the simulation. Therefore, chemical processes can be deduced by comparing experi-
mental results with TRIDYN simulations.

Figure 5 shows the modifications of a Be surface by implantation of 5 keV C+. In
Fig. 5a RBS spectra measured after increasing C+ fluences are plotted. For small C+

fluences the carbon signal is shifted to lower channels compared to the C surface position
which is indicated by the arrow. Complementary, the Be edge shifts to lower channels
during increased implantation. Additionally, carbon intensity builds up between the C
and Be edges. These observations demonstrate the formation of a carbon layer at the
surface. After an initial phase where C+ is deposited below the Be surface and Be
is sputtered by C+ ions, carbon accumulates also at the outermost surface. Since the
impact angle and ion energy lead to a carbon self-sputtering yield below 1, continued
C+ implantation leads to a buildup of a carbon surface layer, as soon as enough carbon
has accumulated at the surface. In Fig. 5b the carbon amounts determined from the
RBS spectra are plotted against the implanted C+ fluence together with a TRIDYN
simulation. The trend of the experimental curve is reproduced perfectly by the Monte
Carlo simulation. Even quantitatively, the agreements is well within the experimental
errors. The errors shown with the data points account for the quantification of the
deposited carbon by RBS and the error in the implantation current measurement. The
error in the RBS amounts is calculated as the square root of the RBS intensity. For the
implantation current measurement an error of 20% is assumed. The observed agreement
between TRIDYN and experimentally determined carbon after ion implantation leads to
the conclusion that, even though there are chemical reactions taking place (formation of
Be2C [24]), the kinematic simulation is sufficient to describe the experimental results.
This is due to the fact that no volatile species are produced and not diffusion phenomena
are present under these conditions.

The situation changes completely for a system which contains oxygen as third ele-
ment. Figure 6 shows the results for an experiment in which a Be surface is bombarded
with CO+. This experiment mimics the simultaneous bombardment by C and O, since
CO+ splits up upon impact at the surface. The kinetic energy of the molecular ion is dis-
tributed according to the atomic mass ratio, therefore O taking a slightly larger part than
C. In Fig. 6a the amounts of carbon and oxygen collected in the sample during implan-
tation of 3, 5 and 12 keV CO+, measured by RBS, are shown, together with a TRIDYN
simulation for the 5 keV case. For low fluences, the CO+ are implanted into the Be and
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Figure 6. CO+ implantation into beryllium at three different primary energies. The accumulated
amounts of C and O are measured by RBS and compared to a TRIDYN simulation (a). The Be 1s XPS
analysis of a 5 keV CO+ bombardment shows a transient formation of Be2C. For larger fluences Be is
completely bound in BeO (b). Carbon is present initially in carbidic and elemental form (graphitic and
disordered graphitic), later also C-O compounds appear in the highlighted BE area (c).

the measured data points follow well the TRIDYN simulation. After a transition fluence
which depends on the ion energy the C and O amounts in the Be sample level off and
stay constant for larger CO+ fluences. In all cases, the amount of O is slightly larger
than of C. However, the ratio C/O approaches 1 for increasing energies (0.75, 0.85 and
0.90 for the respective CO+ energies of 3, 5, and 12 keV). Calculations by TRIM.SP
show that the different implantation depths of C and O into Be adjust for increasing ki-
netic energies. Therefore, the reason for different C and O amounts is the asymmetric
splitting of the CO+ kinetic energy. The O implantation zone is dynamically slightly
broader than that for C. XPS analysis reveals the chemical species formed during the
CO+ implantation process. In Fig. 6b the result of the Be 1s signal deconvolution and
plotted against the fluence. The initially metallic Be reacts readily both with C (forming
Be2C) and O (forming BeO). The Be2C phase, however, is only present in a transient
low-fluence regime. BeO as the more exothermic compound is the only Be compound
in the steady-state regime at higher fluences. For C, the chemical composition is more
complicated. Figure 6c shows the C 1s regions with increasing CO+ fluence, indicated
by the arrow. At low fluences, again the carbidic species is visible (labelled c) and van-
ishes again for prolonged ion bombardment. Right from the beginning, elemental carbon
can be found (graphitic, g, and disordered carbon, d). Continued CO+ bombardment ad-
ditionally leads to intensity in the highlighted area, labelled C-O comp. Here, several
carbon-oxygen compounds appear (carbonates, adsorbed CO and CO2 [25, 26]. The ap-
pearance of constant C and O inventories in the Be substrate despite the continued CO+

bombardment can only be explained by a chemical erosion channel which releases C
and O at the same rate as it is deposited by the ion beam. Due to the complicated chem-
ical surface composition, further experiments are necessary to clarify the mechanism.
For Be at the first wall of a fusion device under these conditions, a continuous erosion is
the consequence from these observations, since the continuously eroded mixed surface
layer always also contains beryllium.
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Ion-induced surface reactions

An alternative energy contribution to the system compared to annealing in order
to initiate chemical reactions between surface layers and substrate is bombardment at
300 K by kinetic ions. If noble gas ions are used, the dispersed kinetic energy can be used
for ion beam mixing processes, whereas the projectile cannot participate in chemical
reactions. If, on the other hand, e.g. D+ ions are used, they can additionally undergo
chemical reactions with the solid themselves. These two alternatives are discussed for
Ar+ and D+ bombardments of carbon layers on titanium. In addition, Ar+ bombardment
of a C layer on tungsten is discussed.

Figure 7 demonstrates the formation of stoichiometric and substoichiometric carbides
for carbon layers on W (7a) and Ti (7b) by Ar+implantation. After C deposition and
at low fluences, the C 1s spectra are dominated by elemental carbon (graphitic and
disordered, which is visible as a shoulder at higher BEs around 285.2 eV [19]). On
Ti, TiC at the layer-substrate interface is visible. Upon Ar+ bombardment (increasing
Ar+ fluences are indicated by arrows), several processes can be observed. First, the total
amount of carbon decreases due to sputtering. Second, since the high-BE shoulder in the
elementary peak vanishes faster than the total decrease of elemental carbon intensity, the
disordered fraction seems to erode quicker than the graphitic part. Third, the intensity
in the BE regions of the carbides increases during bombardment and passes through a
maximum. Finally, it also decreases, as erosion by sputtering continues. Intermediately,
on both metals subcarbides (W2C, TixCy) are formed. Fourth, quantitative examinations
of the carbide peak widths show that on Ti, the TiC peak widths correspond to the
experimental resolution. However, on W, the widths are wider than this resolution.
This implies that the carbon atoms in the formed TiC are all in an identical, well-
ordered local atomic environment. The formed WC, however, must be present less well
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also TiC is sputtered (b). The total erosion of C is plotted in (c). The dashed spectrum and lines indicate
the fluence where elemental C has vanished.

locally ordered. This interpretation yet awaits a direct confirmation, e.g. by EXAFS
measurements. A quantitative analysis of the changes in the carbon amount on Ti during
the Ar+ bombardment is plotted in Fig. 7c. The first part of the erosion curve shows a
linear decrease. This is a strong indication for physical sputtering of an adlayer of more
than one monolayer in thickness. From the slope results a sputtering yield of Yphys = 1.5.
Since Ar is a noble gas for which no chemical interaction of Ar+ with the substrate
elements is expected, this linear behavior confirms these expectations.

However, if deuterium ions are used instead of unreactive Ar+, an additional chemical
erosion channel opens up. Figure 8 shows an experiment where a C layer on Ti is
bombarded by 4 keV D+ ions. The C 1s spectrum series (Fig. 8a) shows the erosion
of the elemental C and the evolution of carbidic C. Again, the increasing D+ fluence is
indicated by an arrow and corresponds to the scale in Fig. 8c. XPS allows for quantitative
analysis of the interaction process by separating the carbon phases. These results are
plotted in Fig. 8b and show that the elemental carbon is eroded quickly, while TiC is
formed in a parallel process. After the removal of elemental C, erosion of TiC starts as
well. The vertical dashed lines in Figs. 8b+c indicate this fluence which corresponds to
the dashed spectrum in Fig. 8a. The conversion of the C 1s intensity in a carbon coverage
reveals two separate processes responsible for the C erosion. The data points in Fig. 8c
are fitted by the sum of an exponential decay (solid line) and a linear function (dotted
lined). For a mere physical sputtering process, only a linear function is expected for
layers larger than a monolayer [27]. This behavior is indeed observed here for fluences
above 6×1016 cm−2 with a sputtering yield Yphys = 0.01, in reasonable agreement with
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TRIDYN calculations. However, the first part at lower fluences fits to an exponential
function. This can only be explained if the entire carbon layer reacts simultaneously.
This supports a model in which the penetrating D+ interact chemically with the entire
carbon layer under hydrocarbon formation. These products then need to diffuse to the
surface and desorb. The erosion yield for such a process, calculated from the exponential
function, is Ychem = 0.09 and almost one order of magnitude larger than the physical
sputtering yield. To proof this mechanism, experiments with detection of desorbing
species are under way.

CONCLUSIONS

The presence of carbon materials in a fusion device is justified by beneficial physical
properties of carbon with respect to thermal stability and conductivity. During operation,
carbon is eroded, transported along magnetic field lines, and re-deposited at different
locations than originally designed. Therefore, carbon becomes a reaction parter to the
additionally employed materials at the first walls, which are predominantly metals.
The reactivity of carbon present in thin layers ranging from sub-monolayers to nm
films is studied with respect to carbon-substrate and carbon-plasma particle interactions.
Particle species coming from the plasma are to the large part hydrogen isotopes, but also
plasma impurities like carbon itself and oxygen. Particle energies range from close to
thermal to several keV which trigger different particle-surface interaction processes. At
low kinetic energies, adsorption/desorption phenomena as well as chemical interactions
dominate. They not only depend on the availability of reactive material, but also on
the substrate temperature which controls diffusion in the reactive solid-solid systems.
At kinetic energies in the keV regime, in addition to chemical processes kinematic ion-
solid interactions occur. This comprises erosion by physical sputtering and also chemical
reactions activated by ion-beam mixing effects and the accompanied energy entry into
the surface layers.

In this paper the carbide formation at 300 K and elevated substrate temperatures is
discussed for exo- and endothermic metals which form ionic as well as metallic carbides.
In all cases, carbide formation occurs already at 300 K. At this temperature, it is limited
to monolayers at the very interface between carbon and substrate. Carbide formation in
excess to this thin interface sets in at substrate-specific temperatures. In parallel, carbon-
substrate inter-diffusion occurs. In case of the ionic carbides, no dissolution of the carbon
in the bulk of the substrates is observed. The formed carbide layers are thermally stable.
If the carbide type is metallic, as it is the case for many transition metals, surface carbide
layers are only stable in a limited temperature range. Above this, dissolution of carbon
in the metal bulk dominates. Whether thin a carbon layer remains at the surface or not
seems to be determined by bulk restructuring effects. If the metal atoms have similar
structures in metal and carbides, dissolution of carbon is almost quantitative (this is the
case for Ti). If carbide structures differ significantly from the bulk metal structure, even
at very high temperatures, carbides are still present at the surface (e.g. for Fe and W).

Carbide formation reactions can also be initiated by ion impact. This is not only of
importance for fusion first wall materials, but should also kept in mind when sputter
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depth profiling a sample for chemical analysis! Carbide formation by ion impact is a
consequence of ion beam mixing. For metals forming several carbide phases, initially
subcarbides are observed (Ti and W). At extended fluences, the stoichiometric carbide
phases TiC and WC are formed. Narrow carbide peak widths indicate a high local order
around C atoms in TiC, whereas in WC lower structural ordering seems to be the result
of Ar+-induced carbide formation. This correlates with the higher formation enthalpies
in TiC which initiate local ordering processes. Reactive ion bombardment also leads
to chemical reactions in addition to kinematic processes. This is especially the case
for element combinations which potentially can form volatile molecules. In the ternary
systems Be–C–O and Ti–C–D, enhanced erosion rates compared to mere kinematic
sputtering processes are observed. This observation points out the importance of studies
of complex systems for the prediction of first wall processes in fusion devices.
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The formation of endothermic carbides on Fe and Ni is studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) by deposition of carbon films from the vapor phase and subsequent annealing steps. The reaction
between carbon and metal substrates is measured by shifts in the C 1s photoelectron peaks. By compar-
ison with two elementary carbon photoelectron energies determined from carbon films on unreactive
Au substrates, a carbide peak in the C 1s spectra on reactive Fe and Ni substrates is identified. The
carbides formed after deposition of carbon films at room temperature are located at the interface be-
tween carbon film and metal substrate. We report on the behavior of elementary carbon films with
respect to film thickness and thermal treatment leading to carbide formation and carbon diffusion into
the bulk.

# 2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction Various authors reported on the interaction of C with Fe or Ni. We focus on photo-
electron spectroscopy measurements concerning the carbides. Shabanova et al. [1] measured the Fe 2p,
C 1s and valence band energy region of Fe3C at 510 K by XPS. Panzner et al. [2] reported on iron
carbide measured with XPS, UPS, AES and EELS. They prepared the carbide (Fe3C) on iron-chro-
mium (Cr: 3%) and iron-manganese (Mn: 20%) alloys. Other authors confirm the binding energies
given in this report. Sinharoy et al. [3–5] reported on Ni films on graphite. They observed a decom-
position of carbide between 420 and 670 K. Zdansky et al. [6] formed a carbon layer on Ni by ther-
mal decomposition of C2H4 or CO. Nickel carbide was observed in XPS measurements. Other authors
[7, 8] found carbide after carbon segregation. In those experiments the carbon films on Ni were pre-
pared by thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons or precipitation at high temperatures. We deposit the
carbon films from the vapor phase with substrates at room temperature thereby making accessible
investigations of the reactivity between metal and carbon during thermal treatments.

In earlier work we studied carbon films on W, Ti, Si and Be [9–12]. These substrates all show
exothermic carbide formation and we find increased carbide fractions at elevated annealing tempera-
tures. The onset of carbide formation and the amount of carbide detected at the interface (within the
XPS information depth) depends both on thermodynamic properties as well as on the structures of the
respective elements and carbides.

Iron and nickel form endothermic carbides under standard conditions. The respective Gibbs free
energies of formation (DG0

f ) are given in Table 1. Carbon films on Ti, Si, Be and W upon heating
behave according to the thermodynamic properties of the respective carbides. Ti with the most nega-
tive value of DG0

f shows the most pronounced carbide formation at the lowest temperature compared
to the other substrates. Furthermore, the carbide formation depends on the substrate and carbide struc-
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tures. The carbides of Ti and W are intercalation compounds. Ti with a hexagonal close packing
provides octahedral sites within the metal lattice. These sites are consecutively filled by carbon lead-
ing to subcarbides and –– if all sites are filled –– the stoichiometric TiC (in fact “TiC” is always
slightly understoichiometric: TiC0:95 [13]). In the case of W, the metal atoms are arranged in a body
centered cubic packing. The octahedral sites within this lattice are too small to accommodate carbon.
There are two carbides known for W: W2C and WC. In the case of WC the metal has to rearrange
into a hexagonal primitive structure with trigonal prismatic sites. WC is formed if 1/2 of these sites
are occupied by C. In the case of W2C the metal rearranges into a hexagonal close packing in which
the octahedral sites are occupied by C. To conclude the structure description, the formation of inter-
calated carbides (TiC, WC and W2C) requires a migration of C into the metal lattice. This behavior is
visible as carbon diffusion together with an increasing carbide intensity. Si and Be are examples for
carbides with ionic bonding (SiC, Be2C). The thermal behavior of carbon films on these two sub-
strates is comparable. Once the carbide is formed in the respective stoichiometric ratio, the compound
layer is stable during further annealing. Corresponding to the more negative value of DG0

f for Be2C,
the carbide formation sets in at lower temperatures than for SiC. To summarize the observations about
carbide formation from carbon on elemental substrates, we find a clearly visible trend in carbide
formation depending on the thermodynamic properties. Furthermore, the carbide formation is gov-
erned both by carbon diffusion and metal lattice structure.

Keeping the thermodynamic properties in mind, we deposit carbon films on Ni and Fe. These
metals show endothermic carbides (see Table 1) with similar carbide structure [14]. Both carbides are
intercalation compounds and the metal substrates have to rearrange during the carbide formation. Such
a behavior is comparable to WC and W2C. The bulk structure models for Fe, Ni and their respective
carbides are shown in Fig. 1. In the case of Fe the metal has to rearrange from a body centered cubic
packing into a complex orthorhombic structure with carbon in trigonal prismatic like sites. Nickel on
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Table 1 Free enthalpy of formation at 300 K [18] for Ni3C and Fe3C and carbides measured before
and reported in [9–12].

carbide DG0
f (eV)

TiC �1:87
Be2C �1:19
SiC �0:73
WC �0:40
W2C �0:23
Fe3C þ0:21
Ni3C þ0:66

Fe

Ni

Fe3C

Ni3C

metal

octahedral
site

trigonal pris-
matic like site

Fig. 1 Lattice structures of the metals (dark
gray circles) and the carbides. Carbon (light gray
circles) occupies trigonal prismatic sites in Fe3C
and octahedral sites in Ni3C. In both structures
the metal has to rearrange during the carbide for-
mation.
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the other hand has to rearrange from a cubic close lattice into a trigonal structure with a hexagonal
close packing of Ni and C in octahedral sites.

This work describes our studies of carbon films on Ni and Fe and their carbide formation with
respect to their thermodynamic properties. We compare these endothermic reactions with earlier stu-
died carbides on W, Ti, Si and Be.

2 Experimental The XPS measurements are performed in a commercial XPS system (PHI 5600
ESCA, base pressure <3 � 10�8 Pa) with monochromatic Al Ka radiation. The hemispherical analyzer
is driven at a pass energy of 2.95 eV for high resolution measurements and at 93.90 eV for survey
scans. The binding energy scale is calibrated with respect to the Au 4f7=2 (84.0 eV) peak. For linearity
calibration, additionally the Ag 3d5=2 (368.3 eV) and Cu 2p3=2 (932.7 eV) signals are used [15]. Mea-
suring with a pass energy of 2.95 eV leads to a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.6 eV for
the Au 4f7=2 peak. The angle between X-ray source and the analyzer is 90�. The sample can be
rotated leading to different take-off angles. For the measurements an analysis angle of 68� between
analyzer and surface (22� take-off angle) is used. Under this angle the information depth is maximized
since we are interested in chemical information from the carbon-substrate interface. The samples are
cleaned in situ by repeated sputtering (3 kV Arþ) and annealing (up to 970 K) cycles until no impuri-
ties are observed in the spectra. Fe(100) (diameter 0.5 cm) and a Ni(111) (diameter 1 cm) crystals are
used as substrates. A polycrystalline Au foil on the sample holder in addition to the Fe and Ni crys-
tals is used for monitoring of the Au 4f peak position. Carbon films are deposited in a preparation
chamber (pressure during deposition <3 � 10�7 Pa) which is connected with the XPS chamber via a
UHV valve. The carbon source is an Omicron EFM3 electron beam evaporator filled with a graphite

rod (99.999%, Goodfellow). XPS data is analyzed using the
MultiPak [19] program. A Shirley background and Gauss–
Lorentz functions are fitted to the experimental data. For the
figures in this paper, the Shirley background is subtracted
before plotting experimental data and fitted peaks.

3 Results
3.1 Carbon films at room temperature In contrast to all
other substrates we reported in [9–12], carbon on Au shows
no reaction or diffusion into the bulk. We use unreactive
carbon films on Au in order to characterize the elementary
carbon states within the C 1s binding energy region. The
C 1s signal (Fig. 2a) exhibits graphitic carbon at 284.2 eV
and an additional state at higher binding energy (285.1 eV)
which we assign to disordered graphitic C. This carbon frac-
tion is clearly visible as a shoulder in the C 1s signal in
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Fig. 2 Photoelectron spectra of carbon films deposited on Au (a),
Fe (b) and Ni (c). The elemental state in the C 1s signal (measured
data: open circles) consists of graphitic C (- -) at 284.2 eV and dis-
ordered C (� � �) at 285.1 eV. On reactive substrates an additional
component in the carbidic state (solid line) is found. The envelope
(solid line) represents the sum of all components and matches with
the measured C 1s signal.
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case of thicker films. XPS measurements of a HOPG (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite) sample show
graphitic C. After Arþ bombardment of HOPG an additional state at higher binding energy is created,
denoted as disordered graphitic C. The amount of this disordered fraction can be modified by ion
bombardment as well as by annealing. Ion bombardment leads to an increase in disordered C, but this
fraction can be reordered again during annealing. Thermal treatment of deposited films on Au without
irradiation leads to a shift of intensity from disordered to ordered graphitic C.

Reactive carbon films on already described substrates [9–12] show a thin carbide layer at the inter-
face, but the carbide amount differs. Even being endothermic, we find a small carbide intensity on Ni
and Fe after 300 K deposition. Figure 2 shows carbon films on Fe (b) and Ni (c) and compares them
to the already described films on Au (a). The binding energies of the carbides are at 283.5 eV for
Ni3C and 283.4 eV for Fe3C, respectively. Both signals have a FWHM of 1.0 eV. These values are in
good agreement with literature data [1, 2, 4, 6]. The carbide intensity mentioned above is very small
on iron and nickel (corresponding to less than 1 ML), whereas we find a larger carbide fraction on the
other substrates. This carbide layer is located at the interface between deposited carbon layer and
metal substrate. This restriction of the carbide to the interface is clearly visible in XPS measurements
under different take-off angles. Figure 3 illustrates the angle dependence of the C 1s signal composi-
tion. The more surface sensitive the measurements are (60� take-off angle), the higher is the carbide
intensity. In this example we deposit a carbon film (1.6 nm) on Ni. In the case of 22� take-off angle
we find 5% carbide intensity, whereas under 60� the fraction amounts to 18%. In addition to the angle
dependence of the carbide intensity we find a maximum carbide amount in thin films (�1 ML). Addi-
tionally deposited C is in the elementary state.

The carbon film thickness is evaluated under assumption of a layer growth with inelastic mean free
paths (IMFP) of 1.082 nm (Ni 2p3=2), 1.494 nm (C 1s) and 1.201 nm (Fe 2p3=2). We use the “univer-
sal” Seah-Dench equation (Eq. (1)) as reported in [16].

lðESÞ ¼ 538
E2
S

aþ 0:41a3=2E1=2
S ð1Þ

ES (in eV) represents the energy of the
photoelectrons, a is the atom diameter (in
nm). For the calculation of a a density of
1.8 g=cm3 for the deposited carbon films is
applied [9, 17].

3.2 Thermal behavior of carbon films Car-
bon films on Ni and Fe are annealed in steps
of 50 or 100 K for 10 or 30 min. XPS mea-
surements are performed at room temperature
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between the treatment steps. On both substrates
the carbide formed initially after carbon deposition
decomposes at relatively low temperatures, while
the total C 1s intensity remains constant. In Fig. 4
the C 1s signals and the surface composition of a
carbon film (0.8 nm) on Fe resulting from the fit
procedure are shown. The thermal behavior of a
thin 0.4 nm carbon film on Ni is similar (not shown).
The C 1s signal of thin films (<1 nm) shows a
shoulder at lower binding energies assigned to car-

bide (Fig. 2). After annealing the carbide intensity decreases and reaches its minimum at 520 K. The
overall C 1s area is nearly constant in this temperature region and the decrease in carbide is explained
by decomposition of the initially formed carbide. This observation complies with the endothermic
enthalpy of formation of the Fe and Ni carbides and is therefore expected from their metastable
character. A decomposition of Ni3C is also reported in [3–5]. The authors observe a beginning decom-
position at 420 K and a complete loss of carbide above 670 K, as measured by AES. We find a clear
decrease in carbide intensity of carbon films on Fe and Ni only for thin films (�1 nm) and attribute
this to the surface sensitivity of XPS measurements. In the case of thicker films the elementary carbon
covering the interfacial carbide attenuates the photoelectrons coming from the carbide and the small
variation in the carbide fraction is only barely detectable. The results for a thicker carbon film
(1.9 nm) on Ni are shown in Fig. 5. The carbide intensity is nearly constant until the total C 1s inten-
sity decreases, only a very small decrease between 300 and 800 K is visible. The ordering of the
elementary state is clearly visible by a decrease in the disordered C fraction. Starting around 800 K
we observe additional carbide formation. This increase in carbide intensity is accompanied by an
onset of carbon diffusion into the bulk leading to a smaller total C 1s signal intensity.

On Fe the carbon diffusion sets in at 670 K. The carbon remaining in the surface region contributing to
the XPS signal is in the carbidic state, whereas the elementary carbon vanishes. The diffusion and reac-
tion of carbon on Fe is independent on the carbon film thickness on the time scale accessible in our
experiments. For short annealing cycles of 10 min, the same behavior is observed for thin (<1 nm) and
thick (a maximum thickness of 9 nm is examined) carbon films. Diffusion sets in at 670 K, the total
carbon intensity decreases rapidly and the carbon remaining at the surface is in the carbidic state.

C diffusion and reaction on Ni are different. The onset of carbon diffusion depends on the film
thickness. In the case of a thin film (0.4 nm, not shown) we find an incipient diffusion at 720 K
followed by a small plateau, and a pronounced diffusion at 870 K. The thicker film (1.9 nm, Fig. 5)
shows a plateau, too, but only in the temperature range between 820 and 870 K. A similar behavior is
observed for carbon films on W [10, 11]. Here, the plateau is caused by the formation and stability of
the W2C subcarbide phase. It is present on W(111) within a wide temperature range between 1000
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and 1500 K. In analogy to the C/W(111) case, the
small plateau for carbon films on Ni between 820
and 870 K is explained by additional carbide for-
mation. Measurements at elevated temperatures
where the sample is not cooled to 300 K for XPS
analysis confirm this interpretation. Above the
plateau region (>870 K) both elementary as well
as carbidic C is observed on the thick film
(1.9 nm). The thin carbon film (0.4 nm) shows
only carbide intensity and elementary carbon
vanishes completely. This demonstrates a time de-
pendence of diffusion and reaction of carbon films
on Ni. For larger carbon amounts deposited on Ni

longer annealing times are necessary to reach the same surface composition. On a 1.6 nm film we ob-
serve an incomplete reaction and diffusion for 50 K temperature steps, held for 10 min, respectively.
Subsequent repeated annealing steps at 970 K lead to additional carbon diffusion.

The data presented above are measured using heating-cooling-cycles. The sample temperature is
held for 10 or 30 min (after ramping up of several minutes) and XPS analysis is performed after cool-
ing the sample down to 300 K. During the annealing and the following analysis the sample is at the
same position. Therefore we can compare the results over the whole measurement campaign.

After strong carbon diffusion over a temperature range of 150 K we find a almost constant carbon
signal of <1 ML, which is completely carbdic (Fig. 4). We ascribe this to carbon segregation during
the cooling-down phase. Carbon films on Ni also show segregation leading to a small carbide inten-
sity (<1 ML) at the surface. It is well known from literature [7, 8, 20] that carbon segregates on Ni
and Fe. Both metals show a small solubility of carbon, it amounts to 0.018% in a-Fe at 1011 K and
2.7% in Ni at 1600 K [21, 13].

4 Summary The thermal behavior of carbon films on Fe and Ni is measured using XPS as an excellent
chemically resolving surface sensitive method. Even though the enthalpies of formation for carbides of
Ni and Fe are endothermic, we find a thin carbide layer at the interface after C deposition from the vapor
phase at room temperature. The amount of interfacial carbide is smaller than on substrates with exother-
mic carbides (W, Si, Ti, Be). Thermal treatments at elevated temperatures lead in the first phase to
carbide decomposition and to ordering of the elementary carbon. In a second phase, parallel to the
onset of pronounced carbon diffusion additional carbide is formed. The carbon segregates after
annealing and cooling to room temperature, leading to a small carbide intensity at 300 K.
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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the formation and erosion of multi-component

materials (‘mixed materials’) on metals with respect to carbon deposition from

the vapor phase. The carbide formation and carbon accumulation at the

surface are governed both by chemical reactions and by carbon diffusion into

the bulk metal. Carbide formation at room temperature is restricted to several

monolayers at the interface between carbon and supporting metal. Additional

energy entry into the system either by ion bombardment or by annealing

enhances the carbide formation. The carbon amount present at the surface

decreases after a material-dependent temperature threshold for diffusion in the

case of metallic carbides of transition metals. Taking into account oxygen as a

reactive plasma impurity, e.g. by starting with an oxidized surface before

carbon deposition, new erosion channels open up in these ternary systems due

to chemical interactions, rendering interaction simulations by kinematic Monte

Carlo models insufficient. Chemical erosion mechanisms additional to mere

kinematic processes are also responsible for carbon erosion by deuterium ion

impact, shown for film thicknesses smaller than the ion range. They lead to

enhanced carbon film erosion rates compared to erosion by sputtering.

1. Introduction

Materials under consideration for the first wall in modern
fusion experiments and for ITER comprise different
elements. Under discussion are the metals beryllium and
tungsten as well as carbon for areas exposed to high
particle and energy loads [1,2]. In addition to these
elements, reactive plasma impurities like oxygen will be
unavoidable. Together with the hydrogen fuel material,
this spectrum of elements spans the field for the formation
of compounds at the surface of first wall materials and the
species responsible for their erosion. Formation and
erosion processes of mixed materials will also determine
the ability of the first wall for hydrogen isotope inventory
accumulation and release.
Chemical and physical interactions of impurity species

from the plasma are determined by particle energies,
species, substrate temperatures and components interacting
at the surface simultaneously. Those parameters trigger
different processes like chemical reaction, diffusion,
desorption. In this paper we show examples for binary
and ternary systems under various conditions of additional
energy entry into the systems: by annealing or by ion
impact. Diffusion and chemical reactions play a crucial role
in the formation and erosion of compounds at surfaces.
The mutual dependency of processes complicates general
predictions for first wall behavior patterns. This is of
eminent concern if chemical interactions are expected, as it
is the case if one of the species in the system under
investigation is carbon. Carbon undergoes solid state

chemical reactions, diffuses through several solids of
relevance as first wall material, and can form volatile
species like hydrocarbons, or carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide in the presence of oxygen.

2. Experimental

All data described in this paper are collected in the
experiments ‘Artoss’ [3] and ‘XPS’ [4] under UHV
conditions (low 10�9 and low 10�8 Pa base pressures,
respectively). The carbon films are deposited with an
Omicron EFM3 electron beam evaporation source using
high-purity graphite rods (99.999%, Goodfellow). During
carbon deposition the pressure is less than 1� 10�7 Pa:
Non-monochromatic Mg K� and monochromatic Al K�
radiation are used in ‘Artoss’ and ‘XPS’ experiments,
respectively. The photoelectron binding energies (BEs) are
measured with hemispherical analyzers (PHI) driven at a
pass energy of 2.95 or 23.5 eV for high-resolution spectra
and at 93.5 eV for survey scans. The binding energy scale is
calibrated with respect to the Au 4f7=2 peak at 84.0 eV and
for the linearity calibration additionally the Cu 2p3=2 and
Ag 3d5=2 peaks are used. Quantitative analysis and peak
fitting are performed with a commercial software package
[5]. A Shirley background and Gauss–Lorentz fit functions
are applied. The metal samples used here exhibit polished
surfaces and are cleaned in situ by Arþ sputtering and
heating cycles until no contamination can be detected by
XPS. We used polycrystalline samples of Au, Be and Ti, as
well as single crystals of W(111), Be(0001) and Fe(110).
Arþ and Dþ were produced from Linde gases (5.0 purity,
D2 	 99:8%) in a non-mass separated ion source (Specs
IQE 12/38).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermal reactivity

The reactivity of carbon with metallic substrates is
investigated by depositing increasing amounts of carbon
from the vapor phase on polished surfaces of tungsten,
beryllium, iron, and titanium. The reaction progress is
measured after deposition at room temperature (300K)
and after each subsequent annealing step. Since elementary
carbon and carbides show different C 1s electron binding
energies (BE), the reaction between carbon and the
respective substrates is monitored by the photoelectron
intensities at the characteristic energies. Figure 1 shows the
C 1s spectra of approximately 1ML (monolayer) of carbon
after deposition on W, Be, Fe and Ti. The substrates are at� e-mail: linsmeier@ipp.mpg.de
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300K during the deposition. The spectra are plotted
without background subtraction and the binding energy
of the respective carbide is marked by a line. Binding
energy values are taken from the literature for W, Ti [6]
and Fe [7,8] and determined in separate experiments for Be
[9] and also for Fe [10]. The region in which elementary
carbon lines occur is hatched. In all four cases carbide
formation is obsereved already after 300K deposition. In
particular this is interesting for the endothermic compound
Fe3C with a Gibbs free energy of formation of þ0:2 eV
[11]. The other carbides plotted here are all exothermic.
The formed carbide, however, is restricted to the interface
between deposited carbon and substrate surface. Excess
carbon does not react and is visible in the spectra at
284.2 eV and above, characteristic for carbon in ordered
and disordered graphitic states [12]. The binding energies
observed for small carbon amounts demonstrate that
stoichiometric carbides are formed. In the case of Ti, the
TiC peak at 281.8 eV is very narrow and its width
corresponds to the experimental resolution for this
measurement. Therefore, the TiC giving rise to this peak
is not only stoichiometric, but also well ordered. In the case
of Ti, additional intensity besides the elementary carbon
peaks and the TiC signal is recorded between those peaks
around 282.6 eV. Here, peaks of substoichiometric carbides
like Ti8C5 or Ti6C5 occur [13,14]. However, also in the case
of Ti the majority of the formed carbide is TiC. It is
obvious from the different C 1s spectra in Fig. 1 and the
annotated carbon layer thicknesses that the ratio between
carbidic and elementary intensity depends both on the
initially deposited amount of carbon and on the specific
reactivity of the substrate. For Fe where the carbide
formation is endothermic, 0.9 monolayers (ML) of carbon
do not react quantitatively. However, 1.5ML carbon on Be
react almost completely during 300K deposition. Also in

the case of tungsten, 0.7ML carbon deposition leads to
practically no intensity in the elementary carbon region,
although the Gibbs free energy for WC is only �0:4 eV:
The strong slope in the background on which the C 1s
signal is superimposed in this case is due to the neighboring
W 4d3=2 peak. The Ti reactivity is intermediate despite the
large Gibbs free energy of �1:9 eV : 1.2ML deposited
carbon react to approximately half, forming both stoichio-
metric TiC and substoichiometric carbides.

Upon annealing, additional carbide is formed in all cases
studied so far [15,16]. The diffusion behavior, however,
depends strongly on the type of carbide. Figure 2 compares
two examples: Be and W substrates. Be2C is an ionic solid
where the lattice constituents are Be2þ and C4� ions,
respectively. Tungsten carbides (WC and W2C (subcar-
bide) phases are known), are metallic carbides where the
carbon atoms are localized at different sites within a
tungsten packing (hcp in W2C; hexagonal primitive in
WC). These different types of solids influence the diffusion.
The open symbols in Fig. 2 show the relative C 1s intensity
after increased annealing temperatures. The initial carbon
intensities are set to 100%. In the case of Be, the C 1s
intensity increases slightly after soft annealing, probably
caused by a smoothing of the carbon surface layer. Above
450K annealing, the intensity starts to decrease and levels
off around 60% of the initial intensity. This indicates the
formation of Be2C which is stable up to the finally applied
annealing temperature of 873K. After carbide formation,
no diffusion or dissolution of the surface carbon (bound in
Be2C) into the Be bulk is observed [17]. Since both the Be
and the W samples in these experiments are single crystals
(Be(0001) and W(111), respectively), grain boundary
diffusion can be excluded here. However, the diffusion
behavior is very different in the case of tungsten, which
forms a metallic carbide. Here, carbon diffusion into
deeper layers already starts around 570K, where no
additional carbide formation is observed for this 3.9 nm
layer. Further diffusion sets in above 1000K. The C 1s
intensity drops to approx. 20% of the initial value. The
region between 1000 and 1500K, where the relative C
intensity stays constant, is characterized by the presence of
tungsten subcarbide ðW2CÞ: Above this temperature,
another strong loss of carbon from the surface-near region

Fig. 1. XPS spectra in the C 1s region of thin carbon layers on W, Be, Ti

and Fe. The carbon layer thicknesses are given in monolayers. The

respective carbide peak positions are indicated by vertical lines. The

hatched area marks the binding energy where elementary carbon signals

appear.

Fig. 2. Annealing of carbon layers on Be and W. The full symbols indicate

the fraction of carbide in the total carbon intensity. The open symbols

show the relative C 1s intensity after each annealing step (the C 1s after

carbon deposition is set to 100%).
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accessible by XPS into the bulk is measured. The remaining
carbon in the surface region is completely bound in
carbide, whereas above 1500K, in contrast to the former
regime, WC dominates. The carbide fraction of the total
carbon intensity is plotted as full symbols in Fig. 2. In the
case of Be, the carbide intensity drop is complemented by
the increase of the carbide concentration. This can be
understood as the interdiffusion and reaction of Be with C
under Be2C formation. When this reaction is complete and
no further elementary carbon is available, the interdiffu-
sion stops. The formed Be2C layer is thermally stable. This
is plausible, since no diffusion of lattice constituents is
expected due to the ionic nature of Be2C: For tungsten and
its carbides the picture is different. Carbon can easily
diffuse between energetically similar lattice sites and
penetrates from the surface into deeper layers upon
thermal activation. Strong diffusion sets in above 1000K
and leads to interdiffusion of carbon and tungsten and the
formation of carbides. The first carbide phase formed is
W2C and at temperatures above 1500K the WC contribu-
tion is increased. In contrast to the Be case, however, the
final total C concentration in the surface region is very
small (resulting at 1673K in only approx. 5% of the initial
carbon intensity). The final picture of the reaction scheme
between a carbon layer on tungsten is the presence of
distributed WC islands within a W metal matrix.
The formation of compounds between a surface layer

and the substrate material requires that the reactant species
come into proximity. This is facilitated by diffusion which
sets in at a characteristic temperature for each substrate. In
Fig. 3 the metals Be, Fe, Ti, W and Au are compared
during annealing experiments. The plot shows the integral
C 1s intensities for each carbon layer/metal couple which
are normalized to 100% for the layer intensity after 300K
deposition. The Au experiment serves as a reference, since
Au is inert with respect to carbide formation and carbon is
insoluble in gold [18]. No intensity change due to carbon
diffusion or compound formation is expected, which is
confirmed by the experiment. For each of the reactive
elements, a characteristic temperature is found where the
carbon intensity drops significantly. This temperature is
coincident with the onset of carbide formation, as can be
observed in C 1s detail spectra (not shown here). For Be,

the final carbon intensity stays at a high level due to the
thermal stability of the formed Be2C layer. In the other
cases, which all represent examples for metallic carbides,
strong diffusive carbon losses are observed. On Ti, the
diffusion into the bulk metal is so strong that finally only
traces of carbon, bound in TiC, are detectable at the
surface. The structures of metallic Ti, Ti subcarbides
ðTixCy Þ and TiC are characterized by the fact that they all
have a hcp Ti structure. Carbon successively occupies
octahedral sites in this lattice, until they are all filled by C
in stoichiometric TiC. Actually, TiC is slightly under-
stoichiometric (TiC0:95 [18]) and a TiC crystal always
contains vacancies due to missing C atoms [19]. The
missing structural transition in the titanium lattice from
metal to carbides and the availability of unoccupied C
lattice sites explains the strong loss of carbon from the
surface region by diffusion. Carbidization in Fe also
proceeds in a narrow temperature interval. However,
after Fe3C formation the carbon intensity stays constant
at a low level. In contrast to the Ti case, the small amount
of carbide is stable at the surface. Tungsten behaves
somewhat similar to Be in such that the W2C phase which
is formed between approx. 1000 and 1500K, leads to a
constant carbon amount in the surface region. Only after
increased annealing temperatures, the WC phase formation
starts and carbon is lost into the bulk.

3.2. Ion induced reactivity

The formation of carbides beyond a thin interface film
between deposited elementary carbon and metal substrate
can also be promoted by energy impact through ion beams.
Figure 4 shows the composition of a 3.2 nm carbon film on
titanium, measured by XPS, during the bombardment with
1 keV Arþ: It is known from previous work [20] that also in
the case of C on Ti the carbide formation at 300K is
limited to the layer–substrate interface. Therefore, the
increase of the TiC intensity during the Arþ bombardment
is due to additional carbide formed during the ion impact.
Sputtering of the carbon layer leads to a total carbon
intensity decrease with increasing Arþ fluence, as seen in
Fig. 4. Synchronously with the decrease of the C fraction in

Fig. 3. Relative carbon XPS intensities (amount after deposition is set to

100%) on Au, Be, Fe, Ti and W after annealing.

Fig. 4. Composition of a 3.2 nm C film on Ti during ion bombardment

with 1 keV Arþ: Angle of incidence is 458. The open symbols show the

elementary and carbidic components in the total C signal.
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the composition the Ti part increases. The contributions to
the carbon fraction, however, change from predominantly
elementary to purely carbidic. Initially, the majority of the
carbon signal stems from the elementary layer. Only a
small part is carbidic. The carbide is located at the interface
with the Ti substrate. The photoelectrons from this region
are therefore attenuated during the transmission through
the graphite layer. With increasing Arþ fluence, the
fraction of elementary carbon decreases much faster than
the total carbon part. At the same time, the carbide part
increases. Elementary carbon reacts with Ti substrate
material under carbide formation. Around a fluence of
1:3� 1016 cm�2; equal amounts of carbon are present
elementarily and bound to Ti in carbides. Above that
fluence, carbides dominate the C 1s signal. Above
2:7� 1016 cm�2; no more elementary carbon is detected.
The total C 1s signal is only composed of carbide intensity.
Further ion bombardment leads to continued sputtering of
carbides. The fact that the carbide part increases while the
total carbon amount decreases (up to 1:8� 1016 cm�2) is a
clear sign for the ion-induced reaction between elementary
carbon and titanium, forming titanium carbides (TiC and
subcarbides, not discriminated in this plot).
During the interaction of Arþ ions with a solid, chemical

reactions between the projectile and the elements in the
surface are excluded due to the inert nature of argon.
However, for the interaction of hydrogen isotopes with
carbon-containing materials chemical reactions involving
the projectile species cannot be excluded. We address this
topic by bombarding a 1.4 nm carbon layer on titanium by
Dþ ions of 4 keV kinetic energy. The carbon layer is
analyzed by XPS after each fluence step. The results are
plotted in Fig. 5. Initially, the carbon layer consists of a
carbide interface between carbon and titanium with an
overlying elementary carbon film. The composition of the
carbon layer during ion implantation is plotted in Fig. 5(a).
The ordered graphitic and disordered components are
added and plotted as the elementary fraction. Also the
carbide and subcarbide intensities are summarized and
plotted as the carbidic fraction. During the ion bombard-
ment, the elementary carbon is continuously converted into
carbidic compounds. This reaction terminates after a
fluence of 5� 1016 cm�2; after which all carbon detected
by XPS is in a carbidic state. Parallel to this graphite–
carbide conversion the carbon layer on the Ti substrate is
continually eroded. This is visible in Fig. 5(b) where the
carbon coverage is shown as a function of the Dþ ion
fluence. The amount of carbon detected at the surface
decreases exponentially after a small initial increase (first
data point at zero Dþ fluence is not included in the
exponential fit to the data points). Above 6� 1016 cm�2 the
exponential trend of the carbon loss converts into a linear
decrease. The data points are fitted by a sum of an
exponential function and a straight line, as is shown by the
solid and broken lines in Fig. 5(b), respectively. The
different functions suggest different erosion mechanisms.
Moreover, the change from exponential to linear carbon
loss coincides with the complete erosion or conversion of
the elementary carbon species. The initial exponential
decay shows that the whole carbon layer reacts simulta-
neously with the incoming Dþ ions. This is similar to an
ion-induced desorption process of an adsorbed monolayer

[21]. A plausible mechanism is a chemical erosion process
between the deuterium and the elementary carbon invol-
ving the whole carbon layer simultaneously. From the
exponential fit, a reaction cross-section for this process is
calculated to �chem ¼ 4:2� 10�17 cm2; which can be con-
verted into a chemical erosion yield of Ychem ¼ 0:08 carbon
atoms per deuterium ion. For the subsequent linear erosion
regime, a physical sputtering process is assumed. This
seems reasonable, since the initial coverage for this process
is still approx. 2ML and even at the end of the studied
fluence regime approx. 1.3ML. The sputtering yield from
the linear fit is Yphys ¼ 0:01 carbon atoms per deuterium
ion, which agrees reasonably well with a TRIDYN
calculation for 4 keV Dþ impinging on a carbon layer
supported on titanium.

3.3. Structure-dependent reactivity

The reactivity of a carbon containing surface depends
strongly on its structure. An example was already the
different erosion behavior of the C/Ti system by deuterium
ions after complete transformation of the elementary carbon
into TiC, as shown in Fig. 5. Carbon erosion proceeds
exponentially with applied fluence only as long as elemen-
tary carbon is present. When only carbide is present at the
surface, a linear decrease of the carbon amount is observed.
Another example will be discussed here in detail: reactivity
of carbon layers deposited on tungsten oxides with different
stoichiometry and bulk structure. Before discussing the
ternary system W–C–O, a brief summary about the binary
systemsW–CandW–O is required. In the case of C layers on

Fig. 5. Bombardment of a 1.4 nm carbon film on Ti by 4 keV Dþ under

458 incidence. The decomposition of the carbon signal in elementary and

carbidic carbon is shown in (a). The amount of carbon on the surface

during ion impact is given in (b). The full symbols are fitted by an

exponential function (solid line), the open symbols are fitted by a linear

function (dashed line).
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W, upon annealing two carbide phases are observed

together with carbon diffusion into the W bulk. This is

already discussed in Section 3.1 and the carbide formation

with increasing annealing temperature is shown in Fig. 2.

The carbon diffusion into the W bulk leads to an almost

complete loss of carbon in the surface zone accessible by
XPS. However, even after 1670K annealing procedures, the

C concentration remains at a 6% level. In the binary W–O

system, reaction progress leading to oxygen chemisorption

on tungsten, two-dimensional oxidation or bulk oxidation

depends on the oxygen coverage (partial pressure) and
temperature. Adsorption of oxygen on tungsten at 300K in

vacuum leads to the formation of a surface oxide with

0.5ML O coverage. This is independent on whether the

oxygen species reaching the tungsten surface are molecular

or atomic [22]. According to the literature, elevated

temperatures, higher oxygen pressures or longer times are
necessary to achieve higher coverages [23]. We examined a

polycrystalline tungsten sample exposed to molecular

oxygen at 1� 10�5 Pa O2 partial pressure at 300K for

60min. Annealing up to 970Kdoes not change the tungsten/

oxygen ratio. Above this temperature, the oxygen amount

decreases. After the highest annealing temperature of
1670K during this series, still an oxygen fraction of

10 at.% is detected in the XPS signal. For submonolayer

coverages, oxygen atoms are the only desorption product

[24]. For higher oxygen coverages, a substantial part can

desorb as tungsten oxide [25].
The ternary W–C–O system is studied by depositing

carbon on two different tungsten oxide films. These oxide

layers are produced on polycrystalline tungsten samples by

oxidation in a furnace under atmospheric conditions. Two

different nominal WOx stoichiometries are examined: WO3

andWO2: Figure 6 shows XPS spectra in theW 4f, O 1s and
C 1s regions as well as the elemental surface compositions at

high annealing temperatures between 950 and 1700K. Panel

(a) shows the data for the W(VI) oxide ðWO3), panel (b) for

the W(IV) oxide ðWO2), respectively. Cleaning in the UHV

system by sputtering was avoided in order not to influence

the stoichiometry by preferential sputtering and not to
destroy the oxide structure. To desorb possibly adsorbed

contamination, the W(VI) sample was annealed to 470K in

UHV, the W(IV) sample to 970K prior to carbon
deposition. Before annealing, the W(VI) oxide shows the
W 4f7=2 binding energy of 35.7 eV, characteristic for WO3:
After the 970K annealing (already with deposited carbon
adlayer), the W 4f region shows a second doublet at lower
binding energy (W 4f7=2 at 34.0 eV) indicating the reduction
of a part of the oxide. The spectra are plotted in Fig. 6(a).
However, the binding energy is not as low as in the W(IV)
oxide film, where the W 4f7=2 peak is located at 32.8 eV
before and after cleaning (heating to 870K in UHV in this
case). Figure 6(b) shows the W(IV) oxide film after C
deposition and annealing to 970K. Again, no significant
peak shift is measured. The BEs of the untreated W(VI) and
W(IV) oxide films agree with values in the literature [6], and
therefore confirming our assumption of WO3 and WO2

phases in our oxide films.
The overall behavior of the two oxide species is different

at high temperatures. Whereas the carbon is lost completely
from the W(VI) oxide surface above 1100K (Fig. 6(a)), the
W(IV) oxide (Fig. 6(b)) retains an approximately 6 at.%
carbon concentration. However, this is not the only
difference during the annealing treatment. The panels
showing the W 4f peaks demonstrate the stability of the
WO2 up to 1170K. Above this temperature, the peak
position shifts to the tungsten metal BE (not shown). This
shift is earlier observed in the WO3 case: here the metal
positions are already present after 1170K annealing.
However, the W/O ratios are constant up to this annealing
step in both cases. Also very similar are the O 1s peaks. The
peak maximum is constant at 530.5 eV and all O 1s signals
up to 1170K exhibit a small shoulder on the high-BE side.
Annealing to higher temperatures leads to a loss in oxygen,
similar to the behavior of the binary W–O system. The final
O 1s spectra after 1670K annealing are identical to those of a
binary adsorption experiment of oxygen on clean tungsten.
In contrast to the O 1s signals, the evolution of the C 1s
spectra during the annealing series is different forW(VI) and
W(IV). Not only is the carbon eroded completely on the
W(VI) surface, but also the C 1s binding energies are
different. The carbon film on the W(VI)-oxide surface is
completely gone after the 1170K treatment. The spectrum in
the C 1s region is flat for all temperature steps from 1170K
up to 1670K. As long as carbon is detected on the W(VI)
oxide, it has the BE of elementary carbon.No intensity at the
carbide position is measured throughout the whole treat-
ment series. Venables and Brown proposed a two-stage
mechanism for the reduction of higher tungsten oxides with
carbon toWO2 and finally W under CO and CO2 formation
in bulk material experiments [26,27]. After carbon erosion,
the continued loss of oxygen can be explained by dissolution
of oxygen into theWbulk. On theW(IV) surface, the carbon
intensity also drops during 970K annealing. However, in
contrast to the observations on the W(VI) surface, after
1170K carbon is still present on W(IV) and is found at the
elementary peak position. After subsequent annealing steps
at higher temperatures, the oxygen intensity starts to drop,
but the C 1s intensity does not change significantly. Also, the
C 1s peak has shifted to the carbide peak position. The
interpretation of this behavior is that oxygen does not
desorb as CO or CO2 from a surface where carbon is
chemically bound as carbide. This is similar to the erosion of
carbon by deuterium (Section 3.2) where the chemical

Fig. 6. Erosion of carbon layers on different tungsten oxides. Panels (a)

show the W 4f, O 1s and C 1s XPS spectra for carbon on a W(VI) oxide

film as well as the elemental composition determined by XPS after

annealing between 950 and 1700K. Panel (b) gives the same information

for a carbon layer on a W(IV) oxide film. The oxide films are supported on

polycrystalline tungsten.
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erosion channel stops after carbon is only present in
titanium carbide. The WC formation could proceed by a
substitution mechanism WO2 ! WC which has been
described for bulk WO2 reduction with CO [28,29]. The
reaction is complete after the 1370K annealing step. Higher
temperatures provide no significant further changes. Again,
the final O concentration in this experiment is comparable to
the coverage in theW(VI) case and inO/W experiments. The
last panels in Fig. 6 show the elemental surface compositions
for the W(VI) and W(IV) oxide samples, respectively. The
discussed intensity changes during the annealing procedures
are represented by the compositions. The total loss of C
from the W(VI) oxide above 1100K is clearly visible. The O
concentration after 1670K annealing is identical in both
surfaces and also to a O/W adsorption experiment.
Obviously, the small final oxygen coverage is independent
of the presence of carbon at the surface. Up to 1670K,
carbon residuals present as WC cannot be removed by
oxygen from the formerly W(IV) oxide surface. The
complete carbon removal by oxygen is only possible from
the W(VI) oxide surface. Once carbon has reacted with
tungsten to form WC, erosion by co-adsorbed oxygen does
not take place.

4. Summary

In this paper we discussed formation and erosion of carbon-
containing compounds at the surface of metals in two- and
three-component systems by means of X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. Driving forces for reactions are thermal
annealing and ion bombardment with reactive ðDþÞ and
inert ðArþÞ species. For carbon layers onmetals deposited at
300K substrate temperatures from the vapor phase, the
formation of a carbide layer at the carbon–metal interface is
observed. Carbon in excess of a monolayer-thick carbide
interface is deposited elementarily. Carbide is formed
regardless whether the the Gibbs free energy of formation
is exothermic (as in the case ofW, Be and Ti) or endothermic
(Fe). The carbide formation can proceed if elementary
carbon comes into proximity of metal atoms, either by
diffusion or ion beammixing. In the case ofmetallic carbides
thermal annealing leads to almost complete loss of carbon
from the surface region by dissolution into themetal bulk. In
ionic Be2 C, interdiffusion stops after the carbide formation
is complete and the formed compound is stable. Intermixing
of carbon and metal atoms can also be facilitated by ion
beam mixing, as is shown in the case of C/Ti. Ion
bombardment leads to an increase of the relative carbide
concentration and finally to erosion of the carbon-contain-
ing layer. If the ion species can react chemically with carbon
like deuterium, in addition to the physical sputtering process
enhanced erosion of elementary carbon is observed. After
complete carbidization, the erosion rate drops back to the
physical sputtering yield. In the ternary system W–C–O is
shown that the structure of the oxide film on metallic
tungsten, onto which carbon is deposited, determines the
erosion path. Above 1100K, carbon reacts with oxygen
from the tungsten oxide film and desorbs. However,

complete removal of carbon is only observed if the oxide
film was W(VI) oxide ðWO3Þ: In the case of W(IV) oxide
ðWO2Þ; a small carbon amount remains. Independent on the
carbon concentration, the tungsten surface keeps a small
amount of oxygen up to 1670K annealing. These examples
demonstrate that the chemical and physical processes
governing formation and erosion of carbon-containing
surface layers depend on a number of parameters like
composition, temperature, reactivity and structure. To
predict the behavior of a fusion first wall considering
multiple materials in the presence of carbon, detailed
knowledge about these parameters is necessary.
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Measurement of beryllium depth profiles in carbon
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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the measurement of Be diffusion profiles in C by combining RBS and XPS sputter

depth profiling. The total Be content in the samples was measured by RBS (2 MeV 4Heþ) at a scattering angle of 102� in
order to increase depth resolution and sensitivity for Be. To apply a depth scale to the XPS sputter profiles measured

using 3 keV Arþ at 45� angle of incidence, the Monte-Carlo code TRIDYN was used to calculate the surface recession

as a function of surface composition. The so obtained high resolution depth profiles were then scaled in such a way that

their integrals would correspond to the total amount of Be as measured by RBS. From these diffusion profiles of Be in C

the concentration-dependent inter-diffusion coefficient DðcÞ was determined by applying Boltzmann–Matano analysis.

We found that O impurities have an appreciable influence on the diffusion of Be into C namely the diffusion is increased

by a factor of �2 when O is present at the Be/C interface.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 66.30.Ny; 79.20.A; 81.05.T; 81.40.E; 81.70.Jb

1. Introduction

In modern fusion devices the surfaces of the

first plasma facing wall consists of a mixture of

various materials. For instance in the current

ITER design [1] the divertor will be made from C

and W whereas the rest of the first wall will be

made from Be. The C tiles in the divertor will be

subject to a high heat load and due to erosion of
Be from the first wall to a high Be impurity flux.

The possible formation of a shielding Be layer on

these C surfaces will be governed by Be re-erosion

and Be diffusion into the C bulk. Diffusion data for

Be in C is sparse and limited to tracer diffusion

coefficients [2] which cannot be applied to the
diffusion of high Be concentrations in C. For

concentrations above �10% the concentration

dependence of diffusion cannot be neglected. It is

therefore the aim of this work to measure Be dif-

fusion profiles in C in order to extract the con-

centration-dependent inter-diffusion coefficient

DðcÞ for Be in C by applying Boltzmann–Matano

analysis [3]. An earlier work showed that no dis-
solution of carbon in the Be substrate material

occurs up to annealing temperatures of 873 K [4].

Measuring accurate depth profiles in these

samples by conventional RBS is difficult due to the

overlap of the Be with the C substrate spectra.

Therefore we applied a combined approach of

different techniques. We used RBS to quantita-

tively measure the Be content in these samples and
used the broadening of the Be peak after annealing

to extract a crude depth profile by simulating the
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spectra with appropriate depth distributions. XPS

sputter depth profiling was used to obtain Be

concentration profiles in C. The sputter technique

features higher sensitivity and depth resolution
than RBS but has the disadvantage that depth

information is only available indirectly through the

fluence [m�2 s�1] and sputter time. Another down-

side of sputter profiling is that due to ion beam

mixing the concentration profiles are broadened

and that preferential sputtering yields surface

concentrations different from the true bulk values.

To apply a depth scale to the raw XPS sputter
profile we used the Monte-Carlo code TRIDYN

[5] to calculate the surface recession as a function

of surface composition and fluence. These calcu-

lations also suggested that ion beam induced

mixing could be approximated analytically as the

convolution of the true depth profile with a

Gaussian. After determining the width of this

Gaussian from a series of TRIDYN calculations
the XPS sputter profiles could be deconvoluted to

extract the Be diffusion profiles. The determined

profiles where then scaled in such a way that their

integrals would give the same total amount of Be

as measured by RBS.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

All the samples used in this work are comprised

of a polished pyrolytic graphite substrate with

evaporated Be layers with varying thicknesses in

the range of several 10 nm. Two sets of samples

were created, differing in the evaporation condi-
tions which resulted in different O impurity dis-

tributions. In both cases before Be deposition the

graphite substrates were degassed at 1073 K for 12

h in a vacuum oven with a base pressure of 10�4 Pa

and showed no O at the C surface in subsequent

XPS measurements.

The first set (” type A) of Be films was evapo-

rated in a UHV preparation chamber connected to
the XPS spectrometer and showed only minor O

impurities. After transport through air the O

concentration on the surface as measured by XPS

reached �50%.

The second set (” type B) of Be films was

evaporated in a chamber with a base pressure of

10�6 Pa, carried through air afterwards, and

showed O impurities both at the Be–C interface
(�20% O) and at the Be surface (�50% O). These

different O impurity distributions should allow to

determine if and how O impurities qualitatively

influence the inter-diffusion of Be and C.

2.2. RBS measurements

Rutherford backscattering spectra were taken
under two scattering angles: 102� and 165�. 4Heþ

ions at 2 MeV were used as projectiles with per-

pendicular impact on the samples. An ion charge of

40 lC was acquired for each spectrum of the Be

films.Due to the small masses of C andBe, however,

the signal-to-noise ratio in the 165� backscattering
direction is bad. Moreover, these spectra have no

depth profile information for the Be films. Therefore
the depth profiles were determined based on the

spectra from the 102� detector. This lower scattering
angle leads to pile up at small channel numbers due

to the increased count rate and to a strong deviation

betweenmeasured and simulated spectra. Especially

in this case of a light substrate (carbon) and an even

lighter film (beryllium) a large fraction of the whole

spectrum is influenced by this process. To never-
theless compare measured and simulated spectra, a

polynomial background was fitted to the edge

around the Be peak and subtracted from the mea-

sured data. The (small) background in the O peak

region was taken care of by subtracting a linear

function. The such produced spectra of ‘‘pure’’ Be

and O signals were then compared to simulated

spectra. Simulations were carried out using the
program SimNRA [6,7] (V. 5.40). Composition and

number of layers were manually modified until the

agreement between background-subtracted mea-

sured and simulated Be and O peaks was satisfac-

tory. Then the carbon contents of the layers was

modified to optimize the agreement between the

simulated carbon edge and the measured data.

2.3. XPS sputter profiling

The measurements were carried out in a UHV

chamber (base pressure: mid-10�9 Pa) consisting of

948 K. Schmid et al. / Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. B 219–220 (2004) 947–952
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a XPS system and a preparation chamber. Both

parts are connected via an UHV valve. In the

preparation chamber the Be films were deposited

using an Omicron EFM3 electron beam evapora-
tion source with a BeO crucible filled with Be

pieces (HEK GmbH, 99.999%).The constant

evaporation flux was monitored using mass spec-

trometry of Be and BeO masses. During the

evaporation process the pressure in the prepara-

tion chamber was less than 8 · 10�8 Pa. The XPS

system consists of a commercial XPS system (PHI

5600 ESCA) and an ion gun (Specs IQE 12/38).
For the depth profiles monochromatic Al Ka
radiation was used and the hemispherical analyzer

was driven at a pass energy of 29.35 eV. The depth

profiles were performed with a rastered 3 keV Arþ

at an incidence angle of 45� and a spot size of 0.43

or 0.37 cm2. The ion current was held constant at

0.5 lA. The XPS analysis spot was 0.8 mm in

diameter. For analysis of the XPS data a com-
mercial software package (MultiPak) was used.

To apply a depth scale to the raw XPS sputter

data (concentration versus Arþ fluence [m�2 s�1])

the surface recession rate due to 3 keV Arþ

bombardment of a Be and C containing target

was calculated using TRIDYN [5]. In the simu-

lation the Be concentration was varied linearly

from 0 to 1 in order to obtain the surface reces-
sion rate n [�A/m�2 s�1] as a function of sample

composition and Be concentration, respectively.

By comparing the sputter yields for Be and C

obtained from these calculations also the prefer-

ential sputtering coefficient r could be determined.

Thus the depth xk corresponding to kth data

point in the raw XPS sputter data can be calcu-

lated from Eq. (1):

xk ¼
Xk
i¼1

nðcBeiÞ � DUi; ð1Þ

with cBei ¼Be surface concentration at data point i;
DUi ¼ fluence step since data point i� 1; nðcBeiÞ¼
surface recession rate at concentration cBei .

To investigate the broadening of the depth

profile due to ion-induced mixing, the erosion of a

Be layer with a sharp interface towards the C bulk

was simulated using TRIDYN. By comparing the

input depth profile with the calculated surface

concentration versus eroded depth (() simula-

tion of an XPS sputter profile) we found that the

broadening of the Be/C interface could be de-

scribed approximately as the convolution of the
input depth profile and a Gaussian with 2r ¼ 45
�A. The width of 45 �A depends on the species and

energy of the incident particle and the elements in

the system.

Using these simulation results the XPS sputter

profile cXPSðxÞ expected from a given input depth

profile cINPðxÞ can be analytically calculated

according to Eq. (2):

cXPSðxÞ ¼
Z 1

�1
dðr; cINPð�xÞÞ � qðx� �xÞd�x; ð2Þ

with dðr; cINPðxÞÞ¼ surface concentration due to

preferential sputtering; qðxÞ¼Gaussian with 2r ¼
45�A.

For a binary system dðr; cINPðxÞÞ can be written

as

dðr; cINPðxÞÞ ¼ cINPðxÞ
cINPðxÞ þ r � cINPðxÞ � r ; ð3Þ

with r¼ preferential sputtering factor.

Eq. (3) can also be used in a ternary system

separately for each element. One only has to adjust

r accordingly. This can be achieved by calculating

an average r for each element from the results of a

TRIDYN calculation.

The Be diffusion profiles were obtained by
iteratively adjusting cINPðxÞ in Eq. (2) until the

calculated cXPSðxÞ reproduced the raw XPS sputter

data. To verify the depth profiles obtained ob-

tained by this procedure they were used as input

depth profiles in a TRIDYN calculation and the

simulated sputter profile resulting from that cal-

culation was then compared to the experimental

XPS sputter data. A comparison between the raw
XPS sputter data (with a calculated depth scale) of

a type A sample, the deconvoluted depth profiles

(	 cINPðxÞ) and the analytical and TRIDYN

sputter profile simulation is given in Fig. 1. A

summary of all the deconvoluted Be, C and O

depth profiles obtained from XPS sputter data is

depicted in Fig. 3. As an example the low resolu-

tion RBS profiles of a type B sample are compared
to the deconvoluted profiles obtained from the

corresponding XPS sputter data in Fig. 2.

K. Schmid et al. / Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. B 219–220 (2004) 947–952 949
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2.4. Boltzmann–Matano analysis

The diffusion coefficient in a concentration

gradient depends on the local concentration of the

elements [8]. To extract this concentration-depen-
dent inter-diffusion coefficient DðcÞ for Be and C,

Boltzmann–Matano analysis (BM analysis) was

applied to the measured Be depth profiles. As de-

scribed in more detail in [3] DðcÞ can be calculated

from the diffusion profile according to Eq. (4):

DðcÞ ¼ 1

2t dc
dx

��
c

Z 1

c
xðcÞdc;

cðxÞ ¼ measured depth profile;

t ¼ diffusion time;

ð4Þ

provided that the boundary conditions in Eq. (5)

are met prior to diffusion

c ¼ c0 for x < 0; t ¼ 0;

c ¼ 0 for x > 0; t ¼ 0:
ð5Þ
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This means that the diffusion couple used should

have a sharp interface in order to fulfill these con-

ditions. In addition to Eq. (5) the sample must be
infinite in both þx and �x directions. For a real

world Be/C diffusion couple this means that the C

must not completely penetrate through the Be layer.

To investigate the influence of O on the diffu-

sion of Be in C the O depth profile was initially

ignored and the Be and C depth profiles were

scaled that the two concentrations would add up

to 100% without changing the ratio of Be to C.
The results for DðcÞ as obtained from Eq. (4) using

these pure Be/C profiles are depicted in Fig. 4.

3. Discussion

Using the total amounts of Be from an RBS

measurement and with the aid of a Monte-Carlo
code like TRIDYN, raw XPS sputter profiles

(surface concentration versus fluence) can be con-

verted into an approximate depth profile (con-

centration versus depth). This is shown in Fig. 1

for a type A sample after annealing (4 h, 973 K) as

full symbols. The total amount of beryllium in this

case is (183± 8) · 1015 cm�2, corresponding to a

pure Be layer thickness of 15 nm.
This approximate depth profile information

consists of the true elemental depth distribution

convoluted with the broadening due to ion beam

mixing from the sputtering ions. Taking this into

account, the analytical XPS depth profile is cal-

culated and plotted as half-open symbols in Fig. 1.

As can be seen from the plot, the agreement be-

tween raw XPS depth profile with applied depth
scale and the analytical profile convoluted with the

broadening is good. This calculation is now iter-

ated under variation of the true elemental depth

profile until the resulting profile is identical to the

raw XPS data. The resulting deconvoluted depth

profiles for the elements in this sample are plotted

as lines in Fig. 1.

To prove the validity of this result, the resulting
depth profile is used as input for a TRIDYN cal-

culation. The simulated TRIDYN depth profile

should reproduce the initial raw XPS depth profile.

This is the case, as can be seen in Fig. 1, where the

final TRIDYN profile simulation is plotted as

open symbols. By applying this iterative procedure

a true depth profile accounting for all physical

effects can be produced. There is also a good fit

between the low resolution RBS depth profiles and
the profiles derived form the XPS sputter data as

exemplified in Fig. 2 comparing depth profiles of a

type A sample. In Fig. 3 the depth profiles of a

type A sample before annealing and of annealed

types A and B samples are shown. Not shown is a

depth profile for a type B sample before annealing

which has a large BeO contribution both at the

sample surface and at the metal layer–carbon
substrate interface. Because the profiling process is

destructive the plots in Fig. 3 result from different

samples, they differ in the absolute thickness of the

Be layer, but not in the general layer structure.

Prior to annealing the samples show sharp ad-

layer–carbon interface. After annealing of both

sample types (A and B) a strong broadening of the

interface is observed but no C has reached the sur-
face as required for BM-analysis. The depth profiles

after annealing for 4 h at 973Kdiffer for typesA and

B samples. As visible in Fig. 3, the Be depth profiles

of the type B samples, which prior to annealing

showed O impurities both at the surface and at the

Be–C interface, are flatter and extenddeeper into the

C bulk. This indicates stronger diffusion in the case

of a BeO layer at the Be–C interface. This observa-
tion is confirmed by the results from the BM anal-

ysis. Concentration-dependent diffusion coefficients

DðcÞ are calculated from smoothed RBS depth

profiles for types A and B samples after 4 h

annealing at 973 K. The DðcÞ results are plotted in

Fig. 4. The diffusion rates for the type B samples are

higher by roughly a factor of two. The oscillations at

very small Be concentrations are mathematical
artifacts. The diffusion coefficient at low Be con-

centrations in the order of 1· 10�20 m2 s�1 for typeA

samples and 5· 10�20 m2 s�1 for type B samples. The

stronger inter-diffusion for a layer with a BeO

interface is unexpected since intuitively an oxidic

layer is anticipated to act as a diffusion barrier.

4. Conclusions

Inter-diffusion between beryllium layers and

carbon substrates at 973 K was investigated using

K. Schmid et al. / Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. B 219–220 (2004) 947–952 951
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a combination of RBS and XPS sputter depth

profiling. XPS sputter depth profiles show a very

good depth resolution, but suffer from ion beam

mixing and preferential sputtering effects. By
combining quantitative Be amounts from RBS

measurements with TRIDYN simulations, high-

resolution depth profiles can be extracted from the

XPS sputter profiles which agree well with the

crude step-like profiles from the RBS evaluations.

Two different types of samples were investi-

gated. Type A contains no interfacial oxide be-

tween the Be and C substrate, whereas type B
which is produced under worse vacuum conditions

has an interfacial oxide layer.

From the measured depth profiles, concentra-

tion-dependent diffusion coefficients were deter-

mined for both sample types. For type B samples

containing an interfacial oxide film, theDðcÞ is larger
by approximately a factor of 2. More data is needed

to draw decisive conclusions about the influence of
oxygen on the diffusion of beryllium in carbon.
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Abstract  

The formation of compounds between wall materials and plasma impurities at the first 
wall of fusion devices involves a broad spectrum of species and interaction parameters such 
as ion energies, surface temperatures, impurity concentrations. Most of these parameters are 
hardly controllable in fusion experiments. To elucidate formation and erosion mechanisms, 
well-controlled laboratory experiments are described. In the first part of this review, carbide 
formation for the elements Be, Si, Ti and W is reported for thin carbon films on pure 
substrates. At room temperature, carbide formation is found in all systems up to a monolayer 
carbide coverage. For larger carbon amounts, elementary carbon films are formed. At elevated 
temperatures, the carbide formation is determined by thermochemistry and carbon transport 
by diffusion. For metallic carbides (W, Ti), strong carbon diffusion into the bulk substrate 
takes place at high temperatures. Several carbide phases are observed as a function of 
temperature. For ionic (Be) and covalent (Si) carbides, stable and stoichiometric carbide 
layers up to temperatures close to the respective melting points are formed. The second part of 
this review describes phase formation and erosion processes by impurity ion bombardment. 
For carbon ion impact, layer deposition, carbide formation and carbon diffusion processes 
depend on the parameters substrate temperature, angle of ion incidence and ion energy. This 
is shown in detail for carbon ion impact on tungsten. A reproduction of experimental results is 
possible after the determination of the concentration-dependent diffusion coefficient of carbon 
in tungsten. Finally, simultaneous bombardment of surfaces by multiple species is discussed 
for the combinations carbon-hydrogen and carbon-oxygen, experimentally carried out by 
CH3

+ and CO+ bombardments of tungsten and beryllium, respectively. Complex dynamic 
processes are observed as a function of particle fluence and substrate temperature. 

Introduction

 The formation of mixed materials relevant to fusion first walls is a complex process 
involving a broad spectrum of particle species, particle energies, material temperatures, just to 
mention some. Under real conditions during plasma discharges in a fusion experiment these 
parameters are hardly controllable. Moreover, analytical methods are limited, especially those 
which probe the chemical composition and state of the surface as well as depth profiles. 
Nevertheless, at JET an attempt was started a decade ago with the Fast Transfer System to 
employ ion and photoelectron spectroscopies in vacuo [1]. The fundamental properties of the 
interaction of potential wall materials and impurities from the plasma, however, can only be 
studied under full control of all experimental parameters. Therefore, studies have to be carried 
out under well-defined conditions which are achieved in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 
environments. The goal of those studies is both the full control of all experimental parameters 
and their limitation to only a few parameter variations during specific experimental series. 
Through this approach we aim at gaining full understanding of the behavior of systems 
consisting of two to several elements under variation of incoming particle energies, sample 
temperatures, surface morphologies or chemical reaction conditions. 
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In the first part of this paper we summarize studies carried out recently concerning the 
formation of carbides in binary systems of carbon and several elements relevant for nuclear 
fusion. Specifically, we investigate materials used or under consideration for plasma facing 
components or wall conditioning procedures. In particular, we will discuss the formation of 
carbides of the elements beryllium, silicon, titanium and tungsten. In the second part, the 
influence of the intermixing and compound formation during carbon bombardment on the 
erosion properties of potential plasma facing materials is presented. Multi-species ion 
bombardment is simulated by using CH3

+ or CO+ ions. 

I. Formation of mixed materials

Since carbon is an ubiquitous contamination at all surfaces, experiments to study the 
chemical interaction of surfaces with carbon require the thorough cleaning of the samples and 
experimental procedures fully under UHV conditions. Experimental details are given in ref. 
[2,3] and are only shortly described here. Carbon is provided as a surface layer at thicknesses 
between submonolayer coverage and several nm [2]. The analysis of the chemical and 
physical processes during the carbide formation at the surfaces is carried out mainly by 
photoelectron and ion spectroscopies. Main tool is X ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
which probes core-level photoelectron binding energies and therefore yielding elemental 
identification of the electron-emitting atom, including its chemical environment. Ion 
spectroscopies comprise of techniques available from a 3 MV tandem accelerator, e.g. 
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). In the experimental setup ARTOSS we 
combine both electron and ion spectroscopies together with sample cleaning and preparation 
facilities [3]. High-resolution XPS measurements are possible in a second UHV system, 
equipped with both a dual anode (Mg/Al) X ray source and a monochromatic Al X ray source 
[4]. This chamber is connected to a preparation chamber where films can be evaporated onto 
the samples and thermal treatments are carried out under UHV conditions. The samples used 
for the carbide formation studies are a beryllium (0001) single crystal, a silicon (100) waver, 
and polycrystalline foils of titanium and tungsten.  

1. Room temperature reactivity 

 The C 1s peaks deposited at room temperature on the four elements Be, Si, Ti and W 
are plotted in Fig. 1 without background subtraction. The shaded area marks the binding 
energy regime where elementary carbon binding energies appear. The carbide binding 
energies (taken from the literature for Ti, Si, and W [5] and from a separate experiment for Be 
[6]) are shown in Fig. 1 by vertical lines. In all four cases a stoichiometric carbide is formed 
at the surface at room temperature. In the Ti case intensity is detected between the narrow TiC 
peak at 281.8 eV and the broadened elementary carbon signal at 284.2 eV. Photoelectron 
intensity at this binding energy around 282.6 eV between TiC and elementary carbon 
originates from substoichiometric Ti carbides like Ti8C5 or Ti6C5 [7,8]. The width of the peak 
originating from stoichiometric TiC equals the experimental resolution for this measurement 
and is considerably smaller than both the elementary and the substoichiometric carbide 
signals. A sharp XPS signal can only be observed for a phase which not only possesses exact 
stoichiometry but also exhibits a well-ordered and uniform local environment of the atoms 
giving rise to a photoelectron peak of identical energy. In this case of a carbon layer on Ti a 
well-ordered and stoichiometric TiC layer develops. In addition, substoichiometric carbides 
are present, however, only producing a broad range photoelectron intensity of smaller 
magnitude than for the TiC phase. 
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Fig. 1. Carbide formation at 300 K at the interface between elementary carbon layers and Ti, 
Si, W, and Be substrates. The C coverages are: approximately 2 ML C on Tipoly and Be 
(0001); below 1 ML C on Si (100) and Wpoly.

 The formation of carbides is also observed for the three other elements (Si, W and Be) 
under study here. In all cases we find that for sub-monolayer carbon amounts the deposited 
carbon leads to a photoelectron peak at carbide binding energies. When the amount of carbon 
on the surface is increased, intensity in the elementary binding energy range appears. We 
conclude that impinging carbon atoms readily react with elementary surfaces. As soon as a 
monolayer of carbide has formed, this chemical interaction stops and further carbon deposited 
on the surface retains its elementary character. The carbon directly at the interface between 
substrate and adsorbed layer exhibits a charge density distribution which is characteristic for 
the respective carbide. A similar behavior is also observed for molybdenum [9]. 

 The variation of the chemical state of deposited carbon with increasing carbon amounts 
on a Be surface is shown in Fig. 2. Plotted is the integrated intensity of the total C 1s binding 
energy range and the respective elementary and carbidic carbon intensities after depositing 
increasing amounts of carbon from an electron beam evaporation source. The carbon coverage 
is determined by RBS using 4He at 600 keV. At the smallest carbon coverage, almost all C 1s 
intensity is localized at the carbide binding energy. With increasing carbon deposition, the 
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carbide amount increases up to a coverage of 1.2 ML. Further increase of the total carbon at 
the surface does not lead to the formation of further Be2C. However, the carbon remains in the 
elementary chemical state. Therefore it can be concluded that at room temperature no 
diffusion through the adlayer takes place. Neither diffuses beryllium from the substrate 
through the formed carbide layer and reacts with freshly deposited carbon, nor is the 
elementary carbon at the surface able to diffuse through the formed Be2C monolayer and 
reach metallic beryllium. Therefore, the carbide formation reaction stops after roughly one 
monolayer for Be2C has been formed at the C−Be interface. 
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Fig. 2. XPS intensity in the C 1s region for a C/Be sample, plotted as a function of deposited 
carbon amount. The total C intensity can be separated in carbide and elementary C fractions. 

 With further increasing carbon coverage the carbide intensity actually decreases after 
the Be2C monolayer has formed. This indicates that the carbide is situated at the very 
interface between the Be surface and the deposited carbon layer. The carbide photoelectrons 
from the C−Be interface are therefore attenuated on their way to the spectrometer through the 
elementary carbon overlayer. The attenuation of the photoelectrons is also visible in the 
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elementary and total C 1s intensities. With increasing carbon coverage the total carbon 
intensity rises almost linearly up to 3x1016 cm-2. Above a carbon coverage of 4x1016 cm-2 the 
intensity levels off since the total depth of information for XPS (limited by the inelastic mean 
free path of photoelectrons) is reached. The maximum in the carbon intensity at a carbon 
coverage around 5x1016 cm-2 indicates a change in the surface morphology during the carbon 
deposition. The growing carbon layer initially exhibits a rough surface. Due to the roughness 
more carbon atoms are exposed compared to a flat surface. The decreasing carbon intensity 
above 5x1016 cm-2 suggests a flattening of the carbon layer around this fluence. 

2. Carbide formation at elevated temperatures

 The limited mobility of carbon or beryllium at room temperature limiting the carbide 
amount formed during these experiments to approximately one monolayer is also visible in 
Fig. 3. This figure shows the amount of carbon which has reacted to Be2C as a function of the 
total carbon amount deposited at the surface, for sample temperatures between 300 K and 
673 K. The bisecting line in this diagram thus indicates the quantitative formation of Be2C. 
The intensity from the XPS measurements is calibrated against the RBS data thus giving 
absolute numbers for  the  carbon areal density. The measurements at 300 K and 373 K in 
Fig. 3 are very similar in initial slope and final carbide amount. 
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Fig. 3. Total amount of carbon bound in Be2C at each temperature step as a function of the 
initially deposited carbon amount at 300 K. The data points at equal temperatures (but 
different samples) are connected to guide the eye. 
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The initial slope at these temperatures deviates notably from the bisecting line. This indicates 
that from the deposition start on the carbide formation is incomplete. There is always carbon 
deposited elementarily at the surface. The final amount of carbide indicated by the leveling of 
the curves is reached after carbon deposition of 1x1016 cm-2. The carbidic carbon amount of 
6x1015 cm-2 corresponds to 5.6 ML of Be2C, calculated with a Be2C bulk density of 
1.90 g cm-3. The reaction between carbon and beryllium at 473 K is still not quantitative from 
the start on. However, more carbon reacts with beryllium at this temperature and the final 
amount of carbide reached after the deposition of 1.3x1016 cm-2 corresponds to 12.2 ML 
Be2C. Already at the substrate temperature of 573 K almost all deposited carbon reacts with 
beryllium initially. The curve starts to bend from the 45° line after a carbon amount of approx. 
1.5x1016 cm-2. Within these measurements no constant Be2C amount is reached. This is also 
true for the experiment at a Be substrate temperature of 673 K. The amount of carbon 
converted to Be2C corresponds in the whole range examined to the total amount deposited at 
the surface. All data points lie well on the bisecting line. These measurements demonstrate 
that the amount of carbide is characteristic for a given temperature, provided that sufficient 
elementary carbon is available. A similar behavior was described by Miller for titanium layers 
on carbon [10]. 

 RBS measurements which probe the total amount of carbon on beryllium substrates 
show that the carbide layer formed at the metal surface is stable up to temperatures of 900 K 
[11]. Neither diffusion of carbon into the Be bulk nor diffusion of Be metal through the 
carbide surface layer is observed. The stability of the carbide layer on Be is explained by the 
nature of the chemical bond in Be2C. This compound is of ionic nature where the solid 
constituents are Be2+ and C4- ions, respectively. Diffusion of one lattice species through the 
solid requires to overcome the Coulomb barrier between ionic species. 

 A different diffusion behavior of carbon can be expected for transition metals (e.g. 
W, Ti) which form metallic carbides. These carbides are characterized by a lattice structure 
defined by metal atom packings. Carbon atoms are positioned at sites defined by the metal 
atom structure, e.g. octahedral sites ion the case of TiC or trigonal prismatic sites in WC. 
Since there are equal amounts of those sites and metal atoms, a complete occupation of all 
sites in the metal lattice by carbon atoms defines the composition MC (e.g. WC, TiC). In 
subcarbides (e.g. W2C), half of the octahedral sites of a W hcp (hexagonal close packed) 
structure are occupied by carbon, usually in an ordered way. However, since there is a number 
of energetically equivalent sites within arrangements defined by spheres packing, diffusion 
between these equivalent sites is easily possible. The small energy barriers between the sites 
are also the reason why some transition metals not only form compounds of exact 
stoichiometry. Phases with varying stoichiometry exist. This is the case for Ti, where the TiC 
phase has a compositional range of 32 to 48.8 at.% C [12]. 

 The composition changes and carbon diffusion for a carbon film on tungsten at different 
temperatures are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows the composition of the surface layer 
accessible by XPS, calculated from the C 1s and W 4f7/2 photoelectron peaks. The result of the 
C 1s deconvolution is shown in detail for the temperature range 873 K to 1373 K in Fig. 4b. 
Beginning at room temperature, the chemical state of carbon is elementary with a very small 
contribution of WC which stems from the carbide layer at the C−W interface. The elementary 
carbon itself shows two states: most of the carbon (roughly 2/3) features an ordered graphitic 
configuration, whereas a minor part (1/3) is also graphitic, but with a locally disordered 
structure [13]. This disordered graphite converts into an ordered phase during temperatures up 
to 870 K.  The total amount of carbon in the surface layer stays constant.  The carbide fraction  
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Fig. 4. (a) Surface composition of a 1.5 nm carbon film deposited on tungsten, as a function 
of annealing temperature. The dashed lines indicated the four phases during the carbidization 
process on tungsten. (b) Relative fractions of the C 1s intensity within the temperature range 
where major carbide amounts are formed. 

increases only slightly up to this temperature. At 970 K a chemical reaction between 
elementary carbon and metallic tungsten sets in. In the C 1s spectrum a new binding state is 
necessary to fit the experimental data and the W 4f7/2 peak shifts to higher binding energies, 
indicating carbide formation. The total carbon intensity starts to decrease. Between 1070 K 
and 1270 K the carbon is predominantly bound in W2C with decreasingly smaller fractions of 
elementary carbon and an increasing part of carbon in bound WC. In this temperature regime 
the loss of carbon from the surface layer is reduced after the strong drop around 1000 K. The 
surface layer still contains around 40 at.% of carbon. Another significant change in the carbon 
content is observed after heating the sample to 1370 K. The total C 1s intensity decreases and 
the W 4f7/2 signal is dominated by metallic tungsten. Carbon is diffused into the tungsten bulk 
to a substantial degree. 
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 As indicated in Fig. 4a the temperature range can be divided into four regions. In phase 
(I) only carbide formed during the sample preparation exists. Disordered parts of carbon in 
the elementary carbon layer order with increasing temperature. Phase (II) starts between 
870 K and 970 K. A part of elementary carbon reacts with tungsten under W2C formation. 
The total amount of carbon within the XPS analysis depth significantly decreases. At 1070 K 
a transition from phase (II) to phase (III) occurs. In this phase W2C dominates which is 
particularly obvious in Fig. 4b which shows the relative parts of the carbon chemical states in 
the C 1s integral. W2C is formed by carbon atoms located at the octahedral sites in a hcp 
W arrangement. To form W2C from W and C from the deposited layer, transport of C atoms 
to these sites is necessary. This explains the strong decrease of the C 1s signal upon W2C
formation. Besides W2C also WC develops where carbon is located in trigonal prismatic sites 
in a hexagonal primitive W packing. After the W2C formation further decrease of the carbon 
amount is slowed down until the transition from phase (III) to phase (IV) at 1270 K. In phase 
(IV) all carbon exists as WC. The total carbon amount within the XPS analysis region has 
further decreased strongly. 

 The strong decrease of the carbon intensity during the thermal treatments of a 1.0 nm 
carbon layer on polycrystalline Ti is shown in Fig. 5. After deposition, the carbon is 
predominantly elementary, only at the C−Ti interface TiC is present. The carbide fraction 
rises from 2 at.% at 300 K to 18 at.% after heating the sample to 670 K. At higher 
temperatures the total carbon intensity significantly decreases. In the spectrum after 770 K 
only 38 at.% of the initial C 1s intensity are present. The peak is shifted completely to the 
binding energy of TiC at 281.8 eV and the part of subcarbide (denoted by TixCy) rises to 
18 at.%. The C 1s intensity after the 870 K treatment has almost vanished, it remains only 
0.7 at.% of the initial value at 300 K. The total intensity after the 870 K treatment is located at  
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Fig. 5. XPS temperature profile from a 1.0 nm C layer on polycrystalline Ti. Plotted are the 
carbide and subcarbide contributions to the total C 1s intensity (circles) and the decrease of 
the total C 1s intensity (triangles). 
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the TiC binding energy, no elementary carbon or carbon in Ti subcarbides are present. TiC is 
a metallic carbide, similar to WC. However, during the phase transition from metallic Ti over 
subcarbides with varying stoichiometry, the host atoms remain in their hcp structure and the 
carbide stoichiometry is determined by the degree of occupation of the octahedral sites by 
carbon atoms. This explains the broad phase range of the subcarbides and also the truly 
substoichiometric nature of TiC where always carbon vacancies exist. 

 The interaction of carbon with elemental surfaces of Be, Ti and W is determined both 
by the chemical reaction between carbon and the metals and by the diffusion of carbon in the 
substrate material. All carbides discussed here have negative enthalpies of formation, listed in 
Table 1. The formation of carbides from the elements releases energy and therefore takes 
place spontaneously if carbon and metal atoms are both available. The availability in the 
layered samples under study here is in turn governed by the diffusion of carbon towards the 
metal (or metal diffusion into the carbon layer). Besides chemical driving forces for atom 
mobility the structure of the solid and types of chemical bonds are crucial. As soon as a 
carbide has formed at the interface (which takes place spontaneously upon deposition of 
carbon on the clean metal surfaces) the atoms must diffuse through a growing carbide layer. 
This diffusion is easily possible in case of the transition metals Ti and W, which form metallic 
carbides. Here, carbon atoms occupy void lattice sites in the metals' host structure which is 
best described in both cases by packings of spheres. Many energetically equivalent sites are 
present in the host lattice. Therefore, only a small activation barrier has to be overcome for 
carbon atoms changing sites. Since we start with a layered structure, both entropic and 
chemical driving forces lead to the dilution of carbon atoms in the bulk metals at elevated 
temperatures. In the case of tungsten structural rearrangements are necessary during the 
transition from metallic tungsten (body centered cubic, bcc) to W2C (hexagonal close 
packing, hcp) and WC (hexagonal primitive). The two carbide phases can be well 
distinguished in the experiment during the temperature increase. Such a restructuring is not 
necessary in the Ti system, since metal and carbides all have hcp structures. Since no 
restructuring is necessary during the metal-carbide transition, this may be the reason that the 
subcarbide phase is not specifically visible during the carbide formation reaction. In contrast 
to the metallic carbides of Ti and W, Be2C is an ionic solid. Diffusion of species here means 
that ions must travel through the lattice whereby Coulomb forces have to be overcome. The 
experiments show that the carbide layers on Be substrates are stable up to 900 K. This 
observation correlates well with this picture. In Fig. 6 the elements Be, Ti and W are 
compared during the carbide formation. Plotted are the C 1s intensities (normalized to the 
value after carbon deposition at 300 K) for increased sample temperatures. Also plotted as a 
reference are the results of a similar experiment using Au as substrate. Gold is inert towards 
carbide formation and carbon is insoluble in gold [12]. Therefore, no intensity drop due to 
compound formation or carbon diffusion into the Au bulk is expected. For the reactive metals 
an initial phase can be identified starting at room temperature in which only small carbon 
losses take place. They can be interpreted by some intermixing between carbon and substrate 
material. After this initial phase all three metals exhibit a characteristic temperature where the 
carbon intensity drops significantly. We identify this phase with quantitative carbide 
formation. At the end of this temperature region all available carbon is chemically in the 
carbidic state. For Be and W a final phase can be identified where the C 1s intensity drop 
stops or at least strongly slows down. In case of Be the carbon intensity stays at a high level 
indicating the stability of the formed carbide. No diffusive losses to the bulk take place for 
this ionic carbide. For W, only a small amount of carbide is present at the surface. The 
majority of the carbon has been lost by diffusion into the bulk substrate. In the case of Ti, this 
final phase lacks completely. Diffusion of carbon in Ti is so strong that finally only traces for 
TiC remain detectable in the surface layer. 
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Table 1. Free enthalpies of formation (ΔGf) for binary carbides of Ti, Be and W [14]. 

Compound ΔGf  [eV] 
TiC -1.88
Be2C -1.19
WC -0.40
W2C -0.23
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Fig. 6. Changes in the XPS C 1s intensities during annealing of thin carbon films deposited at 
300 K on the indicated materials. The curves are normalized to the initial carbon intensity 
(100 %). 

II: Erosion behavior of mixed materials 

In fusion devices the deposition of non-recycling impurity atoms will always be in the 
form of energetic ions. Therefore implantation and phase formation will proceed 
simultaneously with ion induced erosion. In the following this situation will be discussed for 
the bombardment of typical plasma facing materials, such as W, Be, Ti and Si, with carbon 
ions.

1. Estimates from kinetic Monte Carlo code simulations 

 First investigations [15] on the dependence of the erosion yield of W under carbon ion 
bombardment have been performed previously at room temperature and interpreted using the 
Monte-Carlo Code TRIDYN [16]. The erosion and deposition processes occurring during 
C bombardment were investigated by in situ monitoring of the samples weight change as a 
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function of the applied C fluence. Fig. 7a shows the weight change of a W sample due to 
carbon bombardment at different angles of incidence. The typical shape of the weight change 
observed in these experiments can be seen in the 0° or 35° graphs in Fig. 7a. Initially the 
sample’s weight decreases due to W erosion, moves through a transition point and then starts 
to increase again. The occurrence of the transition point an the proximate increase of the 
samples weight is due the deposition of C. This formation of a C layer is dominated by the 
carbon self sputtering yield . At normal incidence, carbon self sputtering is always below 
unity and protective layers build up. At grazing angles of incidence the self sputtering yield 
increases above unity, leaving the substrate surface open for continuous erosion as can be 
seen in the 70° graph in Fig. 7a [15]. The limits for W erosion and C deposition in the 
parameters space of energy and angle of incidence is shown in Fig. 7b. The agreement of the 
transition from deposition to erosion with calculations of the energy and angle of incidence 
where the sum of self sputtering yield and reflection coefficient is equal to unity [17] 
underlines the importance of the self sputtering yield of carbon. These code calculations 
cannot take into account effects of enhanced surface temperatures, such as the diffusion of 
carbon in the bulk W, carbide phase formations or the radiation enhanced sublimation (RES) 
of carbon, which dominates the self sputtering at enhanced temperatures.  

 These processes lead to a temperature dependence of erosion by carbon. Diffusion and 
RES introduce additional C loss channels from the surface thereby hindering the formation of 
a protective C layer. They can inhibit layer formation above a certain temperature threshold 
and lead to continuos erosion of the substrate material. For all materials under examination 
here carbon will accumulate at the surface at room temperature, thus forming a protection 
layer for erosion and the steady state erosion yield of the substrate material will be zero. 
However, the surface will no longer be that of the substrate material originally intended, but a 
carbon surface! With increasing temperature the formation of carbides can change the erosion 
behavior of the substrate material by increasing the surface binding energy of the atoms which 
governs sputtering at a given energy and angle of incidence. This is especially true for 
carbides with a high energy of formation like Be2C and SiC.

 From the results presented in section I estimates for the influence of diffusion and phase 
formation can be obtained The sputtering yield of Be and Si, which form stable carbides at 
500 K and 1100 K, respectively, is expected to be reduced compared to the clean material. In 
the case of Ti and W diffusion becomes fast enough to leave the surface almost unchanged by 
the implanted carbon atoms at temperatures above 800 K and 1000 K, respectively. For Au no 
phase formation or inward diffusion could be found up to 1500 K and the deposition of 
carbon layers should prevent erosion at all temperatures.  

2. Temperature dependence of W erosion due to carbon ion bombardment 

 The temperature dependence of erosion / deposition due to carbon ion bombardment has 
been investigated in detail for W, Ta, Pt and Au [18] and examples will be given here for the 
C+/W system. Fig. 8 shows the fluence dependence of the weight change of a W sample 
bombarded at normal angle of incidence with 2.4 keV C+ ions at different temperatures.  

While at room temperature the data agree well with the behavior shown in Fig. 7a, already at 
773 K a slower weight increase is observed at high fluences. This is an indication of an 
enhanced self sputtering yield after the deposition of a carbon layer on the W surface and 
must be interpreted in terms of RES of carbon [18,19]. With further increasing temperature 
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Fig. 7. C+ ion bombardment of tungsten. a) weight change as a function of applied carbon 
fluence for 0°, 35° and 70° angles of incidence (with respect to surface normal) b) angular 
and energy dependence of the transition from erosion to deposition. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of experimental and simulated weight change data of 2.4 keV C+  W in 
the temperature range from 300 K to 1073 K. 

the initial weight loss extends to higher fluences. This can be interpreted as the manifestation 
of carbon diffusion into W in competition with carbon implantation, thus leaving the surface 
exposed to erosion to higher carbon fluences. The final weight increase has again a smaller 
slope due to the RES increase with temperature [19,20]. In order to simulate the observed 
behavior in separate experiments the RES erosion yields and the diffusion coefficient of 
carbon in W are determined from the interdiffusion of carbon layers on W samples at elevated 
temperatures. Measurements of the carbon self sputtering yield demonstrate that the effect of 
RES extends down to room temperature and must be taken into account for all elevated 
temperatures [18]. The data is collected in Fig. 9 and agrees well with literature data for the 
RES yield at higher temperatures [19,20]. The diffusion coefficients are found to be strongly 
depended on carbon concentration, decreasing more than an order of magnitude for carbon 
concentrations above 30 at.% in the investigated temperature range up to 1173 K [21]. In 
Fig. 10 the concentration dependent diffusion coefficient D(C) for low C concentrations [21] 
is compared with literature data [22]. Literature data are quite scattered and the low 
concentration values of D(C) from [21] lie between literature data for diffusion of C in W and 
in WC. At temperatures above 1200 K the diffusion of carbon is so fast that a carbon ion flux 
of 1.5 × 1014 cm–2s–1 is insufficient to result in complete surface coverage. The surface 
remains uncovered by carbon at high fluences and continuous weight loss occurs. The lines 
shown in Fig. 8 were obtained by computer calculations that took into account the 
simultaneous erosion/deposition and diffusion processes by coupling the Monte-Carlo code 
TRIDYN [16] with the new diffusion code DIFFUSEDC [18]. In this coupled approach the 
application of a certain fluence Φ is approximated by discrete fluence steps ΔΦ and time steps 
Δt.  Each step starts  with  a TRIDYN  calculation during which the implantation of a  fluence 
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Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of the C self sputtering yield together with an exponential fit 
to the available data. 

Fig. 10. Summary of available data on diffusion of C in W and C in WC. 
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ΔΦ is simulated, thereby taking the enhanced carbon erosion due RES into account by 
reducing the surface binding energy. The resulting carbon depth profile then serves as the 
input into a DIFFUSEDC calculation during which the evolution of the implanted carbon due 
to diffusion during a time period Δt is simulated. The result of this calculation in turn serves a 
input in the next TRIDYN run. This cycle is repeated N times with N = Φ/ΔΦ. In this 
calculations the discretization parameters ΔΦ and Δt were chosen small enough that the 
implantation and diffusion processes can be considered to occur simultaneously. The 
agreement of the curves and the experimental data without additional free fitting parameters 
indicates the diffusion and RES are the responsible processes for the temperature dependence 
of erosion/deposition. 

Other high-Z target materials yield qualitatively similar results but are different in details. For 
Ta, carbon diffusion coefficients are known to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than 
for W, thus making diffusion negligible in the temperature range up to 1200 K. The 
experimental data show a strongly reduced erosion phase at small fluences and a deposition 
phase in agreement with the temperature dependent RES yields. Bombardment of Au results 
in a carbon layer deposition at any temperature up to 1073 K, which starts to flake off at high 
fluences [18]. 

3. Multi-species ion bombardment 

 In fusion devices, typically, the plasma facing components are bombarded 
simultaneously by different ion species. Together with the flux of impurity ions, such as 
carbon, oxygen or atoms from wall materials, a much larger flux of fuel ions, i.e. hydrogen 
isotopes, impinges onto the surface. In order to simulate the simultaneous impact of carbon 
and hydrogen ions, CH3

+ ions were used in comparison with C+ ions [19]. The CH3
+ energy 

was chosen at 3 keV such that the carbon ions obtain the same energy as in the case of single 
C+ bombardment at 2.4 keV. The equivalent energy for hydrogen is 200 eV. In Fig. 11 the 
fluence dependence of erosion by CH3

+ is compared to C+ ions. Already at 300 K an increased 
erosion yield for CH3

+ is found. CH3
+ at 1000 K leads to continuos weight loss of the sample. 

In simulations of the erosion/deposition due to CH3
+ the additional erosion (physical + 

chemical) due to the incident 200 eV hydrogen atoms must be taken into account. In this case 
TRIDYN may simulate the physical sputtering yield, while additional chemical erosion 
effects [23] must be taken into account separately. Chemical erosion is therefore added as an 
additional step (YCHEM) in the TRIDYN + DIFFUSEDC coupling cycle described above. In 
YCHEM the carbon depth profile calculated by TRIDYN is modified according to a given 
chemical sputtering yield analogous to the dynamic surface relaxation performed by 
TRIDYN. In order to simulate the results of CH3

+ bombardment on W depicted in Fig. 10, 
two types of calculations were performed. At 300 K where diffusion is negligible only 
TRIDYN+YCHEM is used with chemical erosion yield of 4%. The high temperature 
bombardment at 1000 K is simulated using the full sequence 
TRIDYN+DIFFUSEDC+YCHEM. The agreement with the experimental data in excellent. 
The resulting code package now allows the simulation of erosion/deposition in divertor or 
first wall conditions under fusion experiments which cannot be reproduced directly in ion 
beam experiments. 

 The simultaneous impact of different impurity ions, such as C+ and O+, is simulated by 
bombardment with CO+ ions. As substrate in this case Be was chosen [24,25] and the CO+ ion 
energy was 3 keV.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the temperature dependence of the W samples weight change during 
C+ and CH3

+ bombardment. 

 While at room temperature a carbon layer is deposited, as in the case of W, CO+

bombardment results in a saturation of the deposited amount of both C+ and O+. The erosion 
of carbon by oxygen ions is higher than unity [26] such that a surface concentration less than 
100 at.% C results in an eroded carbon flux equal to the incident CO+ ion flux. Such a high 
erosion yield must be due to chemical re-erosion of deposited carbon by oxygen atoms, where 
CO and CO2 formation is found [26,27]. Chemical phase analysis shows a surface layer of 
BeO intermixed with amorphous carbon [28]. The coverage does not protect the Be substrate 
from erosion. At room temperature continuous weight loss of the Be sample prevails 
(Fig. 12).  

The erosion yield of Be increases with increasing surface temperature up to 473 K, indicating 
a reduced Be coverage by carbon. This may be due to enhanced C erosion or by diffusion of 
Be to the surface. At further elevated temperatures initially a weight increase occurs, turning 
into erosion at high fluences. Depth profiling of C and O after reaching steady state erosion 
reveals the increasing interdiffusion of Be with C and O which results in the initial weight 
increase. 

Conclusions

 Under bombardment with non-recycling impurities the surfaces of pure materials used 
as plasma-facing component will be modified. This modification has been investigated for the 
case of bombardment by carbon ions or CO+ and CH3

+ molecules. Substrates investigated are 
Be, Si, Ti, and W. 
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Fig. 12. Weight change of a Be target during 3 keV CO+ bombardment in the temperature 
range from 293 K to 773 K. 

 The chemical interaction of carbon with these materials is investigated by deposition of 
elementary carbon layers and subsequent thermal treatment. The processes of chemical phase 
formation (carbidization) and diffusion have been analyzed by X ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy. Carbide formation was observed in all cases. Carbon diffusion into the bulk at 
elevated temperatures is observed for the transition metals Ti and W. For Be and Si, however, 
which are forming ionic and covalent carbide compounds, respectively, no carbon diffusion 
into the bulk takes place. For W and Ti, both subcarbides and carbides with different 
stoichiometries are identified. 

 At room temperature and normal angle of incidence on all elements a carbon layer is 
deposited by C+ ion bombardment, protecting the underlying substrate from erosion. At 
elevated temperatures the formation of compounds and carbide phases occur. The 
temperatures where carbide formation sets in correlates with the heat of formation of the 
different carbides. Simultaneously, interdiffusion of implanted carbon atoms and substrate 
atoms occur. 
 These modifications at elevated temperatures have strong influence on the erosion 
behavior of the substrate. Transitions from deposition to erosion occur at elevated 
temperatures and a detailed investigation is presented for the case of C+ and CH3

+

bombardment of W. The transition temperature depends on the diffusion coefficient for 
carbon into W and on the temperature dependent self sputtering yield of carbon. Using these 
data the erosion behavior can be simulated in a modified TRIDYN code and extrapolated to 
the conditions in future fusion reactors. 

 Multi-species ion bombardment were simulated using CO+ and CH3
+ ions and show 

additional complications due to the chemical interaction of the incident species. In order to 
simulate multi-species bombardment as expected in fusion plasma conditions dual beam 
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experiments will have to be performed where ion fluxes can be varied independently. 
Additionally, drastic differences are expected with respect to hydrogen retention and diffusion 
in mixed material surfaces and needs to be investigated.  
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on titanium
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Abstract

Interaction of deuterium ions with highly oriented pyrolytic graphite and thin carbon layers on titanium are studied

by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements. The effects induced by the deuterium beam are compared to

bombardment with chemically inert argon ions. XPS allows the identification of several carbon states: graphitic carbon,

disordered graphitic carbon, ion-induced radiation defects in carbon, and carbidic carbon in the carbon films on ti-

tanium. Erosion of the carbon film by deuterium proceeds through two paths: first a chemical erosion with a cross-

section of 4:7� 10�17 cm2 removes elementary carbon. At the same time, carbidic carbon is eroded with a linear yield of

0.003 within the fluence range between 8� 1016 and 1:4� 1017 cm�2.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 68.35.Dv; 79.20.Rf; 82.20.Pm; 82.80.Pv

Keywords: Carbon; Titanium; Carbide; Erosion; Surface effects; XPS

1. Introduction

The application of different materials for use as

plasma-facing components (PFCs) at the first wall of

modern fusion experiments [1] and in the design of ITER

[2,3] leads to the formation of multi-component materi-

als due to erosion, material transport through the plasma

and redeposition of materials at different locations [4,5].

Elevated wall temperatures and energetic particles allow

compound formation at the surfaces as well as diffusion

of surface species into the bulk material [6,7]. Compound

surface layers influence the hydrogen inventory in the

PFCs by modifying the hydrogen isotope diffusion

through these layers, the chemical erosion behavior of

the PFC surface towards hydrogen, and the hydrogen

adsorption and desorption properties of the surfaces.

In order to understand and consequently predict

hydrogen isotope interactions with multi-component

PFC materials it is necessary to comprehend the prin-

cipal interaction mechanisms of hydrogen with pure and

mixed PFC materials. In previous work we studied the

surface interaction of carbon with several materials,

leading to carbide formation and carbon diffusion at

elevated temperatures [6,8–10]. We also demonstrated

that the bombardment of carbon layers on Ti and W

with chemically inert noble gas ions leads both to

sputtering and formation of a carbide phase at the sur-

face [11]. In this work, the interaction of deuterium ions

in the keV energy regime with pure carbon, as well as

with carbon films on titanium is studied by X-ray pho-

toelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The results of the XPS

measurements are compared to kinematic simulations of

the ion–solid interactions using the Monte Carlo code

TRIDYN [12] which describes dynamic compositional

changes due to ion bombardment.

2. Experimental

Samples for this investigation are highly oriented

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG ZYA, Advanced Ceramics),

and a polycrystalline titanium foil (Goodfellow). Sample

areas are approx. 1 cm2 and thicknesses 1 mm. The
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HOPG surface is stripped by adhesive tape before in-

sertion into the ultra-high vacuum system (UHV, base

pressure in the low 10�8 Pa range). XPS measurements

performed directly after sample insertion show only

signals originating from carbon; no further cleaning of

the HOPG surface in UHV is applied prior to ion

bombardment.

Titanium is mechanically polished to mirror-like

finish. Cleaning under vacuum involves heating/sput-

tering cycles (970 K, 5 keV Arþ) until only metal signals

are detected by XPS. Carbon films on Ti are deposited

from an Omicron EFM3 source using high-purity car-

bon (99.999%, Goodfellow). The chemical state of the

sample surfaces is characterized using XPS with mono-

chromatic AlKa radiation (PHI ESCA 5600). This

technique is very suitable to distinguish carbon in its

graphitic and carbidic phases [9]. Additional details re-

garding the analysis and sample preparation system can

be found elsewhere [13].

The binding energies in the XPS spectra are refer-

enced to the graphitic C 1s signal at 284.2 eV from the

respective spectra. The analyzer work function is ref-

erenced to the Au 4f7=2 signal at 84.0 eV. Spectra are

accumulated with a pass energy of 2.95 eV at an elec-

tron exit angle of 22� with respect to the surface nor-

mal. Ion bombardment is carried out using a non-mass

separated ion source (Specs IQ 12/38). Ion fluences are

calculated with known implantation areas at the sam-

ple surface and sample current measurements. For

deuterium bombardment, fluences are calculated as-

suming Dþ ions, although Dþ
2 and Dþ

3 may as well be

present.

3. Results

3.1. Graphite

An HOPG sample is bombarded with 1 keV Dþ ions

up to fluences of 2:3� 1016 cm�2. Between ion bom-

bardment cycles, XPS spectra are taken in survey and

high resolution modes. Survey spectra prove no con-

tamination accumulation at the sample surface during

all treatment steps, since only peaks attributable to

carbon are observed. Already after a Dþ fluence of

1� 1015 cm�2 the C 1s peak shows a shift in its overall

maximum of 0.1 eV to lower binding energies (from

284.2 to 284.1 eV). After 2:3� 1016 cm2, the shift

amounts to 0.15 eV and after annealing at 700 K the

peak maximum is at 284.0 eV. In contrast to Arþ

bombardment measurements of thin carbon layers on

gold [9] where the disorder introduced by the ion beam

and the remaining graphitic peak can be separated un-

ambiguously by peak fitting, this procedure is not suc-

cessful here. Nonetheless, to gain information on the

additionally introduced binding states of carbon under

Dþ irradiation, the C 1s spectrum from clean, unirra-

diated HOPG is subtracted from the respective spectra

after ion impact after Shirley background removal. The

difference spectra are plotted in Fig. 1 in two groups for

better visibility. The upper group consists of the first six

implantation steps between 1.0 and 4:7� 1015 cm�2. The

lower group comprises the following five implantation

steps from 6.6 to 23� 1015 cm�2 together with the final

annealing experiment at 700 K for 30 min. Solid and

broken lines alternate with increasing fluences, the first

and last curves in the groups are marked in the plot.

Positive intensity differences (values above the 0 lines) in

these spectra denote additional intensity compared to

clean HOPG, whereas negative values show decreased

intensity at the respective energy.

The difference spectra immediately indicate intensity

variations during the treatment cycles at three distinct

binding energies. The intensity changes (height at max-

imum/minimum in Fig. 1) of the three peaks in the dif-

ference spectra are plotted with increasing deuterium

fluence in Fig. 2(a). The largest changes take place at a

binding energy (BE) of 284.2 eV, which we attribute to

graphitic carbon. The position of this peak does not

change throughout the whole treatment series. However,

intensity in this position continuously decreases com-

pared to the clean HOPG. After the final 700 K heating,

a slight increase in intensity at this position is again

observed. The peak at the higher BE of 284.9 eV is very

weak, but also stable in position. Intensity at this BE
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Fig. 1. XPS difference spectra in the C 1s region of HOPG

bombarded with 1 keV Dþ ions. The consecutive fluence steps

are separated into two groups. Successive spectra are marked

with solid and broken lines, respectively. Some fluences are

indicated, the intermediate fluences correspond to the values of

the data points in Fig. 2. The final spectrum is measured after

annealing at 700 K for 30 min.
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increases during the first implantation steps up to ap-

prox. 7� 1015 cm�2. At higher fluences, first a small

decrease is noticed and the intensity is then constant up

to the final implantation step. After heating at 700 K,

the intensity around 284.9 eV almost drops back to the

level at the clean HOPG surface. The third peak com-

ponent appears around 283.9 eV and shifts during the

implantation to 283.7 eV. This component appears im-

mediately after the first ion implantation step and

maintains the initial maximum intensity throughout the

subsequent ion treatments. It is only after the 700 K

heating that the intensity of this component increases

again and reaches a new maximum, while remaining

constant at 283.7 eV BE.

A justification for this method of spectrum evalua-

tion by differences is the overall development of the sum

of the three difference peaks. In Fig. 2(b) the sum of the

three peaks is plotted together with the total C 1s peak

integral from the XPS spectra (after Shirley background

subtraction). For comparison, the sum is normalized to

the amplitude of the C 1s curve. Both lines show the

same overall behavior: after a small initial intensity in-

crease during the start of ion bombardment the curves

decrease until a fluence of approx. 8� 1015 cm�2 is

reached. At higher fluences, no changes are observed.

The intensity increase seen for the C 1s peak after

sample heating to 700 K is also reproduced by the sum

of the difference peaks.

The variations in the difference spectra of the HOPG

bombarded with deuterium is compared to HOPG

bombarded with argon. Fig. 3 shows an analogous ex-

periment to Fig. 1 for 1 keV Arþ up to a fluence of

8:5� 1015 cm�2 and final annealing to 970 K for 60 min.

As in the difference spectra from the Dþ experiment,

three peaks are observed. However, the peak positions

after Arþ bombardment do not vary with fluence. The

peak around 285 eV appears under Arþ bombardment

and develops with fluence. The dashed line corresponds

to 8:5� 1014 cm�2, the subsequent implantation steps

(fluence of 2:1–8:5� 1015 cm�2) already show saturation

at this BE. After annealing to 970 K this peak almost

completely vanishes again, as in the deuterium case. The

gradual changes with fluence are also visible in the in-

tensity at 284.2 eV. At this position, however, no influ-

ence of the annealing step is recognized. The peak

around 283.7 eV exhibits the most pronounced altera-

tion after annealing. While Arþ bombardment creates

this peak already after the first fluence step and subse-

quent implantation cycles do not modify it, annealing

strongly increases the intensity at this BE. The peak

position, however, remains unaffected.

3.2. Carbon films on titanium

A 2.9 nm carbon film on titanium is bombarded with

4 keV Dþ ions up to a fluence of 1:4� 1017 cm�2. De-

pending on the applied model for electron attenuation

lengths is solids [14], it is several nm for our experi-

mental parameters. The XPS information depth there-

fore is larger than the carbon layer thickness. Fig. 4

shows the C 1s range after the indicated fluences. The
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Fig. 2. Panel (a) shows the intensity changes of the three peaks

identified in Fig. 1. Positive values indicate an increase in in-

tensity compared to HOPG at the respective BE, negative val-

ues a decrease. Panel (b) compares the total C 1s intensity from

the raw spectra (after subtraction of a Shirley background) with

the sum of the heights from panel (a) at each fluence. The height

curve is normalized to compare with the intensity curve. Values

after 700 K heating are indicated in the plots.
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Fig. 3. XPS difference spectra in the C 1s region of HOPG

bombarded with 1 keV Arþ. Sample treatments are indicated.

The overlapping spectra correspond to fluences from 2.1 to

8:5� 1015 cm�2, respectively.
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spectrum without ion bombardment shows a broad peak

(compared to HOPG) located at 284.6 eV, originating

from graphitic carbon. A second peak at 281.8 eV

originates from TiC, formed at the interface between

deposited carbon and titanium metal. Between these

peaks, intensity is recorded around 282.6 eV, where ti-

tanium subcarbides are located. The graphitic peak

shifts already after a fluence of 3:9� 1015 cm�2 by 0.11

eV to lower binding energies and reaches a fixed position

at 1:2� 1016 cm�2 after a total shift of 0.22 eV. At the

same time, no shift is observed in the position of the TiC

signal. The total intensity of the C 1s signal decreases.

The graphitic peak vanishes after a Dþ fluence of

5:5� 1016 cm�2, up to where the TiC signal continually

increases. Within the fluence range applied here, no

complete erosion of formed TiC is observed. Compared

to the spectra of the bombarded HOPG samples, no

increased intensity around 285.2 eV due to ion-beam-

induced effects is visible.

These observed changes in the C 1s signals are more

clearly visible in the difference spectra (plotted in Fig. 5).

Shown is the difference of the unirradiated spectrum

from the spectra observed after fluences of 3:9�
1015–4:7� 1016 cm�2. Compared to HOPG in Figs. 1

and 3 where a peak in the differences around 285 eV is

observed, here only an intensity decrease is visible. No

additional intensity is produced by the Dþ ion beam. In

contrast to Arþ bombardment experiments of carbon

films on Ti (not shown here) where the disordered gra-

phitic carbon (peak at 285.2 eV), produced during the

carbon vapor deposition, is eroded during the first ion

implantation steps, no peak is formed at this BE under

Dþ bombardment.

The peak around 283.8 eV, well developed in the

HOPG experiments, is also identified on the C film.

However, the maximum is only distinct at the 3:9� 1015

cm�2 fluence; at higher ion fluences it vanishes. The

281.8 eV peak originating from carbon in a TiC envi-

ronment is clearly observed and remains fixed for all

fluences. The carbide intensity continues to increase with

fluence, while the total carbon intensity decreases. In-

tensity pointing to the existence of titanium subcarbides

(around 282.6 eV) is visible at the initial stages of Dþ

bombardment. After 1:6� 1016 cm�2 the subcarbides are

hardly discernible in the difference spectra. However, in

the raw spectra (Fig. 4) there is still intensity around this
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BE. The existence of subcarbides therefore cannot be

excluded.

4. Discussion

During deuterium and argon ion bombardment of

HOPG a shift in BE and a broadening of the C 1s peak

are observed. The shift of the C 1s peak to lower BE for

both ion species is caused by a decrease in intensity at

the graphitic carbon position (284.2 eV) and an increase

of intensity at lower BE. The difference spectra reveal a

peak 0.35–0.53 eV below the graphitic signal. In contrast

to the existing literature the difference spectra allow to

distinguish components in the C 1s signal rather than to

characterize spectral changes through mere peak shifts.

Compared to results from earlier work we are able to

attribute the main peak and the high-BE signal to gra-

phitic carbon and carbon in a disordered graphitic en-

vironment [9]. The fact that the high-BE component

(285.2 eV) also disappears in the HOPG experiments

under annealing corroborates the assignment to a dis-

ordered graphite state. The new peak at lower BE is

assigned to states induced by the ion beams. A shift to

lower BE has previously been observed in the literature

[15,16] without separating components in the C 1s sig-

nal. In our measurements we do not observe a shift to-

wards higher BEs after extended ion implantation. On

the contrary, after annealing of the implanted samples

the C 1s signal shifts even further to lower BE.

The intensity decrease in the C 1s signal during ion

implantation into HOPG is explained by the dilution of

the carbon in the XPS information depth by hydrogen

or argon. In contrast to what has been reported in the

literature [15–17] we do not observe a peak shift to

higher BEs at prolonged Dþ implantation; this shift has

been attributed to the formation of C–H bonds [16,17].

BEs above 285.0 eV could also be attributed to sp3-hy-

bridized carbon [18] which, however, is unlikely to be

produced within a collision cascade at low fluences. Not

compatible with the argument of C–H bond formation

for a signal at any new BE is the fact that all shifts/

contributions observed here appear under both Dþ and

inert Arþ bombardment. An interpretation of the shift

to lower BEs by C–H bond formation of unsaturated

hydrocarbons would be the BE values for sp and sp2

carbon from [18]. HREELS measurements also indicate

the formation of sp2 and sp3 carbon [19]. However, the

identical observations for Arþ implantation rule out this

interpretation at least as far as being the only explana-

tion. Similar shifts were also observed under Heþ im-

plantation [20]. We therefore attribute the C 1s intensity

below 284.0 eV to defects in the graphite lattice, pro-

duced by the collision cascades, and therefore different

from the disordered graphitic carbon with a BE of 285.2

eV. The reason for the smaller changes at below 284 eV

in the case of the carbon film compared to the HOPG is

the lower degree of structural order in the film. The film

C 1s peak is initially already much wider than from

HOPG and changes due to the ion-beam-induced effects

are harder to detect.

The C 1s spectra and also the respective difference

spectra of the carbon film on titanium do not allow a

similar distinction between the elementary carbon

binding states as in the case of HOPG. Initially, the

disordered graphite phase has a high weight within the

whole peak. The Dþ bombardment leads to an erosion,

preferentially of the disordered graphite, and finally also

of the graphitic carbon. The preferential erosion of the

disordered phase is concluded from the decrease of the

full-width-at half-maximum of the high-BE peak (1.63

eV initially and 1.04 eV after 3:9� 1016 cm�2), the total

shift of the peak to lower BEs, as well as from the

asymmetric development of the peak in the difference

spectrum. As in the HOPG experiments, the Dþ bom-

bardment leads to the formation of a small amount of

radiation-induced defects, visible by the small peak

around 283.6 eV in the difference spectra. In contrast to

the HOPG samples, these defects in the film are only

visible initially and are obscured by the decrease of the

subcarbide phases during Dþ implantation. Carbon

bound directly to titanium in TiC is initially present at

the interface between the carbon layer and the substrate

[6], and becomes more accessible to XPS with pro-

gressing layer erosion and even increases by ion-beam

mixing. Ion-beam-induced carbide formation was al-

ready observed for noble gas ions [11]. After a maximum

of the TiC signal (at 281.8 eV) at 5:5� 1016 cm�2 this

intensity decreases because of TiC erosion.

The total C 1s intensity decreases exponentially up

to a fluence of 8� 1016 cm�2. Above, the intensity de-

crease follows a linear shape. The threshold between

the two parts is characterized by the complete disap-

pearance of carbon intensity other than from TiC (peak

at 281.8 eV). The different slopes suggest different

erosion mechanisms. Below the threshold, elementary

carbon is eroded chemically by deuterium ions. The

exponential shape is caused by an erosion mechanism

which involves the entire carbon layer, similar to the

ion-induced desorption of an adsorbed monolayer [21].

This is plausible since the implantation range of 4 keV

Dþ in C on Ti extends to more than 100 nm, as cal-

culated by TRIDYN. Therefore, the whole carbon

layer of 2.9 nm is irradiated and chemical erosion takes

place simultaneously throughout the entire layer. From

the exponential curve, a reaction cross-section for car-

bon by Dþ of rchem ¼ 4:7� 10�17 cm�2 is calculated.

Above the threshold fluence, an erosion yield of 0.003

results from a linear fit to the data. This number is in

the range of the physical sputtering yield: TRIDYN

calculations [22] for 4 keV Dþ on graphite give a yield

of 0.0074. Taking into account that TiC has a 1:1
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stoichiometry, the result of this work agrees well with

this TRIDYN calculation.

5. Summary

In summary, different binding states of carbon on

HOPG and carbon films on titanium during the inter-

action with deuterium ions are identified. The difference

spectra enable one to identify contributions from dis-

ordered graphitic carbon as well as from radiation-

induced defects besides the graphitic carbon state. The C

1s peak shift to lower binding energies due to ion im-

plantation is caused by an increase of the radiation-in-

duced defects on HOPG. In carbon films, the disordered

graphitic fraction is eroded preferentially, before the

remaining elementary carbon reacts. An erosion cross-

section for thin carbon films is determined. Carbon

bound in TiC at the interface erodes by a different

mechanism with a linear rate within the applied fluences.

No formation of hydrocarbons by Dþ bombardment,

especially with sp3-hybridized carbon, is observed.
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"������	��$����� � � 	����� %	�� ��������	� "��&�� '� �# ���
"������� '�������� �� �������� ��� �� ����
I� 
����	 �	� ��� 
�	������

�������	����	������  !� ������"�#���� $�%&'(� &���������	� )���*��		������ +� ,�-./0- ������	� 1� �!	���	� �����	#

�������� #�������� �; ����� �������� <������� �� ����

���� �� 3 -+�4.���� -+�-7��9

��������

'��  �������	 � ���1�	�1���� ����� ��������� �� �	�9����1�� �	 ���
"������ ���	� ���"�	�	�� B���� >��� ;��� �	� ��9�����C �  ����	 ��9���� ;��	
���1�	 �� ���� �������� ;��� ����� ���������� (	 ��� ��� ���� � �����
���"�	�	�� 9��# ��D���	� ��	�����	� ;��� ���"��� �� "������� �	� �	���#
��"��� ������'� "������ ��� ����� ��������  �������	 �	��� ����� ��	�����	�
��� "������ �	�;����� � ���  �	����	��� �����	���� ��9��	�	� �����
�	��������	� �� ����	����� �	 ���� "�"�� ;� "����	� ��� ������� � ���1�	
�	��������	 ;��� ����	��� �	� ������	� �� ����� ��1���	���  �� ��������
�	� ��9���	� ���1����� ����	� ������� �������	�� '� "�� ��� 1���� �������
� ��� �������	� � ���1�	 ;��� ��D���	� �����	��� ���	 ���1�	 >��� ���
"������� 1# �������	 1��� �9�"������	 �	 ��� ��D���	� ��1������� �	���
�GA ��	�����	�� &�� ���������	��  �� �������� �	��#��� ��� "�� �����
���	� P���# "�����������	 �"��������"# BP�<C�H� ������� >��� ��� "��"������
� ��� ��"������ ���1�	 >���� '�� ���1�	 >��� ��� ����������*�� �	 �	���
���� ��� ���� �	� ��� ���"���� �� 1��� ���"����� &		����	� � ��� ���1�	
>��� �" �� M/7 � ����� �� � ���	�����	  ��� � ���������� ���1�	 	��;���
�	�� � ���"����� ���������� ���"������	 � ���1�	 >��� �� ���� ���"�������
�	 ����	��� �� ������	 ����� �� � ������� ���1���  �������	 �� ���
���1�	L��1������ �	��� ���� ���1�	 ��"������ �	 ������ � ��9���� ��	���#���
�� "����	� �	 �����	���#  ���� &		����	� � ��� ���"��� ����� �� ���"����
���1���*����	 ��	����	� ��� �9����1�� ���1�	 �	 1��� ������ '���	��� ������
��'�� �	� �������	�� ��1�������������� ���1���� ������	  ���� <�� ;��� �����
������������#�

	
 ����������

'������ �������	� � ���1�	 ��9���� ��� ���� ��	 ���� ��
���  �������	 � ���1�	������ ��������� 	����# ���1�����
H��� ������ �� ��� "������ ���	� "���� �  ����	 ��"���
���	�� �����	�� ���� 1��#������ ������	� ��	����	 �	�
����	��� ��� � �"����� �	������ E@F� �	 "��9���� ������� ���
�	��������	� � ���1�	 �	 1��#����� �	� ���1�	 �	 ��	����	
;��� �	9��������� �	 ������ E+�5F� 1������ )� �	� H ���
���  �9����� ���������  �� ��� �'$% �����	 E0�.F� '�� ;���
"����	��� ���� ����� ;��� ��� ���"������� ��"�	��	� �	����
�����	 � ���1�	 ;��� ������	 ;���� �� �����	��# ���� �	 ����
� ��� ������	� �������� �� � ;��� ��	�����	�	� ��������
E4�/F� �	� ����	���� ;���� ;�� ���� �� ������� �������� E-F�
'����  ��� �����	�� "����	� ����"���  �� ��� ��D���	�
������� � ���1���� ;���� ���3 ��	�� ���1����� ���� )�+��
��9���	� ���1����� ���� <�� �	� �������� ���1����� ���� '���
H+� �	� H� EM�@7F� '�� �	������	��	� � ���  �	����	���
�������� ��� ��� �������	� 1��;��	 ���1�	 �	� ��D���	�
�����	�� �� 	�������# 1� ���  ������ �	9���������	� ��	 ���;
"����1�� ��"�������	� �	 "����� ��� ��� �	��������	 �D����
��"����� �	 �  ����	 ��9��� ���� ������	L����"������	�
G����#���	�� G��"���� �	� �������� (�� "��9���� ;��� E5F
���;�� ���� ��� ���"���� �	� �������� ����������*����	 � 
��� ��"������ ���1�	 >��� �� 	�������# �	 ����� �� ����
��	����� ��� �������� �	��������	 � ���1�	 ;��� ���
��1������ ���������  ��� ��� ����>�����	� ;����	 ��� ���1�	

��#��� '���� ��� ���1�	 ��#��� �	 �	��� ���� ��1������� ���
�	9��������� �	� ���"���� �� ;������>	�� ��� ���� � �����#
����	��� "#���#��� ���"���� BG(��C�

�
 -.����������

'�� P�< ���������	�� ��� ������� ��� ���	� � �G� .477
$<�& �#���� ;��� � ��	���������� &� �� ������ �	� �
�����"������� �	���# �	��#*��� &�� P�< �"����� ��� "���
��	��� � ��� <�����# 1�������	� ��1�������	 E@@F� $	���#
����1�����	 �� "�� ����� ���	� ��� &� 0 /�+ "��� �� -0�7 �A�
'�� �	��#��� �#���� �� ��		����� �� � "��"������	 ����1��
�	� ���"��� ��	 1� ���	� ����� ;������ ���9�	� �GA� '�
�		��� ��� ���"��� � ��������	 �����	� ������ �	� �	 �����
���	 1��� ������ ��� �9����1��� 6�� ���"�� ����	�	� �	�
������� � ��	 1��� �	����� �������	� ��� P�< �#���� ��
�?��""�� ;��� �	 ��	 ��	 B7�.=.�7 ��AC� '�� 1��� "�������
�	 1��� 9������ �� �	 ��� ��; @7�- �� ��	��� '�� <�� '�
�	� &� ��1������� ��� ����	�� 1# ��"����� �"�����L
�		����	� �#���� B.�7 ��A &��LM/7 �C� ���1�	 >��� ��� ��"�
"���� 1# �GA �������	 1��� �9�"������	 � ���"���� E@+F�
;���� "��9���� ��	����	����	  ��� ��"������	 ;����	 ���
P�< ��������	 �������#� ,�"������	 ����� 1��;��	 7�7@
�	� 7�70 	�L��	 ��� ����� 6������ ������� � ��� ��"����
��	��� ����" ��� ������1�� ����;���� E@5F�

�
 ������� ��� ���������

5�@� �����
 =1� ����������>����


& 5�/ 	� ����� ���1�	 >�� �� "��"���� �	 �	 �	��� "��#�
��#������	� ���� ��1������� '�� >�� �����	��� �� ����������
���	� ��� ����	�����	 � ��� &� 0 /�+ ���	�� E@0F ��	������	�
� ��	���# � @�- �L��5  �� ��� ��"������ ���1�	 >�� E@.�@4F�
�	 6��� @B�C ��� � @� ���� ��9�� �"������ � ��� ���1�	 >��
�� ���;	 � ��� ��"������	 �� 577 �� '�� P�< ���	�� ���;�
� ����	��# ��#������� ���"�� ��� ������� �� ������� ��
+-0�+ �A �	� � �������� ��  ����� �� � ������ 1�	��	� �	���#�
';� �����
���	�* "���� ��� 	�������# �� >� ��� ���� E@/F�
��� "������	 � ��� �������	�� "��� �� �� +-.�+ �A� &		����	�
� ��� ���1�	 >�� �� M/7 � ����� �� � ��������	 � ���
 ����;����������� �������� B6HG�C �	 ��� P�< ���	��
;���� ��	��	��� �� ������ ���"�������� E5F� ,�� �� �		����	�
���  ������	 � ��� "��� �� +-.�+ �A ���������� <���������
�	9���������	� � �������	 1��� �9�"������ ���1�	 >���
��9� ���;	 ��� ������	�� � ����� ���"����� �������� �	� ����
������� ���1�	 E@+�@-F� & ��� ������� �������	� ;� ;����
��"��� �	 �	������� ���"����� ������ H� "��"��� ���� ���
P�< "��� �� +-0�+ �A �����	����  ��� ���1�	 ����� ;���
���"����� ��	>�������	 �	� ��� 1������ "��� �� +-.�+ �A

��#���� <���"��� 'M@� @50=@5/� +77@

"������ #������ $%� �"������ #������ ����
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�������  ��� ���������� ���1�	� '��� �	���"�������	 ��
��""����� 1# ��� �"������ ����	 �� �	 �		����� >�� � ���
@�7 ��A &�� ��	 1��1�����	�� ���;	 �� ��� 1����� "���
� 6��� @B�C� '�� ����	9������	 ������� �	 �	 �	�������
 ������	 �����	�  ��� ���������� ���1�	� � @� �"����� � 
�	 G(�� ���"�� ��� ���;	 �	 6��� @B1C  �� ���"�����	 ;���
��� 1���9��� � ��� ���1�	 >��� '�� ������� � ���
���"���� "��� �� �� +-0�. �A� ��� 6HG� � 7�0 �A �� 9��#
����� ���"���� �� ��� �9�"������ ���1�	 B6HG�3
7�M �AC� & ��� @�7 ��A &�� ��	 1��1�����	� ��� "���
1�����	� �	� � �������� ��9���"� �� ������ 1�	��	�
�	���#� '��� �������� 1������ ���� "��	��	��� ;���
�	������	� 1��1�����	� ����� �� ����	������� �	 6��� @B1C
 �� +� . �	� +7 ��	 &�� 1��1�����	�� '���� ��� ;�
��	����� ���� ��� �	��	���# �� +-.�+ �A ������  ��� ���
���������	� � ��� ���"����� 	��;���� '�� ���"� � ���
P�< ���	�� �������� �� ��� 1��1����� G(�� �����1���
��� ���	�� � ��� �9�"������ ���1�	 >��� '� ���"���� ���
���"�����	 1��;��	 �9�"������ ���1�	 �	� G(�� ���
���"�� �� ���� �		����� �� M/7 � ;���� ����	 ������ �
	����;�	� � ��� "���� 1�� ��� �������	� 6HG� �� �����
���� ������ ���	 �	 ��� 9����	 G(�� �"������� &�
��"����� �	 ��� ���������� ��� �		����	� ���"������� � 
M/7 � ��	 �	�# �D��� �	 ����# ����� � ��� ���"����*����	
"������ E@MF�

6��� ��� ���������	�� "����	��� ���� ;� ��	����� ����
�9�"������ ���1�	 ��	 1�  ��	� �	 �;� ��D���	� 1�	��	�
������3 (	� �� �����1���� �� � ���"����� ����	����	� � 
��� ���1�	 ����� �	� �	 ��� ����	� 1�	��	� ����� ���1�	
����� ���  ��	� �	 � ���������� �	9���	��	��

5�+� ������� -�������
 �
 ����
�	�

'� �	9�������� ��� ���1���  �������	 � ���1�	 �	 ����	����
� @�7 	� ���1�	 ��#�� �� "��"���� �	 � "������� "��#�
��#������	� ����	��� ���"��� 6��� + ���;� ��� P�< �"�����
�	 ��� � @� �	� '� +"5�+ 1�	��	� �	���# ��	���� '�� � @�
�"������ ���"��#� � ����� �����	���# ���1�	 ���	�� ����
"���� � ���"����� �	� ���������� ��	���1����	�� �� ����
������ �	 <�����	 5�@� &� � 1�	��	� �	���# � +-@�/ �A �	
�������	�� ;������"������ "��� �� 9���1��� '�� ���;�� � 
���1�	 ����#��� ;��� ���  �������	 � � �������� ���"��	�
������� �� ��� ���1�	L��1������ �	��� ��� �� ����
���"������� B%'� ����	� 577 �C �� �1���9��  �� ��9����
�����	�� E@�+7F� '�� %' ������9��# �� "����1�� � ���
 �������	 �	����"# � ��� ���1���*����	 �������	 �� 	�����9�
;���� �� ��� ����  �� '�� E+@F� �	 �������	� ;��� 1�	��	�
�	���# 9����� ����	  ��� ��� ���������� E@5�++F ;� ��	�����
���� ��� "��� �� +-@�/ �A �����	����  ��� '��� '��
'� +"5�+ ���	�� ��9���� � �������� ��	���1����	 �� 0.5�M �A
�	� � ����	�  ������	 �����	�  ��� '�� �� 0.0�4 �A� ,��
�� �		����	�� ���1�	 ������ ;��� ����	���  ����	�  ������
����	�� � ���1���� �" �� 4/7 � �		����	� ���"�������
��� ���1��� �	��	���# �	 ��� � @� ���	�� �	������� �	�# �������#
�� @.Q� &  ������ "��� ��� �� 1� �	�������� �� +-+�0 �A
1��;��	 ��� � @� 1�	��	� �	���# � �����	���# ���1�	
�	� '�� �� �����9� � ���� >�� &� ������ ���"��������
��� ����� ���1�	 �	��	���# ��������� ���	�>��	��#� �� ��
������� �� 5-Q � ��� �	����� 9���� � ��� �		����	� ��
//7 �� �	 ��� � @� �"������ ��� �	��	���# ������� �� ��� ���
�� ��� 1�	��	� �	���# 9���� � '��� &��� ��� �������	�� "���

�� ' �' ������������	 �"����� � ��� � @� "��� � B�C � 5�/ 	� ���1�	 >�� �	 �
���� ��1������ �	� � B1C �����# ����	��� "#���#��� ���"���� BG(��C� '��
�"����� � ��� ���1�	 >�� B�������C ��� ���;	 �������� ;��� ��� ����	9������
"���� �	� ��� ���� �	������� ��� ��� ���"����9� ���"�� �������	�� 1� ���
��� �"������ ��?�������	�

�� ' �' ������������	 �"����� � ��� �@� �	� '� +"5�+ ���� ��9�� ���	�����	� � �
@�7 	� ���1�	 >�� �	 ����	���� '�� �		����	� ���"�������� ��� �	������� ��
��� �"������ '�� � @� ���� B�������C ��� >���� ;��� "���� �� ��� "������	�
 �� �����	���# �	� ���1���� ���1�	� '�� ��	�� ��"����	� ��� "���� �	� ���
��� � ��� ����	9������ ���	���� '�� ���1��� ��	�� ��� �	�������� ��� �����	�
���# ���1�	 "���� ��� ���	��>�� �� ����	������� �	 6��� @B�C�
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�� +-+�0 �A ���;�� H� �����1��� ���� "��� �� ����	���
��1���1���� '��� �� ��""����� 1# �1���9����	� �	 ��� �������
���� ;���� 	�����	 ��D������	 ��"�����	�� � '��� ����#�
�	� ����� ���������� �	9���������	� �	 '��� ���	 >��� ;���
"�� ����� E+5F� <�������������� ���� '�4�. E+0F �	� '�-�.
E+.F ��� ��"������ �	 ��� '��� "���� ������� '�+� �� ��������
�� �	 �������	�� "���� E+4F� '�� '� +" ���	��� � ��� ��D���	�
����	��� ������ ��� ��� ����� �� ���	 �������	�� �	 �������	
 ��� ���� 1�	��	� �	���# ������ ;����	 ��� �9����1��
�"���������� ���������	� &		����	� �� -/7 � ����� �� �	
������ ���"���� ����������	 � ��� ���1���� '�� '� +"5�+ ����
	�� �� >���� ;��� �	� "��� �� 0.5�M �A �	������	� ���� 	�
���1��� �����	�� &1�9� �		����	� ���"�������� � 4/7 �
� ����� ��#��	 ��	����	����	 ����������� �	� >	���#
+7Q � ��#��	 ��� "����	� �	 ��� ��� ��� ��#�� �������1��
1# P�<� &� ������# ��	���	��� ����	��� ���1��� 1���	��
�� ��� ����� � �������� ���1����� '���� ��� ����������*��
1# ���1�	 ����� ������� �	 ���������� ����� �	 � ����� ����
�"����� "����	�� �	 ��� ���� � '�� ��� ���������� �����
��� ����"��� �	� �	 ��� ���� � ��1�������������� ���1����
�	����"��� ����� ��� "����	�� �	 '�+� ��� � ��� ����������
����� ;���� 1� ����"��� 1# � ������ ,�D����	 � ���1�	
1��;��	 ��D���	� �?��9���	� ����� ��"���	� ��� ���� � ���1�	
 ��� ��� P�< ��������	 *�	� �	�� ��� 1��� � ��� ���"���
&�������# �	9���������	� � ��� �#���� '�L� E@5F ���; ����
�	 �9�"������ ����	��� ��#�� �	 ���"���� ��  ���# ���1���*��
�� M/7 � �	� � ��	���	� ���1�	 ��	��	������	 �� �1���9��
�1�9� ���� ���"�������� '��� ��	 1� �	�������� �	�# 1#
���1�	 ����� ���9����	�  ��� ��� ���"���� ��1������ �	��
��� '� ��#�� ��  ��� ���1���� 6��� ���� ����# �	� ��� ��"���
���	� "����	��� ���� �� �� �9���	� ���� ��� ��1����# � ���1�	
;����	 ��� '� ������� �������	�� ��� ���1���*����	 "�������
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'�� ���"������� ��"�	��	�� � ��� ���1���  �������	 � 
���1�	 �	 ������	 �� �	9��������� ;��� � @�4 	� ����� ���1�	
>�� �9�"������ �	�� � ����	 <�B@@@C ��1������ �� %'� � @�
�������9�� �"�����  ��� %' �� @7/7 � ��� ���;	 �	 6��� 5�
'�� � @� �"������ � ��� ��"������	 B577 �C ��	 1� >���� ;���
����� 1�	��	� ������� �;� 1���	��	� �� ��� ��D���	� �����	�
���# ���1�	 ������ B��� <�����	 5�@C� '�� �������	�� "���
�� �� � 1�	��	� �	���# � +-+�- �A ;���� �� ��� 9����  ��
<�� ��"����� �	 ��� ���������� E+/�+-F� &���	 ���  �������	
�	����"#  �� ���1���*����	 �� 	�����9� E+@F �	� ��� �����
� @� "��� �	������� ��� �������� �������	 1��;��	 ���1�	
�	� ������	�  ����	� ������	 ���1��� �� %'� ���9� >���	� �����
����� ��� ���1����  ������	 �� ���� ���"������� �����	 �� 1�
5Q � ��� � @� ���	��� '�� <� +" ��1������ ���	�� �	 6��� 5
��	����� � � ���1��� ;���� �� 	�� �����9�� �	 ���
���������	�� '�� 1�	��	� �	���# � ��� <� +"5�+ ����� ������
��	�� ���� �� MM�0 �A �	� �� �����1���� �� �����	���# ������	
E+/F� )������ � ��� ����� �����	��� � ��� ���1�	 >���
��� �����	���# <� +" ��1������ ���	�� ����	���� �	� ���
���1���� ��	���1����	 �� 	�� �����	������1�� ����� &		����	�
���"� 1���; M/7 �� �	�# ��9��� � ��������	 �	 ��� 6HG�
� ��� � @� ���	�� ��� �� ��� �����	� � ��� �;� �	������#
�1���9�� �����	���# ���1�	 ������� '�� ���1����  ������	
����� �� 4Q �� //7 �� �	 ��� <� +" ���	�� 	� ���	�>��	� ���	���
��� 9���1��� &� M/7 � ��� ���1��� ����	� �	������� �� @@Q � 
��� � @� <��	��� �	 ��� <� +" 1�	��	� �	���# �����	 ��� P�<
���	�� �� 1�����	�� ���	�>��	��#� '�� �"����� �������� ��
@7/7 � ���; ������� ���	���� '�� "��� ������� � ���

� @� ���	�� �� ��� ��� �� +-+�- �A �	� �	�# � ����� ����	�
� ���� ���	 5Q � �	������� �����	���# ���1�	 �� �� �� &���
��� ������� � ��� <� "��� �� ��� ��� @�+ �A ��;���� ������
1�	��	� �	������� '�� �	��	���# � ��� ���1�	 ���	�� ��
��������	� 1# .7Q � ��� �	����� 9���� � ��� �		����	� ��
@7/7 �� ���"���� ;��� ��� ���1�	L����	��� �#���� �� �
 ����	 � ���1�	 �	�� ��� ������	 ��1������ "��#� � ����
������� ���� ����� '��� ���������	�� �� � ��	��?��	�� � 
��� 1�	��	� ����� �	 ��� ������ <�� ��"����	�� ��� ����� � 
��9���	� ���1���� ;���� ��� <�=� 1�	� �� � ��9���	�
���������� & ��D����	 � ���1�	 �	�� ��� ������	 1��� ;����
��?���� ��� ��"���� � � ������ ��9���	� 1�	�� '��� �� ��D���	�
�� ��� �����	��� �	 �������� ���1���� B��� ��� '� ���"��
�1�9�� <�����	 5�+C ;���� ���1�	 ��# ����"# �	����������#
���	����� ����� �	 ��� ����� �������� '���� ���� ;� ��	�����
���� ��� ��9���	� ��������� � <�� �� ���"�	��1��  �� ��� ���1�
����# � ��� ���1��� ��#�� �	 ��� <� ��1�������

�
 #������

���1�	 ��#��� �	 ����� ��1������� ��� ������� 1# P�<� '��
��������� � ��� ��"������ >��� �� ���"���� �� G(��
�	� ��� �	K��	�� � ��	 1��1�����	� �	 ��� ���"����� �����
� G(�� �	� ���1�	 >��� �	 ���� �� ����	�������� P�<
�	9���������	� ��9��� ��� �������� �	��������	 � ���1���  ���
�����	 �� ��� �	��� ��� 1��;��	 ���1�	 >��� �	� ������	 �	�
����	��� ��1�������� ���1�	 >��� ��"������ 1# �������	
1��� �9�"������	 � �����"����# ���1�	 ���; �;� "����
�	 ��� � @� 1�	��	� �	���# ������� & "��� �� +-0�+ �A
�����	����  ��� ���"����� ���1�	� � ����	� "��� �� +-.�+ �A
 ��� ���������� ���1�	 	��;����� &		����	� ����� �� �	

�� ' 3' ������������	 �"����� � ��� � @� �	� <� +" ���� ��9�� ���	�����	� � �
@�4 	� ���1�	 >�� �	 ������	� '�� �		����	� ���"�������� ��� �	�������
�� ��� �"������ '�� � @� ���� B�������C �� ���;	 �������� ;��� ��� ���	9������
��	���1����	�� '�� <�� "��� �� �	�������� ��� �����	���# ���1�	 "����
��� ���	��>�� �� ����	������� �	 6��� @B�C�
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������	� � ��� ���1�	 ��#���� �	������� 1# � �������� � ���
+-.�+ �A ���"�	�	�� &�� ��	 1��1�����	� �	�������� ����
����� �	 ��� ���1�	 >�� ;���� ����� �� ��� ���""����	��
� ��� +-.�+ �A ���	��� '��� �� ���� �1���9��  �� G(�� ;����
��� "���  ��� � ���������� "���� �	������� ;��� ����	���
&�� 1��1�����	� ����� &	 �		����	� � ��� ����������
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Carbon films and carbide formation on tungsten
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Abstract

The reaction of carbon films on tungsten substrates has been investigated using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
( XPS). Thin C films were evaporated at room temperature on polycrystalline tungsten. For comparison with a non-
reactive metal, gold substrates were used. After deposition, XPS analysis showed two different chemical states of
unreacted carbon. A quantitative analysis of the deposited carbon amount was performed using the XPS intensities.
The gold surface did not react with C after all annealing steps up to 1170 K, and no changes in the integral C 1s
intensity were observed. The two C 1s states initially observed in the spectra converged into one peak with increased
annealing temperatures. The tungsten samples were annealed up to temperatures of 1270 K. XPS analysis showed the
stepwise formation of two different carbide phases. At temperatures below 870 K, the XPS spectra did not reveal any
significant changes. At 970 K, the C 1s photoelectron peak was shifted towards lower binding energies. After annealing
at 1270 K, a second shift occurred, indicating WC and W2C formation. Above 870 K, the C concentration of the
surface decreased distinctly with increasing annealing temperatures. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Carbides; Carbon; Gold; Surface chemical reaction; Tungsten; X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

1. Introduction as magnetron sputtering [4], mixing W and C
plasma streams [5] or evaporation [6 ]. In particu-
lar, the evaporation technique provides well-con-Tungsten is one of the candidate materials for

the plasma facing components of the International trolled deposition and very clean carbon films in
order to investigate the formation of carbide inthermonuclear experimental reactor (ITER) [1].

As long as both elements, tungsten and carbon, the interfacial region [7].
are introduced in the main chamber of a fusion
experiment or reactor, the carbidization process is
of great importance. Until now, there has been no

2. Experimentalsystematic investigation of the interaction of
carbon on tungsten substrates, which is necessary

The thin carbon films investigated in this studyprior to the usage of tungsten or tungsten carbide
were prepared by evaporating carbon from aas a first wall, blanket or divertor material in a
1.5 mm diameter graphite rod (Goodfellow,fusion reactor [2,3].
99.999%) with an Omicron EFM3 electron beamTo produce thin carbon films, a number of
evaporation source. To improve the performancedifferent methods have been made available, such
of the Omicron device, an external HV power
supply was used. During evaporation, the pressure* Corresponding author. Fax:+49-89-3299-2279.

E-mail address: linsmeier@ipp.mpg.de (Ch. Linsmeier) in the preparation chamber was better than 3.0
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×10−7 Pa, and the substrate was at room temper-
ature (RT). Deposition rates between 0.01 and
0.04 nm/min were used. The substrates were pol-
ished polycrystalline tungsten and gold. To achieve
a clean tungsten surface, repeated sputter/
annealing (2 keV Ar+/970 K) cycles were neces-
sary. Prior to evaporation, the gold substrates were
sputtered by Ar+ to remove oxygen contamina-
tion. The evaporation chamber was connected by
a UHV valve to a commercial XPS system (PHI
5600 ESCA). The experimental set-up is described
in detail elsewhere [8]. To achieve the highest
energy resolution, the hemispherical energy ana-
lyzer was driven at 2.95 eV pass energy, and mono-
chromatic Al Ka radiation was used. The binding
energies were calibrated with the Au 4f7/2 peak at
84.0 eV, where the full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) was smaller than 0.6 eV.

Annealing steps up to 970 K could be carried
out in the analysis chamber. For higher temper-
atures, the samples had to be transferred into the
preparation chamber, in which, using an electron
beam heater, temperatures up to 1270 K could be
achieved. In all cases, the desired temperature was
reached within 10 min and held for 30 min.

To determine the binding energies and different
fractions of binding states in the acquired XPS
spectra, curve-fitting procedures were carried out
using the MultiPak software package [9]. For the

Fig. 1. C 1s core-level spectra of carbon films on gold (a) andnon-linear least-squares optimization procedure, a composition of the samples within the XPS analysis depth (b).
Gaussian–Lorentzian line shape was applied [10].
All the spectra presented in this paper are shown
after a Shirley background subtraction [11]. the photoelectrons traveling through the material.

A brief description of the calculation procedure is
given in Ref. [13]. The thickness values are deter-
mined under the assumption of a layer growth,3. Results and discussion
which is confirmed by both the carbon and sub-
strate intensity development. However, the growth3.1. Characterization of deposited carbon films
behavior has not yet been investigated in detail.
The validity of the XPS quantification procedureAfter evaporating carbon onto tungsten at RT,

the C 1s binding energy region in the XPS spectra was verified experimentally in the experiment
ARTOSS at the IPP, in which in-situ XPS andconsists of several peaks. To distinguish carbidic

phases from adsorbed carbon, gold was used as a Rutherford backscattering (RBS) measurements
were performed for the Be–C system [14].non-reactive metal. The carbon amount was quan-

tified using the XPS intensities [12]. Film thick- Carbon modifications after evaporation were
studied on a gold substrate. C 1s core-level spectranesses were calculated from the C 1s intensities or

the attenuated substrate intensities under the of films with different thicknesses are shown in
Fig. 1a. At a very low carbon coverage of 0.1 nm,assumption of a layer growth and attenuation of
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we obtain a C 1s peak with a binding energy of
283.9 eV. This peak shifts gradually to a value of
284.2 eV for the sample with the 0.4 nm carbon
film, and the peak maximum remains at that value
for all samples with higher carbon coverages. In
the C 1s signal of the layers thicker than 0.4 nm,
a second peak is detected at a binding energy of
285.2 eV, originating from a different binding state
of the C atoms. The electronic and atomic structure
of evaporated carbon films has already been inves-
tigated on Si(100) substrates [6,15]. Two carbon
modifications were identified. A graphite-like state
leads to a C 1s binding energy signal at 284.0 eV.
A peak at 284.8 eV is associated with a lightly
disordered carbon modification [16 ]. These results
agree with our observations for the Au–C system.

The composition of the samples within the XPS
analysis depth is shown in Fig. 1b. With increasing
carbon film thickness up to 1.9 nm, the Au XPS
intensity decreased. The two C 1s peak intensities
increased. In this range, the fraction of the graph-
ite-like coordinated carbon grows faster than the
amount of disordered carbon. Above 1.9 nm, a
thickness estimation from the XPS intensities is no
longer reliable because the inelastic mean free path
of the photoelectrons limits the analysis depth. For
larger thicknesses, the flux meter of the evaporator
is used as a measure of carbon layer thickness.

To investigate the temperature-dependent beha- Fig. 2. C 1s core-level spectra of a carbon film on gold as a
function of annealing temperature (a) and fractions of thevior of the evaporated carbon films, a sample with
different binding states (b).3.0 nm carbon coverage was heated up to 1170 K

in steps of 100 K (Fig. 2a). No changes in the
integral C 1s intensity were observed, which means 3.2. Carbide formation on tungsten
that the carbon did not diffuse into the bulk of
the substrate material. The shape and intensity of The temperature dependence of the carbide
the Au 4f7/2 peak remained constant after all formation was investigated with a 1.0 nm thick
annealing steps. The gold surface therefore did not carbon film evaporated onto a clean tungsten
react with C under these conditions. Fig. 2b shows substrate at RT. The residual oxygen contamina-
the fractions of the different C 1s binding states. tion of the cleaned surfaces was less than 3 at.%
The disordered carbon converted into the thermo- in all cases. C 1s core-level spectra are shown in
dynamically stable graphitic phase with increasing Fig. 3a from RT up to 1270 K. The RT spectrum
annealing temperature [17]. This transition of the can be fitted with three binding states, two belong-
C 1s signal from two peaks into one signal on the ing to the different elementary carbon states (gra-
inert gold surfaces, due to the ordering of the phitic and disordered) and one additional peak at
graphite structure in the evaporated films, will a binding energy of 283.1 eV. The growth of
subsequently be used to distinguish carbon binding carbon adlayers on tungsten without the formation

of a chemical compound (carbides) is similar forstates on a reactive tungsten substrate.
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Table 1
Binding energies for C 1s and W 4f7/2 in evaporated carbon
films and in tungsten carbides

Substance C 1s [eV ] W 4f7/2 [eV ]

Graphitic carbon 284.2
Disordered carbon 285.2
WC 283.1 32.2
W2C 283.6 31.8
W 31.4

present in all spectra up to that temperature. To
fit the spectrum recorded at 770 K, we had to
include a fourth peak located at 283.6 eV, which
we assigned to ditungsten carbide, W2C. All C 1s
and W 4f7/2 binding energies determined in this
work are summarized in Table 1. The assignment
of ditungsten carbide (W2C) and tungsten mono-
carbide (WC) was deduced from the W–C phase
diagram [19]. After annealing at 970 K, the C 1s
signal maximum had shifted to that value, indicat-
ing that this second carbide phase was dominant
at this temperature. Further annealing steps led to
a further shift in the peak maximum of 0.5 eV
towards lower binding energies, where we had
already located the WC carbide phase at 283.1 eV
in the spectra of the thin carbon adlayers on
tungsten.

In Fig. 3b, the fractions of the different C 1s
Fig. 3. C 1s core-level spectra of a 1.0 nm thick carbon film on binding states are plotted against the annealing
tungsten as a function of annealing temperature (a) and frac- temperature. Up to about 770 K, the two differenttions of the different binding states (b).

elementary carbon phases showed the same beha-
vior as described for carbon on gold substrates.
The initially disordered carbon layer formed byseveral metals. For an inert gold surface, this is

demonstrated above. For beryllium and silicon as impinging carbon atoms and clusters from the
evaporation source anneal and order to a graphiticother reactive surfaces, this was shown recently in

our laboratory [18]. The third C 1s peak indicates carbon modification. Additionally, an almost con-
stant WC concentration of 5% was present.a chemical reaction between carbon and tungsten,

forming tungsten carbide. The nature of the tung- Starting at 770 K, carbide formation set in, initially
with the formation of W2C. Above 870 K thissten carbide will be elucidated in the following

section. phase and all residual carbon was converted into
WC. After heating to 1270 K, most of the carbonAnnealing steps below 870 K did not reveal any

significant changes in the C 1s region, but a reduc- had reacted with tungsten under WC formation.
From the trend of the curve, a complete reactiontion in the peak FWHM was observed. This

resulted from the conversion of the two initially to WC at higher temperatures (not yet accessible
in our experiment) can be expected. This stepwiseobserved elementary C 1s states into a graphitic

modification, as demonstrated on the gold sub- formation of W2C and WC has been reported in
the literature for the reaction of W–C powderstrate. A small amount of approx. 5 at.% WC was
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mixtures heated in H2 [20,21]. In contrast to our temperature, noticeable diffusion begins, which
decreases the overall carbon concentration in theresults, the reactions set in at higher temperatures.

The reason for this discrepancy could be the information depth for XPS. This leads to a
decrease in the C 1s photoelectron signal. Atanalysis technique. The reaction of the powder

mixtures was followed by X-ray diffraction 1270 K, most of the carbon has reacted to WC,
and only a fraction of 20% of W2C can be detected( XRD), where a minimum crystallite size was

necessary to detect compound formation. XPS, in the C 1s signal. No other carbon species are
present at the surface. Further measurements andhowever, is already sensitive to small amounts of

reacted species that do not even have to be crystal- simulations of depth distribution and diffusion
processes are in progress to help understand theline and detects fractions of a monolayer.

The carbide formation in surface layers was carbidization process in detail.
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Reactions of oxygen atoms and molecules with Au, Be,
and W surfaces
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Abstract

In this study, the adsorption of atomic oxygen on polycrystalline gold, tungsten and single crystalline beryllium
(0001) surfaces is investigated at room temperature and compared with molecular oxygen. The O atoms are produced
by microwave discharge in pure O2. The gaseous reactants effuse into a UHV chamber. The adsorption or chemical
reaction of the oxygen atoms and molecules impinging on the metal surfaces is monitored by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy ( XPS). The main observations of this study are summarized as follows. The gold surface is inert to
molecular oxygen but adsorbs O atoms up to a coverage of one monolayer. Beryllium adsorbs both molecular and
atomic oxygen and is also oxidized by both species. The rate of oxide formation is significantly larger for O atoms.
In the case of tungsten, there is no difference between atoms and molecules in the amount of oxygen adsorbed.
Neither species, however, forms any phase of tungsten oxide. Only tungsten binding energies characteristic of the
pure metal and for oxygen adsorbed within the first atomic layer are detected. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Chemisorption; Compound formation; Gold; Oxidation; Sticking; Surface chemical reaction; Tungsten; X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy

1. Introduction oxygen in a UHV-compatible discharge source. It
is designed for surface chemistry investigations
and operates at a degree of dissociation of approx.In the field of gas–surface interactions, rather
30% [2]. The gaseous reactants effuse into a UHVlittle is known about the different reactivities of O
chamber, which houses the clean samples, viz. aatoms and oxygen molecules. In this paper, this
polycrystalline gold foil, a polished beryllium singletopic is addressed for reactions with three metal
crystal with (0001) orientation, and a 100 nmsurfaces (Au, Be, W ). To our knowledge, inter-
tungsten film on a silicon substrate evaporatedactions of oxygen atoms with Be and W surfaces
under UHV conditions. The Be single crystal wasare reported for the first time. The experiment is
chosen for reasons of increased purity compareddescribed here only very briefly. Details will be
with a polycrystalline sample. For the Au and Wgiven elsewhere [1]. Oxygen atoms are provided
samples, we assume that their polycrystallineby microwave dissociation in pure molecular
nature does not have any influence on the reactive
behavior towards atomic oxygen. During expo-
sures, the samples are kept at room temperature* Corresponding author. Fax:+49-89-3299-2279.

E-mail address: linsmeier@ipp.mpg.de (Ch. Linsmeier) (RT). The adsorption or chemical reaction of the
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oxygen atoms and molecules impinging on the Au 4p3/2 signal at a binding energy of 547 eV.
Spectrum a is taken after cleaning the gold samplemetal surfaces is monitored by X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy ( XPS). All binding energies by heating (first to 673 K, later to 473 K ) and
Ar+ (3 keV ) bombardment cycles. No oxygen orare referenced to the Au 4f7/2 peak at 84.0 eV,

measured at a clean gold surface. The pressure other contamination signals are observed after the
cleaning procedure.during the XPS measurements was in the low

10−9 hPa range or better. This is also the case after 35 min exposure to
molecular oxygen (spectrum b). The gas was
admitted through the discharge tube, the pressure
being kept constant at the same value as main-2. Gold
tained during the plasma discharge. Only the back-
ground signal can be detected. With the dischargeOxygen chemisorption on gold from molecular

oxygen, as reported in the earlier literature, could on, an oxygen photoelectron signal is already
observed after a short 3 min exposure to O atoms.be traced back to calcium and silicon impurities

[3,4]. It has since been established, however, that It increases with the exposure time and reaches
the intensity depicted in spectrum c after 32 min.oxygen molecules do not adsorb on gold surfaces,

whereas oxygen atoms do [5]. Concerning the Spectrum d is taken after exposure to O atoms
for 30 min. In contrast to the other spectra, theresults of the present study, Fig. 1 compares the

O 1s region of XPS spectra under different experi- gold surface in these experiments points away from
the discharge tube. Oxygen atoms impinging onmental conditions. The spectra shown are raw

data, without subtraction of any background or the gold surface therefore must have hit the sample
holder and the chamber walls several times already.satellites. The slope of the signal intensity towards

higher binding energies is due to the neighboring The measured O 1s intensity can only be explained
by a low sticking coefficient for O atoms on the
chamber walls. This seems surprising since the
reactivity for oxygen atoms is expected to be much
higher than for molecules. However, similar beha-
vior has also been observed for hydrogen atoms
[6 ].

According to Fig. 1, the binding energy for
adsorbed O atoms varies between 531.0 and
531.5 eV, which can be taken as constant in view
of the low signal-to-noise ratio in the O 1s region.
This value is somewhat higher than 529.6 eV, as
reported by Evans et al. [7] for atomic oxygen on
gold. The peaks are rather broad at full-width-at-
half-maximum (FWHM); ranging from 2.10 to
2.70 eV. Broad peaks were also observed by Evans
et al. They reported FWHMs of around 2.5 eV.
The gold photoelectron signal (Au 4f, not shown
in Fig. 1) does not change between clean and
oxygen-exposed surfaces. The binding energy is

Fig. 1. XPS spectra of a gold surface in the O 1s region, 84.0 eV for the Au 4f7/2 peak in all cases. The
recorded after cleaning (a), after O2 dosing for 35 min (b), and FWHM of the Au 4f7/2 peak remains constant at
after dosing O atoms for 32 min (c). Spectrum d shows the 1.2 eV after all the different exposures.
adsorption on the gold surface after exposure to atomic oxygen

The O 1s signal increases with increasing expo-for 30 min, where the sample surface is turned away from the
sure to atomic oxygen, but slows down with pro-discharge tube. In this case, only atoms that were reflected from

vacuum vessel surfaces were able to impinge on the gold sample. longed exposure. However, this signal is too small
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to be used for quantification of the adsorbed
oxygen, since the low signal-to-noise ratio does
not lead to reliable peak integrals. The decrease in
gold intensity (Au 4f signal ) due to the oxygen
adlayer is therefore used to calculate the amount
of adsorbed oxygen. To determine the sticking
coefficient of oxygen atoms on gold, the number
of impinging atoms on the surface is calculated by
applying kinetic gas theory. The number of gas
particles passing through the aperture hole in the
source region depends on the pressure and temper-
ature. The pressure is measured, and the temper-
ature is assumed to be 300 K. The degree of O2
dissociation is also taken into account. The calcula-
tion results in an initial sticking coefficient of
5×10−3, which decreases to 1.5×10−3 after
adsorption of 1.6×1015 cm−2 oxygen atoms.
Although gold can be regarded as an especially
inert material, a similar low sticking coefficient can
account for the high survival probability of oxygen

Fig. 2. XPS spectra in the Be 1s and O 1s energy regions fromatoms that hit the vacuum chamber walls. This
a Be (0001) surface. The spectra were recorded after introduc-explains the oxygen coverage in the experiment
tion of the sample into the UHV system (a), after cleaning (b),where the gold surface points away from the
after dosing with O2 for 34 min (c), after dosing atomic oxygendischarge tube. for 3 min (d), and for 33 min (e).

metal contribution, and the oxidic Be signal has
3. Beryllium

vanished. In the corresponding O 1s region, no
signal can be detected.Initial cleaning to remove the natural oxide

This state of the surface is reproduced againlayer and contaminants from the Be (0001) single
before each of the subsequent sample treatments.crystal was performed by 2 keV Ar+ ion bombard-
Spectrum c is recorded after exposing the cleanment and by heating first to 673 K, later to 473 K.
beryllium surface to molecular oxygen for 34 minAfter this initial cleaning procedure, sputtering
at RT. The Be 1s region shows a large metal signalwith 1 keV Ar+ is sufficient to remove all adsorbed
and a small peak at 114.4 eV, which indicates theor reacted surface layers. Beryllium reacts with
formation of BeO on the metal surface. The corre-both molecular [8,9] and atomic oxygen. Fig. 2
sponding oxygen 1s peak is sharp in relation toshows Be 1s and O 1s signals from the Be (0001)
the signal of the air oxide as well as compared tosurface after several treatments. Spectrum a at the
the oxygen signals above (d, e). It can be deconvo-bottom of the panels is recorded after introducing
luted into a strong signal at 531.8 eV (FWHMthe crystal into the vessel before any cleaning has
1.8 eV ) and a small peak at 533.4 eV (FWHMbeen carried out. The Be region shows two peaks,
2.2 eV ).originating from Be in the metal state at 111.9 eV

Spectra d and e in Fig. 2 are taken after exposingand from BeO at 114.8 eV. The oxide is the natural
the clean Be surface to oxygen atoms. The BeOoxide film formed on the beryllium surface in air.
signal changes significantly in both cases, in com-The corresponding O 1s signal can be deconvo-
parison with spectrum c after dosing molecularluted into a narrow peak with a FWHM of 1.88 eV
oxygen. Even after interaction with oxygen atomsat 531.7 eV and a broader contribution with a
for only 3 min (spectrum e), the BeO signal isFWHM of 2.54 eV at 532.7 eV. After cleaning

(spectra b), the Be 1s signal consists only of the larger than for exposure to O2 molecules only
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(spectrum c). For an 11-fold exposure time
(33 min), a further increase in BeO signal intensity
is observed (spectrum d). The difference in the
spectra after exposure to the molecular and atomic
species is explained by the greater reactivity of
oxygen atoms with clean beryllium metal. This is
also reflected in the photoelectron signals of the
O 1s regime, depicted in the right panel of Fig. 2.
Molecular oxygen only leads to a narrow O 1s
signal, as shown in spectrum c. In the presence
of oxygen atoms, broadening is observed.
Deconvolution of the signal into two peaks shows
that the atomic species leads to development of a
second peak at a binding energy of around 533 eV.
This signal is always broader than that around
532 eV, which indicates that several chemically or
structurally different oxygen environments contrib-
ute to this signal. The differences in reactivity are
reflected in the ratio of the total O 1s/Be 1s peak

Fig. 3. XPS spectra in the W 4f and O 1s energy regions fromareas: For the O2 treatment, this ratio is 2.7. For
a 100 nm tungsten film on silicon. The spectra are taken after3 min of oxygen atom treatment, it is already 4.7,
introduction of the sample into the UHV system (a), after clean-

whereas for 34 min of oxygen atom exposure, it is ing (b), after dosing O2 for 83 min (c), and after dosing atomic
6.4. The increased reactivity also leads to evolution oxygen for 62 min (d).
of the BeO peak in the Be 1s region. After exposing
the clean surface to O2 for 34 min, the BeO/Be

shown in spectrum a of Fig. 3. This film is thinratio is 0.3. The oxide/metal ratio after only 3 min
enough for photoelectrons originating from theO atom dosing is already 0.5 and increases to 0.6
metal substrate to penetrate through the oxideafter an 11-fold atom-exposure time. This can be
overlayer (approx. 5–10 monolayers). The metalexplained by a decrease in the reaction rate due to
signal appears besides the relatively broadthe growth of the oxide layer. For oxide formation,
W 4f7/2 peak of the +6 oxidation state at 35.6 eVoxygen needs to be present at the interface to the
with a FWHM of 1.49 eV. The large width of theBe metal. With a growing oxide layer, the oxygen
W+6 peak indicates an inhomogeneous structuremust be transported from the surface through the
of the oxide film. The broadened metal peakformed oxide to the oxide–metal interface, or the
suggests a continuous transition from the metal toBe to the very surface where it reacts with oxygen
the WO3 stoichiometry.from the gas phase. The increasing oxide layer

For cleaning, the sample is sputtered with Ar+thickness, and hence increased diffusion length,
at 3 keV until only tungsten metal signals areleads to a lower reaction rate.
measured. Spectrum b in Fig. 3 shows the W 4f
region of a clean sample. It consists of the W 4f
doublet at the energy position for metallic tungsten4. Tungsten
and of the W 5p3/2 signal. These signals can be
fitted by a doublet (W 4f ) and a single peakOriginally, the tungsten films are covered by a
(W 5p3/2) only, indicating that no oxidized tung-thin WO3 film formed by oxidation in air. Unlike
sten species are present on the surface. The cleanfor the Au and Be spectra, a monochromatic Al
surface is exposed to molecular oxygen for 83 minX-ray source is used for the W measurements. The
and subsequently, after being cleaned again, toW 4f signal of the as-introduced sample consists
atomic oxygen for 45 and 62 min, respectively.of two doublets originating from tungsten metal

and tungsten in the +6 oxidation state (WO3), as Unlike the beryllium experiments, there is no
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apparent oxidation on the polycrystalline tungsten proven by adsorption on polycrystalline gold. The
initial sticking coefficient of oxygen atoms on goldsurface at room temperature. However, the tung-

sten surface adsorbs oxygen and does not show is found to be 5×10−3. Furthermore, this paper
reports the first experimental results on the reac-any difference between exposure to molecular or

to atomic oxygen. In the spectra taken after the tion of beryllium and tungsten with atomic oxygen.
Monocrystalline beryllium reacts with both molec-exposures, only three peaks are observed in the

W 4f region: the W 4f doublet at energies indicat- ular and atomic oxygen, whereas the reactivity is
higher for atoms. In addition to the formation ofing tungsten in the metal state (W 4f7/2 at 31.1 eV )

and the W 5p3/2 peak around 36.9 eV. The absence BeO, oxygen atoms adsorb on the surface.
Molecular oxygen only leads to BeO formationof a shifted W 4f doublet or shoulders in the metal

signal after oxygen exposure indicates that oxygen without an adsorbed adlayer. Polycrystalline tung-
sten shows no difference in the interaction betweenhas not reacted chemically with the tungsten. Since

there is photoelectron intensity in the O 1s energy molecular and atomic oxygen. Both species adsorb.
Comparison with literature results suggests Oregion of the spectrum (right panel of Fig. 3),

oxygen is present on the tungsten surface. adsorption within the first atomic tungsten layer.
No formation of tungsten oxide films is observed.However, it only adsorbs on the surface, without

undergoing any chemical interaction by forming
tungsten oxides. This has already been observed
for O2 chemisorption on W(110), W(100) and References
polycrystalline surfaces [10–16 ]. The adsorbed
oxygen leads to a small broadening of the metallic [1] Ch. Linsmeier, J. Wanner, in preparation.
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Abstract

Both Be and W are planned as wall materials for ITER. Although these materials will dominate the ITER first wall, and
despite the fact that their interaction during operation will be dominated by surface processes, mostly bulk material data
on the Be–W binary system are available. This article describes investigations of thin films of Be deposited on W, the
inverse system (W films on Be), as well as experiments where W surfaces are exposed to a Be-seeded deuterium plasma.
The formed alloy phases Be2W and Be12W are identified by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and depth profile
data both from sputter-XPS and MeV ion beam analysis are presented.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 68.55.Nq; 79.60.Dp; 79.60.Jv; 82.80.Pv

Keywords: Beryllium; Diffusion; First wall; Surface analysis; Tungsten

1. Introduction

The planned application of both metals beryllium
and tungsten together as first wall materials of the
next step fusion device ITER is based on the fore-
seen advantageous properties of these metals for
the respective locations in the plasma vessel [1].
Erosion, transport, and redeposition of both materi-
als during operation will lead to transport of ele-
ments onto surfaces of different materials. Due to
kinetic energy of impinging particles and elevated

wall temperatures, alloys and compounds consisting
of the present elements will be formed. These ‘mixed
materials’ exhibit strongly altered physical and
chemical properties compared to the intended pro-
perties of the pure elements which were originally
installed. Of all binary systems considered in previ-
ous studies, beryllium–tungsten received least atten-
tion although Be–W alloys bear the potential of
drastically reduced melting temperatures compared
to pure W. For the formation of a binary Be–W
alloy, two possible scenarios can be envisaged in a
fusion device: deposition of tungsten on beryllium
surface or vice versa. In this paper we investigate
both Be films deposited on W substrates and the
reverse system (W films on Be substrates), as well
as the interaction of a Be-seeded deuterium plasma
with W substrates. The interaction of the depositing
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species with the substrate is determined by the
kinetic energy of the incoming particle and by the
substrate temperature. Therefore, in the experi-
ments with thin surface layers (Be/W and W/Be),
thermal treatments are carried out in vacuum. Sub-
sequently, the surface is investigated by ion beam
accelerator-based techniques (Rutherford backscat-
tering spectroscopy, RBS, and nuclear reaction
analysis, NRA) and X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS). By XPS analysis, additional chemical
information on the formed Be phases is gained.
The W layers which were exposed to Be-seeded D
plasmas are also analyzed in their chemical and ele-
mental composition by NRA and XPS. The obser-
vations are discussed in order to assess the risks
and consequences of the Be–W alloy formation in
a fusion device which employs both metals as first
wall materials.

This paper reviews the current knowledge on sur-
face reactions in the Be–W system. A bulk phase
diagram is available in the literature [2].

2. Experiments

The interaction of beryllium and tungsten is
investigated in two different layered systems where
both tungsten and beryllium are used as surface
layer, respectively (W/Be: tungsten layer on beryl-
lium; Be/W: beryllium layer on tungsten). The first
series of experiments uses mechanically and electro-
chemically polished Be metal substrates (polycrys-
talline). Tungsten is deposited in a magnetron
sputter device (base pressure: 2 · 10�5 Pa) with a
layer thickness of 200 nm. Before starting the Be
deposition, the surface is etched in a pure Ar
plasma. The Be films on polycrystalline tungsten
are deposited in a UHV chamber connected directly
to the XPS analysis chamber to avoid air transfer of
the reactive Be films. The base pressure in the prep-
aration chamber is below 2 · 10�8 Pa, during the Be
deposition the pressure is below 4 · 10�8 Pa. The
substrates are cleaned using alternating sputter
(3 kV, Ar+) annealing (up to 970 K) cycles until
no impurities are detected in XPS survey scans.
During deposition of the surface layers, the sub-
strates are kept at room temperature (300 K). The
alloying of the two components is studied by
annealing the samples to different temperatures in
the XPS analysis chamber (base pressure better than
2 · 10�8), whereby the pressure rises up to 5 · 10�8.
The samples are analyzed after annealing steps by
XPS and RBS. XPS is performed in situ for the

Be/W experiments. In case of the W/Be samples,
for the RBS analysis air transfers were unavoidable.

XPS analysis is carried out in a PHI ESCA 5600
spectrometer using the monochromatic X-ray
source (AlKa, 1486.6 eV). The best spectral resolu-
tion in this mode is 0.26 eV. The analyzed area is
0.8 mm in diameter. XPS measurements are per-
formed under a take-off angle of 22� with respect
to the surface normal, depth profiles at 45�. The
binding energy (BE) scale is referred to the Au
4f7/2 signal at 84.0 eV and calibrate additionally
with the Cu 2p3/2 and Ag 3d5/2 signals [3]. High
resolution spectra (pass energy 2.95 eV) are used
to determine chemical binding states, in particular
the chemical shift due to alloying. For quantitative
measurements, survey scans with a pass energy of
93.90 eV are used. Chemical data analysis is carried
out by fitting Gauss–Lorentz functions to the data,
taking into account the background in the Be 1s
region by a Shirley background [4]. Ion beam anal-
ysis was carried out at the Garching 3 MV tandem
accelerator. Standard ion beam analysis techniques
(RBS with 1H, 3He, and 4He, scattering angle
165�) were applied. Reliable depth profiles from
the RBS spectra are obtained using ‘backward’
and ‘forward’ calculations in combination, the
‘IBA Data Furnace NDF’ program [5] for solving
the inverse RBS problem and the ‘SIMNRA’ pro-
gram [6] for simulation of the spectra. In these
calculations advantage is taken from the fact that
for each experimental condition spectra measured
with two different ion species and energies are avail-
able which entered the fit procedures simulta-
neously. As a constraint the total amount of W
was kept constant. Cross sections for the
9Be(p,a)6Li and the 9Be(p,d)8Be reactions are
extrapolated for the scattering angle of 165� from
138� data by Thomas et al. [7].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Tungsten films on beryllium (W/Be)

The 200 nm W layer on beryllium which is dis-
cussed here is prepared and analyzed as described
in Section 2, with an unavoidable air transport
between annealing and RBS analysis steps. The final
sputter XPS depth profile comprises both survey
spectra for quantitative analysis and high-resolution
spectra to determine the chemical binding states.

The changes of the W layer during the annealing
sequence can be followed in the RBS spectra with
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1H and 4He, respectively. Using protons has the
advantage to make changes in the Be profile visible.
The cross section for protons scattered from beryl-
lium is non-Rutherford for the applied energies
and yields an enhanced signal for Be. Fig. 1(a)
shows the series of RBS spectra measured with
protons at 1 MeV primary energy. The spectra are
plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale to demonstrate
the changes both in the Be and the W signals.
Clearly two temperature regimes can be distin-
guished. Below 1000 K, only very small changes in
the spectra are visible. The signal corresponding to
the W layer (the W surface edge is located at chan-
nel 276) shows only small changes, both in position
and intensity. The shift of about 1 channel between
300 K and 970 K is not above experimental uncer-
tainties. At 1070 K, however, shifting of the W edge
continues and supports the trend visible at lower

temperatures. This shift indicates that tungsten is
not any more present at the surface of the sample,
but is continually replaced by another surface layer.
The solution which element is present at the surface
can be found in the Be signal. The Be edge is located
at channel 166 in the spectra measured between
300 K and the run at 970 K. No significant differ-
ence is visible between these spectra. The Be edge
after the first run at 1070 K is still at channel 166,
but already intensity appears at channel 181. The
Be surface edge is located at this position, therefore
Be must be present at the sample surface after the
first 1070 K annealing step. During the extended
annealing at 1070 K, the Be edge continuously shifts
from the 300 K position to the surface edge. The Be
surface peak is still visible for annealing times up to
300 min (fine blue lines in Fig. 1(a)). After 360 min
annealing, the Be edge lost the surface peak and
exhibits the continuous characteristics for a smooth
Be depth distribution.

The evolution of a smooth depth distribution is
also observed in the tungsten signal. As discussed
above, no significant deviations from the 300 K
signal are observed up to 970 K. At 1070 K, the
W surface signal changes. After 30 min, the leading
edge still is at the surface position (within the exper-
imental accuracy), but the trailing edge shifts by
three channels to greater depths. This indicates the
begin of the interdiffusion of Be and W at the
layer-substrate interface. With continued annealing
at 1070 K, the intermixing proceeds and also a
decrease of the maximum W intensity is observed.
During the time evolution and proceeding intermix-
ing, however, the W from the surface layer is not
lost into the Be bulk by diffusion. After the maxi-
mum time at 1070 K (600 min), there still exists a
steep W trailing edge. This indicates that a well-
defined intermixed W–Be layer has been formed.
A diffusive loss of W into the Be bulk can therefore
be excluded. During the annealing, also the leading
edge of the W signal shifts to a final position in
channel 274.

The observations from the 1H RBS spectra are
corroborated in the 4He RBS spectra (not shown).
From both series the depth profiles after the respec-
tive annealing steps can be calculated, shown in
Fig. 1(b). In the semi-logarithmic diagram the tung-
sten concentration profile is plotted against the
particle areal density. This areal density is converted
into an approximate depth scale (given in the
upper axis) by using the beryllium bulk density
(1.85 g cm�3, therefore 1015 Be per cm2 correspond
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to 8.09 · 10�11 m). The initially rectangular W pro-
file of the deposited tungsten layer continually
broadens during the annealing steps at 1070 K.
The dashed line corresponds to the Be12W composi-
tion. During the continued intermixing between
tungsten and beryllium, the composition converges
to Be12W. Deviations from this composition are
only observed at the intermixing front. However,
the majority of the intermixed layer keeps this com-
position. After 600 min at 1070 K the profile is
almost rectangular. In particular, the W concentra-
tion gradient is not exponentially extending into
greatest depths, but has a fairly well-defined cut-
off. This depth distribution leads to the conclusion
that the formed Be12W layer has high stability and
is not the result of a dissolution process of tungsten
into the Be bulk.

From the front of the Be12W depth distribution a
diffusion coefficient D can be estimated. Assuming a
two-dimensional diffusion of the W layer into the Be
bulk driven by the concentration gradient, the diffu-
sion length x is defined by: x ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Dt
p

. This defini-
tion is derived from Fick’s two laws and considers
net diffusion towards the region of lower concentra-
tion due to random-walk motion. Since it neglects
any driving forces due to gradients in the chemical
potential, this value is only an estimation of D. Fit-
ting the depth of the diffusion front with the above
equation results in a diffusion coefficient D of
1.6 · 10�13 cm2 s�1. The fitted function reproduces
well the data points. Therefore, the assumption of
a diffusive intermixing is justified.

The question of the formed phase is addressed in
XPS measurements at different depths. These depths
are accessed by sputter profiling with 3 keV Ar+.
Between the sputtering cycles, XPS spectra in survey
resolution are measured to detect impurities and
perform elemental quantification. High-resolution
spectra of the Be 1s region allow the identification
of chemical binding states. The survey spectra dem-
onstrate the purity of the deposited layers. Only
signals from the elements W, Be, O, and C are
detected, besides Ar from the sputtering process.
The depth profiles for the elements Be, W, C, and
O are plotted in Fig. 2. The logarithmic fluence scale
makes the changes in the surface-near region visible
together with the composition in greater depths.
Please note that the intermixed layer dominates
the total depth under investigation: This layer
extends from Ar+ fluences of 3.5 · 1017 cm�2 to
7.5 · 1018 cm�2, corresponding to an estimated
depth of 3 lm. The average composition in this

depth interval from the XPS analysis is 75.7% W
and 22.9% Be. This nominal stoichiometry of
Be3.3W, however, is not the true stoichiometry of
the intermixed layer, as determined in the RBS anal-
ysis. Since Ar+ bombardment leads to a strong pref-
erential sputtering (see e.g. [10]), the composition
determined here deviates from the true stoichiome-
try. To compare the XPS results with the RBS data,
we calculate the partial sputtering yields of a Be12W
alloy for the present Ar+ bombardment conditions
using the Monte Carlo code SDTRIM.SP [11].
Taking into account the resulting yields of
YW = 0.21 and YBe = 3.34, the calculated stoichi-
ometry is Be9W, close to the stoichiometry Be12W,
determined by ion beam analysis. Therefore it can
be concluded that the deviation of the XPS compo-
sition from the IBA compositions is caused mostly
by preferential sputtering effects. In contrast to the
intermixed Be12W zone, the surface layer does not
contain tungsten: the tungsten concentration at
small fluences is in the 1–3% range. However, this
surface zone (detected up to an Ar+ fluence of
approximately 1 · 1017 cm�2, corresponding to a
depth of �15 nm) contains oxygen in reasonable
amounts. From the XPS quantitative data, a surface
layer of BeO can be concluded. Carbon is only pres-
ent at the very surface of the sample and is easily
removed by sputtering with a fluence of
4 · 1015 cm�2. This is the typical signal from an
adsorbed contamination layer caused by sample
transport through the air. These results corroborate
the interpretation of the RBS data where small
shifts in the tungsten surface edge were observed
(see Fig. 1(a)). Indeed, the Ar+ depth profile proves
the existence of a Be-containing surface layer. Since
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Fig. 2. Depth profile of the formed Be–W layer on a Be substrate
after annealing at 1070 K for 600 min. The composition of the
intermixed layer is practically constant between Ar+ fluences of
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oxygen is of no importance at greater depths of the
sample, this element must be introduced during the
annealing/measurement steps. As shown in the leg-
ends in the Figures of the RBS spectra and the
IBA depth profile (Fig. 1), several annealing and
analysis cycles were carried out. The XPS depth
profile is measured after the final annealing step at
1070 K. As discussed above, the W edge shifts to
lower channels during the annealing at 1070 K.
Therefore, at this temperature a Be surface layer is
formed. Initially, this layer must be metallic, since
no oxygen reservoir is present in the sample. After
air transfer, however, Be reacts with the air to
BeO, finally forming the layer observed in Fig. 2.
It remains an open question here whether this Be
accumulation at the surface is a result of the
adsorbed air (oxygen, water) at the surface and
the oxide formation with these species as driving
force, or whether the Be surface accumulation
would also take place without oxide-forming
species.

The depth profile is continued until the W signal
is only small compared to the Be signal. Even with-
out taking into account any preferential sputtering,
it can be concluded that at this fluence the deposited
tungsten is almost completely removed. The slight
increase in the oxygen concentration at the interface
between surface layer (tungsten at deposition time)
and bulk (beryllium) can be attributed to a BeO
layer at the original Be sample surface. Although
a cleaning step in the magnetron device is applied
before W deposition (sputtering by pure Ar plasma
for 60 s), no evidence is available that the natural
oxide layer at the Be surface is removed completely.

The analysis of the sample surface after each
sputtering step during the depth profile with high-
resolution spectra enables the assignment of chemi-
cal states to the Be signals. The Be 1s photoelectron
region is deconvoluted using MultiPak [4]. Three
Gauss–Lorentz functions are fitted to the data in
the Be 1s region. In particular within the binding
energy region where both the metallic and alloy sig-
nals appear, it is necessary to restrict the fit. There-
fore, a fixed difference between the oxidic and
metallic Be 1s peak positions of 3.0 eV is used.
For the third component in the Be 1s signal all
parameters are kept free. In Fig. 3 the composition
of the Be 1s signal with respect to the chemical bond
state of beryllium is shown. In the near-surface
region, the oxidic species dominate. This is expected
from the elemental composition shown in Fig. 2
where oxygen is detected in the near-surface region.

In this zone also only a few percent tungsten are
present. The small oxygen fraction within the
hatched alloy zone and also the at the end of the
depth profile above 7.5 · 1018 cm�2 shows a large
scatter due to the small intensity in this region.
The Be 1s intensity between approximately 113
and 118 eV is fitted by two peaks, labelled ‘metallic’
and ‘alloy’. The resulting intensities and the differ-
ence in binding energy between these two peaks
are plotted in Fig. 3. Up to a fluence of
2 · 1017 cm�2, the metallic and alloy peak are
approximately of the same intensity, with a slightly
larger value for the alloy. At this fluence, the alloy
peak gains intensity and reaches more than twice
the strength in the shaded area where the Be12W is
identified. At the interface to the Be bulk a sharp
drop of alloy intensity is observed and finally the
Be 1s signal is dominated by the metallic peak.
The binding energy difference between metallic
and alloy peak is practically constant in the alloy
region and is 0.51 eV. Since the stoichiometry of this
alloy layer is known from the RBS results, the BE of
the Be 1s peak in the Be12W alloy is determined to
111.3 eV.

3.2. Beryllium films on tungsten (Be/W)

In this section, the interaction of thin Be films on
a tungsten substrate, the inverse system compared
to the W/Be films described in Section 3.1, are dis-
cussed. This situation is envisaged for Be being
deposited on a W surface.

The Be films are deposited on polycrystalline
tungsten at 300 K in a UHV preparation chamber
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which is connected to an XPS analysis chamber, as
described in Section 2. Sample preparation and
analysis are carried out without transfer through
the air. Despite the well-controlled vacuum condi-
tions (see above) the deposited metal films are
contaminated by oxygen with a maximum concen-
tration of approximately 10% due to the high reac-
tivity of Be. A detailed analysis is published in [8,9].

The deposited beryllium reacts already with the
tungsten substrate at 300 K. Both in the Be 1s and
W 4f signals a new component at lower BEs is nec-
essary to fit the experimental data. The results for a
1.9 nm Be layer are shown in Fig. 4(a). The Be sig-
nal shows a peak at 114.8 eV for BeO and a large
signal at lower BEs. This peak can only be fitted if
two Gauss–Lorentz functions are used. During the
fit procedure, the BE difference between the oxidic
and metallic signal is kept constant at 3.0 eV. The
additional Be 1s peak is located at 111.1 eV. This
peak position results also from fits to Be layers with
thicknesses from 0.5 nm to 4.8 nm. Below four mon-
olayers a small variation in peak position towards

smaller BEs is observed. However, since the Be
signal is very weak due to the small photoelectron
cross section, thin Be layers of a few monolayers
have a bad signal-to-noise ratio and therefore a
larger uncertainty in the fitting results. The corre-
sponding W 4f signals are shown in Fig. 4(b). Here,
no oxidic peak is observed, although the W 4f7/2
signal shows a small broadening after Be deposition
(from 0.45 to 0.50 eV). The formation of a W–O
surface oxide, however, would lead to a broadening
of this peak by 0.11 eV. The W 4f signals are fitted
by asymmetric Gauss–Lorentz functions. During
the fit procedure, the W 5p3/2 signal is taken as a ref-
erence at 37.0 eV. In addition, the peak positions of
the W 4f7/2 and 4f3/2 peaks are fixed at the positions
from literature [12] and measurements at the clean
tungsten surface (4f7/2 at 31.4, splitting 2.17 eV).
Further, the peak area ratio due to the spin-orbit
splitting is kept constant at 0.77 (determined also
at the clean W surface, theory would require 0.75).
These restraints to the fit procedure result in an addi-
tional W 4f doublet located at 31.0 eV (W 4f7/2).
Other than the Be 1s signals, the W 4f peaks remain
constant in BE for deposited layers with thicknesses
between 0.5 and 4.8 nm, especially for Be layers in
the monolayer range. From experiments with
increasing deposited Be amounts it becomes evident
that only the Be directly at the layer–substrate
interface shows the additional peak in the Be 1s
spectrum. At 300 K, all additional Be increases the
metallic signal only.

The situation changes at elevated temperatures.
The metallic Be is deposited at 300 K. Two different
annealing procedures are compared for Be layers
between 1.2 nm and 3.3 nm initial thicknesses. In
the first procedure Be layers are annealed for
30 min to increasing temperatures up to 1070 K.
After each annealing step, the Be intensity is deter-
mined and a remaining thickness is calculated. For
the Be layer thickness calculation, both the sub-
strate and the layer signals are used [13]. In addi-
tion, the Be 1s region in high-resolution spectra
allows the observation of a proceeding reaction
between Be and W. In the second series Be layers
in the same thickness regime are annealed at con-
stant temperatures for up to 30 h. The composition
and layer thickness are measured at the respective
elevated temperature. In all cases, the Be intensity
decreases above an annealing temperature of
570 K. The decrease in Be intensity goes parallel
with a decrease in Be layer thickness. Depending
on the initial thickness, the final Be layer amounts
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to 1.1–1.4 nm after 1070 K. In all cases examined
here, no complete loss of Be in the surface zone
accessible by XPS is observed. In case of the long-
term annealing experiments, the decrease in Be
thickness takes place already during the ramp-up
to the respective annealing temperature. During
the remaining time, no significant further decrease
is observed. A sputter depth profile (using Ar+ at
3 keV) of an untreated and an annealed Be layer
demonstrates that the Be loss cannot be explained
by a diffusion of Be into the W bulk [9]. The Be
intensity drops to zero after a sputtering fluence of
6 · 1015 cm�2 applied to a remaining Be-containing
layer of 1.2 nm. The only solution to explain the loss
of Be from the surface is sublimation. The remain-
ing Be at the surface starts to react with W at the
same temperature at which the layer thickness
decreases.

In Fig. 5 the spectra of three Be layers are plotted
before and after annealing to 770, 870, and 970 K.
The initial Be layers were 1.3, 1.5, and 2.1 nm,
respectively. After annealing, all three layers have
a thickness between 1.0 and 1.2 nm. These thick-
nesses are reached already after the comparatively
short temperature ramp-up. Therefore, the excess
Be is lost very quickly in the initial annealing phase.
The spectra shown compare the initial status after
room temperature deposition (marked r.t.) with
the final state after the annealing to the indicated
temperatures. Already after 770 K annealing not
only a reduction in Be layer thickness, but also the
onset of the alloying reaction is visible. Both W
and Be signals shift to lower BEs. At 970 K the
formation of a Be–W alloy leads even in the W 4f
signal to a second peak which is already visible by

eye. Peak fitting to all signals yields Be:W ratios for
the three temperatures of 5:1 (770 K), 3:1 (870 K),
and 2:1 (970 K). This stoichiometry was also reached
in the short-term annealing sequences discussed
above. The final stoichiometry Be2W is reached in
the annealing of Be layers on W, but quantitatively
only after annealing to at least 970 K. For this
stoichiometry, the binding energies for Be 1s and
W 4f7/2 are determined to 111.1 eV and 31.0 eV,
respectively. The corresponding peak shifts with
respect to the metal are 0.7 eV (Be 1s) and 0.4 eV
(W 4f).

3.3. Interaction of Be-seeded deuterium plasmas

with tungsten

In the PISCES-B device Be-seeded deuterium
plasmas with variable Be fractions (0.001–0.01)
can be produced [14] which are comparable in flux
to the target surface to the expected fluxes for the
ITER divertor (approximately 1019 cm�2 s�1) [15].
During exposure, the target can be held at elevated
temperatures under controlled conditions. Here we
show the results of a tungsten sample which was
exposed to a deuterium plasma at a sample temper-
ature of 1260 K. The total flux at the sample was
8.0 · 1021 cm�2 s�1. The Be concentration in the
plasma was 0.4%, corresponding to a Be flux to
the sample of 3.2 · 1019 cm�2 s�1. The ion beam
analysis of the sample by nuclear reaction analysis
with 1 MeV 3He yields a total amount of beryllium
in the surface-near region accessible by NRA of
1.4 · 1017 cm�2. No deuterium is measured in this
sample due to the high exposition temperature. In
the XPS survey spectra the elements W, Be, O, C,
and La are detected. Lanthanum is present through-
out the whole analyzed depth of �1.3 lm. Because
of the large photoionization cross section, the La
signals are quite prominent in the spectra. However,
the total concentration (assuming a homogeneous
distribution) is only around 1% and shows the max-
imum intensity near the surface. The origin of the
La is probably eroded material from the LaB6 cath-
ode. For the quantitative assessment of the compo-
sition La is ignored. However, it should be noted
that the Be 1s signal is close to a La 4d signal. Boron
is not detected in XPS measurements due to its low
photoionization cross sections, but it is traceable by
NRA.

The compositional depth profile of the W sam-
ples exposed to the deuterium plasma seeded with
0.4% Be is shown in Fig. 6(a). The arrows indicate
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the approximate depth, estimated by SDTRIM.SP
using the composition from the XPS data. Besides
the usual contamination of the first monolayers by
air transport, the carbon concentration is almost
constant around 3%. Oxygen is present throughout
the analyzed depth, initially between 30% and 40%.
At greater depths, the oxygen signal drops to 10%
and below. The initially higher amounts can be
related to the Be concentration. If both elements
are present, BeO is the thermodynamically most
stable compound. The origin of the oxygen can be
either surface contamination or plasma impurities.
Since the oxygen is present in greater depths, the
latter explanation seems plausible. Due to the high
exposure temperature, also oxygen diffusion into
the bulk is possible. Up to an Ar+ fluence of
2 · 1016 cm�2 the tungsten concentration is small
and reaches only around this fluence the 10% level.
Therefore, the W substrate is covered by a layer
consisting mainly of Be, C, and O. Above that flu-
ence and within the first �200 nm, the W concentra-
tion increases in parallel to the decrease mainly of

the Be component. Except in the very surface-near
zone, Be and W show an opposite behavior: As
much as W increases, the Be concentration
decreases. Above an Ar+ fluence of approximately
7 · 1017 cm�2 W dominates the composition around
80% and above. However, during the whole ana-
lyzed depth of approximately 1.3 lm Be is present
at a 10% level, whereas C and O are still at the 3–
5% levels. Since also La is detected up to this depth
(not shown), it seems plausible that the mixed mate-
rial surface layer is produced by deposition of mate-
rial from the plasma rather than by diffusive
processes. However, a clear decision is not possible
on the present data.

The analysis of the Be 1s BE region, shown in
Fig. 6(b), allows the assessment of the Be chemistry
in the deposited layer. The analyzed depth can be
clearly separated in two regions, as indicated by
the depth arrows in Fig. 6(a). In addition, the very
surface is dominated by BeO with a concentration
between 70% and 80%. This demonstrates that Be
is enriched at the surface at elevated temperatures,
as was shown in the case of a W layer on Be (Section
3.1). The driving force for this diffusional process
can be the large enthalpy of formation of BeO and
requires oxygen present at the surface (either as a
plasma impurity or adsorbed by repeated air trans-
ports, as in Section 3.1). This BeO layer is reduced
to below 50% above 3 · 1016 Ar+ cm�2 and stays
at this level up to 7 · 1017 Ar+ cm�2. Within thin
zone of approximately 200 nm thickness also the
fractions of metallic Be and Be bound in a Be–W
alloy are constant. The alloy component has around
30%, the metallic phase around 23%. The chemical
shift between the metallic and alloy Be 1s signals
in this depth zone is 0.6 eV. This shift is in between
the shifts determined for Be2W (0.7 eV) and Be12W
(0.5 eV). Therefore, no clear assignment of the Be–
W alloy stoichiometry is possible in this case. The
large fraction of W in the surface zone, however,
points towards a dominating Be2W phase. Beyond
the �200 nm surface zone, both alloy and oxide
peaks decrease. The alloy peak is no more detect-
able at the end of the depth profile is fluence, at
2.4 · 1018 Ar+ cm�2. At this fluence, still 24% of
Be is chemically bound in BeO.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we compare three different scenarios
for the interaction of Be with W and analyze the
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resulting mixed material layers and compounds.
The two fundamental cases are discussed first: the
formation of Be–W alloy phases starting with a pure
layer of one component on a bulk substrate of the
respective other. The third case treats the interac-
tion of a deuterium plasma (which is seeded with
a small Be concentration) and a hot W substrate.
In both cases of the layered systems, an alloy sur-
face layer is formed. However, a strong difference
in the thickness of this alloy layer is observed. In
the case of a W layer on Be, the final surface layer
after annealing to above 1000 K has a thickness of
several lm (depending on the initially deposited
amount of W). During alloying the whole available
tungsten is used to form a Be12W alloy which is sta-
ble at the surface of the Be bulk. As a consequence,
the properties of this alloy layer determine the phys-
ical properties of the material, in particular its melt-
ing point. Comparing the alloy layer with the pure
metals Be and W, its melting point is approximately
that of the pure Be (from the phase diagram only a
marginally higher melting temperature for Be12W
than for pure Be can be deduced). The deposited
W surface layer (Tm = 3695 K), however, looses
the property of a very high melting point com-
pletely. For the opposite system of a pure Be layer
on W substrates so far only experiments with layers
up to a few nm are carried out. These experiments,
however, demonstrate a subtle balance between
alloying (the final alloy phase above 970 K is
Be2W in this case) and sublimation of Be. In all
cases of initial Be layers between 1 and 4 nm the
finally formed Be2W alloy layers have thicknesses
around 1.2 nm. The excess Be is not found in greater
depths, as shown in sputter depth profiles. The con-
clusion to this is that Be sublimates and is no longer
available for alloy formation. The balance between
Be sublimation and alloy formation by interdiffu-
sion of Be and W determines the formed surface
layer in this case. For the application of both Be
and W in e.g. ITER, the second scenario seems
more probable than the case of W layers deposited
on Be. For Be layers on W, eroded Be from the
main chamber needs to be transported into the
baffle/divertor regions. This is the transport path
for light impurities and actually a design feature.
The opposite process, transport of eroded W from
the baffle into the main chamber and deposition of
W on the Be walls, seems very improbable due to
the plasma transport properties. However, also W
layers on Be might be of importance locally where
W and Be surfaces are in close vicinity. Be deposited

on W at elevated temperatures would lead to an
alloy layer. Due to the limited thickness found in
our experiments the detrimental effects of the alloy
layer on W seem small, however. Finally, the expo-
sure of W samples to a Be-seeded plasma in
PISCES-B demonstrate that even under conditions
of small Be concentrations in the plasma Be-con-
taining surface layers are formed. These layers
may contain even 10% of Be which is not only found
in Be–W alloy phases, but also in BeO. The oxide is
the Be compound with the largest enthalpy of for-
mation and is formed together with oxygen as an
impurity in the plasma. From the presently avail-
able data, measured at high substrate temperatures,
the formation of thick Be-containing layers cannot
be excluded even for very low Be plasma concentra-
tions. This could be due to Be diffusion caused by
the constant influx of Be to the surface. More exper-
iments of this kind are necessary to asses the
temperature influence on the composition of the
formed Be-containing mixed materials under
plasma exposure.
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Abstract
The intermetallic Be–W system is investigated by analysing both a W film on polycrystalline
Be and the inverse system, Be films on polycrystalline W. The films are annealed up to 1070 K
and the alloy formation is investigated by a combination of Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy (RBS) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). For the structure analysis
and identification of the formed alloys, x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements are used. In the
case of W films on Be, we identify Be12W within the diffusion depth, whereas Be films on
W show alloy formation restricted to the film–substrate interface. Both XPS and XRD
measurements indicate the formation of Be2W.

PACS numbers: 61.10.Nz, 68.35.Fx, 79.60.-i

1. Introduction

For the international tokamak experiment (ITER), carbon
(C), tungsten (W) and beryllium (Be) are planned to be
the first wall materials. Therefore, the interactions between
these components are of fundamental importance. The Be–W
intermetallic system shows three different alloys, namely
Be2W, Be12W and Be22W [1]. Having different physical
properties, it is important to know under which conditions
the different alloys are formed. Since W is used in the
divertor region due to the high melting point (Tm = 3695 K),
the lower melting point of all known alloys is detrimental
to the stability of these parts. In particular Be22W (Tm <

1800 K) and Be12W (Tm < 2000 K) have significantly lower
melting points. Little is known about the reactivity of Be
and W in the literature. Most data reported up to now are
measured as bulk data. We are interested in surface and
near-surface processes, since two cases can be distinguished
concerning processes in a fusion device. Namely, tungsten can
be deposited on to a beryllium surface or vice versa. Thus,
two approaches have been chosen in our investigations. A
tungsten film has been prepared on a beryllium substrate as
well as an inverse system. By this means, we can investigate
diffusion or desorption processes and alloy formation. After
preparation, the samples are heated up by progressive steps
and investigated with Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy
(RBS), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and x-ray

diffraction (XRD). Whereas RBS and XPS measurements
provide information on elemental composition and chemical
states, the XRD powder patterns allow the identification of
crystallographic phases.

2. Experimental

RBS is performed at the Garching 3 MV tandem accelerator
(RBS with 1H, 3He and 4He, scattering angle 165◦). XPS
analysis is performed in a PHI ESCA 5600 spectrometer.
For these measurements, we use a monochromatic Al Kα

source (hν = 1486.6 eV) and an analysed area of 0.8 mm in
diameter. The sputter depth profiles are measured in this UHV
chamber under an ion impact angle of 45◦. For experimental
details concerning both techniques and their combination, we
refer to [2].

The diffraction patterns are obtained by �/2� scans
using an x-ray diffractometer XRD 3003 PTS from Seifert
equipped with a Cu anode. The samples are illuminated by
an x-ray beam of about 3 mm diameter with the energy of the
Cu Kα1/α2 lines (λ = 1.541 Å). For the Be film on W, we use
a fixed incident angle of 1◦ with respect to the surface. This
geometry is used for a low Z (Be) material with a low cross-
section for x-rays on a high Z (W) material leading to a higher
surface sensitivity.

Two different systems are investigated in the experiments.
For the first case, W on Be, a polycrystalline Be substrate
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(1 × 1 cm2) is used. The W film (thickness 200 nm) is
deposited in a magnetron sputter device (base pressure
2 × 10−5 Pa). The Be substrate is etched in a pure Ar
plasma before the layer deposition is started. The sample
is then analysed by RBS and XPS after applying thermal
treatments. For the second case, Be on W, we use a
polycrystalline W substrate (1 × 1 cm2). These measurements
are performed in a UHV chamber where surface analysis
(using XPS) and sample preparation (cleaning and layer
deposition) are possible without transfer through air. The
W sample is cleaned using alternating sputter (3 keV Ar+)

and heating cycles (970 K) until no impurities are detected
in the XPS spectra. The Be layers are deposited from
a commercial evaporator (Omicron EFM3) using a BeO
crucible filled with Be pieces (HEK GmbH, 99.999%). The
base pressure in the UHV chamber is better than 2 × 10−8 Pa.
During the deposition procedure, the pressure is below
4 × 10−8 Pa.

From the RBS spectra measured for the first system
(W on Be), we get information about sample composition
and depth distribution, whereas XPS analysis provides further
information about sample composition in the near-surface
region (several nanometres). Moreover, the chemical states
of Be and W are determined from chemical shifts. After
the final annealing step (1070 K, several hours), the sample
is analysed with a sputter depth profile (3 keV Ar+) in the
XPS chamber. From XRD measurements, we get information
about both the structures of the layer and the substrate after
the final annealing step. For the second system (Be on W),
thermal treatment and XPS analysis are performed in the
same UHV chamber without any transport through air.
RBS measurements are not applied. Immediately after layer
deposition, the sample is analysed using XPS spectra in survey
and high resolution modus. From the survey scans, the sample
composition is estimated. From spectra obtained in the high
resolution mode, information on the chemical states is gained
from the shifts in the Be 1s and W 4f signals. The samples
are annealed in steps of 100 K up to 1070 K and analysed at
room temperature. For the XRD analysis, we deposit Be on
W (�50 nm) in a separate preparation sequence and anneal
the sample up to 970 K for 90 min in UHV before the XRD
measurements are performed.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. W film on Be substrate

The results of RBS and XPS measurements were presented in
detail at the PSI-17 conference in 2006 [2]. Here, we present
a short summary. After each annealing step (up to 1070 K),
the sample is analysed with RBS. Spectra obtained with 1H
and 4He give information about changes in the W layer. Below
1000 K, the W layer is barely affected. At 1070 K, a beginning
Be–W intermixing at the layer–substrate interface is observed.
While the annealing time increases, the W intensity decreases,
but the W is not completely lost into the Be bulk. The Be
edge is also unaffected up to 970 K. After the first annealing
step at 1070 K, an intermixing of W and Be is concluded
from the position of the Be edge and an additional Be surface
peak. W in the surface layer is replaced by Be. After the final
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Figure 1. XRD analysis of a 200 nm thick W film on
polycrystalline Be after the final annealing step at 1070 K.
Reference data are given in the lower panels. Reflexes from Be
substrate (�) and Be12W (•) are marked.

annealing step at 1070 K, the Be surface signal vanishes and
the RBS spectrum indicates a smooth Be depth distribution.
From the 1H and 4He RBS measurements, the depth profiles
are calculated. As is observed in the RBS measurements,
the Be–W intermixing begins above 1000 K and leads to
a stable phase after 600 min at 1070 K. The stoichiometric
ratio indicates the formation of Be12W. The sample is then
analysed by a sputter depth profile in combination with XPS.
After the removal of surface contaminations (C and O), we
observe a constant sample composition (75.7% Be, 22.9%
W and O) representing the Be–W intermetallic phase. XPS
measurements in combination with sputter depth profiling do
not represent the true stoichiometry of a compound due to
preferential sputtering effects. In the high resolution spectra,
we observe an alloy component (111.3 eV) besides the
metallic state (111.8 eV) within the Be 1s signal. The binding
energy shift between these components reaches −0.5 eV.
At the outermost surface, intensity from BeO (114.8 eV)
dominates the Be 1s signal. After removal of this BeO surface
layer, the whole Be–W layer shows a constant composition
within the Be 1s signal (65–70% alloy, 30% metal and
<5% BeO).

For the structural analysis of the Be–W layer, XRD
measurements are performed. The diffraction diagram after
the final annealing step at 1070 K is shown in the upper panel
of figure 1. The reference data for Be and Be12W in the
lower panels are taken from the JCPDS–ICDD database [3].
The same reference patterns are estimated from the software
package Diamond [4], taking into account the crystal structure
of Be and Be12W [5]. The structure parameters are as
follows. Be is a metal with a hexagonal lattice structure
(P63/mmc, a = 2.286 Å, c = 3.584 Å) and Be12W shows a
tetragonal unit cell (I4/mmm, a = 7.220 Å, c = 4.220 Å).
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From a comparison of measured and reference data, we
conclude the formation of Be12W. The respective references
of Be12W in the measured diffraction pattern are marked by •.
Additional peaks are from the Be substrate (�). In particular,
no diffraction patterns originating from W, BeO and Be2W
are measured. Since we observe only Be and Be12W signals,
we conclude the formation of this alloy within the Be–W
intermixing depth range. The Be pattern originates from the
substrate. The diffusion of W and Be leads to the formation
of an ordered alloy (Be12W) in the Be–W layer, as is also
determined by RBS analysis and measured by XPS sputter
depth profiling.

From the combination of RBS, XPS and XRD
measurements, we conclude a Be–W intermixing above
1000 K with a formation of a constant alloy phase after long-
term annealing at 1070 K. This alloy is identified as Be12W.

3.2. Be films on W substrate

We have already presented XPS measurements in [2, 6, 7]
and give here a short summary. After room temperature
deposition of Be layers from submonolayer coverage up to
4 nm thickness, we observe a Be–W surface alloy restricted
to the interface. The surface alloy is visible in both signals
(<10% in Be 1s and W 4f). Be deposited in excess is in
the metallic state. We observe also BeO (<10% on average)
in the layer. Up to 670 K, the Be layer thickness and
composition, respectively, remain constant. Above 670 K the
Be layer thickness decreases and we observe an increase in the
alloy intensities within the Be 1s (alloy at 111.1 eV, �BE =
−0.7 eV) and W 4f (alloy at 31.0 eV, �BE = −0.4 eV)
signals. The stoichiometric ratio of this alloy compound is
Be�2W. The observation of a binding energy shift of −0.7 eV
as compared to −0.5 eV, as given above for Be12W, indicates
the formation of a different alloy stoichiometry. From this
observation and the stoichiometric ratio, we conclude the
formation of Be2W. The decrease of layer thickness depends
on the initially deposited amount. Thin Be layers (up to
1.2 nm) show no Be loss. If the initial coverage ranges from
1.2 to ∼ 3.0 nm, the residual layer thicknesses are 1.4 nm at
maximum. Thicker Be layers (>3.0 nm) show a decelerated
decrease with a residual thickness above 1.6 nm. In all cases,
an alloy phase (Be2W) is observed at 970 K. Sputter depth
profiles performed after the final annealing step indicate an
intermixing of Be and W in restricted depth. Be diffusion into
the W bulk is not observed. The Be loss during the thermal
treatments is due to Be desorption rather than diffusion into
greater depths.

For the XRD analysis, a thick Be film (�50 nm) is
deposited on a W substrate in UHV. The layer thickness after
room temperature deposition exceeds the information depth of
XPS analysis (several nanometres) and a thickness estimation
using Be and W signal intensities is not possible. The Be
amount decreases while annealing at 970 K for 90 min, but a
layer thickness estimation using XPS intensities from Be 1s
and W 4f signals is still not possible. The high resolution
XPS measurements of the Be 1s and W 4f signals immediately
after the thermal treatment are dominated by intensities from
the metallic states. Since XPS measurements are surface
sensitive, we cannot analyse the Be–W intermixing layer
at the film–substrate interface. These observations for the
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Figure 2. Analysis of a �50 nm thick Be film on polycrystalline W
after annealing at 970 K and the identification of W (�) and Be (•).
Reference data for Be2W, Be, W and BeO are given in the
panels below. The broad signal at 30◦ is an artefact due to the
sample holder.

�50 nm Be film on W are compatible with and confirm
the experiments described earlier [2, 6, 7]. During the
thermal treatment at 970 K, we observe a decelerated Be loss
compared to Be films of a few nm thickness. The detection of
metallic states in both signals confirms the restriction of the
Be–W intermixing to the interface at 970 K, as is observed
after deposition of thin Be films on W. In particular, no alloy
formation throughout a larger Be thickness is observed, as was
shown for the first case (W on Be, see subsection 3.1). We gain
more information concerning the Be–W layer and interface
composition from XRD measurements. The XRD pattern of
the sample is shown in the upper panel of figure 2. The
measured diffraction pattern is compared with XRD patterns
(lower panels in figure 2) taken from the JCPDS database and
calculated by the software package Diamond. The respective
crystal structure data are taken from the ICSD database. W
has a cubic crystal structure (Im-3 m, a = 3.1652 Å), BeO has
a tetragonal unit cell (P42/mnm, a = 4.750 Å, c = 2.470 Å)
and Be2W shows a hexagonal lattice structure (P63/mmc,
a = 4.437 Å, c = 7.347 Å). The measured XRD pattern is
dominated by the substrate (W). Additional reflexes with
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minor intensities, however, cannot be explained by W. These
reflexes originate from Be. The reflexes originating from Be
and W are identified by measuring reference samples and
a comparison with reference data, respectively. The residual
reflexes observed in the measured pattern cannot be clearly
identified as BeO or Be2W by comparing their positions with
powder patterns originating from the JCPDS database and
the software package Diamond, respectively. These reference
data are shown in the lower panels of figure 2. Diffraction
patterns originating from Be12W are not observed. Since Be
is deposited onto W, the XRD measurements are performed
by using a fixed incident angle of 1◦ with respect to the
surface. However, XRD analysis is applied for the structural
investigation of bulk materials and is not sensitive to small
amounts of components or thin films. From the observation of
W and Be, we conclude again a restriction of the intermixing
of Be and W limited to the film–substrate interface, as was
already shown for the XPS measurements and sputter depth
profiles of thin Be films on W. Alloy formation is observed in
the XPS analysis, but the restriction to the interface does not
allow an observation of the respective diffraction patterns in
the XRD measurements.

After the XRD analysis, we perform a sputter depth
profile in combination with XPS in high resolution mode.
From this measurement, we gain information on the Be layer
and, moreover, on the film–substrate interface composition.
The near-surface region is dominated by contamination
(C and O) due to transport through air for the XRD analysis.
After removal of this contaminated layer, we observe Be
(90%) and O (10%) within the Be film. The Be 1s signal
is dominated by intensities originating from metallic
(70–80%) and oxidic Be (10% in average). The remaining
signal intensity is at the position of the alloy component
(�BE = −0.65 eV). The measured composition of the Be
layer and Be 1s signal, respectively, are comparable to the
values which are observed immediately after film deposition.
After reaching the film–substrate interface, the intensity of
the alloy component increases (60%). Metallic (30–40%)
and oxidic Be (remaining intensity) are still observed. After
removal of the Be–W intermixed layer, the Be 1s signal
vanishes. Intensity originating from the W 4f signal is detected
when reaching the film–substrate interface. In the W 4f7/2

signal, we observe metallic W (∼15%) and an alloy
component (∼40%, �BE = −0.4 eV). As was mentioned for
the sputter depth profile for the W film on Be, we cannot
determine the true stoichiometry of the alloy component with
these measurements due to preferential sputtering effects.
From the observation of an alloy component restricted to the
film–substrate interface, we conclude again a limited diffusion
of Be and W at 970 K. The observation of the chemical shifts
within the Be 1s (−0.65 eV) and W 4f (−0.40 eV) signals and
the stoichiometry of Be<2W indicates the formation of the
ordered alloy Be2W. Metallic Be is detected in the layer, as
it is also measured in the XRD analysis.

From XPS measurements of thin Be films on W and a
XRD analysis combined with a XPS sputter depth profile of a
thick Be film, we conclude the formation of Be2W is restricted
to the film–substrate interface.

Thin Be films on W and the separately deposited Be
film for XRD analysis are annealed up to 970 K. As shown

in [6, 7], a thermal treatment up to 1070 K does not change the
alloy amount within the Be 1s and W 4f signal significantly.
Long-term annealing experiments for Be films on W at
temperatures above 1000 K have not been applied up to now.
The W films on Be are annealed up to 1070 K. Below this
temperature no diffusion is observed. The W tiles in ITER
are expected to operate at values below these temperatures. In
addition, a Be deposition on W is more likely compared to W
on Be. From a comparison of both experimental approaches,
we conclude a limited diffusion of Be and W under ITER
conditions and the formation of Be2W rather than Be12W
or Be22W.

4. Summary

The crystallographic structure of the Be–W intermetallic
system is analysed in detail in combination with additional
qualitative and quantitative techniques. We deposit W films
on Be and vice versa in order to determine diffusion and alloy
formation of both metals. A W film on Be shows a Be–W
intermixing above 1000 K and the final alloy is identified as
Be12W. This conclusion is drawn from the identification of
the Be12W diffraction pattern in XRD measurements, the
constant stoichiometry in the RBS measurements and a
binding energy shift within the Be 1s signal in the XPS
analysis.

Since Be deposition on W is more likely under
ITER conditions, also Be layers on polycrystalline W are
investigated. Independent from the initially deposited Be
amount, the samples show a Be–W intermixing in restricted
depth after annealing at 970 K. Be amounts in greater depth
are not observed in sputter depth profiles after long-term
annealing experiments up to 970 K. From the XRD analysis
of a Be film after thermal treatment at 970 K and XPS
binding energy shifts within the Be 1s and W 4f signals, the
formation of Be2W rather than Be12W or Be22W is concluded.
The combination of XRD and XPS analysis affirms the
observation of a restriction of Be–W intermixing.
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Abstract. The bimetallic system Be–W is studied after room temperature
deposition of Be films on W and annealing experiments up to 1070 K using x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).Already at room temperature an intermixing at
the interface occurs. The amount of intermetallic compound increases during the
annealing experiments, but is limited to ∼1.2 nm. The surface alloy formation
is clearly visible as a binding energy (BE) shift of both core levels Be 1s and
W 4f , and in the valence band (VB) region. The surface alloy is stable and
the remaining layer thickness is independent of the initial Be layer thickness.
Using a combination of sputter depth profiling before and after annealing and
Monte Carlo simulation of the sputter process (TRIDYN) the depth scale of
Be–W inter-diffusion is determined.
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1. Introduction

Thin metal-on-metal films are investigated in terms of growth mechanism, electronic structure
or material aspects [1]–[3]. Generally, photoelectron studies of the surface alloying process are
of great interest since both core level and valence band (VB) spectra are sensitively affected by
the alloying process. The core level shift was detected, with subsequent alloying e.g. in systems
like CuxPd(1−x) and AgxPd(1−x) [4, 5] and was found to be dependent on the stoichiometric ratio
of the respective metals.

The Be–W intermetallic system is of special interest due to the application of both metals
as first wall materials in a fusion device [6]. Surface alloying and therefore changed material
properties result from alloy formation because of the exposure of these materials to high heat
and particle fluxes at the first wall of fusion devices. Due to the different electronic structures
of the transition element tungsten (delocalized d electrons dominate) and beryllium (s states
dominate) a strong influence of the alloying both on the core levels and the valence levels is
expected though modifications in the coupling of the d states [4, 7]. This paper describes the first
observation of a surface alloy in the Be–W system and the application of x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) as a sensitive tool for a detection of the alloying process.

Two metals can either form an ordered or an unordered alloy depending on atomic radius,
chemical behaviour and metal lattices. Be and W show neither comparable atomic radii, chemical
behaviour, nor identical lattice structures. The earth alkaline metal beryllium has an atomic
radius of 0.1113 nm and crystallizes in the hcp structure. Tungsten is a transition metal with a
bcc bulk structure and an atomic radius of 0.1442 nm. The Be–W phase diagram exhibits three
stoichiometric compounds: Be22W, Be12W and Be2W with small phase widths [8]. The respective
intermetallic compounds are examples for ordered alloys. There also exists a miscibility gap in
the phase diagram. We deposit Be films on polycrystalline tungsten. If a reaction occurs, we
expect the formation of Be2W, since we approach the Be2W phase in the phase diagram from the
W-rich side. First measurements of the Be–W intermetallic system were published by Watts [9].
In his study, Be and W were mixed as powders, pressed and subsequently annealed. Vasina and
Panov [10] reported on the Be–W alloy formation using crystallographic measurements. We
presented first results of thin Be films on tungsten and the formation of a beryllide at the PSI-16
conference [11]. Doerner et al observed the formation of a tungsten-beryllide in a beryllium-
seeded deuterium plasma (PISCES-B) using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) sputter depth
profiles [12]. They also reported on the Be–W alloy formation, while operating a tungsten effusion
cell filled with Be. The alloy formation was analysed by wavelength dispersive spectroscopy and
scanning electron microscopy, respectively. Zuber et al [13] investigated Be films on W(110)
and W(100) using work function change measurements (�φ), low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The substrates were held between 300
and 1000 K. Schlenk and Bauer [14] deposited Be on the W(110) surface at room temperature and
characterized the system using AES, EELS, �φ measurements, LEED and thermal desorption
spectroscopy (TDS). They found a layer growth mode with a dense packing of Be in each layer.
Chrzanowski and Bauer [15] reported on the adsorption of Be on W(211) using LEED, AES,
EELS, TDS and �φ measurements. The Be–W alloy formation was not addressed in these
publications describing thin Be films on different W planes.

Johansson et al [16] measured surface core level shifts (SCLS) of Be single crystals using
synchrotron radiation and compared these experimental data with calculated results reported
by Aldén et al [17]. Synchrotron radiation promises the highest surface sensitivity by tuning
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the photon energy such that small photoelectron kinetic energies are achieved. To study surface
alloying, we are more interested in the surface-near region and interface. XPS measurements
using Al Kα radiation are particularly suitable for these requirements since the photoelectron
kinetic energy originating from Be 1s core levels is around 1370 eV. At these energies the
inelastic mean free path of electrons is 1.4 nm, resulting in a surface near information depth.
Therefore XPS analysis provides both, a high surface sensitivity, and information about chemical
interactions in the near-surface region. Especially in the case of surface alloying XPS promises
direct information about alloy formation in this intermetallic system.

2. Experimental procedure

The experiments are performed in a commercial ESCA spectrometer (PHI ESCA 5600). Using
the monochromatic x-ray source (Al Kα, 1486.6 eV) the best spectral resolution is 0.26 eV. The
analysed area is 0.8 mm in diameter. XPS measurements are performed under a take-off angle
of 22◦ with respect to the surface normal. We refer the binding energy (BE) scale to the Au
4f7/2 signal at 84.0 eV and calibrate it additionally with the Cu 2p3/2 and Ag 3d5/2 signals [18].
During the experiments, the pressure is better than 2 × 10−8 Pa. The polycrystalline tungsten is
cleaned using alternating sputter (3 keV, Ar+) annealing (up to 970 K) cycles until no impurities
are detected in XPS survey scans. The analysis system is connected to a preparation chamber
where the Be layer deposition is performed using a commercial evaporator (Omicron, EFM3).
The Be (HEK GmbH, 99.999%) is suspended in a BeO crucible. During the evaporation process,
the pressure is better than 4 × 10−8 Pa. Despite the low pressure, the deposited Be layers contain
small amounts of oxygen (see below). After room temperature deposition and analysis, the
samples are annealed in steps of 100 K at 30 min per step up to 1070 K. Annealing at higher
temperatures is not performed by now, since the expected operation temperatures at the first
wall in a fusion device are around 1100 K at maximum. The XPS measurements are carried out
after cooling down to room temperature. In additional long-term annealing experiments, XPS
analysis is performed at the respective elevated temperature. The layers are analysed in high
resolution spectra (pass energy 2.95 eV) in order to resolve spectral details. Survey scans (pass
energy 93.90 eV) are used for the quantitative determination of film thicknesses. The Be films are
analysed with both, survey and high resolution scans, after room temperature deposition, after
each annealing step and while annealing, respectively. Details of the film thickness determinations
using the XPS intensities from both substrate and film signals are given elsewhere [19]. We
assume a layer growth mode after room temperature deposition and annealing experiments as
reported in [14]. Since no densities for Be–W alloys are available, the layer thicknesses after
annealing experiments given here are calculated using the density of metallic Be (1.85 g cm−3).

One monolayer Be is then equivalent to a thickness of 0.2 nm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Be layers after room temperature deposition

Figure 1 shows a sequence of high resolution spectra with increasing Be layer thicknesses. For the
Be 1s spectra, a Shirley background is used, whereas from the W 4f signal a linear background is
subtracted. Despite the low sensitivity due to the small photoionization cross-section, the Be 1s
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Figure 1. Be 1s and W 4f signals with increasing layer thicknesses after Be
deposition at room temperature. The peak positions are marked at BEs of 111.8,
111.1 eV (Be 1s) and 31.4 eV (W 4f ).

signals show a clearly visible fraction at lower BEs besides the metallic signal at 111.80 eV.
As mentioned above, the layers are slightly contaminated with O and we find a small signal
originating from BeO around 114.8 eV. The W 4f signals show no overall shift, but the full-
width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the W 4f7/2 peak increases slightly (0.05–0.10 eV, at the
detection limit!) compared to the clean substrate.

The Be 1s signals are fitted by Gauss–Lorentz curves [20]2 with a Gaussian ratio of 80%
and with fixed BEs for metallic Be (111.8 eV) and oxidic Be (114.8 eV) [21, 22]. Both fractions,
metallic and oxidic Be, are taken as reference points for the third component which is observed
at 111.1 eV. In case of the W 4f7/2 signal, we position the metallic peak at 31.4 eV. The best
agreement between data and fit curves is achieved using an additional peak at 31.0 eV. For the
W 4f signals, we employ asymmetric Doniach–Šunjić functions [23] and keep the 7/2 and 5/2
spin–orbit splitting and area ratio constant at � = 2.18 eV and 0.77, respectively. We assign the
components at lower BEs in both the Be 1s and W 4f signals to a Be–W surface alloy. SCLS
on clean Be substrates are in the same range (first layer: −0.82 eV, second layer: −0.57 eV,

third layer: −0.26 eV [16]). However, using Al Kα radiation, we are sensitive for the whole
near-surface region (several nanometres) and surface core levels can be excluded as origin of the
additional peak in the Be 1s signal. To detect SCLS, the photoelectron kinetic energy must be close
to the minimum of the electron escape depth. This is achieved by a photon energy around 135 eV,
available at a synchrotron [16]. Using Al Kα radiation, however, we are not sensitive for SCLS
and cannot resolve these BE shifts characteristic for the first atomic layers of a solid. Furthermore,
we determine an additional signal in the W 4f signal by applying the peak fitting procedure,
which cannot be explained by a SCLS within the W substrate signal. The alloy intensity in the Be
1s signal increases up to a deposition of ∼4 ML (∼0.8 nm) and is accompanied by a maximum
in FWHM. In this film thickness region, the alloy contribution to the Be 1s intensity is ∼50%.
Further Be deposition leads to an increase in metallic Be intensity accompanied by a decrease
in alloy intensity (see also [11] ). This indicates that the Be–W alloy phase is only present at the

2 This code uses a sum of Gauss and Lorentz functions to approximate the Voigt function.
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Figure 2. Be 1s and W 4f signals of a 2 nm Be film on W after room temperature
deposition (panels (a) and (c)) and annealing at 970 K (panels (b) and (d)). The
metal and alloy components (and the oxide in the Be 1s signals) are identified by
fitting peaks representing metallic and alloy components to the data. Raw data
are plotted as circles, the black line represents the sum of the fit functions.

interface between substrate and Be layer, since additionally deposited Be attenuates the alloy
signal from the buried interface. The oxide concentration is nearly constant throughout the Be
thickness series (∼10%), therefore the BeO is equally distributed in the whole Be layer. The
alloy intensity in the W 4f signal amounts to 10 at-% at maximum. No additional components
are identified besides metal and alloy. In particular, no oxide component or broadening due to a
W–O surface layer [24]3 is observed. In that case even a submonolayer coverage would lead to
a broadening or additional signal.

The VB spectra are dominated by the W substrate. A sharp feature at ∼2.3 eV and a broader
signal around 5 eV are observed in good agreement with bulk W spectra [25]. A broad signal
around 8 eV appears in XPS measurements of a clean Be substrate [26], which is not observed
here. We also do not identify a O 2p signal (6–7 eV).

3.2. Annealing experiments

The peak fitting procedure as described and applied above becomes more evident when applied
to the annealing experiments. Figure 2 shows Be 1s and W 4f signals measured at a 2 nm Be
film on W after deposition at 300 K and after annealing to 970 K (remaining thickness 1.2 nm).
From the raw data, a background is subtracted and peaks representing the elemental, alloy and
oxide components are fitted (as described above, subsection 3.1). Whereas after 300 K deposition

3 In separate measurements we adsorbed O2 and atomic O on Wpoly. In this case, the formation of a W–O first layer
is clearly seen in a broadening of the W 4f7/2 peak by 0.11 eV and in the appearance of intensity at the O 2p position
at a BE of 6–7 eV, in accordance with this reference.
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Figure 3. Be 1s, W 4f signals and the VB region of a 1.2 nm Be film, after the
indicated annealing steps. In the Be 1s signal, a shift to the alloy position occurs
at 670 K, whereas the changes in the W 4f peaks are gradual.

(spectra shown in panels (a) and (c) for Be 1s and W 4f , respectively) the necessity of the alloy
peaks can still be challenged, it is obvious for the signals measured after the 970 K annealing step
(see panels (b) and (d) for Be and W). When applying the fit parameters from the high-temperature
step to the 300 K spectra, the data analysis becomes consistent in the whole temperature range.
The Be 1s signal can be deconvoluted into a peak representing BeO, and peaks for Be in the
metallic and in the alloy state. In the W 4f signal, two doublets are necessary to represent the
experimental data which are assigned to W metal and W in a Be–W alloy.

The behaviour of the Be films upon annealing depends on the initial film thickness. Figure 3
summarizes the evolution of a Be layer with an initial film thickness of 1.2 nm (∼6 ML)

with increasing annealing temperatures. The overall thickness of the Be layer decreases only
marginally during the annealing series and amounts to 1.1 nm after 970 K. The signals in the
Be 1s, W 4f and VB photoelectron energy regions are unchanged after 300 K deposition and
annealing steps below 670 K. Above this temperature, a pronounced increase in the alloy fraction
is observed in the Be 1s signal. After the final annealing step at 970 K, we determine 54% alloy
and 31% oxidic fraction, respectively, in the Be 1s signal by applying the peak fitting procedure.
15% of the Be 1s signal are still in the metallic state. Due to the small layer thickness and the
contribution of the substrate, the W 4f signal does not show an abrupt increase in the alloy
component. However, the reaction between Be and W is unambiguously visible in a broadening
towards lower BEs and finally leads to a shoulder after 970 K. After this annealing step, we
examine 29% signal intensity originating from the alloy fraction within the W 4f signal. The
residual signal intensity (71%) is in the metallic state. Additionally a small shift of 0.15 eV to
lower BEs is noticeable in the VB.

In contrast to the almost unchanged Be thickness in this film, the Be intensity starts to
decrease at 670 K in an annealing series starting with a 3.3 nm Be film. The results for this thick
film are shown in figure 4. After the final annealing step at 1070 K, the residual film thickness
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Figure 4. Thermal behaviour of a 3.3 nm thick film. The alloying reaction is
clearly visible in all measured signals. In agreement with the Be film shown in
figure 3 the alloy fraction increases above 670 K, accompanied by a decrease in
film thickness.

amounts to 1.4 nm, which is clearly thinner than the initial film. All recorded XPS signals (Be
1s, W 4f , VB) unambiguously prove the alloy formation. After 1070 K, the Be 1s signal of
the thick film is composed of about 67% alloy, 30% BeO and the remaining 3% are still in the
metallic state. The appearance of the alloy peak in the W 4f signal is more pronounced than for
the thin film: a second peak evolves which after 1070 K annealing is stronger than the metallic
peak. We determine 57% alloy and 43% metal fraction intensity, respectively, within the W 4f

signal. Also more pronounced are the changes in the VB region: the broad feature between 1 and
4 eV—characteristic for the tungsten d band—develops a maximum at 2 eV. The FWHM of this
band decreases from 2.8 eV at 300 K to 2.6 eV after 1070 K. In the case of the 3.3 nm film, the
band shift amounts to 0.15–0.20 eV, as determined from the low BE side of the VB spectra in
figure 4.

The surface alloying between Be and W is further analysed in long-term annealing
experiments, shown in figure 5. Be layers with increasing thicknesses are annealed at 770, 870
and 970 K, holding the samples at these elevated temperatures for several hours, without cooling
to room temperature for XPS analysis. Due to the low sensitivity for the Be 1s signal exclusively,
the W 4f signal is analysed in the high resolution mode. Spectra in survey resolution (for
film thickness determination) and high resolution (W 4f for chemical analysis) are performed
alternatingly. The decrease in film thickness (see table in figure 5) occurs already almost
completely within the ramp-up time to the respective temperatures (10–13 min for 770–970 K).
Immediately after reaching the annealing temperatures, the calculated Be thicknesses are between
1.0 and 1.2 nm. The film thickness then stays constant at these values. The remaining Be thickness
in these experiments is comparable to that observed for the thin Be layer, shown in figure 3.
The alloy intensity within the W 4f signal increases with temperature and changes then only
marginally with annealing time.After the annealing experiments, the relative alloy concentrations
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Figure 5. Ratio of alloy and metal intensities within the W 4f signals. The
samples were held at the given elevated temperatures. The first data points
indicate the intensity ratio after Be deposition at 300 K. The following data points
are measured at elevated temperatures. Estimated layer thicknesses after room
temperature deposition, while annealing and the relative alloy amount within the
W 4f signal after annealing, respectively, are given in the table.

are determined from the W 4f signal (see table in figure 5). The absolute alloy amounts show
also a clear tendency with a stoichiometric ratio representing Be2W at 970 K.

3.3. Discussion

The XPS analysis of thin Be films on W indicates the formation of a surface alloy even after
room temperature deposition. Both core levels show an additional signal intensity originating
from the Be–W alloy. Since the VB spectra are not affected by this compound, the formation of
a surface alloy is proved.

The survey scans after room temperature deposition are further analysed by comparing the
inelastic background region around the W 4d signal. Tougaard reported on the influence of the
surface morphology on the inelastic background in XPS spectra [27, 28].An analysis of the back-
ground region around the W 4d signal in XPS spectra of Be films on W indicates a layer growth
mode. This result in combination with measurements given in [14] justifies the determination of
layer thicknesses with the assumption of layer-by-layer growth mode. The same procedure is used
for the analysis of the surface morphology of Be films on W after thermal treatment. From the
survey scans in both experimental procedures (temperature steps and long-term annealing) again
an island formation is excluded which permits the film thickness estimation as mentioned above.

The thermal behaviour of thin Be films on W depends on the initially deposited layer
thickness. In annealing experiments starting with different Be thicknesses, three coverage regions
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Figure 6. Comparison of the measured depth profiles of an untreated (a) and
an annealed Be film (b), respectively, with TRIDYN results. The deposited film
thickness is 1.9 nm (a), whereas the residual film after annealing at 970 K amounts
to 1.2 nm (b).

can be distinguished: (i) dBe < 1.4 nm, (ii) dBe = 1.4–3.0 nm and (iii) dBe > 3.0 nm. In region
(i), the film thickness is not affected by annealing up to 970 K. Above 670 K, alloying sets in. The
formed alloy is stable during further annealing and at 970 K, a Be2W stoichiometry is measured.
In XPS measurements, an overestimation of the W substrate is observed making the evaluation of
the stoichiometric ratio within the alloy compound difficult. However, the absolute alloy amounts
indicate a ratio of Be : W of ∼2 : 1 at 970 K rather than Be12W or Be22W. In region (ii), the layer
thickness decreases very fast and already within the temperature ramp-up time at the long-term
annealing runs. The remaining layer thickness is 1.0 to 1.2 nm, both at elevated temperatures and
after cooling to 300 K. The final alloy thickness is therefore comparable to the alloy thickness
observed for region (i). Finally, region (iii) is characterized by a very slow decrease in Be
thickness, starting at 670 K. For initial Be thicknesses above 3 nm, a Be thickness of >1.4 nm
remains at 970 K. As in the two other regions, also a stable intermixing zone is observed.

In order to clarify whether Be diffusion or desorption leads to the observed decrease in
film thickness in region (ii), sputter depth profiles are measured after the annealing experiments
(3 keV Ar+, 45◦ incidence). They are compared to a depth profile of a deposited Be layer (1.9 nm)
without annealing. The ion–surface interactions are simulated using TRIDYN. This code ac-
counts for kinematic collisional processes and adapts the sample composition dynamically [29].
Figure 6 compares the as-deposited case in (a) with an annealed film (thickness 1.2 nm after
970 K), shown in panel (b). The oxygen contamination is not considered here. The agreement
between measured depth profile and TRIDYN simulation in (a) is very good and justifies
again the assumption of a Be layer morphology. The apparent broadening of the film–substrate
interface is an artefact due to ion-beam induced mixing and is well reproduced by the simulation
[30]. In (b) a small deviation between the measured profile and the TRIDYN result is visible.
The alloy formation leads to an intermixing within a restricted range. However, if diffusion of
Be into the W substrate were the reason for the Be loss from the XPS analysis depth, Be intensity
was to be found in greater depths than actually measured. Since the Be 1s signal vanishes for
Ar+ fluences above 6 × 1015 cm−2, Be diffusion into the W bulk is excluded as reason for the
Be losses from the surface. The only possible loss channel therefore is Be desorption.

The results presented here demonstrate for the first time the formation of a Be–W surface
alloy during annealing of thin Be films on W. The alloy formation is verified in shifts both
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Table 1. BEs used and determined (Be2W alloy) in this work.

Core level Chemical state EB(eV)

Be 1s Metal 111.8
Alloy (Be2W) 111.1
Oxide (BeO) 114.8

W 4f7/2 Metal 31.4
Alloy (Be2W) 31.0

in the core level and the valence level BEs. The core level shifts are independent on the
stoichiometry and amount to −0.7 eV (Be 1s) and −0.4 eV (W 4f7/2), as compared to the
respective metal values (see table 1). This is a clear indication for the formation of an ordered
alloy with a fixed stoichiometry (Be2W) as expected for the Be–W system. Random alloys or
different stoichiometries (Be12W, Be22W) would lead to a continuous peak shift or additional
signal intensities, respectively, in both core levels. Measurements of a W film (200 nm) on
polycrystalline Be prove this result. In these measurements, we observe a formation of Be12W
using a combination of RBS (Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy) and XPS [31]. The BE
shift of that alloy compound within the Be 1s signal amounts to −0.5 eV, which is smaller than
the result given above. Since the BE shift for thin Be films on W is constant within the Be 1s

and W 4f signals after room temperature deposition and annealing experiments, respectively,
the formation of a surface alloy is proved. The structure of this surface alloy has to be analysed
with other techniques. The VB modifications are in accordance with calculations for other d

band metals [7]. In addition to the core level shifts, the formation of a Be–W surface alloy is
also detected by VB photoemission spectroscopy showing a reduced d band coupling due to
the alloying of tungsten with the s metal beryllium. This behaviour is a clear indicator for a
decreased d band coupling caused by the screening of the d orbitals by the Be s states [7]. Since
coupling of d orbitals is best between alike atoms, the reduction of the d band width concludes
the intermixing of Be and W atoms. This leads to a stronger localization of the W d states and to
narrowing of the d band. This effect should be even more pronounced when the foreign atomic
species is an s metal. The tendency to preserve the d band filling then leads to the shift which is
observed experimentally.

4. Summary

Small alloy intensities are detected already after Be deposition on W at 300 K and increase
significantly above 670 K. The onset of alloy formation is independent of the initial film thickness.
In long-term annealing experiments, the alloy amount and reaction rate, respectively, do not
further increase with annealing time. The alloy formation is limited to a thin layer of 1.0 to
1.2 nm. This observed intermixing layer thickness is comparable for all Be films described here.
Additional metallic Be not incorporated in the alloy is desorbed from the surface rather than
dissolved in the W substrate at elevated temperatures.
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Formation of a surface alloy in the beryllium–tungsten system
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Abstract

The interaction of beryllium and tungsten is investigated by deposition of thin beryllium layers (several nanometers)

from the vapor phase onto polycrystalline tungsten substrates and analysis by means of X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy (XPS). Already after room temperature deposition we observe formation of a surface alloy, limited to the interface

between the layer and the substrate. The alloy intensity increases continuously between 670K and 1070K. The alloy

formation is restricted to a depth of 1.2nm in maximum. Be in excess to this layer thickness desorbs from the sample

surface. No Be diffusion or dissolution in the W bulk is observed. Sputter depth profiles before and after annealing

experiments in combination with TRIDYN calculations demonstrate that Be is limited to the near-surface area of

the tungsten substrate.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 68.35.�p; 71.20.Lp; 74.70.Ad; 82.80.Pv
Keywords: Beryllium; Tungsten; Surface analysis

1. Introduction

For future fusion devices (e.g. ITER) currently three

elements are considered as wall materials [1]. Tungsten

will be used in the divertor region, whereas beryllium

lines the main chamber. At the strike points the present

design considers carbon (carbon fiber-enforced mate-

rial). Due to erosion processes, material transport and

redeposition, in combination with energy input from

the plasma, mixed materials will be formed. The investi-

gation of binary model systems from the constituents of

the wall materials is necessary to predict altered physical

and chemical properties. We already investigate carbon

films on Be and W using XPS as a surface sensitive tool

[2,3]. Continuing the measurements of binary systems

with respect to their use as wall materials we start to

investigate the Be–W system. The Be–W phase diagram

exhibits three compounds of known stoichiometry:

Be22W, Be12W and Be2W [4]. Beside these compounds

there exists a miscibility gap and regions of limited mis-

cibility. Due to our applied experimental procedure we

expect, if a reaction occurs, the formation of Be2W. Be-

sides these phase data, little is known in literature about

the reactivity of Be and W. Especially XPS measure-

ments which can reveal the alloy formation with high

sensitivity are performed for the first time.

2. Experimental

The measurements are performed in an ultrahigh

vacuum chamber consisting of an analysis and a prep-

aration system. The analysis system (commercial PHI

0022-3115/$ - see front matter � 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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ESCA 5600 system, base pressure 1�2 · 10�8Pa) is

equipped with a standard (Mg Ka and Al Ka) and a

monochromatic X-ray source (Al Ka, hm = 1486.6eV).

All measurements shown here are performed using

the monochromatic X-ray source. We use pass energies

of 93.9eV for survey scans and 2.95eV for high resolu-

tion measurements. The analysis spot is 0.8mm in

diameter and the energy resolution of the spectrometer

system is 0.26eV. We refer the binding energy scale to

the Au4f7/2 peak position at 84.0eV. Furthermore,

the analysis chamber is equipped with an ion gun

(Specs IQE 12/38) for sample preparation. The

polycrystalline tungsten samples are cleaned using

alternating sputter (3kV Ar+) and annealing cycles

(up to 970K) until no impurities can be detected in

the survey scans.

The film deposition is performed in a preparation

chamber which is connected to the analysis system. We

use a commercial electron beam evaporator (Omicron

EFM3) and evaporate Be pieces (HEK GmbH,

99.999%) from a BeO crucible. During the deposition

procedure the base pressure is better than 4 · 10�8Pa.

Due to the high reactivity of Be and O the deposited

Be films contain a maximum oxygen contamination of

10%.

The experimental procedure is as follows. We deposit

Be layers of different thicknesses (from a monolayer up

to several nanometers) at room temperature followed

by XPS analysis using survey and high resolution scans.

The maximum layer thickness in our experiment is lim-

ited by the escape depths of the photoelectrons which

are in the order of several nanometers. Annealing exper-

iments are performed in two different ways. In procedure

I the films are annealed in steps of 100K up to 1070K

for 30min per temperature step. The samples are meas-

ured by XPS after cooling down to room temperature.

In procedure II the samples are annealed at 770, 870

and 970K for several hours at each temperature while

performing XPS analysis at the elevated temperatures.

After the long term annealing steps sputter depth pro-

files (3kV Ar+, 45�) are recorded in order to analyze

the Be diffusion depth.

3. Results and discussion

After room temperature deposition the Be layer

thickness is determined using the procedure given in

[5]. We use the density of metallic Be to calculate a Be

layer thickness from the XPS intensities of both the sub-

strate (W4f) and layer signals (Be1s). The high resolu-

tion spectra allow for the deconvolution of the

photoelectron signals in components of different chemi-

cal species. Beside O no other impurities are detected in

the Be layers. The fit procedures applied to deconvolute

the Be1s and W4f signals are presented elsewhere [6].

The composition extracted from the Be1s signal is

shown in Fig. 1. Besides the BeO peak at 114.8eV [7]

the Be1s signal exhibits a peak from metallic Be at

111.8eV [3] and an additional signal at a lower binding

energy of 111.1eV. Within the substrate signal (W4f) no

oxide signatures (peak shift or broadening) are ob-

served. The oxygen is completely bound to Be. The

deconvolution of the W4f7/2 signal results in the detec-

tion of a peak at 31.0eV in addition to the peak at

31.4eV originating from W metal [2]. These two new

peaks shifted to lower binding energies compared to

the metal signals in both the Be1s and W4f transitions

are assigned to the formed Be–W surface alloy. As

shown in Fig. 1, it is restricted to the interface and addi-

tionally deposited Be is predominantly in the metallic

state. The oxide fraction is equally distributed in the

whole layer and amounts to 10% in average. Due to

the small photoemission cross section and therefore

low intensity of the Be1s signal the layer composition

below 1nm (four monolayers) has an error of ±5%.

The W4f substrate signal is dominated by the metallic

W intensity from the substrate (>90%). Specifically in

this coverage region (up to four monolayers) additional

information regarding the layer composition is not

obtainable.

3.1. Annealing experiments, procedure I

The layer compositions obtained from high resolu-

tion spectra after the annealing steps for two Be films

of different initial thicknesses are shown in Fig. 2. In

(a) a 1.2nm thick film is annealed up to 970K. The layer

thickness calculated from the spectrum after the anneal-

ing step at 970K is 1.1nm. Therefore the Be layer is
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Fig. 1. Composition of Be layers after room temperature

deposition. Within the Be1s signal metallic (d) and oxidic (n)

components are identified. Furthermore, a surface alloy (h)

which is limited to the interface is observed.
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stable during the annealing steps. Beginning at 670K an

increase in the alloy fraction is observed within both the

Be1s and W4f signals. This increase is particularly well

visible in the Be1s signal. Despite the excellent base pres-

sure and due to the high Be–O reactivity the BeO frac-

tion increases slightly with each annealing step. In the

substrate signal (W4f) no oxide fraction is observed.

The O1s signal is broadened and shifted towards higher

binding energy values. This observation is in agreement

with measurements on the interaction of atomic and

molecular O with W and Be surfaces [7].

Annealing of a 3.3nm Be film leads to a smooth

thickness decrease beginning at 570K. The residual layer

at 1070K amounts to 1.4nm which is comparable within

the experimental precision to the remaining layer thick-

ness of the measurement mentioned above (Fig. 2(a)).

The alloy formation is observed in both the substrate

and layer signals (Fig. 2(b)). In agreement with the

1.2nm film the formation of additional Be–W alloy sets

in at 670K. The BeO concentration from the Be1s signal

increases likewise. Furthermore, no oxidic component

within the W4f signal is observed. The O1s signal is

broadened and shifted towards higher binding energy

values, as reported above for the 1.2nm Be film. In both

experiments the stoichiometry at 970K indicates the for-

mation of Be2W.

3.2. Annealing experiments, procedure II

In order to decide whether Be diffusion or desorption

results in a decrease of the initially deposited layer thick-

ness, the Be layers are annealed at elevated temperatures

for several hours and subsequently analyzed by XPS

sputter depth profiles. During annealing at elevated tem-

peratures the sample composition is analyzed by alter-

nating survey and high resolution scans. Due to the

low sensitivity for the Be1s signal we restrict the high

resolution scans to the W4f signal region. First we con-

sider the changes in the Be layer thickness. The remain-

ing layer thicknesses after the annealing procedures are

similar for each experiment and amount to 1.0–1.2nm,

although the initial thicknesses range between 1.1 and

2.0nm. The Be layer thickness decreases rapidly within

the ramp-up to the annealing temperature and stays con-

stant during annealing and after finally cooling down to

room temperature.

Fig. 3 summarizes the change during annealing pro-

cedures. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the W4f and Be1s sig-

nals, respectively, before and after the 970K experiment.

In the W4f spectra (3a) the alloy formation leads to the

evolution of a second doublet at lower binding energies.

The metallic substrate, still present, gives rise to a W4f7/2
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Fig. 3. Substrate (W4f, a) and layer (Be1s, b) signals before

and after the continuous annealing (procedure II) at 970K. The

alloy formation is visible as an additional doublet (a) and peak

shift (b), respectively, within both signals. The composition of

the W4f signal is shown in (c). The reactivity increases with

annealing temperature.
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peak at 31.4eV, whereas now the alloy signal intensity at

31.0eV dominates. The Be1s peak (3b) shifts completely

from the metallic position at 111.8eV to the alloy signal

at 111.1eV indicating that the total remaining Be is

bound in the alloy. As discussed above, a small BeO

peak is nevertheless visible at 114.8eV. The surface com-

positions obtained from the high resolution spectra in

the W4f region are shown in the central part of Fig.

3(c). The compositions before and after annealing are

plotted in the highlighted areas. As indicated by the

dashed lines, the bigger part of the alloy formation pro-

ceeds already during the ramp-up to the annealing tem-

peratures. Only comparably small additional Be–W alloy

is formed during the phases at constant temperatures. At

770K additional changes are barely visible. At 870K the

alloying reaction proceeds clearly. Within the ramp-up

to 970K the alloy formation increases further, whereas

the rate while annealing is comparable to the 870K

run. No alloy decomposition or other compositional

changes are observed after cooling to room temperature.

In agreement with the annealing experiments conducted

by procedure I, the stoichiometry at 970K indicates the

formation of Be2W.

After the annealing experiments the residual Be–W

alloy layers are removed by sputtering while measuring

depth profiles by XPS. In Fig. 4(a) the normalized Be

depth profiles are plotted. The decrease of Be1s intensity

is comparable for all annealing temperatures, demon-

strating equal final alloy layers. Fig. 4(b) shows the depth

profile after annealing at 970K (1.2nm final Be film thick-

ness) in comparison with a TRIDYN calculation. The

TRIDYN code includes a kinematic ion–solid interaction

model with a dynamic modification of the sample compo-

sition after each collision event [8]. For the TRIDYN cal-

culation the O impurity is neglected. A depth profile of a

Be layer, taken after 300K deposition, shows perfect

agreement with TRIDYN results for the measured Be

layer thickness (not shown here). The TRIDYN curves

in Fig. 4(b) represent a Be layer without intermixing (dif-

fusion, reaction) of Be andW. The slope of the calculated

profile is due to ion beam mixing effects and agrees very

well with a depth profile of the untreated sample men-

tioned above [9]. Compared to the depth profile data

(after annealing at 970K) the deviation is small and only

significant at fluences between 2 and 5.5 · 1015 Ar+cm�2.

This indicates that themodification of the Be depth distri-

bution during the alloying procedure is small compared

to a Be layer of nominally 1.2nm thickness. The difference

between the initially deposited 2.0nm and the finally cal-

culated 1.2nm cannot be explained by diffusive Be loss

into the W bulk. This would lead to a depth profile where

Be extends deeper into the W bulk. The only remaining

loss channel for Be is desorption.

4. Summary and conclusions

The Be–W intermetallic system is investigated by

depositing thin Be films on polycrystalline tungsten sub-

strates. Analysis of the alloy formation is performed by

XPS. Already at room temperature an alloy at the Be–W

interface is identified by photoelectron peaks shifted to

lower binding energies both in the substrate W4f and

the overlayer Be1s signals. The alloy signals appear at

111.1eV (Be1s) and 31.0eV (W4f7/2). Despite the well-

defined preparation conditions the Be layer contains a

small amount of oxygen (approx. 10%) due to the high

reactivity of Be. Oxygen is completely bound in BeO,

no tungsten oxides are detected. However, the BeO

shows no influence on the alloy formation in our exper-

iments. Additional alloying sets in at 670K, visible in

both a decrease in the Be and W metallic peaks and an

increase in intensity at the respective alloy binding ener-

gies. The alloy formation continues until 970K where a

stoichiometry of Be2W is reached. The alloy formation

at elevated temperatures is limited to a final thickness

of approximately 1.2nm, independent of the initially

deposited Be layer thickness. For thicker deposited Be

layers, desorption of Be is the proposed loss mechanism,
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Fig. 4. XPS sputter depth profiles (3kV Ar+, 45� incidence)

after annealing procedure II at 970K (see Fig. 3) shown as

normalized Be concentration (a). The comparison of a meas-

ured depth profile (1.2nm) with the TRIDYN calculation

indicates a limited Be–W intermixing (b).
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since sputter depth profiles indicate no Be diffusion into

the W substrate. At 970K, only a slightly widened depth

distribution compared to the initial layer is measured.

Implications for tungsten fusion first wall components

are the decrease in melting point: according to the phase

diagram, the Be2W alloy has a melting temperature of

2500K, compared to 3690K of pure tungsten. However,

the limited alloying only at the surface, together with the

observation of no Be bulk diffusion, indicate that a mod-

ification of the tungsten bulk properties is not to be ex-

pected. The influence of the alloy formation on the

hydrogen isotope retention and re-emission, as well as

the changes in surface reactivity towards plasma impuri-

ties (carbon and oxygen), will be subject to further

studies.
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a b s t r a c t

Synchrotron radiation XPS with different photon energies is used to gain depth-resolved chemical infor-
mation. The temperature-dependent evolution of a ternary system sample with beryllium, carbon and
tungsten is investigated. Five temperature steps are performed in order to analyze the kinetic processes
and chemical states, namely 300, 530, 850, 1020 and 1200 K. After each temperature treatment, the sam-
ple composition is analyzed using four different information depths.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

For the future fusion experiment ITER, the three elements beryl-
lium, carbon and tungsten are planned to be used as first wall
materials [1]. The interaction between these materials, in particu-
lar the developing compounds due to temperature treatments, are
of major interest as they strongly influence fusion-relevant mate-
rial properties such as erosion behaviour, melting point and hydro-
gen inventory. The knowledge of binary systems is well established
(e.g. [2]), but the complexity increases considerably with the addi-
tion of a third component. In order to understand these interac-
tions, model systems with thin elemental layers of a few nm
thicknesses are prepared, annealed and analyzed by X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS). For the characterization of tempera-
ture-driven processes such as diffusion, the XPS technique is
applied using synchrotron radiation. By changing the excitation
energy in the XPS process, it is possible to gain information from
within different depths of the sample [3–7]. Compared to sputter
depth profiling, this method has the advantage of being non-
destructive and therefore does not alter the chemical composition
of the investigated system. Hence, it allows an elemental and
chemical state analysis as a function of depth.

2. Experimental

A carbon–beryllium–tungsten (C/Be/W) ternary system is pre-
pared using physical vapour deposition. Polished polycrystalline
tungsten is used as substrate material and carbon acts as a passiv-

ating layer on the top in order to minimise the influence of oxygen
contaminations since it is less reactive towards oxidation than W
and, particularly, Be. The beryllium layer is intermediate between
the substrate and the carbon layer. The film thicknesses are
2.4 nm for the beryllium layer and 1.5 nm for the carbon layer.
The sample is prepared under vacuum conditions (p < 8E-7 Pa dur-
ing evaporation) and then transferred to the synchrotron beamline
via transport through air.

XPS measurements are performed using a hemispherical elec-
tron analyzer at the MUSTANG endstation at the RGBL-PGM of
the synchrotron facility BESSY in Berlin. The angle between the
incident X-ray and the photoelectron take-off direction is 45�. For
all the measurements, the photoelectron take-off direction is nor-
mal to the sample surface and the pass energy is 2 eV. The binding
energy regions Be 1s, C 1s and W 4f are measured.

The sample is annealed at different temperatures and the XPS
measurements are performed after cooling to 300 K after each
temperature treatment of 530, 850, 1020 and 1200 K. The anneal-
ing time is 30 min for each step. In the photo-ionisation process,
the photoelectron kinetic energy is determined by the incident
photon excitation energy and the core level of the element emit-
ting the photoelectrons (Be 1s, C 1s and W 4f in this work). As
the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons strongly influences the
inelastic mean free path [8], the excitation energy is chosen such
that the photoelectrons originate from within the same depths,
i.e. the inelastic mean free path is equal for different elements. Four
different information depths are chosen for analysis.

For each spectrum, the binding energies are calibrated by mea-
suring the Au 4f signal. Assuming a homogenous material, the
intensity I(Ek,x) for a photoelectron peak of kinetic energy Ek ex-
cited from the level x is given by I(Ek,x) = J(hm) Ni r(hm,h,x) k(Ek)
T(Ek), where J(hm) is the photon flux incident on the sample at
the energy hm, Ni is the density of atoms of the ith species, r(hm,h,x)
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is the photoelectron cross section for the level x of the ith species at
energy hm and electron ejection angle h; k(Ek) is the inelastic mean
free path in the sample for electrons of kinetic energy Ek and T(Ek)
is the transmission function of the analyzer. The photon flux and
the analyzer transmission are defined by the experimental setup.
The photoelectron cross section r(hm,h,x) is separated into an an-
gle-independent part and an angle-dependent asymmetry factor
L, r(hm,h,x) = r(hm,x)�L(hm,h,x). For the polarized light used at the
synchrotron beamline, the asymmetry factor is L(hm,h,x) = 1 +
0.5b(3cos2h�2), where b is the asymmetry parameter [9]. For
quantitative analysis, the peak areas are normalized against
photo-ionisation cross section [9], asymmetry parameter [10], ring
current, photon flux and analyzer transmission.

Since one element is measured with different photon energies,
the electrons have different inelastic mean free paths k. Hence, tak-
ing into account the exponential attenuation of the intensity with
depth, I = I0 exp(�d/(k cosh)), absolute peak areas from the same
depths d are not comparable. Therefore, relative signal intensities
are considered, which are normalized against the total signal
intensity, which is the sum over all contributions. As the exact
information depths for the photoelectrons cannot be determined,
it is necessary to refer to the different depths as d1 (near-surface
region) to d4 (largest information depth). Taking into account the
mean free path dependence on photon energy, the chosen photo-
electron kinetic energies are 60 eV (near-surface region), 300,
480 and 700 eV (largest information depth). Since relative signal
intensities are normalized against the sum over all contributions,
it is possible to compare relative signal intensities of different
depth regions (even though the inelastic mean free path changes
from d1 to d4).

3. Results and discussions

Fig. 1 shows the C 1s signal after application of the previously de-
scribed data treatments. Fig. 1(a) shows spectra in the C1s binding
energy region with a photoelectron kinetic energy of 60 eV, while
the measurements with a kinetic energy of 700 eV are shown in
Fig. 1(b). The C 1s peak shape is fitted by background subtraction
(Shirley background [11]) and three Gauss–Lorentz peaks: elemen-
tal carbon is described by a graphitic (EB = 284.2 eV) and a disor-
dered graphitic (EB = 285.1 eV) contribution. The beryllium carbide
peak is clearly visible in the binding energy region around 282 eV.

In the near-surface region (a), the carbide signal is not observed
up to 850 K. At 1020 K, a small amount of Be2C is detected. For the
greater information depth (b), a certain amount of beryllium car-
bide is observed at room temperature. The carbide intensity rises
during the temperature treatment and is most pronounced at
1020 K. At the last temperature, 1200 K, the beryllium carbide peak
slightly shifts to lower binding energies. This binding energy shift
might be due to the growth of Be2C clusters and following cluster
size effect. The cluster size is known to have an important influ-
ence on the binding energy [12]. The slight shift in the binding en-
ergy and peak shoulders at �287 eV of the 300 and 580 K
elemental carbon peaks indicates a surface contamination due to
transport through air. This contribution is taken into account dur-
ing the fitting procedure, but disregarded in the sample composi-
tion analysis.

The room temperature measurements are chosen to demon-
strate the analysis of XPS spectra with different photon energies.
The region d1 (photoelectron kinetic energy 60 eV) shows BeO
with a relative signal intensity of 22% and elemental carbon with
78%. After sample preparation, no beryllium is present on the sur-
face. This points to a Be diffusion (driven by the chemical gradient)
to the surface when oxygen was available due to the transport
through air.

The next information depth d2 (photoelectron kinetic energy
300 eV) shows 2% of metallic beryllium, 16% of BeO and 82% of ele-
mental carbon. We want to emphasize here that the increasing ki-
netic energy of the photoelectrons increases the information depth,
thus adding information of a greater depth to the overall measured
relative elemental composition. Taking into account the exponen-
tial attenuation of the photoelectron intensity, the contribution
from surface components is less influential as the information
depth increases. Regarding the decreasing relative intensity of
BeO for d2 from 22% to 16%, there is less BeO present in deeper re-
gions. Vice versa, more elemental carbon is detected compared to
d1. The relative signal intensities for d3 (photoelectron kinetic en-
ergy 480 eV) are 12% metallic Be, 3% beryllium carbide (Be2C), 23%
BeO and 62% elemental C. As there is a distinct contribution from
metallic beryllium, the information depth now clearly exceeds
the carbon overlayer. Both the Be and the BeO amounts increase
for d3. As the relative signal intensity of BeO increases in measure-
ment d3 compared to d2, this points not only to BeO at the surface
but also to BeO in the metallic Be layer (below carbon). A small
amount of Be2C is detected at this information depth. Hence, the
carbide formation at room temperature starts at the Be/C interface.
Be2C formation at room temperature has been investigated earlier
[13]. The relative signal intensities for d4 (photoelectron kinetic
energy 700 eV) are 18% metallic Be, 4% Be2C, 25% BeO, 50% elemen-
tal carbon, and 2% metallic tungsten. Since the relative intensities
for the beryllium components increase, there is more Be, Be2C
and BeO visible in d4. As there is a contribution from tungsten
for d4, this information depth exceeds both the beryllium and car-
bon overlayers. The relative signal intensity of tungsten is not sig-
nificant regarding the total sample composition, but nevertheless,
metallic tungsten and a Be2 W alloy are present.

The first annealing temperature is 530 K. The C 1s signal is ta-
ken as an example in Fig. 2 to point out the sample composition
development during temperature treatments. The relative signal
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Fig. 1. XPS C 1s signal for 1.5 nm carbon and 2.4 nm beryllium layers evaporated on
a tungsten substrate. The temperature steps are indicated on the right. The upper
panel (a) shows measurements with a photoelectron kinetic energy of 60 eV (near-
surface region, d1), while the lower panel shows data with a kinetic energy of
700 eV (largest information depth. d4). The beryllium carbide peak is developing at
�282 eV and expanding from the interface to the surface.
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intensity of elemental carbon decreases from room temperature to
the annealing step at 1020 K. The relative signal intensity is not
maximal for d1, but for d2. This is due to the BeO overlayer, which
is discussed above. As BeO is very prominent at the surface, the rel-
ative signal intensity of elemental carbon is smaller. Furthermore,
the relative intensity of elemental carbon decreases from d2 to d4,
since other contributions such as metallic Be and Be2C become
more prominent in greater depths. At the last temperature step,
1200 K, the relative signal intensity for elemental carbon is very
prominent at the surface and decreases with increasing informa-
tion depth. This might be due to carbon diffusion to the surface
or a change in surface morphology, such as formation of island-like
structures.

The relative signal intensity of Be2C increases from d1 to d4.
This indicates a beginning formation of beryllium carbide, starting
at the Be/C interface and expanding to the surface. At the last tem-
perature step, 1200 K, the overall relative signal intensity of Be2C
decreases. Since relative signal intensities are considered, the rela-
tive intensity of Be2C is connected with that of elemental C.

At 530 K, the relative signal intensity of Be2C increases for d3
and d4 and furthermore, Be2C is detected in d2. This is another hint
to beryllium carbide growth from the interface to the surface.
According to an increasing Be2C amount, the amounts of metallic
Be and elemental carbon decrease. The amount of BeO at the sur-
face is increasing due to rising pressure during temperature treat-
ment, which gives rise to further oxide formation. Like for room
temperature, a small contribution from tungsten is detected for
d4 and the amount of the Be2 W alloy is increasing.

At 850 K, the relative intensity of Be2C increases for d2 to d4
and furthermore, Be2C is detected in the near-surface region d1,
giving another hint for carbide growth from the interface to the
surface. The amount of BeO at the surface is increasing further
and no metallic Be is left at this temperature step. As more Be2C
is forming, the total amount of elemental carbon decreases. At
850 K, the amount of Be2 W is decreasing, whereas the onset of
W2C formation is observed.

At 1020 K, the relative intensity of Be2C increases for d1 to d4.
Furthermore, the amount of BeO at the surface increases. As no
metallic Be is available to form additional Be2C or BeO, this increase
must be due to a change in surface morphology, thus giving more
weight to near-surface components. According to the increase of
Be2C and BeO, the relative intensity of elemental carbon decreases
for all depths. The relative signal intensity of tungsten is still not
crucial regarding the total sample composition, but the amount of

the Be2 W alloy is further decreasing, whereas the amount of the
subcarbide W2C increases.

At 1200 K, the relative intensities of Be2C and BeO decrease for
d1 to d4, whereas the relative intensity of elemental carbon in-
creases. As discussed for Fig. 2, this might be due to carbon diffu-
sion to the surface or a change in surface morphology, such as
formation of island-like structures. Furthermore, metallic tungsten
and tungsten subcarbide W2C is detected in the near-surface re-
gion d1. If tungsten diffusion was assumed, a carbide or alloy phase
at the surface was expected. The presence of metallic tungsten can
be ascribed to the appearing substrate which hints at the formation
of island-like structures. At 1200 K, the Be2 W alloy has completely
vanished. The tungsten signal is composed of metallic and carbidic
(W2C) tungsten.

The results from the system Be/C/W are consistent with the
analysis of binary systems. In experiments with carbon layers on
a beryllium substrate, beryllium diffusion from the interface to
the surface is observed [14]. At 770 K, Be2C formation is complete
[13]. Experiments with beryllium layers of a few nm thicknesses on
a pyrolytic graphite substrate show island formation at 1070 K. In
the ternary system, beginning formation of island-like structures is
observed at 1020 K. Experiments with carbon layers on tungsten
show C diffusion into the bulk material andW2C formation starting
at 870 K [15]. Alloy formation at room temperature is also ob-
served in the binary system Be/W [16].

4. Summary

A layered system of beryllium, carbon and tungsten is prepared,
annealed and analyzed by depth-resolved photoelectron spectros-
copy. With this technique, it is feasible to characterize reactions by
means of depth-resolved chemical information. Beryllium diffu-
sion through carbon to the surface and BeO formation is observed
at room temperature. The beryllium carbide formation starts at the
interface and expands to the surface. It is complete at 850 K. Car-
bon diffuses into the bulk and starts forming W2C at 850 K. At
1020 K, the analysis hints at a change in surface morphology. This
effect is even more pronounced at 1200 K. The formation of a Be2
W alloy is observed at room temperature. The alloy amount in-
creases at 530 K; as the temperature rises to 850 K, the alloy
amount is decreasing, whereas the amount of W2C increases. The
amount of tungsten carbide increases up to the last temperature
1200 K.
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Abstract. In this paper we present new temperature programmed desorption

measurements from implanted single and polycrystalline beryllium as well as new

computational results on the diffusion of interstitials through an undisturbed beryllium

lattice. The threshold fluence for the appearance of a low-temperature desorption

region around 460 K after implantation of 1 keV D ions into polycrystalline beryllium

is determined to 1.2×1021 m−2. In the high temperature release region an implantation

energy-dependent shift in desorption temperatures is observed after implantation to

very low fluences. It is explained by the variation of the mean distance from the surface

for atoms implanted at different energies rather than by changes in the activation

energy for detrapping. Morphological investigations of the surface of polycrystalline

beryllium after several implantation and annealing cycles show a strong dependence

of the damage on the surface-orientation of grains. This dependence correlates with

the preferred diffusion of interstitials parallel to basal planes of the beryllium lattice

as calculated within the formalism of density functional theory.

PACS codes: 61.80.Jh; 61.72.Hh; 68.43.Vx; 68.55.Ln; 82.20.Pm; 66.30.je; 71.15.Mb;

71.15.Nc; 28.52.-s
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1. Introduction

Understanding of the main mechanisms responsible for the retention of hydrogen atoms

implanted into beryllium (Be) is a field of ongoing research. In order to gain further

insight in the relevant processes at atomic scale, models have to be developed and

tested. However, impure sample surfaces, poorly defined defect densities, and other

sources of uncertainty often make it difficult to compare experimental data with values

from simulations. Our experimental approach in the past years has been to simplify the

system under investigation in order to rule out as many experimental uncertainties as

possible. To this aim we have performed measurements on single crystalline Be with well-

defined surface oxygen coverages as low as 0.3 monolayers as the only remaining impurity

[1]. Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) spectra recorded after implantation

of hydrogen into these well-defined specimens show a sequential release of the retained

hydrogen in several temperature steps. These release temperatures are governed by

activation energies for the various processes occurring during annealing: detrapping,

diffusion, retrapping of hydrogen and self interstitials and, finally, recombination and

desorption of hydrogen from the surface. By modelling the release based on rate

equations we can extract values for such activation energies from our experiments.

Activation energies for individual processes can be calculated ab initio within density

functional theory (DFT). This allows a direct comparison of experimental findings with

atomistic calculations. This comparison of the experimental and ab initio parameters

ultimately should lead to a consistent picture for the hydrogen-related processes in Be.

This work summarizes our recent progress in singling out parameters that influence

the observed desorption temperatures. Two topics are addressed. First, we discuss

the observed appearance of a low-temperature release peak in the TPD spectra after

implantation above the corresponding threshold fluence and compare these new results
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from experiments on polycrystalline Be with previously published results from Be(1 1 2̄ 0)

single crystals. Second, TPD experiments with implantation energy-dependent release

temperatures performed with a single crystalline sample after implantation up to very

low fluences (∼1019 m−2) are presented. They are discussed in relation to TPD results

from single and polycrystalline samples implanted to higher fluences.

Furthermore, recent results from DFT calculations on the diffusion of hydrogen

interstitials as well as Be self interstitials in Be are presented. The influence of the

resulting diffusional anisotropy on the morphology of the sample surface observed

experimentally after numerous implantation and annealing cycles is discussed.

2. Experimental and computational details

For the shown TPD spectra polycrystalline or single crystalline samples are implanted

with mass-separated deuterium ions (D+
3 or D+

2 ) at 1 keV and 3 keV per atom, up

to fluences ranging from 2.5×1019 m−2 to 2.0×1021 m−2. The surface orientation of

the single crystalline Be is (1 1 2̄ 0) i.e. the crystal is cut orthogonally to the basal

planes. Previous to implantation the surfaces of the samples are cleaned by repeated

sputtering with argon ions and subsequent annealing. As observed with in situ X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), the only remaining impurity during the whole course

of the experiments is a constant amount of beryllium oxide. On the polycrystal the ratio

of the relevant XPS signal intensities (Be 1s and O 1s) corresponds to sub-monolayer

oxygen coverage. Even though the surface oxygen content of the single crystal was higher

than in earlier experiments [2], no influence of this oxide layer on the desorption peaks

was observed. Detailed description of the experimental procedure is given elsewhere [2].

The shown spectra from single crystalline beryllium are recorded after implantation with

an improved beam spot. The implanted fluence is verified to be homogeneous over an
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area of 4×4 mm2 with a steep descent to zero fluence outside this area. The desorption

flux is calibrated via the charge collected during implantation with the underlying

assumption (verified in [1]) that the retention at small fluences amounts to 80% of

the irradiated fluence. Furthermore, the desorption experiments on the single crystal

are performed by using a newly commissioned controller (SCHLICHTING HS170) for

obtaining the linear temperature ramp. The heating rate is 42 K/min in all shown TPD

spectra.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD)

measurements are performed in a field emission gun scanning electron microscope (Helios

FEI). To obtain the SEM micrographs the secondary electron signal is recorded with an

in-lens detector. EBSD patterns are recorded using a Norlys II detector (HKL/Oxford

Instruments).

The simulations of TPD spectra are performed with the rate equation-based code

TMAP7 [3]. The implantation depth profiles used in the simulations are calculated with

the Monte Carlo code SDTrim.SP [4, 5]. The computational details for the studies within

the framework of density functional theory are given in [6]. In these calculations the

stationary state structures are optimized using a quasi-Newton generalized algorithm.

All energy calculations are carried out using the Quantum-Espresso package [7].

Activation energies are calculated using the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) algorithm

[8, 9, 10] implemented in the Quantum-Espresso package.

3. Results

3.1. Threshold fluence for the low-temperature release peak

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependent release of D from a Be polycrystal previously

implanted with 1 keV D ions up to different fluences. The desorption peak around 460 K
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features a threshold behaviour with respect to the irradiated fluence. The peak is absent

up to a fluence of 1.17×1021 m−2 and appears at a fluence of 1.31×1021 m−2 and higher.

An analogous parameter study was performed by Reinelt et al. [1] on single crystalline Be

cut parallel to the (1 1 2̄ 0) plane. There, the broad high temperature release region was

ascribed to detrapping of D from ion-induced defects (point defects or small clusters) and

the low temperature region around 470 K to the release from regions which have become

structurally modified due to implantation above a threshold fluence of 1.22×1021 m−2.

The structural modifications are supposed to take place in regions of the implantation

zone which become supersaturated with D in the course of the irradiation. The same

interpretation applies to the spectra recorded from polycrystalline Be shown here.

The very similar desorption temperatures suggest that the release from both the

polycrystalline and the Be (1 1 2̄ 0) occurs from traps of the same nature. The threshold

fluence for the release in the low temperature region of the spectrum apparently is

not influenced by the presence (or absence) of grain boundaries in the poly- and

single crystalline samples. This analogous behaviour can be explained by assuming

the supersaturation to take place in the volume of crystallites of the polycrystal. In the

inner of crystallites conditions equivalent to the ones present in the single crystal are

assumed at the onset of irradiation. It has been argued before that when the kinetic

energy of the implanted D falls below the displacement threshold, the impurity atom is

trapped after very short diffusion on an atomic length scale. The new results support

this assumption: If D diffusion to grain boundaries of the polycrystal is inhibited, similar

D concentrations are reached in the volume of crystallites of the polycrystal as in the

single crystal at similar fluences.

Furthermore, insight into the possible role of grain boundaries as traps for D in

Be can be gained from the shown spectra. If grain boundaries act as additional traps
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with an activation barrier higher than the one for the ion induced traps, we expect

a corresponding additional release peak at a higher temperature. The fact that such

an additional release is not observed leads to the conclusion that if D is trapped at

grain boundaries, the release from there happens at lower temperatures than the release

from the ion-induced traps. D atoms possibly released from grain boundaries at lower

annealing temperatures could be retrapped in ion-induced defects on their way towards

the surface. In this case the release from grain boundaries would remain unobserved.

The fraction of D detrapping from polycrystalline Be in this low temperature region

seems to be higher than for the measurements on the single crystal. This shall, however,

not be discussed here since the surface area which was irradiated with a fluence above

the threshold is not well known in these experiments. A quantitative analysis of the

fractions desorbing in each temperature region will be performed in the future, facilitated

by the improved well-defined implantation spot.

3.2. Dependence of release temperatures on implantation energy

In a previous publication we discussed the shift of the maximum release temperature

observed in TPD spectra from polycrystalline Be after implantation with D at 1, 2

and 3 keV per atom up to fluences of 2×1021 m−2 [11]. As can be seen in figure 1,

at these fluences the low temperature release region around 460 K is well established.

Furthermore, the high temperature release region features at least two energetically

different release peaks. The nature of these is discussed in [11] and a possible explanation

for the shift is given there.

In this work in order to address the retention and release mechanisms leading

to the broad desorption region at temperatures around 700–800 K, we record the

desorption from a single crystal after implantation up to fluences of 7.8×1020 and

7.5×1020 m−2 with 1 and 2 keV energy per atom, respectively (spectra not shown).
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The low temperature release peak is absent in these spectra as the fluence is below the

threshold for supersaturation. By choosing this fluence we eliminate a possible influence

of D desorbing at lower temperatures on the release at higher temperatures. In these

measurements we find a shift in the maximum release temperature of approx. 40 K. This

shift is somewhat smaller (although in the same range) as observed in the experiments

on polycrystalline beryllium.

In order to further simplify the initial microscopic configuration at the onset of a

desorption experiment, as well as to reduce the number of processes involved during

annealing, we further reduce the implantation fluence. The intent is to prepare a

parameter region for the defect and hydrogen densities in which only the detrapping

and retrapping from and into one single kind of trap with a single activation energy for

detrapping controls the observed desorption flux. Figure 2 shows TPD spectra recorded

from single crystalline Be(1 1 2̄ 0) after implantation of D with energies of 1 and 3 keV

per atom up to a fluence of 2.7×1019 m−2. At these small fluences the TPD spectra

feature a single peak at a temperature around 750 K, i.e. in the lower range of the high

temperature region. The shift in the desorption temperature between the two spectra

is 24 K.

Assuming only one kind of trap to be responsible for the retention at these low

fluences, it is possible to simulate these TPD spectra with one single activation energy.

To reproduce the spectra in simulations with TMAP7 we use an activation energy

for detrapping of 1.9 eV. Upon implantation, irradiation induced point defects and

D atoms will stabilize each other, forming immobile traps near the position where

the D atoms are stopped [2]. If this trapping mechanism is assumed to be the

only one active for implantation up to very low fluences then the initial trap depth

profile corresponds to the implantation depth profile as calculated with SDTrim.SP.
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The maxima of the implantation profiles are at 26 nm (peak atomic concentration:

0.0065) and at 86 nm (peak atomic concentration: 0.0035), for implantations with

1 keV and 3 keV, respectively. Only isotropic diffusion can be treated in TMAP7. The

experimental values for the parameters of the isotropic diffusion coefficient D = D0

exp(-ED/RT) were used, i.e. D0 = 6.9×10−9 m2 s−1 for the prefactor and ED = 0.29 eV

for the diffusion activation energy [12]. Using those input parameters, the calculations

lead to a shift between the two simulated desorption peaks of 30 K (figure 2) which is

in fairly good agreement with the experiment.

Although the TMAP7 simulations provide some insight into the parameters

affecting the observed release temperatures, we are not able to reproduce all features

of the measured spectra. A main reason for this seems to be that TMAP7 cannot

take into account any evolution of the structure and therefore of the trap mobility, and

possibly also the trap nature (and therefore of the activation energy for detrapping)

in the course of an annealing experiment. Surface morphology investigations hint at

structural changes induced in the material in the course of implantation and annealing.

In the next paragraph we present our recent results from such investigations.

3.3. DFT results and orientation dependent morphology

The NEB calculated barrier for diffusion of a self-interstitial atom in the undisturbed

Be lattice is 0.12 eV in the [110] direction, i.e. parallel to the basal planes, and 0.97 eV

along the [001] direction, i.e. orthogonal to the basal planes. These low values, in good

agreement with the experimental value of 0.15 eV, are due to the small crystal cohesion:

the Be-Be bonds are so weak that the crystal can adapt itself to the self-interstitial

displacement.

The activation barriers for hydrogen diffusion are 0.41 and 0.74 eV for parallel and

orthogonal diffusion (with respect to the basal plane), respectively. A hydrogen atom
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can find its path through the crystal at an energy cost comprised between these two

limits. This result also is in good agreement with the reported experimental values of

0.29 eV for deuterium diffusion in high-purity Be [13] or 0.32 eV from laser desorption

studies of D implanted Be [14].

These anisotropic results for the various diffusion mechanisms are reflected in

the surface morphology of the sample developing during repeated bombardment with

deuterium (up to fluences above the threshold fluence for structural modifications)

followed by annealing up to temperatures well above half the melting point of Be. The

left part of figure 3 shows an SEM image of the implanted region of the polycrystalline

sample after several experimental runs. The maximum fluence before each TPD

run is around or below 2×1020 m−2, while the cumulative fluence (summed over all

experimental runs) amounts up to approx. 5×1022 m−2. Clearly grains with different

damage in form of craters of roughly 1 μm in diameter are identified. E.g., the marked

region to the upper left (full line) exhibits much less defects than the region to the

right (broken line). The fact that the dark features visible in the SEM image are

holes, not protrusions, is confirmed by atomic force microscopy measurements (not

shown here). Outside of the implantation zone no such craters where observed. In the

EBSD image of the same region, shown in the right part of figure 3, the orientation

of the grains with respect to the basal plane is colour coded. White areas exhibit

a (0 0 0 1) orientation parallel to the surface, dark red areas an orientation of the

(0 0 0 1) plane perpendicular to the surface. A comparison of the two images leads

to the conclusion that the damage induced in each grain strongly depends on the

orientation of its surface with respect to the basal plane. This correlation points to

a considerable influence of the calculated anisotropy in activation energies for diffusion

of interstitials on the structural evolution of the material. Such surface orientation-
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dependent morphology changes might go along with surface orientation-dependent trap

evolution during implantation and/or annealing. This will be further investigated by

comparing these results with measurements on single crystals with different surface

orientations (e.g. (0 0 0 1), (1 0 1̄ 0), (1 1 2̄ 0)).

4. Summary

TPD spectra have been recorded from polycrystalline Be and single crystalline Be with a

(1 1 2̄ 0) surface orientation after implantation to various fluences. The threshold fluence

for the appearance of the low-temperature release peak is the same for the two different

specimens. Also, the influence of implantation energy on the release temperatures is

similar. A shift in the desorption maximum from the single crystalline sample after

implantation up to very low fluences with varying implantation energy is reproduced in

TMAP7 simulations by assuming the initial deuterium and trap depth profile for each

implantation energy to be equivalent to the implantation depth profiles as calculated

by SDTrim.SP. It is concluded that the shift after implantation with different energies

at very small fluences is a consequence of the different mean distances of the deuterium

atoms to the surface. New DFT results on anisotropic diffusion of interstitials in bulk

Be are presented and allow an interpretation of the differences in surface morphology

evolution during implantation and release cycles on differently oriented grains.
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Figure captions

Figure 1

Signal at 4 amu/q as a function of the sample surface temperature, recorded during

annealing of a polycrystalline Be sample previously implanted at room temperature

with 1 keV deuterium ions up to various fluences. The linear heating rate is 42 K/min.

Figure 2

Calibrated deuterium desorption spectra after implantation at room temperature in

single crystalline Be (1 1 2̄ 0) sample up to a fluence of 2.7×19 m−2 at two different ion

energies. The smooth curves are the respective simulations with TMAP7.

Figure 3

SEM (left) and EBSD (right) images of the surface in the implantation zone of

polycrystalline Be after numerous implantation/desorption cycles. In the EBDS image,

white pixels correspond to a (0 0 0 1)-oriented surface. The angle of deviation from this

orientation is colour-coded in red. Not indexed pixels are in black. Two grains are

highlighted in each image for comparison: The grain in the upper-left part is oriented

orthogonal to the (0 0 0 1) plane (full line), the grain to the right has (0 0 0 1) orientation

(broken line).
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a b s t r a c t

The temperature-driven release of deuterium implanted as keV ions into metallic beryllium is measured
by temperature-programmed desorption (TPD). TPD spectra from single and polycrystalline Be implanted
with 1 keV ions are compared. The high-temperature desorption stage (T > 700 K) is attributed to the
release of deuterium trapped at several types of energetically different ion-induced defects. A release
peak around 850 K is recorded in the single crystal, while in the polycrystal all deuterium desorbs below
this temperature. An increase in the maximum release temperature is observed after implantation of the
polycrystal with higher ion energies (2 and 3 keV). We propose an interpretation of the experimental
results based on two types of traps, with depth distributions adapted to the implantation energy. Preli-
minary TMAP7 calculations qualitatively reproduce the shifts in the maximum desorption temperature,
observed in the polycrystal at different implantation energies. The difference between the single and the
polycrystal is explained by a higher density of surviving defects in the single crystal. Diffusion of mobile
defects to grain boundaries and subsequent annihilation is proposed as the dominant mechanism for dif-
ferences in deuterium desorption from Be(11 �20) and Be(poly).

� 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Metallic beryllium is planned as an inner vacuum vessel clad-
ding for the international fusion experiment ITER, covering an area
of 690 m2 of the plasma-facing first wall [1]. During operation with
a deuterium or a deuterium/tritium plasma, the first wall materials
are subjected to elevated heat loads and energetic particle fluxes of
hydrogen isotopes (D and T at energies from eV to keV and fluences
greater than 1 � 1017 cm�2). This leads to implantation and accu-
mulation of hydrogen in the material far from thermodynamic
equilibrium. To control fuel balancing and minimize the retention
of radioactive T in the plasma vessel, the temperature-dependent
recycling process is of great concern. The surface temperature of
the Be is expected to range from room temperature up to the melt-
ing point (during off-normal events such as disruptions). The
planned bake-out temperature for ITER is 530 K. The thermal re-
lease (‘outgassing’) of implanted hydrogen depends strongly on
the binding energy of hydrogen to the metal matrix. High activa-

tion energies for desorption (above 1 eV) can be associated to the
release of hydrogen from traps with high binding energies. Detrap-
ping into mobile states occurs at correspondingly high tempera-
tures. Investigations of the thermal release of implanted
deuterium from single crystalline and chemically pure Be show a
number of binding states with a fluence-dependent occupation.
Release peaks are recorded at temperatures of 440, 470, 770 and
840 K [2]. Diffusion of D through unirradiated Be is fast at room
temperature with an activation barrier of only 0.29 eV [3], as it is
common for most metals. Therefore, the peaks in the TPD spectra
can be attributed to release of D from irradiation-induced traps.
The experimentally investigated systems consist purely of Be and
D. Thus, the nature of the traps only depends on the structure of
the Be–D material (with possible formation of beryllium hydride
[4,5]). To gain further information about the nature of the different
sites, we compare the thermal release of D implanted into single
and polycrystalline Be substrates at different ion energies. In
this way we vary the depth distribution of the defects generated
in the collision cascades, as well as the available sinks (surface
and grain boundaries) for mobile defects. We present experimen-
tal results and discuss an interpretation based on TMAP7
modelling.

0168-583X/$ - see front matter � 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
doi:10.1016/j.nimb.2008.11.015
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2. Experimental procedures

The results from temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)
studies on single crystals (sc) have been published before [2,4].
Experimental details for the polycrystal (pc) measurements are
identical. In brief, a polished sc disc (diameter of 14 mm, thickness
less than 1 mm and (11 �20) surface orientation) and a polished pc
sample (10.5 � 10.5 � 0.5 mm3) are sputter-cleaned by 3 keV Ar+

bombardment and subsequently annealed up to 1000 K to gain
sub-monolayer oxygen coverage as the only remaining impurity
visible by in situ performed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). These well established surfaces are then implanted with
deuterium ions at room temperature. The sc Be sample is im-
planted with a 3 keV monoenergetic and mass-selected Dþ

3 beam
up to a fluence of 2 � 1017 D cm�2. Instantaneous dissociation of
the molecule at the surface can be assumed, resulting in an effec-
tive energy per D atom of 1 keV. The pc sample is implanted in
the same way with a 3 keV or 6 keV Dþ

3 or a 6 keV Dþ
2 beam to ob-

tain energies per atom of 1, 2 and 3 keV, respectively.
The samples are then heated to 1000 K with a linear tempera-

ture ramp and the desorbing species are recorded with a
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) positioned in line-of-sight
geometry in front of the sample. The TPD spectra shown in this
work are recorded at 4 amu/e, corresponding to D2. Other deute-
rium-containing species are either not observed during TPD (D,
HDO, D2O) or show a signal intensity more than one order of mag-
nitude lower than molecular deuterium (as in the case of HD).
Hence, it can be assumed that deuterium desorbs as D2 molecules.

The temperature ramps for the TPD experiments are 1 K/s for
the sc and 0.73 K/s for the pc. From measurements with a ramping
rate of 1.34 K/s on the pc sample (not shown) it can be inferred that
the difference in the temperature ramps does not account for the
main effects in the comparison of pc and sc observed in this work.
In order to exclude an influence of the sample history, the desorp-
tion of 1 keV implanted deuterium from the pc was carried out at
the beginning of the experimental campaign and again repeated at
the end of it. The spectra perfectly match, therefore no influence of
the experimental series on the conditions of the pc sample and
hence the resulting TPD spectra is observed.

After the last annealing cycle the samples were investigated ex
situ by electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) mapping. These
measurements were performed in a field emission gun scanning
electron microscope (Helios FEI) using a Norlys II detector (HKL/
Oxford Instruments). For the single crystal, the recorded Kikuchi
patterns confirmed the Be(11 �20) orientation of the surface. The
averaged relative deviation from this orientation is significantly
lower than 0.5� over the examined area of 128 � 128 lm2. The re-
sults for the polycrystal are shown in Fig. 1. The colours correspond
to different orientations of crystallites. Three reference orienta-
tions are assigned the primary colours1 red, green and blue; other
orientations result in secondary colours. A band contrast picture is
overlaid to the colour map. In such a band contrast picture the con-
trast of the Kikuchi patterns is assigned a grayscale, yielding darker
pixels where the patterns are more diffuse. Grain boundaries are
thus highlighted. Grains up to 20 lm in diameter with various orien-
tations are visible.

3. TPD measurements

Fig. 2 shows TPD spectra from single and polycrystalline beryl-
lium, respectively, implanted with 1 keV D. Two distinct tempera-
ture regions of deuterium release can be identified. For the single

crystal the broad high-temperature release stage has been as-
signed to deuterium detrapping from defect sites, created upon
irradiation [2,4]. This is in agreement with the finding that irradi-
ation-induced defects in beryllium strongly influence the lattice
site occupation of implanted impurities [6], especially of deute-
rium [7]. We call these traps ‘ion induced’, as they originate from
the collision cascade initiated by ions hitting the metal surface.
The more sharply peaked release stage around 450 K appears only
at higher fluences. The threshold fluence for the occurrence of this
low-temperature release stage lies around 1 � 1017 cm�2 for both
the single and the polycrystal. It has been argued [2,4] that deute-
rium released in this temperature regime originates from supersat-
urated (Be/D > 0.4), and thereby structurally modified Be–D areas.
The TPD spectrum from the polycrystal, just as the one from the
single crystal, also shows the two mentioned distict release stages.

Fig. 1. EBSD map of the surface of the polycrystalline sample. The orientation of
crystallites is colour-coded. Grain boundaries appear dark due to overlay of a band
contrast picture.
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Fig. 2. TPD spectra from D-implanted single and polycrystalline Be. The samples
were implanted at room temperature up to a fluence of 2 � 1017 D cm�2. The energy
per implanted atom was 1 keV. The signal of the quadrupole mass spectrometer at
m/e = 4 (corresponding to D2) is plotted against the temperature of the sample
surface. The temperature ramping rates are 0.73 K/s and 1 K/s, respectively. This
difference in ramps does, however, not account for the observed shift of the highest
recorded release temperature.

1 (For interpretation of the references to the color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Still, some differences can be noticed. First, the ratio between the
integrated areas of the high and low-temperature regimes differs
between the single and the polycrystal. This difference indicates
that in the polycrystal a bigger fraction of the retained deuterium
is released from supersaturated areas. Yet this might not be an ef-
fect of the difference in crystallinity, as it could be caused by differ-
ences in the implantation beam profile. Second, the release from
the ion-induced traps happens at lower temperatures in the poly-
crystal as compared to the single crystal. An interpretation of this
shift of the high temperature edge of the spectra is presented in
Section 4.

Fig. 3 shows TPD spectra from the polycrystalline sample after
implantation with deuterium ions at energies of 1, 2 and 3 keV
per atom. The spectra vary slightly, the most prominent difference
being a shift in the high-temperature edge of the release from ion-
induced traps. The shift amounts to 50 K between the implanta-
tions with 1 and 2 keV per atom, and another 25 K between the
implantations with 2 and 3 keV. Assuming various trap sites in
the implanted material, different peaks in the TPD spectra can be
assigned to detrapping from sites with different activation ener-
gies. Thus a shift in the highest desorption temperature could be
explained by a change in the nature of the traps, e.g. different sizes
of clustered vacancies. However, it is also possible to explain such a
shift by assuming unaltered traps (i.e. activation energies) and in-
stead adapting the depth distribution of the traps to the respective
implantation energy. In the following section we present a plausi-
bility model taking into account energy-dependent density profiles
of ion-induced traps. This model is implemented in TMAP7 [8].
This code includes treatments of temperature transport, trap-
ping, diffusion and surface recombination. The shift with implanta-
tion energy in the maximum release temperature as calculated
by TMAP7 is compared to the experimental findings.

4. Discussion of the high-temperature edge shift

Upon irradiation of beryllium with 1, 2 or 3 keV deuterium, a
large number of Frenkel pairs is created in collisional cascades.
Molecular dynamics simulations show that a large fraction of these
Frenkel pairs has recombined by the time the cascade has cooled
down (for a review see for example [9] and [10]). At maximum pri-
mary knock-on energies of 600 eV (for 1 keV D on Be) to 1800 eV

(for 3 keV D on Be) the surviving defects are primarily point de-
fects, i.e. single vacancies or self interstitials. Irradiation-induced
defects have been shown to be mobile in beryllium at room tem-
perature [11,12] and can therefore diffuse to sinks such as the sur-
face or grain boundaries to annihilate, or face annihilation upon
encountering an anti-defect. Some defects will be trapped by form-
ing immobile impurity-defect complexes with the implanted
projectile [13], preferably at the end of the collision cascade. Deu-
terium atoms implanted into beryllium have been shown to be
trapped near the site where they are stopped [14]. Depth distribu-
tions trapped deuterium can therefore be calculated using the
Monte Carlo simulation program SDTrim.SP [15,16]. This program
is an extension of the TRIM code [17] to allow for material accumu-
lation (and erosion) in the implanted sample. It is based on the bin-
ary collision approximation and considers a deuterium projectile
to be stopped in the beryllium when its kinetic energy falls below
a given cut-off energy (here 2 eV) due to energy losses. The result-
ing implantation profile for each implantation energy can roughly
be approximated by a Gaussian, truncated due to the intersection
with the surface. The maxima of the fitted Gaussians lie at 37 nm
(1 keV), 66 nm (2 keV) and 94 nm (3 keV), their root mean square
deviations being 21 nm, 30 nm and 33 nm, respectively. These pro-
files are used as input for the TMPA7 simulations.

Moreover, some of the point defects will form clusters (disloca-
tion loops or fine cavities, as observed for example by Yoshida
et al. [18] and Chernikov et al. [19]). These represent a second kind
of trap for diffusing deuterium atoms. At fluences of 1017 atoms
cm�2, as applied in our experiments, hundreds of collision cas-
cades will overlap spatially. Cascades produced in the debris of
earlier cascades will heal parts of the clustered defects and their
density will eventually saturate. In the qualitative picture drawn
here, by the end of the implantation a constant density of surviving
defect clusters will have evolved up to a depth that can be esti-
mated from the range of a Frenkel defect depth profile, accessible
again by a calculation with SDTrim.SP. As this depth varies with
the energy of the incident deuterium, the total number of these
traps also scales with the implantation energy. After implantation,
and before the onset of a TPD experiment, these cluster traps may
be empty or partially filled with deuterium. During a TPD experi-
ment, however, they are assumed to be filled up by retrapping of
some of the deuterium released from traps with lower activation
energies, such as those in the low-temperature region of the
shown spectra.

The above considerations can be summarized in the following
model. We assume two kinds of ion-induced traps responsible
for the high temperature release stage of the TPD spectra. The first
kind arises from a deuterium atommerging with a nearby defect at
the implantation site, directly after it is stopped. A second kind of
traps is represented by small defect clusters. The density of these
traps is assumed to be constant, up to a depth dependent on the
Frenkel pair depth profile (and therefore of the energy of the im-
planted deuterium) and zero beyond that depth.

In a first attempt to simulate the TPD spectra of the polycrystal
shown in Fig. 3, the trap profiles (both dependent on the implanta-
tion energy) are used as input to the program TMAP7. All traps are
assumed to be saturated with deuterium at the onset of the high
temperature release stage. The clustered defects are assigned a
somewhat higher activation energy than the implantation sites.
The resulting spectra clearly show a shift in the high-temperature
edge as a function of implantation energy. The shift is of the right
order of magnitude (50 K and 25 K) and about twice as big between
the 1 keV and the 2 keV implanted spectra than between the 2 keV
and the 3 keV implanted spectra. This model would also provide an
explanation for the spectra recorded by Markin et al. [20], where
the highest release temperature reaches up to 1000 K for beryllium
implanted with deuterium at an energy per atom of 5 keV. The
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Fig. 3. TPD spectra from polycrystalline Be implanted with D at various ion
energies. The samples were implanted at room temperature up to a fluence of
2 � 1017 D cm�2. The signal of the quadrupole mass spectrometer at m/e = 4
(corresponding to D2) is plotted against the temperature of the sample surface.
The temperature ramping rate is 0.73 K/s.
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absolute release temperatures in the simulations are still different
from the experiment, indicating that some of the TMAP7 input
parameters need further optimization. The reproduction of the
temperature shift, however, demonstrates the validity of the defect
distribution assumption.

It is realized and emphasized that the illustrated model is over-
simplified. For example, any evolution of the microstructure during
the heating of the samples is neglected. Nevertheless, the simula-
tions show the possibility to explain the shift in the high-temper-
ature edge of the TPD spectra by simply adapting implantation and
damage profiles to the used implantation energy. No additional
traps with different detrapping energies are needed in our model
for the 2 keV and 3 keV implanted TPD spectra as compared to
the 1 keV implanted. The identical activation energies are applica-
ble to all three implantation energies. It is important to notice that
two consequences of varying the implantation energy cause the
shift. First, the larger range of the vacancy cluster traps for higher
implantation energy – the trap density being held constant over
this range – implies a larger total amount of such traps, available
for deuterium atoms to be trapped in. Second, the fact that the trap
profiles are shifted further into the bulk for higher implantation
energies results in a longer path towards the surface for detrapped
atoms before they can recombine and desorb. The simulations re-
veal that the latter effect is smaller than the first. It should be men-
tioned here, that, as discussed in [2], surface recombination is not
considered to be a rate limiting step for the release of D implanted
into Be.

Now we turn to the comparison of the polycrystal with the
single crystal. We see from Fig. 2 that there is a shift in the max-
imum temperature at which release is observed in TPD measure-
ments. Assuming the same nature of traps in both specimens, we
try an interpretation based on the difference in crystallinity. The
implantation profiles and Frenkel defect production during the
collision cascades can be considered to be independent of crystal-
linity. However, grain boundaries have been shown to play an
important role in the evolution of the initially generated defects.
Several authors (among others, Hudson et al. [21], Norris [22]
and Zinkle et al. [23]) have observed zones denuded of voids near
grain boundaries in various irradiated materials. Singh et al. [24]
calculated a decrease in void concentration with decreasing grain
size in austenitic stainless steel irradiated with 1 MeV electrons.
We therefore assume a reduced trap density in the irradiated pc
beryllium as compared to the sc: single defects created upon irra-
diation might diffuse to grain boundaries of the pc where they
face annihilation. Moreover, stresses originating from the misori-
entation at grain boundaries in the pc might attract defect clusters
otherwise immobile in the sc. On the contrary, in the sc, mobile
defects could survive longer and travel further until they finally
form immobile compounds. These mechanisms lead to an in-
creased defect density, and thus, to a higher number of available
traps for deuterium in the sc. Deuterium might possibly even be
trapped at greater depths than in the pc due to the greater dis-
tance defects can travel without annihilating at grain boundaries.
Our TMAP7 calculations have shown that both an increased num-
ber of traps, as well as their distribution deeper into the bulk con-
tribute to a shift of the highest release peak observed in TPD
spectra towards higher temperatures. It is therefore possible, that
the shift observed in the comparison of the TPD spectra from the
single and the polycrystal in Fig. 2 is due to differences in the de-
fect evolution depending on the absence or presence of grain
boundaries.

5. Summary

The retention behaviour of deuterium implanted polycrystalline
beryllium is compared to that of the single crystal. In both cases,

release takes place in two stages. The sharp low-temperature peak
is attributed to deuterium trapped in regions where the beryllium
lattice is structurally modified due to supersaturation. It only ap-
pears above a fluence of 1 � 1017 cm�2. At higher temperatures
deuterium is released from non-supersaturated regions where it
is trapped in ion-induced defect sites.

For the observed shift of the high-temperature edge to lower
temperatures in the case of the polycrystal as compared to the sin-
gle crystal, a possible explanation is proposed. This shift could be
the consequence of a reduced density of the traps with the highest
activation energy. A possible mechanism leading to such a reduc-
tion is the diffusion of vacancies towards grain boundaries in the
polycrystal.

In the polycrystal sample, it is observed that upon raising the
implantation energy, the high-temperature edge of the TPD spec-
trum shifts to higher temperatures.

On the basis of a model with two kinds of traps and trap distri-
butions which depend on the implantation energy, this feature can
be qualitatively reproduced in simulations, without changing the
nature (i.e. the activation energies) of the traps.
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a b s t r a c t

The deuterium retention and thermal recycling behavior of clean and oxide-covered beryllium is inves-
tigated by a combination of temperature programmed desorption, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and
other methods. From the experimental results, the retention mechanisms are deduced and activation
energies for the release processes are obtained from modeling. Implanted deuterium at 1 keV kinetic
energy is trapped locally in ion-induced defects with a release temperature above 700 K. At a local deu-
terium concentration greater than 0.35 D/Be, the beryllium bulk is supersaturated. This leads to the for-
mation of additional binding states with a release temperature of 450 K and formation of BeD2, which
decomposes at 570 K. The amount of deuteride formed is influenced by the target temperature during
implantation. The Be surface and BeO surface layers have no rate-limiting influence on the thermal
release process.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The main wall of ITER’s plasma vessel is planned to be covered
with beryllium as a plasma-facing material [1]. During operation,
intense fluxes of hydrogen isotopes are implanted and retained
in the plasma-facing material. Sputtering and high temperature
lead to a release of retained hydrogen into the plasma or transport
inside the component. Especially from a safety point of view, a de-
tailed knowledge on the hydrogen recycling behavior in Be is
needed to predict the machine’s total tritium inventory. For this,
characteristic values describing the recycling like diffusivity, solu-
bility and detrapping energies are needed. Usually, these values are
gained frommodeling experimental data. Although a large number
of studies have been dedicated to this issue in the past, the details
of the mechanisms governing the retention are still unclear. This
can be seen primarily in a large scatter of the characteristic values.
Even the reported retained areal densities vary up to two orders of
magnitude [2]. Three possible reasons should be considered.

1.1. Sample crystallinity

The defect density or grain size distribution of the Be samples
under investigation can have a significant influence on the trap site
density or diffusivity of hydrogen. As quantitative results require
modeling, uncertainties in the sample structure can lead to misin-
terpretation of experimental data. The experiments described in
this work are performed with single crystalline Be. Defects created

in the course of the experiments are annealed by temperature
treatment assuring the structural integrity of the sample.

1.2. Chemical composition of the Be surface

Be reacts very quickly with oxygen or water forming a closed
BeO surface layer even under good vacuum conditions [3]. Because
the release process of implanted hydrogen has to occur via the sub-
strate surface, the chemical condition of the surface can have a sig-
nificant influence. It can introduce an additional energy barrier for
coverages even below one monolayer (ML). This is especially
important for permeation or, as in this work, for desorption exper-
iments, where a superposition of all (release-) rate-limiting pro-
cesses is measured. Up to now, no experimental data for
hydrogen retention implanted into oxygen-free Be (i.e. Be without
a BeO-covered surface) was reported.

1.3. Retention mechanisms

In order to extract quantitative results from experiments
involving the temperature-driven transport of hydrogen inside
and out of beryllium metal by modeling, the rate-limiting steps
have to be identified. Evaluation of experimental data of the
temperature-dependent release of hydrogen requires the assign-
ment of observed peaks to rate-limiting mechanisms such as
detrapping, diffusion or recombination (2D? D2).

2. Experimental

The Be sample under investigation is a single crystalline disk
with a diameter of 14 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm. The single
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crystallinity is confirmed by Laue diffractography and shows an
orientation of the mirror-polished surface of ð11 �20Þ with a mis-
scut of less than 1�. The surface of the Be sample is cleaned under
UHV conditions by cycles of bombardment with a scanned 3 keV
Ar+ ion beam 45� to the surface at room temperature and subse-
quent annealing up to 1000 K. The chemical surface composition
is monitored by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and low
energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEIS). LEIS is performed with
a 480 eV He ion beam at a scattering angle of 135�. A minimal
residual oxide coverage of 0.2 ML on the sample surface as the only
contamination could be achieved and maintained for 12 h at a base
pressure of 2 � 10�11 mbar. The cleaned sample is bombarded by a
mass-separated, monoenergetic 3 keV Dþ

3 ion beam under perpen-
dicular angle of incident. This corresponds to a kinetic energy of
1 keV per deuterium atom. TPD experiments are performed by
heating the sample at a linear ramp with electron impact from
the back. The sample temperature is measured by a thermocouple
spot-welded to the sample surface at a position where it is not irra-
diated by the ion beams. The effusing gas flux is detected by a dif-
ferentially pumped quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) in the
line-of-sight geometry. The amount of surface oxide does not
change during implantation and TPD experiments. The deuterium
flux is calibrated by measuring the retained deuterium areal den-
sity after implantation in situ by nuclear reaction analysis (NRA).
The reaction D(3He,p)4He with 800 keV 3He+ ions from a 3 MV tan-
dem accelerator is used [4]. After TPD experiments up to 1000 K, no
residual D can be detected in the sample both by NRA, and by suc-
cessive TPD runs. Desorption of oxygen-containing molecules such
as HDO and D2O is not observed. The flux of HD formed during
desorption is two orders of magnitude lower than the effusing D2

flux and is therefore ignored in the following. All experiments, ex-
cept scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c)
are performed in situ in an experimental setup described else-
where in detail [5].

3. Results

3.1. Substrate characterization

Fig. 1(a) shows normalized XPS spectra of the Be sample sur-
face as introduced (upper spectrum) and after many cleaning
and annealing cycles (lower spectrum). The residual oxygen con-
tamination of the cleaned sample surface corresponds to an
equivalent of 0.2 monolayers BeO. The insert shows the photo-
electron peak of the Be 1s binding energy region of the cleaned
sample. The binding energy is 111.8 eV of the clean metal.
Although the Be sample is originally a single crystal, its near-sur-
face region is severely damaged by the Ar bombardment of the
cleaning process. Flash heating the sample up to 1000 K can an-
neal these defects and recrystallize the sample surface. By this
procedure, implanted Ar is also removed from the near-surface
region. TPD spectra after temperature treatment up to 1000 K
show no desorbing gaseous species from the sample (Ar or hydro-
gen in any form). The effect of the recrystallization is directly vis-
ible by SEM imaging (Fig. 1(b)) on the sample surface, which was
heated cyclically from RT to 1000 K under UHV conditions (with-
out ion bombardment). Micrometer-sized facetted Be crystallites
are formed on the initially flat sample surface. The uniform align-
ment of the facetted structures across the whole sample addition-
ally indicates the single crystallinity of the bulk material. The 30�
tilted facets have an orientation of ð10 �10Þ. The sides (left and
right of each crystallite in Fig. 1(b)) are oriented (0001). Driving
force of this mass transport is the minimization of the surface en-
ergy. Electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) shows that the
crystallographic structure and orientation of the crystallites and

original sample surface are identical, which means that the crys-
tal develops a facetted surface under these conditions without
loosing the bulk single crystallinity. Cycles of ion bombardment
and annealing lead to a roughening of the surface by recrystalli-
zation and simultaneous erosion of the recrystallized structures
(Fig. 1(c)) This roughness increases the (flat) projected surface
area of the irradiated surface region up to a factor of 1.2, as mea-
sured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). LEIS measurements
after increasing annealing temperatures show, that Be from the
bulk segregates through thin BeO surface layers, forming a
(metallic) Be-terminated surface above a temperature of 900 K.
The original BeO surface layer is thus covered by at least one
ML of metallic Be. This surface is stable at lower temperatures,
until oxidized by residual gas. Such a mechanism is in agreement
with results from 18O marker experiments performed by Roth
et al. [6]. On the basis of those observations, the conclusions
can be drawn that annealing of the cleaned Be sample leads to
a recrystallization of the surface. The chemical surface composi-
tion and sample crystallinity are therefore well defined for ther-
mal release experiments of implanted deuterium.

3.2. Deuterium retention mechanism at fluences below 1.0 � 1021 m�2

A TPD spectrum (m/q = 4, D2) of implanted D reveals several re-
lease steps (Fig. 2(a) and (b)). Below fluences of 1.0 � 1021 m�2, D is
trapped in two types of bulk sites, related to defects created by the
implantation cascade with release temperatures of 780 and 850 K
(denoted as release states 1 and 2 in Fig. 2). Fig. 2(a) shows a
TPD spectrum after bombarding the sample at RT with a fluence
of 6.5 � 1020 m�2. A lateral scan of the sample with NRA reveals
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Fig. 1. In situ XPS spectra of the Be sample, as introduced and after cleaning and
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surface (c).
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a D distribution similar to the intensity profile of the implantation
beam. The release from the ion-induced trap sites involves detrap-
ping to a solute (mobile) state, diffusion through the bulk lattice,
recombination to molecular D2 at the surface and finally desorp-
tion into vacuum. All steps can influence the observed peak tem-
perature, although detrapping is the rate-limiting step. To
include all these processes into a model, TMAP7 is used [7]. This
code includes diffusive and surface processes. For the model,
the diffusivity from Abramov et al. [8] is used. It is given as
6.7 � 10�9exp(�0.29 eV/kT) [m2 s�1], which corresponds to a diffu-
sion length of micrometers (per second) already at room tempera-
ture. The solubility is taken from Shapovalov and Dukel’ski [9] and
the surface recombination barrier for D on pure Be as 0.87 eV from
Lossev and Küppers [10]. The D concentration profile is taken from
a static SDTrim.SP calculation, a Monte Carlo code that can model
kinematic processes of ion implantation into a solid material [11].
A manual adjustment of the calculated desorption flux to the TPD

experiments yields activation energies of 1.88 eV and 2.05 eV for
the detrapping from the ion-induced sites (1) and (2).

3.3. Deuterium retention mechanism at higher fluences

Above a fluence of 1.0 � 1021 m�2 (Fig. 2(b)), additional binding
states with release temperatures of 440 K and 480 K are created
due to a D accumulation in the bulk. These binding states show a
sharp threshold behavior and appear only above an irradiation flu-
ence of 1.0 � 1021 m�2. In Fig. 2(b) these states are denoted as (3)
and (4). The local supersaturation enforces nanoscaled structural
modifications in the Be lattice. Release from these states is energet-
ically different from detrapping from states (1) and (2), resulting in
a lower peak temperature. Simulations of a first order release reac-
tion [12] with a frequency factor of 1013 s�1 by a rate equation
yield activation barriers of 1.25 eV and 1.33 eV for states (3) and
(4), respectively. Above the threshold fluence for the appearance
of release peaks (3) and (4), SEM and AFM images show protru-
sions on the D-irradiated sample surface with a size of about
100 nm. Cracking of the surface is not observed. Depth profiles
from SDTrim.SP calculations, which allow an accumulation of D
in the Be bulk show, that D reaches a local concentration of
0.26 at.% in a depth of 40 nm at an irradiation fluence of
1.0�1021 m-2. This corresponds to a maximum Be/D ratio of 0.35,
which is in the range of values for the maximum D concentration
given in previous studies [2]. The sample retention reaches stea-
dy-state at irradiation fluences above 2.0 � 1021 m�2, where 30%
of the retained amount is trapped in the supersaturated states.
The maximum retained areal density is 2.0 � 1021 m�2. This is in
good agreement to earlier investigations by Haasz and Davis [13].

3.4. Influence of a thin BeO surface layer

To investigate the influence of a BeO-covered surface, the sam-
ple is thoroughly cleaned, annealed and implanted with deute-
rium. XPS shows an oxygen contamination equivalent to 0.2
monolayers BeO on the surface after the implantation. The sample
is stored overnight under UHV conditions to allow the growth of a
closed BeO surface layer of 3 monolayer thickness from the resid-
ual gas (reactive species: water). A successive TPD experiment is
directly compared with an experiment with the same cleaning pro-
cedure and irradiation fluence, but TPD immediately after the
implantation. For the first experiment, all desorption occurs via
the BeO-covered surface, while for the latter, the surface is fully
Be-terminated, as discussed above. Any difference in the spectra
can hence be directly related to the influence of the oxide coverage.
The segregation of metallic Be to cover the BeO surface layer dur-
ing the temperature ramp of the TPD experiment occurs above
900 K, where D is already released from the sample. Assuming that
D2 (as a molecule) does not diffuse through the Be lattice, the last
step for the release processes of any retained D is recombination to
D2 on the sample surface. If the chemical surface composition is
changed from Be to BeO, the energetic conditions change for this
step. The recombination process itself can be limited, for example,
by the surface diffusivity for adsorbed D atoms and its activation
barrier. Changing the chemical composition of the outermost ML
would consequently result in a shift of the measured temperature
of any release peak limited by such a recombination process. The
experiments show, however, that none of the peaks (1)–(4) is influ-
enced by the chemical composition of the surface, hence none of
the peaks is recombination-limited. Instead, increased amounts
of D are released from state (5) in the TPD experiment with
oxide-covered beryllium. Since the amount released in peak (5)
is influenced by the areal density of BeO, it is concluded that D is
bound to BeO on the surface, presumably as a hydroxide.
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Fig. 2. TPD spectra (m/q = 4, D2) after implantation of different deuterium fluences:
(a) 6.5 � 1020 m�2 and (b) 1.8 � 1021 m�2. The asterisk indicates the decomposition
temperature of BeD2. The spectrum (c) is recorded after implantation at a substrate
temperature of 530 K.
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3.5. Implantation at elevated temperature

Elevated substrate temperatures during implantation can alter
the retention mechanism. To investigate the influence of elevated
substrate temperatures on the retention mechanisms, the sample
is kept at 530 K during implantation. The substrate temperature
is, hence, above the release temperatures of states (3) and (4).
As a consequence, these states cannot be occupied at fluences
above 1 � 1021 m�2. The chemical surface composition is moni-
tored by XPS and does not change during the experiments. A suc-
cessive TPD experiment (Fig. 2(c)) starting at room temperature
shows a peak at 570 K, which is a dominant release peak in this
case (its position is indicated by an asterisk in Fig. 2). Also, in-
creased amounts are released at 680 K, the decomposition tem-
perature of the surface hydroxide. The ion-induced trap sites (1)
and (2) are not affected in position and occupation by the in-
creased substrate temperature. A possible explanation for the for-
mation of surface hydroxide despite the constant clean sample
surface in the irradiation zone, is an increased diffusivity of D
during the implantation. This allows D to reach (uncleaned) outer
sample regions or the sample back to form the hydroxide.
Although states (3) and (4) are not occupied at implantation tem-
peratures above 500 K, the retention of the sample is not reduced
proportionally. Deuterium, which is bound in the supersaturated
areas at room temperature implantation, is instead bound to a
state with a release temperature of 570 K. This can be explained
by the increased substrate temperature, which allows a phase for-
mation of beryllium deuteride BeD2 upon local supersaturation of
the bulk during the implantation. It is reported that BeH2 (and
accordingly BeD2, under the assumption of similar isotope behav-
ior) decomposes above 570 K [14], which is the dominant release
temperature observed in this experiment. A chemical shift of the
Be 1s binding energy due to the hydride formation [15] is not ob-
served by XPS, which indicates that the hydride is formed below
the information depth of XPS. This is consistent with the forma-
tion of the hydride in the supersaturation zone in a depth of
40 nm, which is well beyond the XPS information depth of about
20 nm.

4. Summary

The investigation of deuterium retention by a combination of
TPD and surface analytical techniques reveals qualitatively the

retention mechanisms and release processes of deuterium im-
planted into beryllium. This allows modeling of the experimental
results and thus obtaining quantitative values such as activation
energies. At low fluences, deuterium is trapped in ion-induced de-
fects. The release from these binding states has activation barriers
of 1.88 eV and 2.05 eV, respectively. Above a fluence of 1� 1021 m�2,
which corresponds to a local concentration of 0.35 D/Be in a depth
of 40 nm, local supersaturation of the bulk leads to the creation of
binding states with a lower release temperature similar to surface
desorption. The activation energies for the release from these
states are 1.25 eV and 1.33 eV, respectively for a first order re-
lease-reaction mechanism. With increasing implantation tempera-
ture, implanted D above the saturation concentration forms
increasing amounts of BeD2, which decomposes again above
570 K. The sample surface (metallic Be or BeO) has no rate-limiting
influence on the thermal release, because all deuterium implanted
with an energy of 1 keV is retained and released from binding
states in the bulk.
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Abstract. The retention of 1 keV D+ ions implanted into clean and oxidized
single crystalline Be at room and elevated temperatures is investigated by a
combination of in situ analytical techniques including temperature programmed
desorption (TPD), nuclear reaction analysis, low-energy ion spectroscopy (LEIS)
and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. For the first time, the whole temperature
regime for deuterium release and the influence of thin oxide films on the release
processes are clarified. The cleaned and annealed Be sample has residual oxygen
concentration equivalent to 0.2monolayer (ML) BeO in the near-surface region
as the only contamination. LEIS shows that Be from the volume covers thin
BeO surface layers above an annealing temperature of 1000K by segregation,
forming a pure Be-terminated surface, which is stable at lower temperatures
until again oxidized by residual gas. No deuterium is retained in the sample
above 950K. By analyzing TPD spectra, active retention mechanisms and six
energetically different binding states are identified. Activation energies (EA)
for the release of D from binding states in Be are obtained by modelling the
experimental data. Two ion-induced trap sites with release temperatures between
770 and 840K (EA = 1.88 and 2.05 eV, respectively) and two trap sites (release
between 440 and 470K) due to supersaturation of the bulk above the steady
state fluence of 2× 1017 cm−2 are identified. None of the release steps
shows a surface recombination limit. A thin BeO surface layer introduces an
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additional binding state with a release temperature of 680K. Implantation at
elevated temperatures (up to 530K) changes the retention mechanism above
the saturation limit and populates a binding state with a release temperature
of 570K.
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1. Introduction

Currently, the material of choice for the plasma facing first wall of ITER’s main chamber is
beryllium (Be). Fuels for a fusion reactor are the heavy hydrogen isotopes deuterium (D) and
tritium (T). Escaping energetic hydrogen isotopes from the plasma are implanted into the first
wall materials. As Be will cover an area of almost 700m2, large amounts of tritium could be
retained in the material or lost by permeation into structural components of the vessel. Increased
temperatures can release implanted hydrogen again [1]. Reliable predictions of this recycling
behaviour of the complete first wall require a detailed understanding of the interactions of
hydrogen and Be. Although much experimental data have been acquired in the past [2]–[6],
the details of the processes that influence the recycling are still unclear. This can be seen
particularly in the widely differing values of hydrogen isotope retention and release (diffusivity,
solubility, detrapping energies, etc) [7]. Three possible reasons for the disagreeing results are
considered:

Firstly, unknown chemical compositions of the samples, especially oxidized surfaces, can
influence thermally activated release processes. Desorbing gaseous species have to pass the
surface and, especially in the case of hydrogen, must recombine to molecules (within the
expected relevant temperature range) in order to desorb. The release rate can therefore be
limited by surface processes. Even a closed monolayer (ML) impurity coverage can thereby
introduce an energetic barrier to recombination. The surface of Be is quickly covered by a
closed beryllium oxide (BeO) layer [8] introducing a factor of uncertainty to the analysis of
experimental retention data. According to the results from Zalkind et al [8], BeO grows quickly
initially from the gas phase in the form of islands, which leads to a closed BeO surface at a
coverage of 3ML (after exposure to only tens of Langmuirs), when the growth mechanism
changes and the rate slows down. The fast growth rate at sub-ML coverages makes experiments
with clean Be surfaces technically very demanding, even under good UHV conditions.

Secondly, hydrogen transport in Be is influenced by the substrate structure. The crystalline
configuration is especially of importance, because diffusivities through an undisturbed lattice
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and along grain boundaries can differ significantly. Before hydrogen exposure, an unknown
density and character of defects in the Be lattice can constitute possible trap sites for hydrogen,
introducing an additional factor of uncertainty to models and simulation.

Finally, in order to obtain characteristic values describing the hydrogen recycling, the
retention mechanisms must be identified to apply the appropriate modelling, from which
quantitative activation barriers for hydrogen release are determined.

Due to these considerations, this work places special emphasis on the structure and the
chemical composition of the substrate and the identification of the retention mechanisms in the
experiments.

One way to obtain characteristic values, especially activation energies, is to model the
temperature- and therefore energy-dependent release of implanted hydrogen. By heating an
implanted Be sample in a controlled, preferably linear manner (temperature programmed
desorption, TPD), spectra of hydrogen desorption rate versus time, and therefore temperature,
can be measured. Unlike the desorption of adsorbed molecules from a surface, the release
of implanted gaseous species from within a bulk material is influenced by a combination
of bulk- and surface-controlled processes. By minimizing the experimental uncertainties in
surface composition and sample structure, single processes can be separated and identified. We
discuss the experimental results from a phenomenological point of view to derive the retention
mechanisms and the processes that govern the temperature-dependent release of implanted D.
The qualitative models are then cast into quantitative TMAP7 [9] modelling and rate equations
in order to obtain activation energies from the experimental TPD data. Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations of the structural evolution of the Be lattice and hydrogen-bonding upon
increasing D concentration allow further insights. The binding energies obtained from these
calculations, which directly picture the system after implantation, are related to the activation
energies obtained from the modelling of the release processes. This provides the possibility of
drawing conclusions about the retention mechanism itself.

2. Experimental procedure

The Be sample under investigation is a single crystalline disc of 0.4mm thickness and 14mm
in diameter. The single crystallinity was confirmed by Laue diffractography and shows an
orientation of the mirror-polished surface of (1120) with a deviation of less than 1◦. The surface
of the Be sample was cleaned under UHV conditions by numerous cycles of bombardment
with 3 keV Ar+ ions under 45◦ incident angle at room temperature and underwent subsequent
annealing up to 1000K. The chemical surface composition is monitored by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and low-energy ion spectroscopy (LEIS). The LEIS spectra are recorded
with a 480 eV He ion beam under an angle of incidence of 45◦. XPS measurements are
performed with a non-monochromatic x-ray source with MgKα radiation. For both analytical
techniques a hemispherical analyzer (model PHI 10-360) is used. A minimal residual oxide
coverage of 0.2ML on the annealed sample as the only contamination is achieved and
maintained for several hours at a base pressure of 2× 10−11 mbar in the vacuum chamber.
The sample is thoroughly degassed, so that during annealing up to 1000K, the pressure in
the chamber does not rise above 1× 10−9 mbar and thus no additional oxygen uptake on the
sample surface is observed by XPS. Higher oxygen coverages (up to 3ML) are obtained by
storing the sample under UHV conditions for more than 24 h, allowing a BeO layer to grow
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from the residual gas. The sample is prepared as described and bombarded by a mass-separated,
monoenergetic 3 keVD+

3 ion beam incident perpendicular to the surface. This molecular kinetic
energy corresponds to a kinetic energy of 1 keV per D atom. The beam profile and irradiation
fluence are measured using a Faraday cup with a pinhole opening of 0.5mm diameter. As far
as it is detectable by XPS, the chemical composition of the cleaned sample surface does not
change with implantation. TPD experiments are performed by heating the sample with a linear
rate from the back via electron impact. The surface temperature is measured by an Ni/CrNi
thermocouple spot welded to the sample surface. Pre-programmed and optimized temperature
ramps of 0.5, 1.0 and 4.0K s−1 are used. The released gas flux is detected by a differentially
pumped quadrupole mass spectrometer (modified Balzers QMG 422) in line-of-sight geometry.
The desorbing deuterium flux is calibrated by measuring the retained deuterium areal density
after implantation in situ by nuclear reaction analysis (NRA). Details are given in Reinelt
and Linsmeier [10]. The reaction D(He3, p)4He with 800 keV 3He+ ions from a 3MV tandem
accelerator is used [11]. The integrated TPD flux is set equal to the measured areal density by
NRA. After a TPD experiment up to 1000K, no residual D can be detected in the sample either
by NRA or by successive TPD runs. The complete experimental set-up is described elsewhere
in detail [12].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sample surface characterization

To gain information on the evolution of the surface composition during the temperature
treatments, LEIS spectra are recorded at different substrate temperatures to show the
composition of the first ML of the sample. For this experiment, the sample surface is covered
by a closed, 3ML thick BeO layer grown from the residual gas during 24 h. Figure 1 shows
the corresponding LEIS and XPS O1s spectra after flash heating the sample to the denoted
temperature. After switching off heating, LEIS and XPS spectra are recorded during cooling
down. At temperatures below 1005K, LEIS shows a clear peak at 0.36E/E0, which is assigned
to oxygen. The indication of a shoulder at 0.17E/E0, almost covered by the background of
secondary ions, is assigned to Be. The relative Be and O intensities reflect qualitatively the
composition of the first ML of the sample. The corresponding O 1s binding energy region
measured by XPS is shown in the right panel of figure 1. In contrast to LEIS, XPS probes
not only the first atomic layer, but a surface region up to a depth of several nm. After heating
the sample to temperatures above 875K, LEIS and XPS spectra show different compositions of
the sample’s first layer (LEIS) and the near-surface region (XPS). The oxygen in the first ML
vanishes and a clear peak at 0.17E/E0 indicates a Be-terminated surface. Simultaneously, the
intensity of the O 1s peak in the XPS spectra decreases and exhibits a shift of 0.8 eV to higher
binding energies. These observations are explained by segregation of metallic Be from the bulk
through the BeO surface layer above 875K, taking into account that BeO cannot evaporate at
this temperature (melting point TM(BeO) = 2851K). The metal-terminated surface is stable at
lower temperatures, until again oxidized by oxygen or water from the residual gas. The decrease
of the O 1s intensity in the XPS spectra is caused by the covering of the outermost oxygen,
attenuating the photoelectron intensity and changing the chemical state of the surface oxygen
atoms. The shift in the binding energy of the total O 1s peak can therefore be explained by
assuming that the total O 1s peak is composed of two oxygen species with different O 1s binding
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Figure 1. LEIS (left) and XPS (right) spectra of a BeO-covered (3ML) Be
sample, flash heated sequentially to the indicated temperatures. Above 875K,
Be from the bulk segregates towards the surface, burying the oxide layer. The
photoelectron intensity of the O 1s core levels is attenuated by this overlayer. The
shift in the binding energy indicates two oxygen-binding states (vertical lines),
one associated with oxygen at the surface (dashed line).

energies. The binding energy of the species corresponding to surface oxygen is shifted towards
higher binding energy when covered with beryllium. This interpretation is in agreement with
the previous observation in 18O marker experiments [13] investigating the growth mechanism
of BeO. The conclusion of these observations is the onset of Be diffusivity at about 900K,
clearly below the bulk melting temperature of Be metal, TM(Be) = 1551K.

Ex situ SEM images of the single crystal surface without any treatment by ion
bombardment, but several heating cycles up to 100K, show the formation of large crystallite
structures (up to 100μm) with uniform geometry and alignment across the sample surface.
The 30◦ tilted surfaces of the crystallite facets have a (1010) orientation. The front facet of the
crystallites shows the (0001) surface, as indicated in figure 2(a). According to the conclusions
from the LEIS and XPS measurements, the crystallites are formed by a recrystallization process
to lower indexed surfaces when the sample is heated up to 1000K, driven by the reduction of
surface energies for low-indexed facets. The size of the structures indicates a considerable mass
transport. From these observations, we conclude that after cleaning and annealing up to 1000K,
the sample surface region is structurally and chemically well defined with a Be-terminated
surface, that defects due to ion bombardment are annealed and that the sample is in a single
crystalline state.
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Figure 2. SEM images of the (a) cyclically annealed (1000K) and (b) annealed,
D irradiated and degassed single crystalline Be surface. Recrystallization forms
large crystallites with lower surface energies. D sputtering competes against
recrystallization and forms structural modifications. Their morphology can be
seen as nm-sized protrusions in the AFM image in (c).

After several D+ irradiations, TPD experiments and cleaning cycles, the sample surface
exhibits a heavily modified microscopic structure, as shown in the SEM image in figure 2(b).
However, a large part of the roughness is caused by the recrystallization process described
above, as there is a clear transition from well-shaped crystallites to rough and eroded structures
along the sample surface. This lateral transition of the surface morphology is related to the
locally applied ion fluence (Ar and D bombardment). Small protrusions (up to 100 nm in
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Figure 3. TPD spectrum of m/q = 4(D2), acquired with a heating rate of
1K s−1, measured after an incident D fluence of 2× 1017 cm−2, implanted at
room temperature into an annealed single crystalline Be sample. The sequential
release occurs at six different temperatures indicating six energetically different
activation energies.

diameter) can be found on the D irradiated surface. Although these modifications appear as
small holes in the SEM image in figure 2(b), their real morphology is revealed by atomic force
microscopy (AFM). AFM imaging (figure 2(c)) in contact mode shows the topography of the
microfacetted and partially recrystallized surface, which is covered with D-induced protrusions.
The nature of these modifications will be discussed below.

3.2. Retention mechanisms

3.2.1. Implantation at room temperature. A typical TPD spectrum (figure 3) of m/q = 4(D2)

with a heating rate of 1K s−1 after an incident D fluence of 2× 1017 cm−2, implanted at room
temperature, shows a sequential release of D in two temperature regions. The contribution
of HD to the overall deuterium release (m/q = 3) is two orders of magnitude lower due to
the low H2 background pressure in the chamber and shows mainly a peak at 470K, which
is omitted in the further discussions. A release of other species (D2O, HDO, etc) was not
observed. No background is subtracted from the spectra, because the rate drops quickly to the
initial background pressure after complete desorption (above 950K). The release peak at low
temperatures (400–500K) is composed of two distinct peaks: peak (1) at a temperature of 440K
and peak (2) at 470K. Release of deuterium in this temperature region was previously reported
by Markin et al [14]. A broad release feature at high temperature is composed of peak (3) at
770K and peak (4) at 840K. A shoulder at a temperature of 680K indicates an additional peak
(6). Between the main peaks (1, 2) and (3, 4), an increased background (5) hints at additional
release peaks with low occupation. To model this experimental spectrum, the nature of the rate-
limiting step for each of the release peaks (1)–(6) has to be identified.

A lateral analysis of the irradiation spot with NRA shows a deuterium distribution in
the form of the lateral ion implantation profile. This means that D is retained locally at
its implantation position and does not diffuse or dissolve in the Be bulk. TPD spectra with
increasing incident fluence exhibit a sequential occupation of the binding states (figure 4) from
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Figure 4. Series of TPD spectra with varying incident deuterium fluences
implanted at room temperature. The release states are occupied sequentially from
(4) to (1), indicating local saturation of the binding sites. States (1) and (2) show
a threshold behaviour. The spectra are measured at random fluence steps.

higher (state 4) to lower release temperatures (state 1). This behaviour can be explained by a
saturation of the available binding sites, as lower release temperatures indicate lower activation
energies and therefore energetically unfavourable sites. The ratio of occupation of states (3)
and (4) changes with increasing fluence. A constant retention of 78± 5% is measured up to an
incident fluence of 1× 1017 cm−2.

Based upon the conclusions from the sample characterization, the Be lattice is in an
undisturbed and single crystalline state when, at very low irradiation fluences, the first hydrogen
atoms are implanted. Due to the collision cascades initiated by the impinging D ions, defects are
created in the lattice which can act as trap sites with a higher binding energy for hydrogen. At
the end of the atom trajectories (where most of their kinetic energy is dissipated by collisions) D
is not necessarily bound to such a high-energy trap (state 3 or 4), but can diffuse freely through
the bulk, until trapped by one of these two types of trap sites. This retention mechanism explains
why the ratio of occupation changes with increasing fluence. This description also agrees with
an apparently fast diffusivity at room temperature [15]. Gas-loaded Be samples examined by
Macaulay-Newcombe et al [16] also show a release in two peaks at temperatures similar to
those of peaks (3) and (4) observed in this work. The amount and ratio of occupation depends
on the fabrication method of the Be samples. Neutron-irradiated samples show a release of
hydrogen starting at a temperature of at least 775K [17], above the temperature of peak (3).
These observations support the assignment of release peaks (3) and (4) to detrapping from
defects in the lattice, which are created by the collision cascade due to D implantation. These
types of trap sites can also be intrinsically present in materials, depending on the structure, or
can be created by neutron irradiation.

In contrast to the release from high-energy traps, the release from low-temperature states
(1) and (2) shows a threshold behaviour as a function of implantation fluence. Above a fluence
of 1× 1017 cm−2, initially state (2) is occupied and at higher fluences, predominantly state (1) is
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release via a closed BeO-covered surface (3 ML). None of the release peaks
is influenced by changing the surface composition and, thus, the processes
are not recombination limited. State (6) shows a slightly increased occupation,
indicating the decomposition of a surface hydroxide.

occupied. The spectrum series in figure 4 was recorded in random order after intermittent
sample preparation to prevent the influence of sample history. Implantation of fluences lower
than 1× 1017 cm−2 does not lead to the formation of states (1) and (2). It is therefore concluded
that these states are created due to a deuterium concentration build-up in the sample. Although
the release temperatures of (1) and (2) are similar to desorption from a surface, the amount
originating from these states is 60 times the saturation coverage of a Be surface with D [18],
which cannot be explained by surface roughness alone. AFM measurements (figure 2(c))
indicate a surface roughness, which increases the (flat) projected surface area by not more than a
factor of 1.2. Therefore, surface desorption processes from adsorbed D as rate limiting processes
are excluded here. The released D2 originates from D retained in the collision-cascade-modified
Be lattice.

3.2.2. Influence of a BeO-covered surface. Under normal operation conditions in ITER, the
Be first wall will be covered by various compound surface layers, one of them being BeO. As
already pointed out, even one closed ML of a different material on a Be surface could represent
an energy barrier for the recombination process of hydrogen, altering the release parameters. To
investigate this issue, a TPD spectrum is recorded in the described manner with an incident D
fluence of 2× 1017 cm−2 and a BeO coverage of 0.2ML. For a second experiment, the cleaned
and annealed Be is implanted with the same incident fluence. In this experiment, however, after
loading the substrate with D, a 3ML closed BeO surface layer is allowed to grow from the
residual gas in the UHV chamber. The segregation of Be bulk material to form the Be-terminated
surface takes place above 900K, which means that desorption in a TPD experiment with this
sample preparation must occur via a completely BeO-covered surface. Both TPD spectra (shown
in figure 5) are recorded with the same temperature ramp of 1K s−1. Any difference in the two
spectra obtained by the two experiments can hence be directly related to the influence of the thin
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BeO layer. If one of the observed release states (1)–(4) were rate limited by a surface process
(such as recombination), a change of the surface composition from Be to BeO would shift the
corresponding activation energy for this surface process (e.g. surface diffusivity). This would
then alter the measured peak temperature. However, none of the binding states (1)–(4) is shifted
or changed significantly. Instead, for the sample with 3ML BeO a slightly increased amount
of D is bound in state (6), indicated by an arrow in figure 5. A release of D in the form of
D2O or HDO is not observed. Three conclusions can be drawn from this experiment. Firstly,
the retention is not significantly influenced by a thin 3 ML BeO coverage on the surface. This
is to be expected for the discussed retention mechanisms in the Be bulk. Secondly, none of the
peaks is shifted in its temperature, which would be expected if any of the states were limited
by a surface process. From this it can be concluded that the activation energy for the reaction
2D → D2 on Be and BeO surfaces is lower than the barriers for the release processes observed
in these experiments. In TDS experiments [18], desorption of (chemisorbed) D from a clean Be
surface was seen to start at 400K, whereas from an oxidized surface, desorption was observed
already at 300K. Thirdly, release peak (6) is related to the BeO-covered surface. It stands to
reason that D is bound as BeO–D at the surface and that decomposition of this surface hydroxide
(to BeO and D2) leads to release peak (6). TPD spectra of oxidized Be samples [4] show an
increased release at about 700K, the temperature region of release peak (6).

3.2.3. Retention of deuterium. A major issue in plasma–wall interaction in fusion reactors
is the retention behaviour of the first wall materials. The retention behaviour is the basis for
estimating fuel recycling and safety limits regarding tritium accumulation. From integration
of calibrated TPD fluxes, the retention of D implanted into clean Be at room temperature can
be obtained. Figure 6(a) shows the measured retained deuterium areal density (circles) as a
function of deuterium irradiation fluence. Each circle represents the retained D fluence from
one integrated TPD experiment, performed after preparation of a clean Be surface. At a fluence
of 2× 1017 cm−2, the deuterium retention in the sample reaches a steady state. This value is
in good agreement with previous studies [7, 19]. Below the steady state fluence, the retention
(retained areal density/incident fluence) is 78± 5%, obtained from a linear fit to the data points
(not shown). Figure 6(c) shows D depth profiles of a dynamic SDTrim.SP calculation (a Monte
Carlo code simulating the kinematic interactions of a particle impinging on a solid target based
on the binary collision approximation [20, 21]), in which accumulation of D in the Be matrix
by implantation is allowed. The profiles show that the concentration build-up by implantation
in the bulk is faster than the loss of D by sputtering. This leads to a local concentration of
20–25 at% deuterium in a depth of 40 nm in the Be bulk at an incident fluence of 1× 1017 cm−2.
The experimentally determined fraction of retained deuterium released from states (1) and (2)
in figure 6(b) shows that this is the threshold fluence for creation of binding states (1) and (2).
At this implantation fluence (and therefore local D concentration of 20–25 at% in the bulk),
the Be bulk reaches local saturation, i.e. all locally available ion-induced defects are occupied.
Additional implanted deuterium leads to the creation of binding states (1) and (2), which exhibit
a lower release temperature. This means that the states are created due to local supersaturation
of the bulk. Because the resulting structural modifications (also seen in the AFM image in
figure 2(c) as small protrusions) cannot be accounted for by SDTrim.SP, the local concentration
is limited to 0.26 at% deuterium in the simulation. The sample saturation is reached at higher
fluences (>2× 1017 cm−2). The maximum local concentration of D/Be = 0.35 is also in good
agreement with the literature values [7]. Because the concentration in the SDTrim.SP calculation
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Figure 6. (a) Experimentally measured (by TPD) retained D areal density as a
function of incident fluence. The fraction of deuterium retained in binding states
(1) and (2) is illustrated in (b), showing a threshold behaviour. The experimental
result is compared with a dynamic SDTrim.SP [21] calculation (c), which allows
the accumulation of D in Be up to a local concentration of 0.26. This value is
reached at a depth of 40 nm, as illustrated by the calculated concentration depth
profiles (c) at an irradiation fluence just above 1× 1017 cm−2. The SDTrim.SP
calculation is only valid in the fluence region denoted by (I). In region (II), states
(1) and (2) appear in TPD spectra due to local supersaturation.
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is clipped at this value, ignoring all additionally stopped D at this depth, the calculation is only
valid below an incident fluence of 1× 1017 cm−2 (denoted by region (I)). Region (II) indicates
a supersaturated and structurally modified Be bulk.

According to transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging performed by Chernikov
et al [22], nanostructural modifications in the form of cavities (diameter below 1 nm) appear
in the Be lattice in the fluence region below 1× 1017 cm−2. It was deduced from TEM and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) experiments that D is present in the form of molecular
deuterium (D2) in closed cavities above the saturation limit. The D2 pressure in the cavities was
calculated to be in the range of GPa. However, if the assignment of the structural modifications
to binding states (1) and (2) is correct, the release temperature of 470K does not allowmolecular
D2 to reabsorb as D into the Be bulk by dissociation. This step, however, is required for
the diffusion to the sample surface and subsequent release into the vacuum. This step would
consequently be rate-limiting requiring an activation energy above 2 eV per D atom (breaking
of the D–D bond). Molecular deuterium does not chemisorb on Be [18], so the re-adsorption of
D2 from gas-filled bubbles into the Be lattice is not possible at 470K. The release temperatures
of (1) and (2) are also too low for a release mechanism involving crack formation in the
bulk material due to a pressure increase. Because of the size of the structural modifications
and the concentration in the supersaturated regions at fluences slightly above 2× 1017 cm−2,
we conclude that the actual equilibrium concentration of molecular D2 in the supersaturated
regions must be close to zero. Deuterium is probably present in the form of a ‘destabilized
Be/D amorphous material’, in which D is bound in a form energetically related to the adsorbed
state on a surface. This explains the similarity of the release temperatures for states (1) and
(2) and desorption from a Be surface. The temperature-dependent release process starts for
both cases from a similar binding state of D to Be. For adsorbed deuterium on the sample
surface, the release proceeds towards D2 and desorption into vacuum. The release from the
supersaturated regions (states 1 and 2) corresponds to a release of atomic deuterium into a
solute (mobile) state in the Be bulk. The appearance of D2 in SIMS and cavities in TEM [22]
might be due to interference of the (destructive) analytical methods with the actual retention
condition described above. Release of pressure from the system by sputtering during SIMS
or thinning for TEM can, as a consequence, lead to the appearance of D2 gas-filled cavities.
Applying much higher fluences than performed in the experiments described here leads to the
formation of a porous open network structure with channels of micrometre radius [23], although
the maximum retention does not change significantly. High fluences relate to increasing damage
and disordering of the material. The consequence is a restructuring of the (at first nanosized)
supersaturated regions by aggregation to big cavities and channels, which are then filled with
D2 gas or are open to the vacuum.

3.2.4. Implantation at elevated temperatures. Implantation at elevated substrate temperatures
is a common situation for plasma–wall interaction in a fusion experiment, as radiation and
high particle fluxes impose a massive heat load on the material. At temperatures above
480K, which is the expected normal operation temperature of the ITER Be first wall [1],
binding states (1) and (2) cannot be occupied. Based on the previous discussion, one would
expect that all implanted D is retained in binding states (3) and (4) and therefore released
above 700K. Instead, a TPD spectrum at an implantation temperature of 530K shows that
increased amounts of D are released from states (5) and (6), as shown in figure 7. This
spectrum is directly compared with an experiment with implantation of the same deuterium
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Figure 7. TPD spectra of D implanted into Be at temperatures of 320 and 530K.
Retention in the ion-induced trap sites (3) and (4) is not affected. The low-
temperature binding states (1) and (2) are not occupied in the 530K implantation
experiment. Instead, increased amounts of D are retained in states (5) and (6).

fluence (2× 1017 cm−2) at 320K. The condition of the substrates with respect to structure
and chemical composition is identical for both experiments. The retention in states (3) and
(4) seems to be unaffected, which is to be expected, if these peaks are governed by release
from trap sites in the bulk. From this comparison, it can be concluded that the retention
mechanism for an implantation fluence above the bulk saturation changes with an increase in
implantation temperature. Binding state (5) is only noticeable as an increased background in
room temperature implantation experiments. A hint about the nature of binding state (5) can be
found in Barry et al [24] where the dissociation of beryllium hydride was investigated. Several
investigations report a decomposition temperature of beryllium hydride, BeH2, from 500 to
600K, the peak temperature of state (5) [24]–[26]. Although no direct experimental data for
BeD2 are available, it can be assumed that the decomposition temperatures of BeH2 and BeD2

are similar. An elevated substrate temperature during implantation can allow a phase transition
above the fluence threshold for the appearance of binding states (1) and (2) from a supersaturated
Be lattice to BeD2. However, this can only occur within a narrow temperature range, as the
deuteride starts to decompose above 500K. This explains why the occupation of state (5) is
temperature dependent. Also during the run of a TPD experiment (after RT implantation), the
elevated temperatures allow only small amounts of BeD2 to be formed, as the majority of D
from the supersaturated states, binding states (1) and (2), is already released at the formation
temperature. During implantation at elevated substrate temperatures, most of the locally retained
fluence above bulk saturation is retained as BeD2. In this case, the hydride phase is formed
during implantation. This also explains why in many experiments reported in [7], retention is
rather constant up to an implantation temperature of 700K, when finally occupation of states
(5) and (6) is no longer possible. A persistent background at a temperature above 500K is
also observed in TDS experiments of adsorbed D atoms on a clean Be surface [18]. In [18],
this was attributed to absorption of D in subsurface sites. In light of the present conclusions, this
background is explained by a phase transformation of adsorbed D to BeD2 during the desorption
experiment, followed by subsequent decomposition of BeD2 and release of D2.

Increased amounts of deuterium are also released from state (6), assigned in the discussion
above to release from an oxidized Be surface. Although the surface composition in the
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irradiation spot does not show an increased BeO coverage, as measured by XPS, a higher
diffusivity of D might allow D to reach uncleaned (BeO-covered) sample regions and form
hydroxides, which can explain the increased amounts of D bound in state (6).

3.3. Modelling

3.3.1. Modelling of deuterium release. As a consequence of the qualitative assignment of the
release peaks observed by TPD to retention mechanisms and binding states of D in Be, the
spectra can be modelled using hydrogen transport and trapping codes. TMAP7 [9, 27] includes
treatment of temperature transport, diffusion, surface recombination and trapping and is thus
applicable for modelling the release from the ion-induced defects in release peaks (3) and (4).
The code numerically solves the diffusion equation and applies flux equilibria as boundary
conditions. The diffusivity is included as

D(T ) = 6.7× 10−9 exp
(−0.29 eV

kT

)
(1)

from permeation experiments by Abramov et al [15]. The recombination on the clean surface
follows the values given in [18] with an activation energy of desorption of 0.87 eV. Two types of
trap sites in the bulk are used in the model, corresponding to release peaks (3) and (4). The trap
concentration profiles are determined by the implantation collision cascades and therefore taken
from implantation profiles calculated by static SDTrim.SP. For the TMAP7 simulation, these
profiles are approximated by Gaussian-shaped distributions due to insignificant deviations in the
calculation. All trap sites are filled with D at the beginning of the temperature ramp. The number
of traps and therefore the overall retained amount of deuterium is taken from the experiment.
The temperature is varied linearly according to the respective experiment. Desorption occurs
via recombination into a vacuum volume with a constant partial pressure of 10−10 mbar (re-
adsorption is negligible). The flux from the sample surfaces (front and back) is assumed to
correspond to the TPD spectrum. The calculation shows that the flux contribution from the back
of the sample is 5 orders of magnitude lower and thus negligible. A manual adjustment of the
simulated flux to the TPD experiment by varying the activation energy for detrapping in the
model yields activation energies of 1.88 eV for the release from trap site (3) and 2.05 eV for
site (4). The model shows good agreement for different temperature ramps (0.5–4K s−1) and
different incident fluences below 1× 1017 cm−2. Results of the TMAP7 simulation are shown
in figure 8(a), together with the experimental data for D+ implanted into clean Be at room
temperature.

For the release peaks (1) and (2), TMAP7 cannot be used because dynamic changes
of the substrate (i.e. structural modifications by supersaturation as discussed above) are not
implemented in the code. For the release from this region of the TPD spectrum (350–550K), a
simple model is applied, which is based on rate equations [28] in the form of

R(T, N ) = −∂ N

∂T

∂T

∂t
= Nrν exp

(
− EA

kT

)
. (2)

Several assumptions must be considered. First, the release rate R is determined by one
rate-limiting step. Furthermore, this step must be temperature dependent and described by
equation (2), where ν ≈ 1013 s−1 is a frequency factor, r the reaction order (r = 1 for this
case) and EA the activation energy of the release process. N is the deuterium amount in the
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Figure 8. Experimental and simulated TPD spectra for D+ implantation into
clean Be at room temperature. (a) Comparison of simulated D release rates
(TMAP7 model) from the ion-induced trap sites with experimental TPD
spectra measured with varying D implantation fluence and heating rates. The
differences in the peak temperatures between experiment and simulation are
due to deviations of the temperature ramps. (b) Measured release rates from
supersaturated states are compared with calculations based on a simple rate
equation model at different heating rates. The experimental heating rates are
included in these calculations. The symbols represent experiments and the lines
TMAP7 simulations. The measured total retained D areal densities for each
experiment are given in brackets.

sample. The first assumption is arguable, because the peak temperature is in a region where
diffusion, although quite fast, might have an influence on the measured desorption rate by
superposition of the release processes from states (1) and (2). The measured temperature ramp of
the TPD experiment is considered in the calculation of the release rate, allowing more accurate
comparisons but introducing noise to the simulation. A manual adjustment of the release rates
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Figure 9. Schematic energy diagram (not to scale) illustrates the activation
energies obtained from TPD experiments and calculations. Reference energy is
free atomic D (= 0 eV). On the left side, a TPD spectrum shows the temperature
dependence of the release from the binding states (1)–(5) for comparison with
the determined activation energies. Surface desorption processes are illustrated
on the right side.

of the model to the TPD experiments in the spectrum regions between 400 and 500K yields
activation energies of 1.25 and 1.33 eV for states (1) and (2), respectively. Different amounts
N and heating rates ∂T/∂t result in good agreement between simulated and experimental rates
as shown in figure 8(b). Nevertheless, the simulated release peaks are slightly broader than the
experimental results, independent of the fit parameters EA and the reaction order r. Inclusion
of diffusive processes broadens the peaks even more. However, a frequency factor of 1020 s−1

calculates a spectrum with a peak width that gives better agreement with the experimental data
(not shown). Such a high-frequency factor is physically unrealistic, as ν is usually related to the
attempt frequency of a process. For this case, ν relates to the thermal vibration of a deuterium
atom in the bulk. This indicates that the assumptions used in this model might be reasonable
but incomplete. The release of deuterium from the supersaturated zone is not sufficiently
described by a mere thermally activated process, but can additionally be influenced by the high
D concentration and forces in the destabilized regions. This agrees with the qualitative picture
drawn above on the nature of release states (1) and (2).

Based on the determined activation energies for the release processes from the various
binding states of deuterium in Be, a schematic energy diagram is drawn in figure 9 (not to
scale). Reference energy of a free D is set to 0 eV (upper horizontal line). The second reference
energy is the binding energy of D in molecular form (D2), which corresponds to an energy of
−2.28 eV per D atom. Within the Be bulk, the activation energy for diffusion (�ED = 0.29 eV)
represents the height of the energy barrier between two mobile sites, i.e., movement of D
through the undisturbed Be lattice. The binding energy of D in a mobile (= solute) site is given
by the dissolution energy ES. Several values for ES are given in the literature and vary between
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0.1 eV [7, 29] and 1 eV [30]. According to this picture, the activation energy for the release of
D bound in ion-induced trap sites (3) and (4) is the difference between its binding energy and
ES +�ED. Qualitatively, the activation energies for the different rate-limiting steps correspond
to the peaks observed in a TPD spectrum (shown on the left side of figure 9). With increasing
fluence, all available ion-induced trap sites (3) and (4) are saturated, such that the bulk lattice
becomes locally supersaturated upon further D implantation. States (1) and (2) are created
and lead to activation energies for the deuterium release of 1.25 and 1.33 eV, respectively.
Elevated substrate temperatures (above RT, but below 570K) can initiate a phase transition
of the supersaturated areas into BeD2, which decomposes at 570K. The activation energy for
2D → D2 recombination is �EA = 0.87 eV [18], leading to a desorption temperature similar to
the release temperatures of state (1) or (2). However, as stated above, this recombination step is
not a rate-limiting energy barrier for the release of implanted deuterium.

3.3.2. Modelling of retention by DFT. The models discussed above allow only indirect
conclusions about the retention mechanism itself. A direct experimental characterization of the
situation right after implantation is not possible by means of thermally activated release, as only
activation energies for these processes and not the actual binding states and binding energies
are accessible. First-principle calculations based upon spinpolarized gradientcorrected DFT can
provide these insights [31, 32]. The link between activation energies for the various release
processes and actual binding energies is illustrated in figure 9. Given a dissolution energy of
ES = −0.1 eV [7] (as assumed in figure 9), the binding energy of a D atom bound in a state
corresponding to the release peak (i) would be |EBE(i)| = �EA(i) − �ED – ES. As an example
for i = 4 one gets �EA(4) = 1.86 eV for the activation energy for the release from binding
state (4). This binding energy can be compared with the interaction energy �EINT of a single
hydrogen atom with the rest of the calculation slab obtained from DFT. �EINT is defined as
�EINT = E(mBe+ nH) − E(mBe− (n − 1)H) − E(H), where m is the number of Be atoms in
the slab and n is the number of H atoms. The different hydrogen isotopes are considered to be
identical. Energetically stable structures are obtained up to a ratio of H/Be ≈ 3. The average
cohesive energy per atom of the system decreases linearly from −2.7 eV atom−1 (H/Be = 1)
to −1.5 eV atom−1(H/Be = 3). The minimum interaction energy of the single hydrogen atoms
decreases from 1.7 eV at H/Be = 1–0.2 eV at H/Be = 2.96, corresponding to a decrease of the
binding energy of hydrogen in the calculated structure. Within the structure, �EINT exhibits
variations of about 1 eV. However, such high interaction and thus binding energies suggest a
smaller value for ES in figure 9. For these calculations, the volume of the cell is kept constant.
This would only approximate the real situation, where a certain swelling is observed in the AFM
measurements in the form of protrusions, but on the other hand, free relaxation is inhibited
by the surrounding material. Figure 10 illustrates the positions of the atoms (big spheres are
Be, small ones hydrogen) in the cell with a ratio H/Be = 1 and allowed volume expansion.
The (originally) hexagonal Be lattice is dissolved. Nevertheless, this structure is energetically
stable and gives a qualitative picture of the structure of the structural modifications in the
supersaturated regions.

4. Summary

Based upon qualitative and quantitative evaluation of TPD spectra on clean and oxidized single
crystalline Be, the retention mechanisms for implanted deuterium are identified. D is trapped in
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Figure 10. Calculated structure of a material with H/Be = 1 by DFT. The
volume of the slab was allowed to expand. The original hexagonal Be lattice
structure is dissolved by increasing the number of hydrogen atoms. This structure
is energetically stable and gives an impression of the nature of the supersaturated
regions created by ion implantation.

the Be bulk in defects created by the collision cascade and, at higher fluences, in destabilized
(supersaturated) Be–D regions. A steady state is reached at a fluence of 2× 1017 cm−2. An
oxidized sample surface does not limit the thermally activated release rate. Provided there is
enough thermal energy (implantation above RT), the supersaturated regions can transform into
BeD2, which starts to decompose above 500K.

The investigations in this work provide for the first time experimental data for deuterium
retention and thermal release of clean beryllium. It could be shown that the influence of surface
oxide layers on the release of implanted deuterium is of minor importance. The experimental
simplification of the investigated system with respect to surface and bulk chemistry (pure
beryllium, pure monoenergetic deuterium implantation) and structure (single crystalline and
annealed beryllium bulk) allows the thermal release to be modelled and thus leads to an
understanding of the basic processes that govern deuterium retention.

The real Be first wall of ITER is different from the experimental conditions and sample
structure in the experiments performed here. However, the results obtained here in well-defined
single crystalline beryllium can be regarded as an upper limit for the expected retention of
the real wall and allow a quantitative estimation. Lower deuterium energies or smaller angles
of incidence to the surface will shift the implantation cascades towards the surface, leading
to a shallower D profile and therefore a lower retained deuterium amount. For the case with
the highest expected retention, such as areas where the wall is at low temperatures, so that
all binding states can develop, a maximum amount of 7 g of hydrogen can accumulate in a
(hypothetically) clean ITER Be wall with an area of 700m2. This is also the upper limit for the
contribution of the pure metallic main wall to the overall tritium inventory of ITER under the
assumption of negligible isotope effects on the retention. Although thin BeO surface layers do
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not influence retention in Be and release from Be itself, thicker BeO layers or other compound
surface layers could still strongly influence the recycling behaviour. If hydrogen is implanted
into these materials, their respective retention mechanisms could govern the recycling processes
and require further investigations.
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Abstract
Beryllium is planned as a plasma-facing material for ITER covering most of the inner wall of
the plasma vessel. It is thus subjected to intense fluxes of escaping hydrogen ions from the
plasma, which are implanted and retained in the plasma-facing material. As beryllium reacts
very quickly with oxygen and especially with water, forming a surface oxide layer even under
good vacuum conditions, previous studies of the interaction of deuterium and beryllium had to
deal with oxygen contamination as a factor of uncertainty. To rule out the influence of a
BeO-covered surface, the retention and release of 1 keV deuterium ions implanted in clean
beryllium at room temperature are investigated by temperature programmed desorption
(TPD). The surface composition is measured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
The outline of a retention mechanism is developed by discussing the thermal release
behaviour as a function of increasing deuterium fluence.

PACS numbers: 52.40.Hf, 61.80.Jh, 66.30.Jt, 79.20.Rf

1. Introduction

Although a large number of earlier studies have been dedi-
cated to the retention behaviour of hydrogen in beryllium [1],
the details of the mechanism are still unclear. Moreover, there
is a large scatter in the experimentally evaluated parameters
such as detrapping energies, diffusivity, solubility and re-
combination rates. These values are especially important for
ITER, curently under construction in Cadarache, France, to
estimate the tritium accumulation in the first wall material,
which is an important safety issue. This raises two questions:
what are the reliable characteristic values that describe the
interaction between D and Be and why is there such poor
agreement between different experiments? In this context, the
retention and desorption behaviours of D implanted into Be
are investigated and conclusions about a retention mechanism
are drawn from the results. Special emphasis is put on the
control of the elemental surface composition to exclude an
influence of contaminated surface layers.

2. Experimental

The sample under investigation is a polished beryllium disc
with a diameter of 14 mm and a thickness of less than
1 mm. One sample was used for all experiments described
here. Laue diffraction measurements at various positions
on the sample indicate full single crystallinity with an
orientation of (112̄0) and a miss-cut of less than 1◦. The
surface is cleaned by cycles of 3 keV Ar+ bombardment under
45◦ incidence and annealing. The surface composition is
monitored by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The
cleaning cycles are repeated until less than 0.2 monolayers
(ML) of residual oxygen as the only remaining impurity are
detected by XPS. Even though the preparation is performed
under UHV conditions with a base pressure better than
3 × 10−11 mbar, an oxygen contamination of 1 ML is
accumulated over a period of a few hours demanding further
cleaning and annealing prior to each experiment. A fluence
of 1 × 10−17 Ar cm−2 is needed to regain sub-ML oxygen
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coverage. Annealing the sample at 1000 K removes implanted
Ar. The background pressure in the experimental chamber
stays below 4 × 10−10 mbar at this sample temperature. The
cleaned sample is implanted at room temperature with a
3 keV monoenergetic and mass-selected D+

3 ion beam under
normal incidence. This corresponds to a kinetic energy of
1 keV per D atom. The beam is not masked by an aperture
to prevent contamination of the surface by sputter deposition
of aperture material. The beam is scanned over the target by
deflection plates (100 V) flattening the implantation profile
from the Gaussian-shaped beam over a width of 5 mm.
From the measured ion current onto the target, the incoming
absolute amount of deuterium ions is determined. The fluence
profile is measured by scanning the beam with a Faraday cup
with a 0.5 mm opening mounted on the sample manipulator.
The increased background pressure of 2 × 10−9 mbar during
implantation is due to molecular deuterium. Temperature
programmed desorption (TPD) is performed by positioning
the target in front of a differentially pumped funnel
that shields both a quadrupole mass spectrometre (QMS)
in line-of-sight geometry and the target. The target is
heated by electron impact from the backside, increasing the
temperature linearly from room temperature to 1000 K at 0.5,
1 or 4 K s−1. The temperature ramps are pre-programmed
and optimized for linearity. The sample temperature is
measured by a thermocouple spot-welded to the surface. XPS
measurements show that one implantation and subsequent
TPD up to 1000 K do not increase the oxygen contents
of the cleaned Be surface. The absolute retained amount
of deuterium and retained fluence in the maximum of the
implantation spot are measured by nuclear reaction analysis
(NRA) using the D(3He, p)4He reaction at 800 keV. This
amount is used to calibrate the deuterium desorption rate
measured by TPD. All experiments are performed in situ in
a set-up described elsewhere in detail [2].

3. Results

3.1. Retention

Figure 1 shows the retained deuterium fluence measured by
TPD plotted versus the implanted fluence (in the maximum
of the ion beam profile). The order in which the fluence
steps were implanted was chosen randomly to exclude
an influence of the sample history. Below fluences of
1.5 × 1017 D cm−2, a linear fit to the data shows that 78 ± 3%
of the implanted deuterium is retained in the sample. As
expected, the retention tends to saturate at higher fluences. In
the steady state, the amount of deuterium lost by erosion from
the D-enriched Be region is in equilibrium with the retained
amount. The data points are in good agreement with earlier
retention measurements [3, 4], although the surface in those
experiments was not free of BeO.

3.2. Desorption characteristics

The thermally activated deuterium release of a saturated
sample occurs mainly in two stages: a broad structured stage
at a temperature above 700 K and a sharp double peak around
480 K (figure 2). The high temperature stage consists of at
least two peaks (1 and 2). The low temperature stage is
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Figure 1. Retention of 1 keV deuterium implanted into clean
beryllium at room temperature. The dashed line is a linear fit to the
data points at low fluence and indicates a retention of 78 ± 3%. The
steady state fluence is above 2 × 1017 D cm−2. The data points are
obtained from TPD measurements calibrated in situ by NRA.
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Figure 2. Typical TPD spectrum (m/z = 4) of 2.6 × 1016

deuterium ions (fluence in maximum 2.04 × 1017 D cm−2 at 1 keV)
implanted into single crystalline beryllium at room temperature with
0.1 ML residual BeO surface coverage. The heating ramp is 1 K s−1.
Four release peaks are apparent (labelled 1–4), separated into a high
temperature stage (peaks 1 and 2) and a low temperature stage
(peaks 3 and 4).

composed of a sharp peak (4) with a shoulder at a higher
temperature (3). More than 99% of deuterium is released as
D2, the rest (<1%) as HD molecules due to low water and
H2 background pressures. The release of atomic D, D2O and
HDO was not observed. Heating the sample up to 950 K is
enough to remove all retained deuterium. This was confirmed
by NRA of a degassed sample. Additionally, no further
deuterium is released in subsequent TPD experiments. Such
TPD measurements without prior deuterium implantation also
indicate that a background correction of the spectra is not
necessary, because in that case the signals for D2 and HD
are near the detection limit of the QMS. Figure 3 shows a
series of TPD spectra with D fluences between 4.7 × 1016

and 1.44 × 1017 D cm−2. All fluences in figure 3 are below
the saturation of the sample. At low fluences (up to
1 × 1017 D cm−2), only the high temperature states (1)
and (2) are populated with maxima of the release
rate at 800 and 880 K, respectively. The deuterium
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Figure 3. Series of TPD spectra with increasing deuterium fluences
below saturation. The release states are occupied sequentially from
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absent at low fluences. The spectra are measured at random order.
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Figure 4. The fraction of deuterium released from the low
temperature states (3) and (4) as a function of implanted fluence.
These states are not occupied at fluences below 1 × 1017 D cm−2

(region A). The deuterium retention of the sample and accordingly
the retention in the low temperature states saturate in region C.

inventory in these states increases with the fluence.
Above 1 × 1017 D cm−2, an additional low temperature
release stage appears, consisting of peaks 3 and 4.
Initially, state 3 is populated. The retention in state 4 increases
rapidly and finally retains more deuterium than state 3. The
fraction of deuterium in states 3 plus 4 is plotted in figure 4
versus the implanted fluence. The low temperature stage
appears after the threshold fluence of 1 × 1017 D cm−2. The
retention behaviour can therefore be divided into three phases.
In phase A, only the high temperature states are occupied.
In phase B, retention in the low temperature states increases
rapidly. The system is in steady state in phase C.

4. Discussion

The TPD spectra of implanted hydrogen show a superposition
of the temperature (and therefore energy) dependence of all

release-determining processes. Activation energies for the
release-determining processes can thus be obtained from
the temperature of release stages. This, however, implies
knowledge of the character of the processes and therefore
the mechanisms that govern the trapping and release of
deuterium. Without prior qualitative assignment of the
observed release stages to corresponding release-determining
processes, quantification is not possible.

Three principle processes can provide energy barriers
for the release of implanted deuterium into the vacuum:
diffusion, surface recombination and detrapping from defects.
The diffusion barrier for deuterium in beryllium is very
low (0.29 eV [5]) and deuterium diffuses very fast even at
room temperature. For this reason, diffusion is no release-
determining effect for the experimental conditions discussed
here. Deuterium has to form D2 molecules in order to
desorb into vacuum within this temperature range. The
recombination rate depends on surface diffusivity and surface
binding energies and is therefore directly influenced by
the surface chemical composition. TPD spectra (not shown
here) demonstrate that none of the observed release stages
is directly influenced by changing the chemical surface
composition of the sample from Be to more than 1 ML BeO.
This indicates that recombination is no limiting effect either.
The third and remaining process is detrapping. Therefore, one
can suggest that the peaks measured by TPD are caused by the
thermally activated detrapping from sites in the Be bulk.

At fluences far below 1 × 1017 D cm−2, deuterium is
implanted into an undisturbed bulk lattice. This assumption is
justified, because the sample is single crystalline and annealed
before each implantation at a temperature above half of the
melting point [6]. An implantation profile with a maximum at
a depth of 30 nm results from calculations by SDTRIM [7],
a kinetic Monte Carlo code. Two explanations for the high
temperature states are possible. They can be due to either
intrinsic trap sites or sites created by the collision cascade.
If both types of trap sites are intrinsic in the Be lattice,
they would be abundant throughout the bulk and their ratio
of concentration would be constant. Trapping of stopped
deuterium at the end of its collision cascade would occur in
the nearest possible trap site (which is accessible by diffusion)
leading in average to a constant occupation ratio between
state 1 and 2 with increasing fluence. The increase of the
temperature up to 800 K during a TPD experiment mobilizes
D bound in state 2, enables diffusion through the bulk,
and finally trapping again in an unoccupied state 1. If this
state is intrinsic, there are always unoccupied sites available.
This means that state 2 would never be observed in a TPD
experiment. Because it is observed and the ratio of occupation
between the two states changes with fluence, at least site
1 is ion induced and must be limited in its concentration.
Increasing the fluence means that the D concentration is
locally increased, which leads to a saturation of the trap sites
available within the implantation zone. Unoccupied states
with the highest binding energy being locally accessible
are occupied by diffusion. This explains the behaviour of
the system shown in figure 3, where at first state 1 and
subsequently increasing amounts of state 2 are occupied.

If all possible trap sites are occupied, the local oversat-
uration enforces a structural modification in the bulk. This
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occurs at 1 × 1017 D cm−2 and explains the sharp threshold
fluence observed for the appearance of release states 3 and 4.
Lossev et al [9] performed thermal desorption spectroscopy
(TDS) of adsorbed atomic deuterium on clean Be surfaces
and found a dominant desorption peak at 425 K, which was
assigned to surface recombination. Although the low temper-
ature release stage observed in our experiments has almost the
same temperature, it is not identical. First of all, the measured
release peaks are much sharper than the peaks observed for
surface desorption [9]. Under the assumption of a saturated
Be surface, the amount released from the low temperature
states must be correlated to the sample surface. The fraction
of low temperature desorption presented in figure 4 is deter-
mined from the ratio of the desorbed absolute amounts from
high and low temperature stages measured by TPD. Due to
the implantation method, the lateral deuterium concentration
in the sample is not homogeneous. Instead, the concentration
is smaller in the outer regions of the implantation spot. If
the low temperature states are created in the centre of the
irradiation spot, they are not yet created in the outer regions.
This means that the fractions shown in Figure 4 underestimate
the amount released from the low temperature stage above
1 × 1017 D cm−2. Accordingly, earlier TPD experiments [10]
show a higher peak at low temperature. Hence, a lower limit
of 6 × 1016 D cm−2 can be given for the release from the low
temperature stage in steady state, which is more than 30% of
the overall retained amount. The D areal density of a saturated
Be surface is 1 × 1015 D cm−2 [9]. If the low temperature
release stage originates from a surface, this surface would
accordingly be 60 times larger than the projected (flat) sample
surface. Ex situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) measure-
ments, however, indicate that the true surface area of the sam-
ple is in the range of 1.1–1.2 times the projected surface area.
This means that release stages 3 and 4 are energetically similar
to surface desorption but are not related to the actual sample
surface.

There is agreement in the literature that the maximum
concentration of D in Be is roughly 0.4 [8], which would
equal a formal stoichiometry of Be2.5D. The inventory of
2 × 1017 D cm−2 observed here in steady state, together
with an implantation profile calculated by SDTRIM leads
a maximum stoichiometry of Be2.85D. Such a high D
concentration cannot be realized by evenly distributed point
defects. Assuming only intrinsic traps like interstitial sites,
those lattice positions would correspond to e.g. 1/5 of all

tetrahedral holes or 2/5 of all octahedral holes within the hcp
Be lattice, which had to be occupied by D. Another possibility
is that D is not evenly distributed but the concentration of 0.4
is realized by bulk areas of a much higher D concentration
(>0.4) and areas of saturated Be grains. The saturation of
the Be grains (with a D concentration <0.4) is reached at
1 × 1017 D cm−2. Regarding these considerations and the
above discussions of the TPD results, we suggest that D is
bound primarily in ion induced defect sites.

5. Conclusion

The retention of 1 keV deuterium implanted into clean, single
crystalline beryllium at room temperature is investigated
by TPD up to saturation of the sample. The chemical
composition of the near surface region is controlled by
XPS and kept below 1 ML residual BeO coverage. About
78% of the implanted deuterium is retained below a
fluence of 2 × 1017 D cm−2. Above, the sample saturates
retaining a D areal density of 2 × 1017 D cm−2. The release
is not surface-recombination limited. It is suggested that
the release-determining processes are detrapping from bulk
sites. Four different trap sites are proposed. The two high
temperature traps have a release temperature of 800 and
880 K, respectively. At least one of them is created by
ion implantation. Two additional trap sites are supposed
to be formed due to structural modifications provoked
by local oversaturation of the bulk above a fluence of
1 × 1017 D cm−2. The respective release temperatures are
450 and 470 K. They are energetically similar to surface
desorption states, but are not related to the sample surface.
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